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The Arab Spring and Algeria’s exceptionalism

Youcef Bouandel
Associate Professor
Department of International Affairs
Qatar University
Abstract:
Despite being the first country in the Arab Middle East to embark on a process of
political reforms, Algeria has thus far failed in its democratic transition. When in January
2011, the Arab Spring was launched in Tunisia, Algeria, given its history of protest, was
believed to follow in Tunisia‟ footsteps. Algeria, against expectations, remained
relatively peaceful and the authorities were able to absorb popular discontent. The
authorities in Algiers, have used (a) financial incentives to buy social peace; (b) deployed
its security forces to swiftly deal with any uprising and most importantly (c) engaged in
the “boulitique”; a process of self-invention and survival to confer legitimacy on an
already bankrupt regime. Unlike, the other Arab Spring countries where elections are
held, the Algerian Islamists made the exception and did not fare well by comparison.
Introduction:
At the beginning of the demonstrations in Tunisia and Egypt, several observers of North African affairs
predicted that Algeria would also see demonstrations of that kind. This is particularly true after the riots
of January 2011,known as the oil and sugar events, (Roberts, 2011) and the different calls by several
sections of civil society to hold peaceful demonstrations against the regime. Nonetheless, these
predictions have thus far proved unfounded.
Larbi Sadiki (2012) correctly observes that „Algeria‟s modern political history is defined by two colossal
events: a stunning revolution, unique in the Third World and the Arab Middle East, which ousted the
French colonials in 1962; and a military coup that ousted democracy in 1992.‟ The Algerian revolution
against the French, whilst achieving formal independence in 1962, failed to establish the aims and
objectives contained in the proclamation of 1 November 1954, which marked the beginning of the armed
struggle. It is the second event, the military coup that ousted democracy in 1992 and the developments
that have taken place since, that will be the subject of this chapter. Therefore, in this chapter, I am going
to argue that Algeria experienced its own „spring‟ back in the late 1980s, which paved the way for the
democratization process. Indeed, some observers went as far as stating that „Algeria to date is the only
Arab or Muslim country that has significantly democratized its political system and the only country
within an oil-based economy that has abandoned its authoritarianism.‟ (Dillman, 1992:31). This transition
to democracy was short-lived and the military intervened in January 1992 to abort what seemed to be the
first democracy in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. Hence, these reforms were
introduced to give the semblance of a more open political system, but in reality these reforms have been a
measure to defuse the already volatile situation and seek another source of the system‟s legitimacy. The
military‟s intervention in January 1992, led to an unprecedented level of violence that claimed the lives of
almost 200,000 people. Therefore, this paper highlights the Algerian reforms and points to the pitfalls that
accompanied them, it also highlights the lessons that Arab countries can learn from the Algerian
experience in order to ensure a smoother and more peaceful transition to democracy. However, having
said that, it does not automatically follow that the „Arab Spring‟ did not have any impact of the Algerian
political scene. On the contrary, the Algerian authorities embarked on a series of reforms since February
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2011 which would, at least in theory, strengthen democratic principles.In reality, however, these reforms,
as it will be argued in this paper, were only superficial and served only to strengthen façade democracy.
Algeria’s ‘Spring’
Given the events in neighbouring countries, Algeria‟s long history of demonstrations against the regime
and especially the January 2011, many observers felt that Algeria would be next. However these
predictions proved to be inaccurate and Algeria, (Bouandel, 2011) on the whole remained stable and has
been in a position to initiate top-down reforms. This is due, I argue, to two main important and equally
related factors.
The first is that Algerians argue that they experienced their own „spring‟ over two decades ago, and they
have little or nothing to learn from the experiences of their neighbors. On the contrary, it is these
countries that are following Algeria‟s example and should learn from the pitfalls that the country has
experienced ever since with its arduous transition to democracy.
Seasoned observers of Algerian affairs concur that the events that have been taking place in a number of
MENA countries, had already taken place in Algeria in October 1988, and led to a series of reforms that
opened up the political space for previously excluded groups (Boukhobza, 1991). These events, which
paved the way for a process of liberalization, did not get the attention they deserve at the time for two
reasons. The first is the absence of television space channels such as Al Jazeera and social media such as
Facebook and Twitter, which have played an important role in what has been happening recently in the
MENA countries. The second is that the events in Algeria coincided with important developments in
Eastern and Central Europe. The fall of communism and the transition that was taking place in that part of
the world was the main focus of politicians, policy makers, journalists and academics. Hence, the events
in Algeria, by comparison, were pushed to the background.
In October 1988, demonstrators took to the streets of Algiers and other major cities to demand an end to
corruption and improvement of living conditions. Unlike the response of Tunisian and Egyptian
militaries, the Algerian military intervened on the direct orders of the then president Chadli Bendjedid and
about 500 rioters lost their lives in the space of three days. With the riots brought under control, President
Bendjedid addressed the nation and promised a series of reforms. The more conservative elements of the
ruling party, FLN, such as Messaadia, were removed and a constitution that brought an end to one party
rule was adopted in February 1989. This constitution in theory, paved the way for a pluralistic political
system in Algeria. As a result, Algeria witnessed the mushrooming of political parties. These parties
represented the wide range of political tendencies: from the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS), a conservative
party to the more radical and secular Ettahadi Party, the former Communist Party (PAGS). This period
also saw the emergence of privately owned newspapers. Plural elections were held in June 1990 for the
local and regional assemblies and the FIS proved to be a formidable political force winning 55 per cent of
the vote (Iratni and Tahi, 1990). With the prospect of a legislative election looming, the authorities in
Algiers, known locally as le pourvoir discarded the electoral system, under which the June 1990 election
was held, and replaced it with the two-ballot system, similar to that used in France. This change in the
electoral system was accompanied by the redrawing of constituency boundaries, to ensure that the FIS
would not repeat the same success at the national level (Bouandel, 2005). Hence, on 26 December 1991,
the first round of the legislative elections was held. The results showed that out of the 430 seats of the
National Assembly, 232 seats were won in the first round, of which the FIS won 198 seats. The results
suggest that the FIS only needed 28 seats to win an overall majority. The second round, which was
scheduled on January 16, 1992, in which the remaining 198 seats were to be contested, would have seen
the FIS winning a comfortable majority in the National Assembly. This is evidenced by the fact that the
FIS had no less than 186 candidates contesting the second round and having a lead in almost all of the
constituencies (Bouandel, 1992).
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The prospect of an Islamic government in Algeria prompted the military to nullify the results and bring
the electoral process to an end. A state of emergency was introduced in February and a month later, in
March 1992, the FIS was banned. These events marked the beginning of a long and bloody conflict in
which the protagonists, the military and the Islamists, committed unspeakable atrocities in a conflict in
which the civilian population was held hostage (Zoubir and Bouandel, 1998). The results have seen over
200,000 people killed, about 20,000 disappeared, over half a million fled the country and the estimated
cost of about 30 billion US dollars (Joffe, 2005).
Whilst the violence was still going on, the Algerian authorities embarked on a series of political reforms
to put the country back on track. Following the appointment of retired General Liamine Zeroual, as head
of state in January 1994, a number of steps were taken. First, in order to break away from the military,
which brought him to power, Zeroual sought popular legitimacy by calling for presidential elections in
which he stood as candidate. Hence, in November 1995, the first ever presidential elections were held
which Zeroual, as expected, won in the first round (Bouandel, 1997). In November of the following year,
a new constitution was approved by a referendum. This constitution and the laws that were subsequently
introduced, in theory, laid the foundations for a return to the democratic process and the entrenchment of
a democratic culture, but in reality, they were introduced for more stability and the continuation of the
status-quo. This argument is based on the following three points.
The first is that, unlike previous parliaments, this constitution, in Article 98, called for the creation of a
bicameral parliament. In addition to the directly elected lower house, the National Popular Assembly, an
upper house, the Council for the Nation, would be created. Two-thirds of its membership would be
indirectly elected; elected by and from the elected members of the local and regional assemblies. The
remaining one-third is directly appointed by the president. Given the president‟s free role in appointing
one-third of the membership, it is very difficult to justify not only its democratic nature, but also its
representative character. This move was a step towards strengthening the president‟s grip on the political
affairs of the country by reducing the role of the elected institution; the National Assembly. This
democratic deficit is evidenced by the fact that Article 120 of this Constitution stipulates that bills are
debated in both houses and for a bill to become law, it has to be ratified by at least three-quarters (75 per
cent) of the membership of the Council for the Nation. This state of affairs suggests that even if a political
party wins a majority, it will be unable to introduce and/or modify legislation without the tacit support of
the president, represented by his appointees in the Council for the Nation.
Secondly, in order to avoid the problems associated with the previous legislative elections, which would
have seen the FIS winning a comfortable majority, a new electoral system was introduced (JORA, 1997).
The two ballot system, under which the first ever legislative elections were held in December 1991, was
replaced by a form of proportional representation; the closed party list. According to this particular
electoral system, parties produce the final list and the ranking of candidates and the electorate votes of the
party of his/her choice, not the candidates. It is also customary for these systems to introduce a threshold
that parties had to surpass to gain representation. When this version of proportion representation was
adopted in Algeria, a 5 per cent threshold at the constituency level was introduced to ensure the removal
of superfluous parties. Whilst proportional representation as system of election is the one that is most
favoured by countries that have experienced transition to democracy, the version adopted by the Algerian
authorities, has had negative effects, as we shall see later after the May 2012 legislative elections, on the
painful transition to democracy in Algeria. The closed party list, over the years, I argue, has diluted the
electoral process from its real significance. A candidate who is ranked by his/her party‟s leadership, either
at the top or as near as possible to the top of a party‟s list stands more chance of being elected than
someone who is somewhere in the bottom half of that list. Hence, given the important role that parties‟
leaderships play in determining the order in which candidates appear on the ballot box, they would be
much more inclined to offer the top positions on their lists to those candidates deemed to be acceptable.
This situation fosters a submissive culture with the emergence of beni oui oui – yes men –encouraging
corruption and clientelism, and suppressing personal initiative and creativity. Thirdly, given the nature of
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Algeria‟s political parties - weak, fragmented and subject to the pouvoir‟s meddling in their internal
affairs, especially when they are deemed not to keep in line - suggests that elections and party competition
are nothing more than, to borrow the words of the late Algerian thinker Malek Benabi, “boulitique” (the
vocation of those who dupe the masses). Indeed, during the first half of the 1990s, the former single party,
the National Liberation Front (FLN), under the leadership of the late Abdelhamid Mehri, was a source of
embarrassment to the regime. After the aborted legislative elections of December 1991, the FLN was an
opposition party and Mehri himself was a fierce critic of the different choices of the regime. Hence, in
January 1996, members of the FLN‟s Central Committee, who were acting under direct instructions from
the security services, orchestrated Mehri‟s downfall (Brahimi, 1998). He was replaced by Boualem
Benhamouda and the FLN returned to playing in the hands of the regime. Similarly, Ali Benflis, was
removed from the leadership of the FLN is 2003, after he declared his intention to enter the presidential
race against incumbent president Bouteflika (Bouandel, 2004). Furthermore, when the Islamist Abdellah
Djaballah, refused to be coopted by the pouvoir, he was removed twice from the leadership of the parties
he led: Ennahda and Il Islah (Djaballah, 2012). Hence, it could be argued that parties‟ candidates are the
pouvoir‟s candidates, and elections are reduced to a referendum and the role of the Algerian electorate is
simply to rubber stamp decisions made elsewhere. The composition of the National Assembly, in terms of
the members, not the parties, is not necessarily a product of the electorate as much as it is a product of
these parties‟ leaderships. Furthermore, the electoral law introduced a 5 per cent threshold, at the
constituency level, that parties had to surpass if they are to gain representation. Whilst the introduction of
a threshold is a necessary condition to filter and remove extremist and superfluous parties, it has led, as
the May 10, 2012 election suggests, as we will see later, to an abnormal situation where so many votes
have been wasted and the winning margin of some parties have been magnified by this threshold.
Why has Algerian been immune from the ‘Arab Spring’?
It should be pointed out that demonstrations have been a common feature of the Algerian political
landscape over the two decades. Throughout the 1990s, Algerians have had to deal with a near civil war
and were concerned with security more than anything else. The situation changed after president
Bouteflika came to power in 1999. He was successful in bringing the violence to an end through the
adoption of first the Civil Harmony Law in 1999 and the Charter for Peace and National Reconciliation in
2005 (Bouandel, 2010). Nonetheless, despite the return of stability and the relatively high revenues, as
well as unprecedented reserves of foreign currency, the country still suffers from acute economic and
social problems. High levels of unemployment, shortage of housing, a deteriorating health service, an
unhealthy educational system, and most importantly very high levels of corruption are some of the
characteristics of the Algerian system. Consequently, expressions of the popular discontent, which
manifest themselves in demonstrations against the regime and its symbols have been an almost a daily
occurrence over the last decade. Open an Algerian newspaper any day of the week and you are almost
certain to read about a demonstration in one part of the country to denounce the practices of le pouvoir
and its representatives. These demonstrations are not necessarily monopolized by a certain segment of
society, as every sector, apart from the security services, had voiced its discontent. Since the turn of the
twenty first century, the most important demonstrations were in the Berber region, east of Algiers, in
2003 and those of in January 2011, just after the demonstrations in Tunisia (Layachi 2011).
Until very recently, demonstrations in Algeria have not necessarily called for regime change, nor for
specific political reforms. They were much more concerned with the improvement of socioeconomic
conditions such as housing, employment, salaries and working conditions as well as an end to corruption.
Furthermore, Algerians have also demonstrated against what they call El Hogra. El Hogra (the lack of
Karama or dignity) refers to the contemptuous treatment that Algerians are subjected to by a wide range
of office holders, including the security forces. People who are in a position of power, either appointed or
elected, are in theory there to serve the people; instead many abuse their position. Such a state of affairs
leads to the absence of rights, the adulterating of the concept of citizen and the creation of a chasm
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between them (the office holders) and us (the average Algerian). In this sense, it is the experience of El
Hogra that led Bouazizi to set himself on fire in Tunisia and compelled people in Algeria, and throughout
the Arab World, to rise-up against their tyrannical governments.
At first glance, everything in Algeria suggests that an uprising and/or a general explosion is imminent. To
be sure, the potential for such a scenario does exist and when events in Tunisia and Egypt started, Algeria,
given its problems, seemed to be the most natural theatre for a „revolution‟ to take place. However, to
date, Algeria seems to have been immune to what has happened in the region. This exemption is based on
the following:
First of all, as stated above, Algeria had already experienced its „spring‟ in the late 1980s. This has
resulted in two important and equally related outcomes that had serious consequences on Algeria‟s
political landscape and made an uprising a la Tunisia or Egypt, almost impossible at least in the short
term. The first is that the Algerian „spring‟ resulted in the opening up of the political space, with the
emergence of political parties, organizations of civil society, independently owned newspapers and the
holding of elections at regular intervals. The shortcoming of the resulting system notwithstanding, the
Algerian authorities claim that the system is democratic based on the free will of the Algerian people has,
to a large extent, been well received. During the author‟s several research visits to Algeria over the last
two years, many Algerians from different walks of life, argued that their system is much more democratic
than any other country in the Arab world and as a result, there was no need for Algeria to follow in the
footsteps of Tunisia and Egypt. (Focus group, Algiers, 09/01/2011)
Second, the near civil war that Algeria experienced in the 1990s left the country and its people
traumatized. Algerians remember too well what happened during that decade and are not inclined to
repeat that again. During my two research trips to Algeria in January and February 2011, my interviewees
confirmed that they were not willing to embark on another „adventure‟ which could result in bloodshed. It
was apparent from the several discussions, that despite the people‟ obvious discontent with le pouvoir and
its practices, there was a general fatigue and fear that an „Arab Spring‟ or October 1988-style uprising
would only result in bloodshed. Their fears were strengthened when the uprisings in Libya and Syria and
Yemen turned very violent. It is indeed these scenarios that Algerians are eager to avoid (Focus group,
Algiers, 09/01/ and 12/02/2011).
Third, unlike what happened in both Tunisia and Egypt, not only does the Algerian military have a history
of violently dealing with protests, as evidenced by the October 1988 uprising, the military has been at the
forefront of Algeria‟s politics since independence. Indeed, the Algerian military, represented in the Armée
de Liberation National (ALN), from which l‟Armée Populaire Nationale (ANP) emerged, preceded the
establishment of an independent state. Even before independence and especially since 1962, the major
political decisions have been taken by the military. Indeed, it is the military that intervened in January
1992 to cancel the results of the first round of the legislative elections and bring to an abrupt halt the
electoral/democratic process. Every single head of state of independent Algeria has been either drawn
from the military or brought into office by it. Hence, the military will continue to play an important role
in the politics of the country and any uprising against the current regime – in which the military plays a
central role - will be perceived as a threat against the establishment itself.
Fourth, Algerian political parties are too weak, fragmented and/or play in the hands of the regime to
mount a serious challenge to the regime. An atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust dominates the Algerian
political scene. I have previously remarked elsewhere that the „heated exchange of mutual accusation
between Louisa Hannoune, leader of the Workers‟ Party, and Noureddine Ait Hamouda, a member of the
National Assembly for the Rally for Culture and Democracy, is an example par excellence of the role of
the Algerian opposition‟ (2011, 12).
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Fifth, in Algeria, unlike the situations in Tunisia and Egypt where the political systems were clearly
identified with the presidents and their respective parties, the Algerian political system is neither
identified with president Bouteflika nor with any specific political party. Whilst corruption has reached
unparalleled levels in the country‟s history, it is not only identified with the president and his
family/immediate entourage. In Algerian, there is, what I call, horizontal and vertical corruption. The first
refers to the monopoly of economic activity by a select group of influential people who use their positions
to further their economic activities. Some of the high ranking officers in the Algerian military or
individuals backed by the military are clearly identified with a sector of the economic activity. In Algeria,
it is customary to hear about „the Sugar General‟, „the Milk General‟ and so on and so forth. Such was the
extent of these people‟s involvement in the economic activity of the country that a bridge, that links the
Port of Algiers to one of the main highways, is sarcastically referred to in Algeria as le Pont des
Generaux, the Generals‟ Bridge; to facilitate the movement of lorries carrying imported goods intended
for the local market. The second vertical or the progressive corruption refers to its spread throughout the
different levels of administration and government. The lower one is on the administrative echelon, the
lower the commission is. It has become so widespread that even when withdrawing money – especially
when there was shortage of liquidity- from a post office or getting a birth certificate from a town hall,
Algerians are compelled to pay bribes to corrupt employees for their „rights‟. Hence, the Algerian
political system which has until the late 1980s consisted of the former ruling party, then FLN, the
bureaucracy, the military, has since then included, les nouveaux riches, - money men - , referred to, to
borrow the words of the assassinated head of state, Mohammed Boudiaf (January - June 1992), as „la
mafia politico-financiere-. This mafia has the monopoly over several sectors of the economic activity, as
outlined above, and exerts immense pressure on politicians. In this system, Bouteflika, as head of state, is
reduced to nothing more than a mere figurehead with whom the Algerian political system formally
identifies. His departure would not alter the type of political system in the country.
Finally, unlike the situations in Egypt and Tunisia, Algeria is one of the richest countries in the MENA,
and boosts over 200 billion US Dollars in foreign reserves. Given this fact, the Algerian authorities have
indeed used financial incentives to buy social peace. Hence, several increases in salaries, in most cases
backdated, have been approved, as well as generous loans for the unemployed to start their own
businesses. These steps were taken for political reasons, to appease the volatile economic and social
situations, without any consideration for the economic implications, such as inflation.
The impact of the Arab Spring on Algeria:
Despite the fact that Algeria has, so far, been immune from the „Arab Spring‟, the events in neighboring
countries have had an impact on Algeria‟s internal political situation. Unlike the spontaneous and
leaderless „revolutions‟ in both Tunisia and Egypt, in Algeria, a number of political parties, such as the
Rally for Culture and Democracy (RCD) as well as organizations of civil society, such as Families of the
Missing Persons, tried to provide the organizational framework for these demonstrations. Hence, the
National Coordination for Change and Democracy (NCCD) was created in January 2011. The most
recognized figures in this coordination were Dr Said Saadi, former leader of the RCD, and Ali Yahia
Abdennour, former president of the Algerian League for the Defense of Human Rights. The Coordination
called for the state of emergency, in place since February 1992, to be lifted, the introduction of genuine
reforms with the opening up of the mass media, the release of political prisoners and social justice
(Layachi 2011). The Coordination planned to hold marches against the pouvoir every Saturday, beginning
on 12 February, until its demands are met. The first march was, by all account, a failure. The authorities
ensured that access to the main square and streets were blocked and traffic coming into Algiers was
closely monitored. The second march of February 19 was attended by a few hundred only and the idea of
holding marches every Saturday was abandoned. On their part, the Algerian authorities aware of the
developments taking place in Tunisia and Egypt and the domestic situation responded by lifting the state
of emergency on 24 February 2011. This move was not only very well received throughout Algeria, but
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also signaled the authorities‟ desire to relax the rules. Indeed, as soon as the president announced the
lifting of the state of emergency, the organized opposition to the regime started to lose momentum. To
many Algerians, Said Saadi became a hated figure who was bound to bring chaos to the country. He was
ridiculed by Algerians when they nicknamed him Said Samedi (Saturday in French – a reference to his
calls for marches against the regime). Furthermore, Algerians have also exchanged SMS‟s that stated,
Saadi rouh El darek, Bouteflika mahouche Mubarak (Saadi go home, Bouteflika is not Mubarak).
Indeed, whilst Bouteflika‟s position as head of state was never under threat from his people, however, the
humiliating manner by which Benali and Mubarak left office and the events in Syria, Libya and Yemen
and the volatile situation at home, compelled the Algerian pourvoir to revisit its position on several
issues. The move to lift the state of emergency was perceived as a basis upon which further political
reforms can be built. This sentiment was further enhanced by president Bouteflika‟s speech on 15 April in
which he outlined a series of reforms to be undertaken (Canal Algerie, 15 April 2011) With these steps,
the Algerian leadership was able to absorb popular discontent and to pre-empt any moves by some
political parties as well as organizations of civil society to gather support against the regime.
Hence in order to elaborate of the proposed reforms outlined by the president in his televised speech a
commission headed by Abdelkader Bensalah, President of the Council for the Nation embarked on a
series of consultation with political figures, parties and civil society. The Commission presented its
findings/recommendations to the Council of Ministers before the reforms were voted in parliament. There
were some proposed changes to the Constitution, but the nature of these changes was left unspecified. It
was left to the new parliament, after the May 2012, election to introduce them. The laws that regulate
political activity – parties and associations – were introduced. As a result over 20 political parties, some
of which have been active in Algeria‟s political scene albeit without formal recognition, put forward
candidates for the legislative election. The reforms also introduced a quota for women in order to increase
their representation in the different elected assemblies.
Nonetheless, despite the introduction of these steps, the reforms did not go far enough in resolving the
Algerian stalemate and introducing genuine reforms. The pouvoir continues to play to the international
audience by projecting an image of a democratic government. The reforms did not address one of the
most significant components of the Algerian political system: the military. Furthermore, another question
pertaining to the nature of the political system –presidential, semi-presidential or parliamentary and the
proposed reforms to the constitution, especially the limits on the presidential mandates, were left
unanswered and will be dealt with by the new parliament. Hence, the legislative election of May 2012
was held, according to the Algerian authorities, at a turning in Algeria‟s modern history.
The May 2012 legislative elections
The Algerian authorities, fearing the lowest turnout in Algeria‟s history, given the indifference of the
electorate, played up the importance of the elections. Statements comparing it to the July 1962
referendum, which confirmed Algeria‟s independence, were uttered by the Prime Minister, Ahmed
Ouyahia (El Khabar (Algiers) 20 April 2012). About 46 political parties and several independent lists
took part in the election. The results raised a few eyebrows. (Canal Algerie, 12 May 2102) First, the FLN,
against all expectations and despite the internal fighting, came in first, almost winning the majority of the
seats. Second, unlike MENA countries where elections were held following the „Arab Spring‟, the
Algerian Islamists were dealt heavy blows and failed to make an impression. Third, because of the female
quota, almost one third of the membership of the Algerian National Assembly is female; the highest
percentage in the world; something that the Algerian authorities were quick to point out.
Nonetheless, the results of the elections produced a very weak parliament and its representative character
in questionable. Despite accusations of fraud, the results are closer to reality than not. Firstly, on 8 May,
two days before polling day, Bouteflika, who is honorary president of the FLN, stated in a speech in the
eastern city of Setif, that his political affiliation was known to everyone. This was perceived as an implicit
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support for the FLN (Canal Algerie, 8 May 2012). Secondly, no less than 21 political parties that
participated in the election, were legalized less than three months before and did not have time to develop
their programmes and membership. They simply tried to capitalize on the newly found freedom by trying
to gain representation. Thirdly, the 5 per cent threshold that parties needed to secure to gain representation
played into the hands of the bigger parties. Hence, it is conceivable that a party can win all the seats
available in a given constituency on less than 6 per cent of the vote, if none of the competing parties
manages to secure more than 4.99 per cent. This situation questions the representative character as well as
the legitimacy of the elected institutions. This is particularly true when the institution‟s main task was to
amend the constitution upon which the new rules of the game would be defined. More than two years
after it was elected, the new constitution has yet to see the light. It was postponed until the new
presidential election were held. Given the uncertainty surrounding the incumbent president‟s health, and
with it the future of governance in Algeria, Bouteflika reshuffled the cabinet and appointed to key
positions his close allies. Hence the Ministry of Interior, of Justice and the chairmanship of the
Constitutional Council, with key roles to play in any elections went to his cronies. With these
appointments and despite not addressing his people for over a year, disabled president Bouteflika, who
suffered a stroke, won his fourth term in office with over 81% of the turnout; a result that is reminiscent
of pre-„Arab Spring‟ elections in the Arab Middle East (El Khabar, (Algiers) 19 April, 2014). Thus, the
legislative and presidential elections as well as the different reforms that preceded them, suggest that in
Algeria, plus ca change, plus c‟est la meme chose. Whilst in theory laws are introduced, consultations and
debate are taking place, political campaigns are organized, elections are held and members of parliament
take up their seats, the reality is that little if anything changes. This „boulitique‟ serves only to give the
semblance of democracy and to legitimize a regime that lost its credibility.
Conclusions:
The Algerian experience with democracy has been very arduous and at times very frustrating. However,
its experience can provide very important lessons for countries in the Arab world that are undergoing
political transformations. It could be argued that Algeria has experienced two waves of democratization.
The first lasted almost three years; from February 1989 with the adoption of the new Constitution until
January 1992, when the electoral, and with it the democratic process, was brought to an end. Several
lessons can be learned from this failed transition to democracy. The first is the very relaxed laws for the
creation of political parties should be avoided. In Algeria in the late 1980, just fifteen people were enough
to form a political party. Furthermore, despite the fact the law stipulates that no political party can be
based either on religion or ethnicity, the Algerian political landscape had seen the emergence of these
very same political parties. The second lesson is the importance of the electoral system in the transition to
democracy. In this period, Algeria experienced two electoral systems, in addition to the redrawing of
boundaries. These constitutional changes were implemented mainly as a response to the FIS threat and to
ensure that the necessary measures are in place to prevent its success. The second transition started in
1994, when Liamine Zeroual was brought to office in January. The authorities in Algiers seemed to have
learned from their own past mistakes. The law on the creation of political parties were tightened; the
electoral system, the two ballot system, that produced, what I call, a magnified majority for the FIS,
(Bouandel, 2005), was replaced by another version of proportional representation and an upper chamber
in which the president can choose the third of the membership strengthened the executive even further at
the expense of the parliament. These changes were introduced not necessarily as steps towards further
democratization, but to ensure stability. They simply helped to give the illusion of democracy whilst the
status quo remained. Furthermore, despite continuous criticism of the type of political system in the
country and promises to change the constitution by president Bouteflika himself, he has not addressed the
peculiarities of his country‟s political system. It was only in November 2008, when his second, and
constitutionally last, term in office was fast approaching that he emulated his then Tunisian counterpart,
Ben Ali, when he amended the article in the constitution which limits the president‟s mandate to two five
year terms, practically introducing a president for life.
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Nonetheless, with the winds of the „Arab Spring‟ blowing over North Africa, the authorities in Algiers, in
an attempt to pre-empt the flames of the „Arab Spring‟ catching Algeria, embarked on a number of
reforms. These reforms, however, have amounted to nothing more window dressing. As long as the
system is perceived to be democratic by western governments, and shower praise on the country‟s rulers,
the latter will use these statements as a means to legitimize their tenure of power.
Since independence from France in 1962, Algerians have been living in a pressure cooker, albeit
comfortable in economic and social terms, until the mid-1980s. The different reforms that were
introduced since the late 1980s have served only one purpose: increase the size of the hole in the pressure
cooker to let off steam so that the pressure cooker does not explode. The size of the hole –increase and
decrease - had mirrored and indeed was measured by the extent of popular discontent towards the regime.
The authorities in Algiers have thus far been able to control the flow of steam and managed to keep the
pressure cooker from exploding. This is partly due the healthy balance of payments and Algeria‟s
estimated foreign reserves, estimated at over 200 billion USD. With the May 10 legislative elections, the
authorities were presented with, yet again, another opportunity to manage a smoother transition to a more
democratic form of government and prevent a Libyan/Syrian/Yemeni style uprising. This is particularly
important in light of the proposed reforms of the constitution that the current parliament has to undertake.
This need for a smoother and a proper transition is particularly important given the fact that the so-called
November generation - that participation in the War of Independence 1954-192 - is fast becoming an
extinct species and the revolutionary legitimacy is a devoid concept. Should the pouvoir miss this chance
the pressure cooker is bound to explode.
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THE EFFECTIVNESS OF TEACHERSIN A MULTI-CULTURED
CLASSROOM
MohdAderiChe Noh
Noraini Omar
(Faculty of Education, National University of Malaysia)
Abstract
Knowledge on students is needed for teachers so that they can provide the appropriate
teaching and learning of Islamic education that meet the needs of every student as they
come with differing backgrounds and culture. These differences should be noted to
ensure that the strategies, approaches, methods and techniques selected are able to
represent all ethnic groups in the class. Therefore, this study explores teachers'
knowledge on students, especially the socio-economic and socio-cultural aspects of
students. Qualitative research design was used in this case study which involved four
teachers of Islamic education in Sarawak via purposive sampling. Data were analyzed
thematically using the Atlas.ti7.1.7software. The results showed participants in the study
have the initiative to find out the background of the students, especially the economic
and cultural aspects of students. Knowledge about both these aspects helps them in
conveying the teaching of Islam. The results also indicate that the socio-economic and
family culture can have positive and negative implications for the students' learning
processes in the classroom. Hopefully, these findings provide a paradigm shift for
teachers of Islamic education in creating meaningful lessons for students.
Keywords: knowledge on students, cultural diversity, Islamic education, socio-economic,
socio-cultural

INTRODUCTION
Apart from delivering the content of the subject being taught, the teacher has a role in
knowing who their students are. Knowledge on students is necessary to help teachers
choose strategies, approaches, methods and techniques used in delivering content of the
lesson. Knowledge on these students include aspects related to the background, level of
maturity, cognitive level, the level of understanding, preparedness, intelligence and
differences found among them including the characteristics that they possess.Knowledge
of students is necessary so that the teacher can use the appropriate strategies, approaches,
methods and techniques that can meet the needs of entrepreneurship students based on
their different backgrounds. The selection of teaching methodologies, including
appropriate teaching materials will assist teachers in understanding the students, as well
as to make the learning process enjoyable thus leaving a positive impact in the students.
This is also consistent with the distribution of cognitive levels in determining the learning
outcomes to be achieved, so teachers must be sensitive to these different groups.
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KNOWLEDGE ON STUDENTS
At the implementation stage of the teaching process, teachers of Islamic Education
should have the teaching skills, including the skills on the social worlds of their students.
This includes the students' backgrounds, socio-economic status and socio-cultural
elements. According to Azizi Yahya et al. (2005), socio-economic status also determines
whether the physiological needs of pupils are met or not.For low income families,
educational opportunities might be slimmer than the pupils whose families have high
income. The same goes for the influence of community and students’ socio-cultural
background. The community, which consists of a variety of cultures and attitudes, has a
different and distinctive way of life. This influence is vital in the evolution process of the
school children because it can affect and change significantly if the students do not get
basic nurturing of strong common values.
This opinion is in line with Abdullah Ishak (1989), which stated that the
effectiveness of teaching and learning is not only dependent on the charisma, intellect,
personality and maturity of a teacher, but it depends also on how well a teacher knows
the students’ background such as the student’s family, mental, physical, cultural
characteristicsand inclinations.The need to take cognizance of the students’ family,
community, nation and cultural backgroundhas been discussed by Muslim scholars such
as Ibn Sha’ban (1997), IbnKhaldun (2000) and Abdullah Ishak (1989), and
SharifahAlwiah (1988). This is because the knowledge of these matters will enable
teachers to interact effectively in their relationships in the classroom and during the
process of teaching and learning. It is also because the duties and responsibilities of
teachers do not stop in the classroom, in addition, they also need to discuss and
communicate with parents so that the growth of students can be informed through the
relationship. Contact and discussions will also help and support the teaching process.
The importance of discussion and communication in relationships between
teachers and parents is also fundamental to teachers in selecting appropriate approaches
in their teaching. In terms of the cultural diversity that exists in the classroom, teachers
need to avoid boredom and confusion by choosing approaches and methods that can
celebrate the students who come from diverse cultural, language, practice, beliefs, race,
and dialects as well as cultural sensitivity. Therefore, Islamic Education teachers should
be sensitive to these diversities. This is because the students are different in their
attitudes toward other groups, which are not their own group. In fact, there are students
who are very ethnocentric and treat people who are different from themselves in terms of
race, colour, economic status, religion and values as inferior, whilst some other students
consider the other person as unique and distinctive and are able to see the
similaritiesbetween themselves and others, and appreciate and accept the different
attributes (Sharifah Alwiah Alsagoff, 1988).
The Prophet PBUH highly celebrated every individual’s differences in learning
whetherthose who received the calling through da'wah or those who asked (Abu
Ghuddah, 2009). He interacted with each individual based on the person’s understanding
and appropriate to their position. He also took care of the feelings of the new student,
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which the Prophet PBUHdid not teach them what is being taught to those who has been
studying for a long time. He answered the questions raised, based on the person's interest
and situation.
Therefore, a teacher of Islamic education (GPI), which simultaneously acts as a
preacher, should have in depth knowledge of the students. Through knowledge of the
these students either in terms of the students' backgrounds, socio-economic and sociocultural details, teachers will be able to identify the problems faced by the students, it is
easier for them to lend a hand, build the potential of students and boost the students
excellence in academics as well as character. Knowledge on students who come from
various backgrounds, different ethnicity and race will also help teachers to provide
guidance and attention to them.
This is because these students have different needs and requirements, and it is the
responsibility of each teacher to meet these different requirements. This diversity of
needs and requirements will lead to the diversity of learning styles which in turn gives
implications for the process of teaching in Islamic Education.

THE TEACHING OF ISLAMIC EDUCATION
Teaching is a process that encompasses the activities of planning, implementation,
evaluation and feedback. It aims to disseminate knowledge or skills. The function of
teaching is to produce effective learning, a person that is well-adjusted and harmonious,
knowledgeable and honourable. Thus a good learning session should involve the skills
of teachers in matching the teaching methods to the learning objectives and learning
styles of their students (Shahabuddin Hashim et al., 2003).
Meanwhile,learning is a mental, physical or spiritual activity to the students
themselves. It is a process where individuals can change their attitudes and behaviour to
grow continuously and consistently and is able to use the knowledge and skills acquired
for the development of themselves in particular and society or the nation in general.
Thus learning occurs when there is a change in behaviour, thoughts, perceptions and
affective including feelings, attitudes and values (Shahabuddin Hashim et al., 2003).
In the context of Islamic education, the teaching and learning of this subject
should look into the purpose of Islamic education itself as stated by Hassan Langgulung
(1980), the process of preparing the younger generation to fulfil their role, transfer of
knowledge, Islamic values are aligned with the function of man to do good in the world
and reap the rewards in the hereafter. Through the process of teaching and learning of
Islamic education, the individual student will be formed, guided spiritually and
physically to be an Islamic personality and able to prepare them better in facing the
surrounding community (D. Marimba, 1980).
Hence, curriculum development in general or Islamic Educationin particular, will
not be complete and perfect if teaching and learning methods are not given emphasis
(Ismail Ibrahim et al., 2011). The acquisition of knowledge and the development of a
perfect personality are not only due to the charisma and personality of the teacher, but
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also due to a curriculum that is complete and supported by a broad range of teaching
methods. The effectiveness of teaching and learning of Islamic education also includes a
few things namely motivation, needs and interests of students, ensuring the learning
objectives, determining the level of maturity of the students, knowing the individual
differences, observing their comprehension, integration of existing knowledge with the
original, and making the process of education as an experience that delights students
(AzyumardiAzra, 2012).
However, the Cabinet Committee report (1979) to review the implementation of
the education policy, found that the practice of teaching and learning of Islamic
education is still of a low quality (Ministry of Education 1988). Similarly, MohdAderi
(2008) also found that instructional practices of teachers in Malaysia are still at a
moderate level. Teachers are still found to be using simple or old approaches (chalk and
talk), the approach of delivering information to the students in one way only.
Approaches that use teaching aids and practical assignments are less practiced
(Muhamad Suhaimi, 2008), in other words, learning strategies are more focused and
centred on the teacher.
By examining the above issues, it is clear that these teachersare still using
teacher-centred approach, while in reality the use of such strategy is not able to meet the
diverse needs of the students. This is because in the teaching of Islamic Education we
cannot deny the existence of multiple levels of achievement, a variety of backgrounds
and cultures brought by the students into the classroom. Hence it is the responsibility of
the Islamic Education teachers to meet the diverse needs of the students so that
education can be fairly given to them.
THE CONCEPT OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE TEACHING OF
ISLAMIC EDUCATION
Religion is the basis of culture and cultural practices, while faith is the foundation of
religion. Therefore, faith, religion and culture can be summed up as a union called the
Islamic ad-din.Although culture comprises of relationships between humans can be
differentiated with religion, which is a relationship with Allah the Almighty, these two
cannot be separated.IbnKhaldun (2000) also pointed out that, in order to see the
civilization of a people, we should refer to the nation's culture including elements of
language, way of life, religion and dressing habits as well as values that are practiced.In
addition to acknowledging the existence of tribes or race in human society, Islam
recognizes the existence of varying cultures and ways of life.In fact, some jurists are of
the opinion that the urf (custom) of a nation that does not conflict with the Islamic law
can be considered as a source of law that is not explained by the Quran and the Hadith
(Ismail Hamid, 1996).
Sociologists explain the cultural variations of the two approaches, i.e.
functionalism and ecological. The functionalism approach analyses the components of
culture in terms of the functions of those componentsto determine the social order as a
whole. According to this theory, culture and society are mutually dependent on each
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other. Some elements of culture cannot be separated by the entire social system and
culture as a whole. Concurrently, the ecology approach also sees culture as one way to
adapt to the environment. Thus, the cultural practices of a community are closely linked
to its environmental opportunities (SharifahAlwiah, 1988). It is a fact thatthe school
plays a role as an agent of cultural transmission, and without an agent it is difficult to
expand the culture of a generation (Hussein, 1993).
This view is consistent with the view of sociologists Nik Safiah (1985), and
MohdTaib (1988), which also describes the birth of a culture as coming from the energy
of the mind, spiritual effort or the energy of moving the soul to meet its biological and
social needs and can be adapted to its surroundings. Through these efforts, the formation
of thoughts, beliefs, opinions and habits areultimately inherited and determine the
behaviour of a society. Culturalbehaviour can be studied through three indicators,
namely; (i) language, (ii) religion and beliefand (3) the inherited customs (Ahmad Man,
2005). These are the indicators that according to himassert ethnic identity and display
the unique characteristics.
Based on the discussion of the background of the study, this study was carried
out to fulfil the objectives and answer the following research questions:

RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES
1.

Exploring teachers' knowledge of the students in a multicultural classroom?

Research Questions
1.

What is the teachers' knowledge about the students in a multicultural classroom?

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study used a qualitative approach using a case study design. Qualitative methods
are used for this study because it is very suitable in reviewing a case in an in depth and
comprehensive manner (Slavin, 1992) and in gathering information about a case.In
addition, qualitative methods can provide an opportunity for researchers to observe and
examine the participants' knowledge onthe real study environment of the students
(Merriam, 1998).Creswell (1988) put forward several reasons for choosing a qualitative
approach. Among them, because (i) the nature of the research questions that need
answers on how and what had happened, (ii) the exploratory title of the research, (iii)
research that requires detailed observations, and (iii) the qualitative approach emphasises
the researcher as the main instrument who can tell the story from the perspective of nonparticipants or emic perspective as opposed to etic perspective (Merriam, 1998).
Researchers had information based on what actually happened in the classroom. Data
was collected by using interviews and direct observation of the teaching sessions.
The sample selection is done using purposive sampling by Miles & Huberman
(1994). Study participants had to be selected and identified in advance so that he can
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give appropriate and adequate information. In this study, a total of four Outstanding
Teacher of Islamic Education (DG44) subject at SMK Sarawak State were selected in
this study. Selection of study participants went through a screening process through the
Islamic and Moral Education Sector of the Sarawak State Education Department and
they have volunteered to participate in the study. Data was analysed in a thematic
manner and organised using Atlas.ti 7.1.7 software.

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The data obtained were coded as in Table 1.0.
Table 1.0: List of Codes, Categories and Themes
Code
Category
Knowledge On Students
PTM- SE
PTM- SB

Themes
Socio-economic
Socio-cultural

KNOWLEDGE ON STUDENTS’ SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECT
After analysis and coding, emerging research themes found that nearly all research
participants agreed that some of the themes of knowledge on the students can be
categorised into several aspects of general information such as the level of socioeconomy of the students.
Based on the research findings, research participants indicated that, in
implementing teaching based on cultural diversity,Islamic Education teachers have
knowledge of the socio-economic status of their students.This knowledge on the socioeconomic level is necessary because economic factors influence discipline and academic
achievement of a student. According to Ustazah Fatima and Ustaz Badri, in their school,
they found that the students which havegood economic backgrounds tend to have good
discipline and academic achievement as compared to the students who are from lowincome families.
This point is illustrated by the following interview; "If we do research here in
this school, if the economic background of the family is ok, the discipline of the student
is ok, usually his academic is also ok, I suppose he might have made his parents as his
idol? Ok, then if we were to look at the students in the last class, if the parents are
labourers, perhaps he/she will be less motivated” (Ustazah Fatimah). For these students,
they also seem to think that education is a matter of no importance. This is stated in the
followinginterview; "For them it is like... in themselves there is no realisation...
education is not seen as important”(Ustazah Fatimah).
Ustazah Fatimah also linked socio-economic background of the students with the
students’ motivation to learn. According to her; "We must see if his/her parents are
labourers, perhaps he/she is less motivated" (Ustazah Fatimah).Ustazah Fatimah’s
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statement is also supported by Ustaz Badri who is also clarified that the socio-economic
level of thestudents indeed highly influencesthe culture of their attitudes. According to
him, students who come from the poorest households will have humility due totheir
meagre condition and they are also lacking of adequate school supplies. This is his
explanation; "Socio-economic background indeed influenced the culture and the attitude
of the students, some have low self-esteem...while studying. Why? They don’t have
enough. Only has a pen, school uniformnot ironed, and all. They are lacking in
supplies"(Ustaz Badri). In the situation that the students are not motivated, the Islamic
education teachers need to have an approach to motivate them (Ustaz Badri).
Meanwhile, for Ustazah Noor, she also agrees that teachers should have the
knowledge of their students’ condition including their socio-economic background.
Based on her observations at the school, she found that students, who come from
families with relatively low economic situation, will be lethargic when at school. Hence
in this case, the teacher should first investigate why the students are in such a situation
and not punish them at will. This was stated by her through the following quote; "If he
comes to school, and he is weak and so on, for us I cannot immediately scold him.
Perhaps he did not eat right? Parents might have no money to cook food for breakfast.
This is usually the case… Need to really...” (Ustazah Noor), and according to Ustaz
Badri; "Most of the students having learning difficulties in this study are those who are
underprivileged" (Ustaz Badri).This is stated in following quote; "…coming to school,
bus fares have to be sourced on their own. Finally, they seem to give up"(Ustazah Noor).
Ustaz Badri and Ustazah Noor both agree that the economic background of the
students is also relatedto their discipline. Students who come from families with
financial difficulties will cause problems at school such as coming late to school
andtruancy. This is explained by the following interview; "He has discipline problems,
and such... who violate the school rules, arrived late at school" (Ustazah Noor), "most of
the troubled students in this study are the onesfacing relatively difficult lives..." (Ustaz
Badri). For Ustazah Noor, it is difficult for families whose parents are busy working and
do not give attention to the application of Islamic values or education, it will have an
impact on students' achievement and their acceptance of Islamic education compared to
families who do not have economic problems. This is her explanation; "Certainly has an
impact. Compared to students whose family gave attention on anything related to
Islamic education, when we teach, they are easier and faster to receive"(Sara).
STUDENTS’ SOCIO-CULTURAL ASPECT
Apart from knowledge on the socio-economic background of the students, participants
of this study also felt that teachers also need to know their students socio-cultural
backgrounds. Knowledge of the socio-cultural background of the students is greatly
needed as there are those among the students who are unclear and do not understand the
true teachings of Islam. This problem occurs especially among students with a
background of a family who has newly converted to Islam. This was stated by Ustazah
Noor through the interview as follows; "There are students who converted to Islam who
are very unclear of the teachings. It seems that they do not understand at all. When
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asked, owh, the family has converted to Islam!"(Katy). This is because the family has
just embraced Islam but is still not practicing Islam such as fasting and not fasting.
In the situations like this, the teacher should teach according to the level of
ability and the aptitude of the students and ensure that all lessons are in the syllabus.
Effective teachers will group the students based on their ability and mastery of a certain
skill. Cognitive level based teaching approachisacknowledged especially for the students
who are new converts. This is admitted by Ustazah Noor in the following interview; "I
just know that there are Muslim converts, which family did not practice, I can say it is
not a direct practice. No prayer, no fasting, right? If I can touch her feelings, she is like,
she is interested"(Katy).
Also, in such situations, teachers need to apply touching the feeling approach to
them. The use of this method is to make the students interested in the teaching of Islamic
education (Ustazah Noor). This socio-cultural knowledge can help teachers provide
examples relating to their experiences at home (Katy) either in terms of practices and
ways of life, where the teacher can use a significant approach to the students so that they
can more easily understand the day’s lessons.
For John, she stated that knowledge on socio-cultural of the students is needed so
that teachers can give examples and relate to what is taught during the day with the
events in their lives. Teachers' knowledge about who their students are, their siblings,
race, family, and what revolves around them can help them in dealing with those
students. This is because the practice of their parents at home has implications for the
practice and appreciation of the students’ knowledge and skills that they have learned in
school. This is expressed through the following interview; "…culture will influence them
indirectly and brought to school" (Katy).
Ustazah Hamni also stated that there are among parents of students who do not
fast, causing some students who are not fasting while in school. But what delighted her
is that there are those among the students who fasted but did not take the pre-dawn meal
until it causes them to be weak and sleepy while studying in the classroom. This was
stated by her through the following quote; "I have had a student who, during the month
of fasting,were weak... at 8, 9, 10 am and sleepy. I wonderedwhy? No pre-dawn meal.
But he fasted, best of all he fasted. I wondered why do you not take the pre-dawn meal?
Mother does not fast, father does not fast. Haa, that's a fact"(Mala).
Based on the findings above, there are two major components related to teachers’
knowledge on students in a multi-cultural class, which are: the socio-economic and
socio-cultural backgrounds of students. This is illustrated by Figure 1 below:
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Socio-economic

Knowledge on Students
Socio-cultural

Figure 1: Knowledge of Teachers on Students
DISCUSSION
Knowledge of the students have been discussed in previouswritings and is an important
component in the production of quality teaching (Shulman, 1986, 1987; Ibn Khaldun,
2000; Aintley & Luntley, 2007; AbdulSukor, 2008; Coombs, 2009; KamarulAzmi,
2010). Based on the findings of this study, it is indicatedthat participants of the study
have the knowledge of the socio-economic and socio-culturalbackgrounds oftheir
students. This finding supports the findings of Ahmad Yunus (2011) whichstates
thatGCPIs are knowledgeable and sensitive to the diversity of the students’
characteristics. This has led to the selection of methods and techniques which are
appropriate to the students in the teaching of Islamic Education.
The research findings showed that teachers provide a special biodata form for
each student who was taught. This isindicating their determination to know more about
their students. The findings are consistent with the views of Coombs (2009) that the use
of a brief profile of the students can help teachers to become more familiar with the
background, progress and specific needs of a student. Therefore, it is highly important
for the Islamic education teachers to realise that the classrooms they teach are filled by a
variety of students who wish for recognition as individuals, are called by their names
and have distinctive requirements that must be met.
Teaching of IslamicEducation should also be coordinated with the students’ level
of thought and their knowledge. Furthermore, the ProphetPBUH himself was very
concerned with the aspects of individual differences in the delivery of his teaching (Abu
Ghuddah, 2009). Similarly, in implementing multicultural education in the teaching of
Islamic Education, the Subject teachers need to have knowledge about the diverse
backgrounds of students in the classroom to determine the suitability of the subject
matter and methods which are used in the teaching and learning. Selection of subject
matter and appropriate teaching methods will facilitate teachers in implementing the
teaching and learning process. This is consistent with the study of Ahmad Yunus (2010)
in which students must also be understood in the context of their different background,
past knowledge and readiness of mind to help teachers implement their treatment and
delivery of teaching materials effectively. Consideration of the diversity of this
difference provides an opportunity for practical learning experiences to students (alSyaibani, 1991).
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Socio-cultural knowledge also helps the teacher to know who their students are
and so that they can use the examples close to the students and as a way for teachers to
facilitate their coexistence with the local community.Students’ interest can also be
nurtured and developed if teachers take into account the socio-cultural differences of
students because there are students who do not practice what they have learned in the
classroom due to lack of encouragement at home.It is these groups’ interests that should
be enhanced as well as their motivation to learn so that they are keen to learn and
teachers will do not simply punish them if they do not practice what they have learned.
This is in line with Kamarudin (2006) who stated that the teaching which is not
consistent with the cognitive level of the student and acceptance will create boredom
among students. The Prophet PBUH as a leading teacher also took into account
individual differences in the educational and enlightenmentprocesses (Abu Ghuddah,
2009).
Specific knowledge relating to the students allows the Islamic Education teacher
to determine the selection of teaching materials and approaches, as well as appropriate
and effective methods and techniquesin the teaching of Islamic Education.Teachers'
relevantknowledge of the studentswill enable content knowledge held by the teacher to
be adapted to suit the students and delivered to the target accurately and effectively.
Thus, the ability and knowledge of teachers on pupils' socio-cultural and socio-economic
background assist teachers in selecting materials, methods and techniques appropriate
when implementing the teaching of Islamic Education, especially in the classroom which
consists of various cultures.
CONCLUSION
The socio-economic background of students that are retained in the minds of teachers
indirectly facilitates the planning of quality teaching, thus attracting the students’ interests
as well as increasing their level of motivation. Concurrently, knowledge about the
students’socioculture connects the teachers with the local community lifestyle and will
shape the teaching of Islam in multicultural classes with the descriptions and examples of
the variety of different ethnic groups. Ultimately, the goal of the creation of man from
various race and ethnicity (syucuban wa qabailalitacarafu) is indirectly achieved in the
teaching of Islam in a multicultural classroom.
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Abstract

I argue that discountable (optional) reasons may contribute to an ought-statement, even if
“ought” only relies on those discountable reasons. An “ought” is, in that case, itself
discountable. I maintain there is such an ought, namely a weak evaluative ought, outside the
deontic sphere.
This “ought” constitutes a recommendation, contra a requirement. If we demand
action on such a “weak” ought, our reasons do not support the demand. That is, our demand
does not amount to a rational or a moral requirement. Here, “ought” does not denote an act
whereby not to act is wrong but an act which is considered a better course of action than an
alternative, though the agent would be rational, yet perhaps silly, to choose the alternative.
Now, as an alternative explanation to discountable reasons, I examine
incommensurability. Incommensurability, I argue, does not rule out discountable reasons but
shows, rather, that any reason may be or become discountable.
Keywords: Ought; reason; requirement; defeating; incommensurability

1. Introductory Remarks
In what follows, I discuss discountable (optional) reasons and their relation, if any, to
oughts. If a relation between reasons and oughts obtains, their relation is presumably severed
at the juncture of discountable reasons. If we arrive at oughts by reasons, discountable reasons
are presumably excluded. For discountable reasons, supposedly, do not contribute to an
ought.
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Yet this is the question I pose: Can discountable reasons contribute to an ought? If
they do, what makes them yet different to non-discountable (requiring, contributory, pro
tanto, etc.) reasons? — I shall maintain that discountable reasons, given they obtain, can
contribute to an ought; yet if an ought relies only on discountable reasons, it is a “weak”
evaluative ought, itself discountable. The relation to oughts is, then, not what separates
discountable from non-discountable reasons but the strength of oughts relative to the strength
of reasons.

2. Proposition 1
Let us propose (P1): Not to act on a reason, applicable to certain circumstances, is
wrong, irrational, unreasonable, etc. Given no opposing reason, one ought to act on a present
reason. So: If there is a reason to φ, and no reason not to φ, then p ought to φ. (Broome

20001.) An undefeated reason, then, requires one (p) to act, that is, as long as it pertains to a

situation where no opposing reason obtains. Moreover, if a reason defeats opposing reasons, it
requires one to act.
Now, an opposing reason, let us say, is equal in strength. Not to act on the reason
opposed is, then, arguably justifiable, as long as acting on the opposing reason is (also) the
right thing to do. However, if the opposing reason is stronger or, better yet, defeating, then
one ought to act on that reason.
2.1.

A contrario
We can, however, distinguish reasons from requirements. Where one has a reason to

act, whether one ought so to act, is not determined by that reason alone. For (a) there may be a
defeating reason to act otherwise; and (b) a reason may be discountable, viz. optional or

excluded by a higher-order reason2.

Reasons do not require action. They do not carry an ought; neither a conditional ought
(i.e. a requirement). If a reason requires action, the action is not required by that reason alone
— or by definition of “a reason.” If it derives from a reason, an ought derives only partly, or
mediately, from that reason. That is, the ought is not generated by that reason alone — or by
definition of “a reason.” A reason does not entail an ought.
1

Broome is no longer of this view.
Here I examine discountable reasons qua optional reasons, that is, discountable at will, not those discountable
by higher-order reasons (e.g. commands). The latter are discussed in Raz (1975).

2
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Though not requiring, demanding, commanding, etc., reasons are normative; they

suggest3 action; or they favor one action over another. (Cf. Dancy 2004a, b.) Still, P1 needs to
be amended, or else abandoned. Normativity does not entail a requirement, though reasons,
suggestive of action, may amount to a requirement. A norm does not immediately require
action.

3. Proposition 2
Now, let us propose (P2): It is not wrong, etc., not to act on some reasons. These are
discountable reasons, i.e. optional. They are of a special kind, weak or of no force — or of a
special kind of force. If not acted upon, or if not acted upon as a better option or acted upon as
a weaker, they are less prone to rational criticism. As Greenspan (2007:177-78) notes, to
explain or justify not acting on a discountable reason, an appeal to preference suffices.
If P2 is true, P1 is not: Given a reason to φ, and no reason not to φ, p ought not thereby
to φ — (a) if there is a reason to φ, and no reason not to φ, then p may yet not φ; (b) if there is
a reason to φ, and a reason not to φ, then p may yet φ, (c) even if not φ-ing is a stronger or a
defeating, yet itself a discountable, reason. Here, the action of p is rational, at least not
irrational.
Now, in the absence of opposing reasons, not to act on a present reason, is not wrong,
etc., by definition of “a reason.” Not to act on a reason does not establish wrongness; as acting
on a reason does not establish rightness. The strength of reasons explains, supposedly, why
not acting on them is wrong. The weakness of reasons explains why not acting on them is not
wrong. Further, some reasons may count as non-discountable but in a weaker sense, such that
they are in fact discountable with regard to P2(a) and (b), but not P2(c). While P2(c) is, as we
propose, true of discountable reasons, it is not true of non-discountable reasons: If there is a
defeating non-discountable reason to φ, then p ought to φ.

4. P4: Defeating
Regarding defeating, within the spectrum of discountable reasons, let us propose
either: (a) Reasons do not defeat each other — they present an alternative, more or less
favorable; or (b) reasons can defeat each other, such that defeated reasons remain a viable
3

Here I apply “suggest” in addition to “favor.” The problem with the more common term “favoring” is that it
implies a comparison between courses of action when we might in fact only be considering a single course of
action, viz. where no opposing reasons are at play.
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option on which to act, that is, within reason, though not invariably immune to some trivial

criticism. Discountable reasons 4 , even if they defeat opposing reasons, do not impose
requirements; rather, they present an opportunity (Greenspan 2007:177-78).

5. Amendment to P1
In light of the foregoing, we amend P1 by qualifying reasons generating requirements.
Let us, then, propose (P1´): Requirements are generated not by reasons per se but by overall
reason, conclusive or absolute reasons, non-discountable undefeated reasons (viz. where there
is no reason not to φ), or non-discountable defeating reasons. Thus, not to act on overall
reason (i.e. an aggregate of reasons amounting to a requirement), conclusive or absolute, or
sufficiently strong, reasons, is wrong, etc., but not to act on a reason is not wrong, etc., by
definition of “a reason.” A reason may be discountable, thus not requiring.

6. Implication
Here, we exclude discountable reasons from an ought-judgement (“p ought to φ”). By
implication, we divide normativity into two relations, the deontic (“right and wrong”) and the
evaluative (“good and bad”). Discountable reasons are relevant to the evaluative sphere; nondiscountable reasons to the deontic. (Dancy 2004b:24.)
In the case of an ought, one is required to act by the latter, given they succeed in
generating requirements. Whereas non-discountable reasons stand in a relation to oughts,
discountable reasons, lacking the deontic sense, stand in no such relation (Dancy 2004b:21,

24). As Dancy (2004a:116) puts it, “peremptory” reasons take us to oughts, while “enticing”5
reasons only take us to “bests,” i.e. the (most) attractive.
Further: If discountable reasons obtain, we cannot define a reason (i.e. reason in
general) in terms of its relation to oughts (Dancy 2004b:21). Yet, let us grant, reasons
suggestive of action, can be requiring in aggregate; or otherwise as stated in P1´. Nondiscountable reasons, in suggesting or favoring action, stop short of requiring action but they
contribute to an ought, in generating requirements by aggregation. Thus, at a point, they “take
us to” a conditional ought (i.e. requirement), further generating an overall ought, i.e. an
4

Or, on Greenspan’s (2007) terminology, “purely positive” reasons.
Following up on Raz (1999), Dancy (2004a, b) applies “enticing” to reasons here given the adjective
“discountable” or “optional.” Now, “enticing” indicates an attractive consideration or option. Not all
discountable reasons present attractive options, though. “Enticing” reasons are, rather, a type of discountable
reasons — or an occurrence of a discountable reason where that consideration presents an attractive option.
5
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aggregate of reasons whereby an ought can be stated “all things considered.” Whether
singular or in aggregate, discountable reasons, however, do not generate requirements — if a
reason is discountable, one cannot be required to act on it. In that case, a reason does not, and
cannot, lead to an ought.

7. Proposition 3 — The Evaluative Ought
Dancy assumes “[…] the notion of an ought is both normative and deontic. It is
deontic by definition, more or less” (Dancy 2004b:24).
Broome (via Dancy (2004a)), notably, suggests there may be a “weak” overall ought,
applicable to discountable reasons, or an aggregate thereof. In so far as there are enticing
reasons, Broome (2013:60-1) argues, they can lead to oughts in the same way as any other
reasons. That is, if one believes one ought to act on an attractive option, yet declines, one can
be accused of a mild lapse of rationality.
Though not dismissing this “weak” ought, Dancy (2004a) is skeptical of applying it.
Ordinarily, Dancy (2004a:102) argues, if an action is permissible, not to act on it is not put
under criticism. However, Dancy (2004a:102, 104) also argues that, though inaction or acting
on a lesser option is permissible, it may be put under some, though trivial, criticism, where
one can be said to be silly, etc. There is, indeed, nothing odd about a permissible choice of
action being put under criticism, provided one is not criticized for irrationality. Though a
choice of action is permissible, it is not immune from criticism.
The “weak” ought suggested by Broome, is still treated as a deontic ought, suggesting
a “weak” requirement, thus giving rise to problems for permissibility. Dancy (2004a, b) and
Broome (2013) do not consider an evaluative ought. As there are two normative relations, two
senses of “ought” are here at play, namely (1) a directive in the sense of a requirement or a
demand; and (2) a recommendation or advice. (1) is the deontic sense of “ought.” Within (1),
there are final (overall) and conditional oughts. (2) allows an ought in the evaluative sense,
itself discountable.6 The ought, then, is weaker than a requirement.

On this “weaker” sense of ought, a person may be permitted not to act on some
reasons; yet it might be recommended that she act on them — that she “ought” so to act.
6

While Dancy (2004a:102) does recognize the notion of a discountable ought, he sees this as a defect, in the
light of problems for permissibility. An evaluative ought-judgement is not considered, however, where
permissibility would pose no problem.
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There is no rational requirement for not being silly, foolish, etc. — yet here a rational
recommendation may be put forth. What one “ought” to do or how one “ought” to act is not
by definition what one has or is required to do. “You ought to φ — but you do not have to φ”
is valid. Here, “ought” denotes the “best” reason to act within viable options; yet as an
evaluative ought-judgement, viz. as recommended.
We thus propose (P3): Discountable reasons can contribute to, or suggest, a “weak”
ought in the evaluative sense, qua recommendation or advice. They do not contribute to, or
suggest, an ought in the deontic sense, qua directive, viz. command or direct action. We can,
however, recommend, or advise on, a course of action, where our recommendation is to some
degree supported by reasons though discountable.
Now, if inaction or acting on a lesser option is deemed wrong, etc., our judgement is
not supported by our reasons, be they discountable. Our judgement demands too much, in that
case. Proceeding from discountable reasons, we can at most criticize a choice of action as
silly or something to that effect, as noted. Here, an ought-judgement, if expressed in the
deontic sense, is not backed up by reasons. Rather, the judgement is one of demand over and
above rational requirements.
Further, an evaluative ought does not establish a relation between reasons and oughts.
On the contrary, discountable reasons do not determine the presence of an ought. An ought
might not be appropriate to a situation were it not for the presence of a person who is in a
position to recommend or give advice, e.g. a wise friend, an expert, a professional. A person
in an authoritative position may suggest a course of action for which there are only
discountable reasons; yet express her suggestion as an ought-statement, to be understood as a
recommendation or an advice, contra a directive. Here, an ought is not wholly supported by
reasons given but it can be stated by a person because she is accepted for giving
recommendation or advice. Discountable reasons do not generate oughts, as dictated by
reason. Rather, where one appeals to another for giving recommendation or advice, an ought
can be stated by the latter, in spite of the reasons.

8. Problem 1
The argument thus far rests on the actuality of discountable reasons. — Raz finds the
notion of discountable (“enticing”) reasons problematic.
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[T]he very same considerations which in some circumstances seem to be
enticing reasons are under other conditions [or in conjunction] requiring
reasons (Raz 1999:100).
Yet, as Dancy (2004a:94) expounds, a normative-evaluative relation is to be
distinguished from a normative-deontic (requiring) relation in which a consideration stands
under conditions where it otherwise would not. The same consideration, then, stands qua
deontic under the latter relation whereas under the former it would stand qua evaluative. So,
in view of these different relations, once the context is changed, an enticer may be converted
into a requirer, or an aggregate of enticers may amount to a requirer.
However, on Dancy’s view, enticers cannot generate oughts, but here they can be seen
as so doing, namely through conversion or aggregation. Also, Dancy (2004a:93) rejects the
notion of a requiring reason — yet he applies it here in defense of his own account of enticing
reasons.
Enticing reasons, in conjunction, do not have to be understood as potentially requiring,
as in converting into a conclusive or amounting to an overall reason, where they otherwise, in
singular, would not. In conjunction, enticing reasons may suggest an ought, but not in the
deontic sense. They suggest an ought in the evaluative sense, rather — in the sense of a
recommendation or an advice. So they may do in singular as well — yet the recommendation
has assumedly more weight, consisting of reasons in combination. Whether in singular or in
combination, reasons can thus be “enticing.”

9. Problem 2
A further problem Raz (1999:101) observes with enticing reasons is their seemingly
defeating “requiring” reasons in some scenarios, if the latter are not too strong or not so
weighty — yet not “enticing” (discountable). If true, this conclusion renders the distinction
between discountable and non-discountable (“requiring”) reasons meaningless.

9.1.

Alternative Explanation — Incommensurability
As an alternative explanation to the one of “enticing” reasons, Raz proposes

incommensurability7. As Raz (1999:101) defines it, reasons are incommensurate when they
7

With regard to normative conflict between moral and prudential reasons, Broome (2013:61), also, presents
incommensurability as unraveling apparent conflict as incomparable oughts at play.
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do not defeat each other. There is no decisive reason either way — opposing options are both
or all within reason. Reasons are, notably, not absolutely optional: “[A reason] can be said to
be optional relative to competing reasons which are incommensurate with it” (Raz 1999:102).
That is, reasons are not optional in themselves but in certain circumstances (in C) where they
happen to be incommensurate.
However, incommensurability does not rule out enticing reasons. We can accept
incommensurability as an explanation for discountable reasons — yet grant the notion of
enticing reasons, as long as we see them as enticing in C, not in themselves. Reasons are
enticing, let us say, because in C one faces opposing attractions the reasons for which do not
defeat each other. There can be other discountable reasons where in C, irrespective of
attraction, one faces options the reasons for which do not defeat each other.
Given incommensurate (i.e. non-defeating) reasons in C, there are reasons other than
enticing which can be discounted in C — or, if we drop “enticing,” any reason may be
discounted in C. So, let us propose (P4): Reasons, otherwise contributory to oughts, are
discountable in C. Or: Reasons, otherwise capable of contributing to oughts, are discountable
in C. — If we offer incommensurability to solve the problem of defeating by discountable
reasons, we grant that any reason may be discounted in C, that is, any reason otherwise nondiscountable.
Yet, as proposed in P2(c), reasons, e.g. enticing, can be discounted even if they are
commensurate, viz. if they defeat (or are defeated by) other discountable reasons.
Incommensurability does not rule out this possibility for enticing reasons or other
discountable reasons. Hence, since any reason may be discounted in C, any reason may be
discounted, whether incommensurate or commensurate with other reasons.
Now, Raz (1999) seems to be arguing that reasons are discountable only when they are
incommensurate. However, Raz does not show that some commensurate reasons cannot be
discounted. His alternative explanation begs the question, rather. So: If commensurate
(defeating) enticing reasons are discountable, and those are not ruled out, some commensurate
reasons, of similar strength or weakness, can also be discounted.

10. Example
Raz (1999) gives the example of Mary who defers a visit to see her mother at the
hospital to go to a play. Mary is supposed to visit her mother at the hospital from time to time;
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and today she considers whether to visit her mother or to go to a play instead. The reason to
visit her mother is not enticing. So, Raz asks:

If the enticing reason to go to the play could have justified [Mary’s] deferring
the visit to the next day does it not show that enticing reasons can defeat
requiring reasons? (Raz 1999:101)

Well, not quite. Mary can defer the visit because visiting her mother at a particular time is
not an obligation (i.e. a requiring reason) but rather to visit her mother sometime during the
week or in the near future. The example of Mary is not obviously a case of defeating; at least
it can explained without appealing to defeating. In fact, Raz presents an explanation without
appealing to defeating, namely incommensurability. Yet we can also appeal to the notion of
enticing reasons. The notion of a requiring reason is, rather, the problem.
The enticing reason to see the play, let us presume, does not defeat Mary’s reason to
visit her mother. Given Mary has a defeating reason to visit her mother on regular basis — to
visit her mother today, can be a reason of similar strength, though not enticing, as going to the
play. To visit her mother does not have to weigh so much more that to go to the play would be
wrong or otherwise blameworthy. To visit today, is not “requiring” — it is optional, as Raz
seems to grant, in fact. If Mary chooses the play, visiting her mother is not defeated; both
options are within reason. That the visit is deferred, is not a case of defeating but of
incommensurate reasons, as Raz himself goes on to argue — yet one reason can be “enticing”
and the other of similar strength but not enticing.
Now, let us grant, Mary’s reason to go to the play does defeat her reason to visit her
mother. As long as these reasons are of similar strength — that is, if deferring the visit is not a
reason for blame — then defeating here does not render the distinction between discountable
and non-discountable reasons meaningless — because Mary’s reason to visit her mother is
also a discountable reason, as Raz, again, recognizes.
If Raz’ example of Mary is at all a case of defeating, it is not a case where an enticing
reason defeats a “requiring” reason but an enticing reason defeats another optional reason,
judging by strength within the domain of optional reasons. Raz fails to show that discountable
(enticing) reasons conceivably defeat requiring reasons. The case of Mary does not lead us to
that possibility.
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Further, as the case of Mary shows, the contributory reason, or the reason that would
otherwise be contributory to an ought (to visit her mother today) — a reason capable of
contributing to an ought in the deontic sense — is itself discountable in C of Mary, even if
commensurate with the opposing reason — thus eligible for ought in the evaluative sense,
rather.

11. Conclusion
We amended the proposition (P1) that not to act on a reason, applicable to C, is wrong,
etc., by qualifying those reasons (qua conclusive, overall, etc.) constituting or amounting to
requirements, generating oughts (P1´). We further proposed (P2) that not to act on some —
discountable — reasons is not wrong, etc.
Given P2, we proposed and concluded that (P3) discountable reasons do not contribute
to an ought in the deontic sense (qua directive or command) but potentially in the evaluative
sense (qua recommendation or advice). Also, (P4) reasons, whether enticing or otherwise
contributory to a deontic ought, can turn out to be discountable in C, where they are
incommensurate, even commensurate (defeating), with opposing reasons.
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Abstract

I consider the proposition that one ought, other things being equal, to keep a promise, viz.
that promising generates a requirement (obligation) to keep the promise.
Patricia Greenspan, in her “Practical Reasons and Moral ‘Ought’” (2007), maintains
that promises, on this proposition, can be understood as detachable “time-bound” oughts.
I dispute this proposition and the “time-bound” view. I maintain that promising does
not invariably, or by definition, generate a requirement. There are discountable promises,
relative to the content of the promise and the promisor’s ability to keep the promise, given its
content.
Proceeding from the “time-bound” view, considering the ability of the promisor at a
given time a promise ought to be fulfilled, I conclude that promissory obligation is contentdependent, while promises per se are content-independent. Ergo: A promise can be made
without generating obligation.
Keywords: Promise; obligation; ought; ability; detachability

1. Introduction
I will dispute the proposition (below, section 2) that promises are immediately, or by
definition of “promise,” obligation-generating. Some reasons for keeping a promise are
discountable, I shall maintain, relative to the content of a promise and the promisor’s ability
to keep the promise at a given time. If time-dependent, promissory obligation is likewise
content-dependent, while promises themselves are content-independent. A promise can thus
be made without generating an obligation to keep it.

2. Proposition
Let us propose (P1):
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Promising generates a requirement, or an obligation, to set oneself to keep the promise
made. One ought, other things being equal, to keep it. In other words: Promising is by itself a
sufficiently strong reason to keep a promise (cf. Raz 1999:95-6).
The clause “other things being equal” assumes inter alia no overriding obligation.1 So
(n1): If you make a promise, and there is no reason not to keep the promise, then you ought to
keep the promise. Or (n2): If you make a promise, and there is no equally strong or stronger
reason not to keep the promise, then you ought to keep the promise. Further (n3): If you make
a promise, and there is no overriding reason not to keep the promise, then you ought to keep
the promise. If reasons to keep the promise thus stand undefeated, you ought to keep the
promise.
An act of promising is obligation-generating by virtue of a deliberate undertaking on
part of the promisor and a correlative right, or a claim to action, simultaneously accorded to
the promisee. By the very act of promising, one undertakes an obligation to perform a certain

act, according thus a right to another. The promisor is, therefore2, obligated to act as promised
in accordance with the promisee’s claim. (Cf. Hart 1955.)

3. Detachability
A promise, on P1, is a conditional or an undetachable (“wide-scope”) ought (O) of the
form:

O(if p, then q).3

Or, in the case of promissory obligation:

O(if you make a promise, you keep it).
1

Another condition for justifiably not acting on a promise is if the promisee releases the promisor from the
promise, thus canceling the promise.
2
“Therefore” will be disputed below.
3
Here, following Broome (2000), we distinguish between detachable (“narrow”) and undetachable (“widescope”) oughts (O). A detachable ought is of the form “if p, then Oq”; an undetachable ought is of the form “O(if
p, then q).” An ought of the form “if p, then Oq” is detachable by modus ponens, that is, if we grant p is true, we
can derive Oq. An ought of the form O(if p, then q) is not detachable by modus ponens, that is, by granting p as
true, whereas p as false also satisfies the requirement. (See also Greenspan (2007).)
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E.g.:

O(if you promise to return the book, you return it).

Now, undetachable oughts include, e.g., hypothetical imperatives. However, as
Greenspan (2007:188-92) argues, promissory obligation is not equivalent to applying the
necessary means to the end willed. For practical necessity, if yet subjectively contingent, does
not commit one to the end; one is only committed to applying the right means to the end
given. Yet one can at any time repudiate the end; and one is then no longer required to apply
the means.
In the case of promissory obligation, a moral agent cannot repudiate the end. This, in
Kantian terminology, is a perfect duty, viz. one ought to adopt the end. The end is also a duty
(MM 6:384-5). If a moral agent has given a promise, she cannot renege on it. It ought to be
kept.
Greenspan (2007:189) maintains that a conditional “time-bound” ought is detachable
in a current state of affairs, where its condition at a given time (t) is irrevocably settled. At t0,
a promise is made; at t1, keeping this promise is determinedly unconditional; hence, the
promise ought to be kept at t1. So: (p at t1:)

O(you keep it).

E.g.: (At t0, you promise to return the book at, or before, t1; at t1, the promise still applies, you
have the book intact, and you are freely disposed to return the book; so:)

O(you return it).
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At t1, the condition for keeping the promise is a “truth” or “fact” unalterable by the agent,
whereas time is upon her to keep the promise and she would no longer be justified or excused
for reneging on the promise. As Greenspan (1975) writes:

According to the time-bound view, what lets us detach an ought from its condition
is never just the tenseless fact, but only the presently unalterable fact, of that
condition’s fulfillment — and only while enough time remains to fulfill the ought
(Greenspan 1975:260; my emphasis).

In terms of P1, an ought is detachable where reasons to keep the promise are undefeated, that
is, conditions n1/2/3 are satisfied at t1. “A promise is made” (p) at t0 is not sufficient to detach
an ought at t1. An ought, where a promise has been made at t0 but a reason to act otherwise
obtains, or an overriding obligation is present, at t1, does not admit of detachment at t1. The

ought is conditional not only on p but “other things being equal.”4

Granted, one ought to try, or bring oneself, to keep a promise; and, if the promise is
unavoidably broken, where one intends to act morally, compensation might be in order.
However, if reasons to act otherwise obtain, or an overriding obligation is present, at t1, I am
no longer required to keep the promise at t1, though I may be required to compensate for
having broken it. I ought, in fact, to act otherwise, that is, not keep the promise. That would
be the detachable ought.
Now, if by happenstance reasons to act otherwise obtain, or an overriding obligation is
present, at t1, I am not to blame for not fulfilling the original obligation at t1. Yet even if I am
to blame, such that by my own fault, I am no longer able to keep the promise at t1, the
obligation to keep it is abolished at t1. “[O]ughts are no longer in force when it is too late to
see to it that their objects are fulfilled” (Greenspan 1975:263-4). I have violated an obligation,
but since the option to keep the promise is no longer open to me, I am not obligated to keep
the promise.

4

While Greenspan (2007) does not specify undefeated reasons as conditions for detachment, I gather she might
grant n1/2/3 as conditions for detachment under “something […] that is already settled by the time assigned to the
act it conditionally requires” (Greenspan 2007). That is, if reasons for keeping a promise are undefeated, the
obligation to keep a promise is presently an unalterable fact.
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The ability (a) to keep a promise is a condition for keeping it. If a promise is made,
where at t1, the promisor is no longer able to keep the promise, the obligation to keep the
promise is abolished. Blame does not retain the obligation, though if one is to blame, one may
be obligated to compensate more so than if one is not to blame.
So: ((p ∧ n1/2/3 ∧ a) at t1):
O(you keep it).

4. The Act of Promising
Searle (1964:45) contends that “[...] promising is, by definition, an act of placing
oneself under an obligation.” Similarly: “The essential feature of a promise is that it is the
undertaking of an obligation to perform a certain act” (Searle 1969:60). This is the essential
condition for a promise sans phrase (ibid).
The essential condition is not sufficient, though necessary, for a promise sans phrase;
thus not for promissory obligation. Besides the essential condition, as Searle (1969:57-61)
expounds, for a promise to be genuine (“sincere and non-defective” (ibid, p. 54)), an act of
promising is performed by reference to a future act to be performed by the speaker (promisor)
(ibid, pp. 57-8), where, if not for a promise, she would in the normal course of events not
obviously perform this act (ibid. pp. 59-60). The utterance of giving a promise is intelligible
to the hearer (the promisee) and understood as being a promise (ibid, p. 57), with no
impediments to communication (ibid). The promise, also, is given in a serious manner, viz.
not as a joke (ibid).
Moreover, the speaker intends to do as promised; and she believes she can do as
promised (ibid, p. 60). She further intends the utterance of a sentence to place her under an
obligation to do as promised, assuming the semantic rules determining the meaning of the
expression uttered are such that the utterance counts as an undertaking of an obligation. As in
accordance with semantical rules, the sentence uttered is one which is applied in making a
promise (i.e. “I promise…”). (Ibid, pp.60-1.)
Notably, insincerity does not nullify a promise, that is, where one does not intend to
keep it. “[I]nsincere promises are promises nonetheless […]” (ibid, p. 62). Whether sincere or
insincere, promising involves an expression of intention. The insincere promisor, thus, takes
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responsibility to intend to act on the promise. This condition holds whether or not the
utterance is sincere. (Ibid.)
Lastly, the hearer wishes the speaker to do as promised or would, in any case, prefer
the speaker to do as promised. The speaker believes the hearer wishes or prefers the promise
to be kept. In other words, the promise has value for the hearer; and the speaker believes such
is the case. (Ibid. pp. 58-9.)

5. Degrees of Bindingess
However, as Ross (1939:100) argues, the bindingness of promises is not equal in all
cases. There are degrees of bindingness. The bindingness of a promise is relative in degree to
(1) the value of a promise to the promisee; and (2) how and when the promise was made. We
are more bound to the promisee if the promise is of a high value for her than if the promise is
of little (or no) value. Also, whether a promise was made in a serious and sincere manner or
half-heartedly, even insincerely, matters to the degree to which we are bound by the promise.
Also, the recency of promise-making seems to add to its bindingness (ibid, p. 101).
Here, the value of a promise to the promisee and the seriousness of promise-making
correlate with those in Searle (1969). However, Searle does not list conditions relative to
time, as however does Ross (1939), save the reference made to a future act by the promisor.
Notably though, Ross is occupied with promissory obligation, whereas Searle is occupied
with promises sans phrase. Time-conditions do not apply for promises sans phrase, but they
do apply to promissory obligation.
As Ross (1939:98-9) argues, we need to examine the conditions under which a
promise was made, that is, whether those still apply. A promise is subject to unexpressed
conditions the presence of which “has its dangers” (Ross 1939:98), in particular “If
circumstances have not become very different.” If the conditions under which a promise was
made no longer apply such that fulfilling the promise becomes impossible, the duty to fulfill

the promise is abolished (Ross 1939:109).5

Now, we are not, strictly speaking, under an obligation to effect a change so as to
fulfill a promise but to set ourselves to do as promised (Ross 1939:108). Yet an obligation to
5

Though a duty for compensation may instead be created: “[T]he situation has developed in such a way as to
abolish the duty — though it has created another instead.” (Ross 1939:109.) — A promise can otherwise be
cancelled by the promisee, as she may no longer desire the thing promised (whether or not impossible) —
compensation is less or hardly needed, in that case.
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set oneself to do as promised does not unconditionally remain binding until the promise has
been fulfilled, or, rather, one has brought oneself to fulfill it; — or, in any case, one has
brought oneself to intend to fulfill it. This clarification allows abolition of promissory
obligation, viz. that if fulfilling the promise has become impossible, the obligation to do as
promised is abolished. E.g.: If I have promised to return a book but the book is destroyed, I
am no longer obligated to set myself to return the book, though I may owe compensation to
the promisee. (Ibid, p. 109.)

6. P1: A contrario
6.1.

Value
Following Ross (1939), if a promise is more or less binding relative to its value for the

promisee, then, arguably, there would be no degree to which the promisor would be bound to
keep a valueless promise. However, following Searle (1969), as the value for the promisee is
a condition for a promise sans phrase, an utterance of promising is not a genuine promise, if
the promisee puts no value in the utterance as such. Given that, the value of a promise is not a
condition for promissory obligation but a promise sans phrase.

6.2.

Ability
We allow abolition of promissory obligation if conditions no longer apply for it. So: If

promissory obligation is abolished when it becomes impossible to fulfill, then one is not
bound by the promise if its fulfillment is impossible, or wholly unrealistic, to begin with —
promissory obligation never arises. Yet, though promissory obligation is abolished or never
arises, the promise per se is not nullified; — one has nonetheless uttered a genuine promise,
according to conditions set forth by Searle (1969). Yet, with regard to her ability, to hold a
promisor to the promise may be deemed too demanding.6

Now, while a condition for a promise sans phrase is that the speaker intends to do and
believes she can do as promised, a condition for promissory obligation is that she can do as
promised. If she foreseeably cannot do as promised, though she intends and believes she can
do as promised, we do not hold her to the promise.

6

We could say, also, that for a third party to hold a promisor to a canceled promise is too demanding. Here,
however, as the promise per se is nullified, promissory obligation is immediately abolished. In the case of
promises impossible to fulfill, by contrast, the promise stands, while promissory obligation either does not arise
or is abolished. Then the promisee herself might hold the promisor to the promise, too demandingly.
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In certain circumstances (C) at a given time (t), promissory obligation is (1) abolished,
when a veritable promise has yet been made. Here, with or without blame, fulfilling the
promise becomes impossible in C at t1; thus, promissory obligation is abolished. Or (2):
Promissory obligation never arises; yet a veritable promise is made at t0. Here, a promise is
impossible to keep, thus not generating promissory obligation, in the first place, that is, at t of
promise-making.
In (1), an ought is not detachable in C at t1. In (2), an ought is not detachable in C at t0.
In neither case, the promise is nullified. In (1), although promissory obligation is abolished,
the promise still stands, according to conditions set forth in Searle (1969). In fact, I may owe
compensation to the promisee by virtue of another ought generated from the promise
unfulfilled, relative, again, to conditions p, n1/2/3, and a. In (2), though promissory obligation
never arises, a genuine promise is made, according to conditions set forth in Searle (1969).

6.3.

Content
A “time-bound” ought is detachable relative to the constancy of obligation as

determined in C at t1 and the promisor’s ability to fulfill the content of the promise in C at t0.
Now, content of a promise is relevant for promissory obligation but not for promises.
A promise is content-independent, but promissory obligation is not. If a promise involves an
object which the promisor cannot foreseeably accomplish in C at t0, we do not hold her to the
promise.
Condition a in C at t0 relates to the content of a promise. This condition allows that an
ought is not detachable if its content is incompatible with ability. If a promise is made at t0, in
the absence of opposing reasons or an overriding obligation, where ~a, then the ought is not
detachable at t0; yet the promise stands.
Condition a in C at t0 is inconsistent with P1 which does not allow a genuine promise
without its generating a requirement to keep it.

6.4.

Discountable Promises
The bindingness of a promise may be diminished to a degree that (1) one is not at a

given time required to keep the promise though one may have certain non-discountable
reasons to bring oneself to keep it, viz. if at t0 it is, or at t1 it has unexpectedly become,
challenging rather than impossible to fulfill the promise; or (2) one is not required to fulfill
the promise; and one has, if any, discountable reasons to fulfill the promise, namely reasons
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whereby it would not be wrong not to act on them, that is, not to bring oneself to keep the
promise. To break the promise, or to discount reasons for promise-keeping, would not be
wrong.
(1) applies to C where at t0, reasons, though non-discountable, do not amount to a
requirement; or: where at t1, a requirement has been undermined by changes in C. Here, the
promisor may be excused for not keeping the promise, though partial blame might also be in
order.
(2) applies to C at t1 where a requirement is abolished due to changes in C whereby the
promisor is deemed unable to keep the promise. Also, (2) applies to C at t0 where the promisor
is deemed unable to keep the promise. Here, the promisor is not to be blamed for not keeping
the promise.

7. Examples
7.1.

Promise M
Consider the promise (M):

“Give me a lever and a place to stand and I will move the earth.”

This promise, for anyone but Archimedes, is impossible to fulfill at t0, that is, when
the promise is made. Given that you have promised to move the earth (p), where no opposing
or overriding obligation obtains (n1/2/3), still, if you cannot move the earth (~a), you are not
under an obligation to move the earth at t0. So, (p, n1/2/3, ~a) at t0:

~OM.

7.2.

Promise R
Consider the promise (R):

“I promise to return the book”
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where the book is destroyed at t1. Then, (p, n1/2/3, ~a) at t1:

~OR.

Yet also, where the book is already destroyed at t0, assumedly without my knowledge;
then, (p, n1/2/3, ~a) at t0:

~OR.

8. Promissory Obligation
If we allow degrees of bindingness and abolition of duty or obligation, we can, pace
Searle (1964; 1969), question the bindingness of a promise sans phrase. The ability of the
promisor to bring herself to fulfill the content of the promise, inter alia matters. A promise
sans phrase may contain a proposition which the promisor cannot fulfill. If so, the promisor is
not obligated to keep the promise though she has undertaken an obligation to keep it.
So: In undertaking an obligation to do as promised, where one makes a genuine
promise, one is not thereby obligated to keep the promise. Promising, i.e. the undertaking of
an obligation to do as promised, does not immediately establish an obligation to keep the
promise made. A speech act, viz. that of promising, does not by itself establish an obligation.
Even in the absence of opposing reasons or an overriding obligation, one is not immediately
obligated to keep a promise sans phrase. To conclude an obligation from the undertaking of
one is a non sequitur.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for a promise sans phrase, as set forth in
Searle (1969), are not the same necessary and sufficient conditions for promissory obligation.
Granted that the conditions set forth in Searle (1969) are relevant and comprehensive; and
given that they are satisfied, promissory obligation does not thereby follow. Satisfying the
essential condition and other conditions for the making of a genuine promise, does not
immediately establish promissory obligation.
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9. Conclusion
A genuine promise can be made without an obligation to keep it. The proposition (in
section 2) that one ought, other things being equal, to (bring oneself to) keep a promise is
rejected on the possibility of promise-keeping supported by, if any, discountable reasons.
Discountable promises, in this sense, are not nullified qua promises but the reasons
supporting them are discountable. If reasons for promise-keeping are discountable, then an
ought is not detachable. Promises, on these terms, may be deemed “empty,” “silly,” or some
such, but, as insincere promises, they are promises nonetheless.
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The Impact of Educationon Intervention:A Historical View on Poverty related
Intervention Programmes and Policies in Nigeria (1960-2001)
Michael Ugochukwu JOE
Abstract
In the glory years of the newly created Nigerian State, many intervention programmes were
formed to battle poverty to a minimum. However, these programmes failed to reach their desired
impact. It is observed that a lack of recognition for the need of training as vital part of some of
these intervention programmes as well as the absence of quality and effective educational
aspects among others contributed greatly to their failures.
On the other hand, The National Directorate of Employment (NDE) and the National Poverty
Eradication Programmes (NAPEP) seemed more successful and effective which could be
attributed to the strong educational nature of these programmes.
This paper takes a historical view on poverty related intervention policies and programmes in
Nigeria, their educativeaspects and then further assesses the impact of pedagogy on these
poverty reduction/eradication programmes in Nigeria between 1960 and 2005. Also an
explanation on the focus and implementation of the intervention policies aimed at fighting
poverty are revealed, their strengths and why they failed.
It is a known fact that when the cause of a matter is not known, lack of solution is inevitable.
The fight against poverty is neither an issue of giving fish to the people nor providing them with
fishing nets which has proven to be ineffective over the years, but lies in taking the time to teach
the people better ways of fishing, which provides a platform on which they can also develop on
their skills, broaden their knowledge through experienceand be able to teach others as well.
Keywords: History, Education, Pedagogy, Intervention, Poverty alleviation programmes, Policy
1.0 Introduction
Before colonization in by the British in 1914, Ethnic groups in Nigeria had various forms of
education which centred on apprenticeship and oral education. Poverty was categorically not an
issue because almost every family had a trade and every one born in that family grew up
learning the trade. Thisfamily trade could be farming, blacksmith, hunting, fishing, local music
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etc. The gap between the haves and the have nots began to widen after the introduction of
western education in Nigeria plus the mass exodus of the people from the rural villages to the
cities. These therefore changed the already existing economic pattern, hence those that were not
able to attain western education by reason of ignorance or lack of scholarships to help them
study were left at the bottom of the pack.
The crisis of Industrial revolution in the west resulted in the need for African colonization. The
colonizing power introduced a system of education that is just sufficient to raise the literacy of
the colonized to a level of understanding commands in order to be servants to them. This kind of
„half education‟ ended up becoming the norm thus, creating the poverty situation that postcolonial governments in succession have struggled with. When the baton of leadership was
eventually handed over to indigenous leaders, they were overwhelmed by the level of
disorientation, illiteracy and poverty that have eaten deep into the people by reason of their lack
of capacity to tackle the ravaging hunger situation in the country. Since independence from
colonial rule in 1960, indigenous governments like Nigeria in successions have made efforts to
eradicate poverty by introducing policies and programmes that have gained little or no
success(Aibieyi & Dirisu, 2010).
Scholars attribute causes of poverty to lack of adequate employment, illiteracy, inadequate
infrastructures, lack of access to credit facilities, mismanagement of public funds, bad
governance, governments‟ instability as well as its policies. Based on research and from
affirmations from the everyday Nigerians, it is acknowledged that government approaches to
poverty reduction/eradication over the years have not been successful. However, there has to be
a logical understanding of colonialism before there can be an understanding of the forces and
processes that impacted on Nigeria‟s evolution. State formation in Africa especially Nigeria was
imposed by external foreign bourgeoisie, consequently resulting into societies disoriented from
the dominant class, while states in the west were formed by home grown dominant bourgeoisies
(Orji, 2005). In light of this, solving the problem of poverty in a rich country such as Nigeria
should go beyond fighting symptoms. There is a popular saying that “what a blind man needs to
regain his sight is more than with the eyes”. Therefore, Intervention programs in Nigeria
requires more than just delivering money and advice but also a clearly structured pedagogy
which will approach problem in the right way.
2
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Thisissue of poverty have been empirically reviewed by a number of authors. Oshewolo (2010)
called poverty a social problem that creates and sustains other problems because the means by
which the poor attempts to cope with their problemscould be many but with a few positive
options. The negative options on the other hand when carried out could pose great treat to social
order. Poverty is therefore among the strong causes of its own persistence since it contains toxic
elements that constrain economic growth. Nigeria is a country endowed with wealth of various
kinds that if well distributed could eradicate poverty. Therefore there is the need to empower
citizens to be able to position themselves in order to become partakers of the gains of the
economy. These efforts cannot be attained by business as usual, it will require efforts such as
education within intervention programs (Oshewolo, 2010).
According to Depaepe (2004), a good historical research requires that we approach the
representational structures of the group (Depaepe, 2004). Therefore, in this expository research,
a pragmatic historical inquiry was developed within the history of education, thereby, examining
hunger related intervention programmes as they were implemented. Also, in agreement with the
words of

Depaepe (2012); “when a researcher looks at contextualized reality from the

perspective of educational historiography, he/she sees that the images speak for
themselves”(2012, p. 495), thus this study therefore, critically analyses, intervention measures
put in place by the Nigerian government to combat the hunger and poverty that emanated as
consequences of colonial „half education‟ and how these programs have impacted on the
citizenry. In other to effectively investigate and conduct a fundamental inquiry on the extent of
impact of these intervention programs, it is the aim of this study to unveil the pedagogical and
operational deficiencies associated with the performance of these pr.
2.0 Intervention Programmes/Policies to Fight Poverty (1960-2001)
2.1 National Accelerated Food Production Programme (NAFPP)
National Accelerated Food Production Programme (NAFPP) is the first economic related
intervention program in Nigeria. Created in 1972 by the YakubuGowan led military
government.At this particular time in Africa‟s history, agricultural productivity in the SubSaharan Africa was especially depressing. This bleak performance resulted into acute food
shortage the Africa The disappointing agricultural output was birthed through Geopolitical
instability resulting from freedom struggles, civil wars and consequently refugee crisis
3
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(Hinderink & Sterkenburg, 1983). NAFPP came two years after the Nigerian civil war.
Impoverished by the demise of civil war, this program wouldn‟t have come in any better time.
This program as well as the Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank (NACB) in 1973 was
designed principally to fund agriculture. National Accelerated Food Production Programme
(NAFPP) was intended to make Nigeria self-sufficient in the production of food. NAFPP
scheme integrated research, extension and agro-services to help improve farm services.
Activities were directed at promoting the adoption of improved farming by providing farm input
delivery systems to local farmers.
The educational aspect of NAFPP targeted at teaching farmers on improved ways of going about
their farm operations. Pedagogy focused on: the use of high-yielding seed varieties; the use of
chemical seed-dressing; the use of chemical fertilizer; time-of-planting; plant spacing; time-ofweeding; planting position; time-of-harvesting; the use of hired tractor services; the use of
modern farm processing facilities and the use of modern storage facilities (Akinola, 1986).
NAFPP recorded tremendous success through pedagogy. This agricultural based intervention
pedagogy became necessary because it played a vital role in stimulating economic growth and
development in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s with majority of the Nigeria people participating in
one form of agriculture or the other (Anthony, 2010). This program was initiated with good
intensions but with the wrong policy. The setback experienced came from corruption and poor
management in the part of the facilitators. Over the years NAFPP‟s lack of success have
rendered it a massive waste of resources (Raheem, Ayeni, Fashedemi, & others, 2014)
2.2 Operation Feed the Nation (OFN)
Operation Feed the Nation (OFN) was an Intervention programme targeted at eradicating hunger
by means of making food more available to the poor. The inability of the agricultural sector of
the Nigerian economy to satisfactorily produce enough food for citizens‟ consumption led to the
launching of OFN by the then Federal Military Government. OFN was implemented in 1976 by
the Obasanjo led military administration. Events that led to the implementation of OFN were
extreme living conditions that made this intervention a matter of urgency. The Civil war of 1966
to 1970 that devastated the South East and South-South region. Drought that was threatening the
norther region, and gross shortage in basic food supply to the Nigerian citizens.
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OFN came up with policies that included more elaborated educational aspect when compared
with the previous programme and policy. Raheem et al. (2014) wrote: “OFN expended more
money and efforts in getting ill-prepared university graduates to go to the rural areas to teach the
peasant farmers how to farm. The irony of the programme is that theoretical farming graduates
were teaching farmers, who makes their living on farming on how to farm. The scheme‟s only
success was in creating awareness of food shortages and the need to tackle the problem” (p. 43).
According to Anyanwu (1978), the objectives of Operation Feed the Nation (OFN) when it was
launched in 1976 were to mobilize the nation towards self-sufficiency and self-reliance in food
production, to encourage the sector of the community relying on food purchase to grow its own
food, to encourage general pride in agriculture and to encourage balanced nutrition (Anyanwu,
1978). The policy of OFN was intended to increase food production by empowering small
farmers and encouraging as many citizens as possible to participate in a form of farming
activities.
Adult education was to play a vital part in the success of OFN. This pedagogical aspect was
meant to prepare the ground for an effective introduction of technology into Nigerian farms.
Indigenous technology development, and providing adequate inputs at low cost, were additional
requirements (Anyanwu, C. N., 1978).
2.3 Green Revolution (GR)
Green Revolution as a concept began in the 1950s by capitalist states. At that time, the capitalist
and the communist political spheres were involved in a rancorous struggle to sell their political
ideology and benefits to the underdeveloped world. Therefore, to counter other neo-colonialists
strategies of political and military revolution, the capitalists promoted Green Revolution as part
of their universal food package to poor countries in South America and Africa. (Orji, 2005).
Green Revolution (GR) was embraced by Nigerian government and was launched in 1979 by the
Shehu Shagari administration in an effort to come up with a better intervention policy. GR came
with almost the same idea as OFN, emphasising on agriculture and food production. GR‟s
objectives were; to reduce dependence on imported food while boosting food crop production in
Nigeria and introducing mechanized farming. Green Revolution made efforts to improve on the
policies of Operation feed the Nation by introducing mechanized farming. However it lacked the
right pedagogical aspect and was plagued by corruption at every level of its execution thus
5
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resulting into a failed project with colossal amount of money gone down the drain (Raheem et
al., 2014). GR was trailed by the same monster of poor performance as OFN. At the end in 1983
about two billion naira was wasted (Madugba, 2000). GB was abolished when Gen. Mohammad
Buhari and Brig. Tunde Idiagbon seized power in 2003.
2.4 The National Directorate of employment (NDE)
From the time of independence from the British colonial rule in 1960 until the 1980s,
unemployment was not a serious problem. This changed at some point in the 1980s as a result of
happenings such as; global recession, inherent weakness in the nation‟s economy, strong fall in
oil prices, and the subsequent poor economic policies. This resulted into closure of some
industries followed by massive lay-offs. Orji (2005), describing this situation wrote; “West
Africa is no more the favourite of international funding agencies. It has instead become a
neglected, dangerous terrain for foreign investors. Progressively this new position of foreign
companies, agencies and governments has led to capital flight and its attendant problems of low
productivity and operational inefficiency in most of the productive sectors” (p. 24).This decrease
in employment chances as well as more people losing their jobs was seen by the Babangida led
administration as a great danger to the nation‟s socio-economic stability.
The National Directorate of employment (NDE) was instituted to design and implement
programmes that provide employment. The scheme was designed to include four-prolonged
pedagogical approach which are: Vocational Acquisition Training, Entrepreneurial training,
Training for Rural Employment and Training for Labour-Based works programme.The
Babangida regime (1985 – 1993) came up with several other intervention programs that focused
on infrastructure but were without educational aspects. Directorate of Food Roads and Rural
Infrastructure (DFFRI) was intended to open up rural communities by means of road
constructions and basic amenities provision to boost food production. The Nigerian Agricultural
Land Development Authority (NALDA) was established to encourage large scale commercial
farming by assisting famers with subsidies of various kinds. The Peoples bank (PB) sought to
make soft loans available to prospective entrepreneurs without collaterals. PB operated as
community banks that were intended to be closer to those that need these cheap loans the most
(Raheem et al., 2014).
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A record number of youths gained from the NDE scheme. The schemes‟ reaching out and
touching the lives of millions of youths put it on the top echelon among the successful economic
based intervention initiatives ever implemented in Nigeria (Raheem et al., 2014).
Awogbenle&Iwuamadi (2010) reveals that skill acquisition and employment generation through
pedagogical approach remained a focal point. (Awogbenle & Iwuamadi, 2010)
NDE was a scheme that sought to drastically alleviate poverty by means of pure pedagogical
approach, therefore, directly addressing the problem of illiteracy and lack of skills. The
Directorate was inaugurated in 1986 with a fundamental philosophy of preference to selfstanding enterprise. NDE approached poverty alleviation in four core programmes which are:
Vocational Skills Development Programme (VSDP), Special Public Works (SPW), Small Scale
Enterprises (SSE) and Rural Employment Promotion Programme (RPP). Vocational Skills
Development Programme which is the directorate‟s core programme centred on skill acquisition
consisting of 80 trades and was implemented via its four ancillary schemes namely; The
National Open Apprenticeship Scheme (NOAS), The School on Wheel Scheme, The Wealth-toWaste Scheme, The Resettlement Scheme (Oyeranti & Olayiwola, 2005).
Of all the intervention approaches by the Babangida regime, NDE appears to be the most
successful and is still functional to this day. NDE has become the most successful poverty
alleviation program of all times by reason of its well-articulated pedagogical nature. NDE was
so successful that Gen. Sani Abacha‟s government could not abolish it. While other
interventions seek to rain incentives and funding on beneficiaries, NDE simply took the right
approach focusing on pedagogy and training. According to Owualah (1999), Firms achieved an
appreciable growth in all areas because of the pedagogical nature of NDE (Owualah, 1999).
2.5 Better Life Programme (BLP)
The Better Life for Rural Women Programme was established in September 1987 by the then
first lady of Nigeria, Maryam Babangida. With the intent of enhancing poor rural women‟s
standing, it was implemented by the National Commission for Women (then upgraded to the
Federal Ministry for Women‟s Affairs and Social Development). The facilitators realized that
there is need to expand the programme‟s scope to include urban women and cooperatives that
involved men. Consequently, the name was changed from Better Life Programme for Rural
7
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Women to Better Life Programme (BLP). BLP was also designed to promote the declaration of
women by the US government in 1975.
BLP aimed at: inspiring rural women towards achieving better living standards and furthermore
alerting the rest of the Nigerian population to the problems of women, educating local village
women on simple hygiene, family planning, the importance of child-care and increased literacy
rates, organising women to be able to improve their life and to seek and achieve leadership roles
in the society the live in, inspiring enriched family life experience for women and training them
to develop the spirit of self-development, particularly in the fields of education, business, the
arts, crafts and agriculture (Orji, 2005)(Oyeranti & Olayiwola, 2005).
Mariam Babangida turned her ceremonial post of Nigerian‟s first lady into a potent force for the
development of women especially those in rural communities. With the launch of BLP, many
co-operatives, cottage industries, farms and gardens, shops and markets, women‟s centres and
social welfare programmes were established. Rural women were also empowered by educational
schemes that comprises: adult education, primary health care, agriculture, crafts and food
processing (Uba & Halim, 2010).
This program was a particularly expensive poverty eradication programme. Headed by the first
lady herself and ran by elite women, there happened to be minimal involvement of rural women
for which the program was intended for in its decision making. Lack of the required adequate
pedagogical aspect rendered BLP too conservative and neglecting gender issues which is the
fundamental challenges these rural women face. Also, emphasizing traditional women roles
renders BLP insensitive to the real plight of these women whose lives are supposed to be
improved (Bola, 1995).

This program struggled with its educating aspect. Training was

supposed to be the bedrock of BLP, nevertheless emphasis shifted to other area. Scholars see
BLP as a total failure. Mariam ended up accumulating personal fortune out of BLP officials and
friends, thereby turning better life for rural women to better life for rich women
(Madugba, 2000).
2.6 Family Support Programme (FSP)
Family Support Programme (FSP) was launched in (1994) by Miriam Abacha, the wife of the
then Military Head of State General Sani Abacha. FSP was designed to empower women thus
8
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introducing a gender element to intervention programs. FSP organisers believe that women are
important in households‟ and their empowering means directly raising the standard of living of
families in Nigeria (Raheem et al., 2014). This programme was necessary to improve previous
experiences of women in similar programmes by broadening polices. FSP was a shift of policy
driven by the role of family in national development, principally as it effects very important
social sectors such as health, education and economic empowerment (Orji, 2005).
The objectives of FSPwere: “to improve and sustain the family life experience of Nigerians
through the promotion of social and economic well-being of the family, to promote human right
programmes and policies, to reduce maternal and child mortality and morbidity rate by
promoting decent health care delivery, and also alert the government on matters relating to
living condition of the masses. The educational aspect of FSP involved carrying out public
enlightenment campaigns to sensitise communities on human decency, civil responsibility
and concern for the welfare of the disadvantaged”. Sponsoring media captions, news talk,
television and radio discussions were among the implementation strategies of FSP. FSP
established clubs and societies to positively touch rural family-life by means of loan, trainings,
organizing workshops, seminars, symposia, public lectures and training schemes (Orji, 2005).
Major setbacks encountered by FSP were the lack of properly outlined policy framework and
too much political interference and poor implementations of its well-meaning educational
aspect. As with other programmes of this type, it was plagued with corruption and lacked
continuity (Raheem et al., 2014). FSP became a gold-mine for the Abacha family. Activities and
policies were meticulously put in place to enrich themselves (Madugba, 2000). Nevertheless,
she made a lot of noise with her FSP, yet made little to no achievements with it (Uba & Halim,
2010).
2.7 Family Economic Advancement Programme (FEAP)
The Abacha government in an effort to create a more encompassing socio-economic poverty
alleviation programme centred intervention, the Family Economic Advancement Programme
(FEAP) was designed to help stimulate economic activities (Oyeranti & Olayiwola, 2005).
FEAP was established in 1998 as an empowerment intervention programme to boost the
performance of local entrepreneurs involved in production of goods and services. Coming at a
time when Nigeria was ranked among the 25 poorest nations of the world, FEAP was targeted at
9
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low income families, people directly engaged in agriculture and co-operative societies. This
programme was intended to benefit its target group in various ways. There was an expectation
that this intervention will bring the Nigerian societies to enjoy improvement in food production
thereby causing severe reduction in imported food, enhancing opportunities for exportation of
local produced foods, creating rural job opportunities in that way reducing rural-urban
migration. Through the pedagogical approach of agricultural extension, people directly engaged
in agriculture were expected to experience to a reasonable extent waste reduction as well as
improved waste management through better approaches and methods in food processing,
recycling, preservation, storage, packaging, and marketing of farm produce (Raheem et al.,
2014).
Beneficiaries were able to acquire loans, and other incentives but were not properly educated on
the innovative land use pattern. Though beneficiaries temporarily out performed non
beneficiaries in term of production due to government help, their efficiency was very poor due
to the lack of adequate education on how to optimise recourses available to them. This program
failed after two years (Raheem et al., 2014).
2.8 The Poverty Alleviation Programme (PAP)
The Poverty Alleviation Programme (PAP) was set up in 2000 by the Obasanjo lead
Government as an interim program to address the issue of rising crime wave caused by
unemployment. PAP‟s objectives were primarily to reduce crime by means of creating jobs and
increasing the productivity of the economy (Orji, 2005).
PAP was established with a holistic orientation that could have reduced unemployment if
properly executed. Before the target 200,000 idle youths can successfully gain employment,
they have to be employable. Therefore educational aspect was the bedrock of this intervention.
PAP was linked to a national government agency „Public Works Employment‟ hence giving it a
political connotation, and as a result of that, it never achieved its full objectives because of
political rivalry. States led by opposition parties blatantly fought PAP‟s activities in their states
thus, making it a tool of battle against the ruling party. PAP gave way to a more permanent and
encompassing programme named National Poverty Eradication Programmes (NAPEP) (Orji,
2005).
10
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2.9 National Poverty Eradication Programmes (NAPEP)
With the mandate to streamline and rationalize existing poverty alleviation programmes,
Agencies and ministries, the constitution of the Ahmed Joda Panel in 1999 and the
AngoAbdullahi Committee in 2000 led to the emergence of National Poverty Eradication
Programmes (NAPEP) and National Poverty eradication Council (NAPEC) (Oyeranti &
Olayiwola, 2005). NAPEP kicked off in 2001 and formed a central coordination point for all
anti-poverty efforts at all levels of government. When Obasanjo led democratically elected
civilian government came to power, NAPEP was used as an instrument with which to declare
war aginst poverty. It was complemented by NAPEC which co-ordinated poverty actions of
relevant ministries, parastatals and agencies (Orji, 2005).Raheem et al., (2014) claimed this
government is the only government to embark on poverty eradication instead of poverty
alleviation and as such, the programme was also non sector driven (Raheem et al., 2014).
Obasanjo‟s coming back to power as a democratically elected civilian president after 30 years of
leaving office as a military head of state was very good because he seemed to have a better
understanding of Nigeria‟s poverty syndrome. Besides he did not relent in putting up a more
fierce fight against it, thus making NAPEP a more permanent program.
NAPEP implemented the participatory bottom-up approach in programme implementation and
monitoring and also provided a rational framework, which lays emphasis on appropriate and
sustainable institutional arrangement while maintaining inter-ministerial and inter-agency cooperation.

It provided capacity building in form of educational trainings and youth

empowerment (Orji, 2005).
Under NAPEP, the relevant government institutions carried out poverty eradiation activities as
Youth Empowerment Scheme (YES), Capacity Acquisition Programme (CAP), Rural
Infrastructures Development Scheme (RIDS), Social Welfare Services Scheme (SOWESS) and
Natural Resource Development and Conservation Scheme (NRDCS). YES dealt with
Educational. capacity acquisition programmes, credit delivery and enterprises promotion while
RIDs concerned itself with putting the right utilities and infrastructures in place by providing
portable drinking water, irrigation system, rural transportation, energy and power support.
SOWESS on the other hand dealt with special education, primary health care, and food security,
and micro and macro credit facilities, rural telecommunication. NRDCS had to do with land
11
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conservation and space, agricultural, water and solid minerals (Raheem et al., 2014)(Orji,
2005).Of all these programs however, NAPEP‟s major success came under its Capacity
Acquisition Programme (CAP) (Raheem et al., 2014). The outstanding performance of CAP by
reason of its educational approach of proved above reasonable doubts that educational aspect
should be a major part of any intervention program.
3.0 Conclusion
National Accelerated Food Production Programme was initiated with good intensions but with a
policy that lacked educational aspect. It failed completely and did not achieve its aim. This led
to the coming of Operation feed the nation project to correct the mistakes of the previous
programme. The OFN project included an educational programme that was meant to prepare the
ground for an effective introduction of technology into Nigerian farms. The challenges faced by
this project was that the facilitators were too theoretical in their ideas and the local famers see it
as unrealistic. This was the result of unexperienced graduates trying to teach experienced local
farmers on how to farm. OFN‟s failure was as a result of pedagogy not properly articulated and
executed. The Green Revolution made efforts to improve on the policies of Operation feed the
Nation by introducing mechanized farming, but also lacked the right pedagogical approach.
Better Life Programme policies were magnificent on paper as they aimed to educating local
village women and also training them in the fields of education, business, the arts, crafts and
agriculture. Unfortunately, it was later revealed that this programme was a tool for
embezzlement of public fund. Family Support Programmes was BLP in a different name and
was plagues with the same disease as BLP. Though beneficiaries of FEAP temporarily out
performed non beneficiaries in term of production due to government help, but their efficiency
was very poor due to the lack of adequate education on how to optimise resources available to
them. Despite the solid education and training aspects of Poverty Eradication Programme, it
failed within one year of its launch because it was highly politicised and it became an instrument
of war in the hands of rival political parties.
The National Directorate of Employment (NDE) and the National Poverty Eradication
Programmes (NAPEP) appear to be the most successful interventions and are still functional to
this day. Studies have shown that the success of these policies came by reason of the wellarticulated pedagogical nature of these programmes.Oyeranti and Olayiwola (2005) observed
12
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that an examination of certain indicators show that most poverty alleviation related interventions
have had trifling impact in addressing the issues they were established to solve. There is a
general consideration as to the fact that these measures were either poorly implemented or had
no particular focus on the supposed target group (Oyeranti & Olayiwola, 2005). Innocent (2014)
stated that; “as lofty as all poverty alleviation programmes may appear, they have not been able
to fundamentally mitigate widespread poverty in Nigeria as indicated by the alarming
revelations by various domestic and international agencies such as the National Bureau of
Statistics and the World Bank”(p. 7).
Oloyede (2014) pointed out that the inability of the Nigerian government to design and
implement effective and efficient poverty eradication programmes is as a result of their myopic
definition of poverty as is experienced among the people. Poverty should be viewed from a
multidimensional position. Concerned international agencies such as world bank have stressed
that poverty need to be seen from directions that would enable a comprehensive approach
(Oloyede, 2014). Subsequent governments simply abandon intervention programmes initiated
by their predecessors, thereby, introducing different ideas or no idea at all. These became more
„government specific‟ because there was barely any continuity with those initiated by previous
governments. Within the frame work of potential efforts and strategies to boost employment and
job creation, pedagogy inevitably creates the right platform for any intervention.
Ajakaiye (2003), Jega (2003) and Obadan (2011) unequivocally pointed out the most important
underlying factor that has constrained the effectiveness of these programmes “poor human
capital development” which is pedagogy within these programmes. If the issue of lack of
educational aspect of these programmes is resolved, the programmes will be successful at the
end even if other aspect have challenges (Ajakaiye, 2003), (Jega, 2003), (Obadan,
1996).Unemployment and lack of education are always at the top of the chart amongst others
when poverty causes are listed, thus bringing us to a critical investigation that reveals the fact
that every other cause of poverty listed by scholars are direct consequences of lack of education.
The right definition of a problem enables the implementation of the right programme in an effort
towards solving it. Through frequent discussions with the poor in Nigeria, it becomes very clear
that education for sustainable development is all that is needed. When poverty eradication
programme is void of an effective pedagogical aspect, it is bound to fail notwithstanding the
13
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volume of resources invested in it. Knowing fully well that one of the primary causes of poverty
is lack of education, this work concludes by suggesting solutions, which include policies and
programmes with great pedagogical dimensions that will be geared towards meaningful
development which the government should design and meticulously implement. It should be an
education for all programme.
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Abstract

In the Chinese context, local gazetteers (fangzhi 方志) are mostly official or quasi-official
standardized compendia of comprehensive materials on given administrative units. Over the
course of the last fifty years, research on gazetteer illustrations has grown in relation to the
more dominant study of Chinese cartography, gradually becoming an independent subject of
study. Though the study of gazetteer illustrations has undergone considerable development,
the overall state of research is still far from satisfactory. The quantity of existing case studies
is very small and these studies mainly focus on the older and fewer Song gazetteer
illustrations, rather than the vast number of more recent Ming and Qing gazetteer ones. When
discussed, gazetteer illustrations are usually categorized as “maps”. This paper argues that
this is an unsatisfactory method of categorization – one that simply cannot account for the
wide variety of gazetteers. Moreover, research on gazetteer maps is, in general, introductory
rather than theoretical or analytical, and is usually approached from a cultural, social, or
artistic angle rather than from the angle of space. In my conclusion, I give some suggestions
about gazetteer illustration selection and then appeal to the study of space in the field of
visual culture, suggesting that the theoretical developments of the “spatial turn” should be
incorporated into the future interpretation of gazetteer illustrations.
Keywords: gazetteer illustrations; literature review; evaluation; spatial turn

1. Introduction
In the Chinese context, local gazetteers (fangzhi 方志) are mostly official or quasiofficial standardized compendia of comprehensive materials on given administrative units:
nation, province (sheng 省), prefecture (fu 府) or sub prefecture (zhou 州), county (xian 县),

1
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canton (xiang 乡), or town (zhen 镇). Apart from these predominant forms, there are other
types of gazetteers recording a certain geographical area, such as a mountain, river, lake,
temple, or academy. Of the two categories, the former constitutes the majority and will be the
primary concern of this paper.
As a particular kind of ancient Chinese document, local gazetteers have existed in
China since antiquity, taking their embryonic form, diji (地记), in the Wei, Jin, and Northern
and Southern Dynasties (220–581), their rudimentary tujing (图经) form in the Sui and Tang
dynasties (581–907), and finally their mature fangzhi (方志) form that we recognize today in
the Ming and Quing dynasties (1368–1911). The Song dynasty (960–1279) serves as a
transition period from tujing to fangzhi2. These local documents, originally compiled by the
elite members (shidafu 士大夫 ) of society, are brimming with vivid encyclopedic details
concerning astronomical phenomenons, local geography, and administration and social affairs
covering almost every aspect of the region. As such, they are an important resource for
understanding China in depth. The noted sinologist Arthur William Hummel (1884–1975)
comments on the gazetteers in Chinese literature: “Anyone at all acquainted with Chinese
literature is familiar with the host of „gazetteer.‟[…] In other literatures there is little
comparable to this forest of monuments which the industry of provincial scholars erected over
the centuries” (Hummel 1931-2, cited in Needham 1959: 517).
Like many ancient Chinese books, local gazetteers are normally a combination of
expository texts and relevant illustrations. Illustrations are used to make the content easier to
understand and to give an unforgettable impression of the local region. Normally they are
placed at the beginning of the book constituting a separate chapter (juan 卷 ), although
sometimes they are scattered throughout the book. The number and content of the illustrations
varies significantly, depending on what the compilers found necessary or helpful. Whilst
some of the gazetteers are unillustrated, others, in certain specific cases, contain more than
one hundred illustrations. These illustrations depict local boundaries and territories,
mountains and rivers, city walls and moats, administration and education buildings, ancient
sites, water conservancy facilities, and military facilities. Three kinds of illustrations are most
2

J. M. Hargett demonstrates the major changes in difangzhi, comparing the identity of compiler and audience as
well as focuses in the South Song period with previous dynasties, and further reveals the shifting social,
economic, and political context together with the diverse and lively intellectual climate of Song. See Hargett
(1996: 418-436). Peter K. Bol depicts the rise of local history in Wuzhou (婺州 now Jinhua 金华 Zhejiang
Province) between the mid-twelfth century and the early fourteenth century. One of the three compilations he
argues is the local gazetteer. See Bol (2000: 44-54).
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popular: maps of territory (Jiangyutu 疆域图), maps of the city (Chengchitu 城池图), and
plans of the government office and/or Confucian academy (Yashutu 治署图,Xuegongtu 学宫

图 ). (See Fig. 1: Territory Map of Jiujiang Prefecture). Besides these three types of
illustrations, various other illustrations can be found, including woodblock landscape
paintings, such as Eight Views (bajing 八景) or Ten Views (shijing 十景), pictures of ritual
issues, such as those in the Confucius Memorial Ceremony (Jikongdianli 祭孔典礼), and
custom pictures of ethnic minorities in the border areas.
Figure 1 Territory Map of Jiujiang Prefecture

Source: Gazetteer of Jiujiang in Jiajing Period (Jiajing Jiujiang fuzhi 嘉靖九江志). See Feng
Z., and Li X. (1962[1527]: preface)
There are numerous illustrations in Chinese ancient woodblock books depicting
geographical issues. The Enlarged Terrestrial Atlas (Guangyutu 广舆图), compiled by the
famous cartographer Luo Hongxian ( 罗洪先 1504–1564) in 1555, is famous for its grid
proportions that demonstrate the quantitative approach of cartography, and which influenced
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mapmaking and gazetteer illustrations until the late 17th century 3 . The illustrations in An
Extensive Guide Book for Daily Use (Shilin guangji 事林广记), an everyday encyclopedia
compiled in the late Song dynasty, help to bring general geographic knowledge to ordinary
people4. The 114 maps of illustrations in the Illustrated Book on Maritime Defense (Chouhai
tubian 筹海图编) depict the entire Chinese coastline and its fortifications, which demonstrate
a clearer focus on the sea-land relationship5.
Despite the extensive details of these books, not one of them demonstrates an
accumulated diversity of local narrative in the way that local gazetteers do. Gazetteer
illustrations are cumulative visual records of specific geographic-administrative districts that
transcend dynastic changes. A certain region can preserve these visual records for several
centuries. Taking the Changshu (常熟) County in Jiangsu (江苏) Province as an example,
there are seven kinds of gazetteers that have survived. The oldest one is the Gazetteer of
Qinchuan Region (宝祐重修琴川志), dating from 1227, while the most recent ones are the
Combined Gazetteers of Changshu County and Zhaohe County (光绪常昭合志稿), dating in
1904,which spans eight centuries 6.
Their wide, if not universal, scope in depicting regions, along with their accumulation
of information over a remarkably long time span, distinguishes these gazetteer illustrations
from other forms of visual representation in ancient China. A more comprehensive
understanding of premodern Chinese society is made possible when viewed through the lens
of these gazetteer illustrations.

2. Research Overview
Over the course of the last fifty years, research on gazetteer illustrations has grown in
relation to the dominant history of Chinese cartography, gradually becoming an independent
subject of study. Wang Yong (王庸), a pioneer in the study of Chinese cartography, discusses
the gazetteer maps so briefly that no specific gazetteer illustrations are mentioned in his work
(1959: 29-32). The „Gazetteer map‟ is one of the subsidiary issues tackled in J. B. Harley‟s
3

The ten maps from the Enlarged Terrestrial Atlas are collected in An Atlas of Ancient Maps in China, with
brief introductions. See Cao (1995: 11-12). For detailed research on the Enlarged Terrestrial Atlas, please see
Kazutaka (2010).
4
It was compiled by Chen Yuanliang (陈元靓 1200-1266) whose subjects cover astronomy, geography, politics,
justice, society, literature, and entertainment. See Chen Y. (1963 [? c. 1101-1200]).
5
There are 114 maps in this book, which depict the fortifications along the Chinese coast along with warships
and weapons. These maps were compiled by Zheng Ruozeng ( 郑若曾). See Zheng (2007 [1562]).
6
See Sun Y., Bao L., Lu Zh. (1990 [1227]) and Pang H. (2008 [1904]).
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and David Woodward‟s colossal book, The History of Cartography (Volume 2, Book 2),
which deals specifically with cartography in East and Southeast Asia. Despite being an
extensive study, the book gives only a cursive introduction to gazetteers and their illustrations
when discussing maps in Chinese politics and culture (Harley and Woodward 1994: 91-92).
Similarly, gazetteer maps constitute only a minor part of An Atlas of Ancient Maps in
China, compiled by the cartographic historian Cao Wanru (曹婉如). This three-volume work
is arranged in chronological order, including both maps spanning from the Warring States
(475–221 BC) to the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368), Ming Dynasty (1368–1644), and Qing
Dynasty (1644–1911), respectively and papers focusing some selective maps. The first
volume of the work includes half of the illustrations in eight kinds of gazetteers compiled in
the South Song dynasty (Cao 1990: 9-15). In the second volume, maps from some selective
seven kinds of gazetteers are included in which maps in the Gazetteers of Yong’an County
(Yong’an xianzhi 万历永安县志 1586) and the Gazetteer of Huizhou Prefecture (Huizhou
fuzhi 万历惠州府志 1596) have been paid specific attention: one paper intensively discusses
their relatively “scientific” grid proportion (jili huafang 计里画方 ) cartography and close
relation to Luo Hongxian‟s Enlarged Terrestrial Atlas (Hu 1995: 94-95) 7 . In the third
volume, no administrative gazetteer maps are included which makes an intense contrast with
the most quantity of the existent gazetteer illustrations (Cao 1997). The fact that the number
of gazetteer maps dwindles as the three-volume study proceeds suggests that the fewer
numbers of older gazetteer maps are regarded as more valuable than the larger number of
more recent gazetteer maps. Meanwhile, the specific research on maps in the Gazetteers of
Yong’an County and the Gazetteer of Huizhou Prefecture implies that the accuracy of the
maps which demonstrate the coincidence with the reality was one of the main research focus
at that time.
To improve more general research, scholars have conducted specialized studies of
gazetteer illustrations from a number of different angles. A book compiling most of the
gazetteer illustrations of the Hunan ( 湖 南 ) Province has been published, serving as an
important material for further research (Liu and Liu 2009). This sort of specialized research
has generally been carried out from a dynastic and regional perspective. Liu Tingxiang (1994)
7

Traditional Chinese cartography used the square grid as a cartographic tool to locate the elements in the map in
order to make it correspond to reality. Each side of a square usually represents a fixed ground distance. Harley
and Woodward‟s book provides a brief history of the Chinese cartographic grid and introduces the important
cases in which the proportional grid is applied, such as the Map of Tracks of Yu (Yujitu 禹迹图 1137) and the
Enlarged Terrestrial Atlas (1994: 46-52).
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and Lai Hongwen (1997) have provided comprehensive introductions to the gazetteer
illustrations of the Ming and Qing dynasties, respectively. Both studies are based on a
sampling survey of the gazetteers available in Taiwanese libraries, and both explore
cartographic elements such as scale, cartographic symbols, and notes from the angle of
contemporary cartography. Meanwhile, there are a few introductory papers on the gazetteer
illustrations of the Xinjiang (新疆), Zhejiang (浙江), and Anhui (安徽) Provinces. Relatively
speaking, however, studies of Taiwanese gazetteer illustrations are more extensive and
thoroughly conducted, covering a wider range of topics, from a general introduction to to the
state power‟s declaration in terms of its newly being brought to the Qing‟s territory in the
Kangxi Period (1662-1722)(Xia 1996, 2004).
Quite a few individual maps, especially those from South Song, Yuan, and early Ming
gazetteers, have been discussed. Cao has compared in great detail the text in the first
surviving three chapters, and their corresponding illustrations, of the Gazetteer of Yanzhou
Region (Yanzhoutujing 淳熙严州图经 1139), the oldest surviving gazetteer (1994: 376-381).
Since the 1980s, Hu Bangbo, a prolific researcher in the field of gazetteer illustrations, has
been contributing insights on a number of important gazetteer illustrations of the South Song
and Yuan Dynasties, such as those in the Gazetteer of Jiankang Prefecture (Jingding
Jiankangzhi 景定建康志 1261), the Gazetteer of Jinling Prefecture (Zhizheng Jinlinxinzhi 至

正金陵新志 1344), and the Gazetteer of Lin’an Prefecture (Xianchun Lin’anzhi 咸淳临安志
1265) (1988a, 1988b, 1999, 2001). His studies investigate the mathematical elements and the
capacity of gazetteer maps using a quantitative method in order to evaluate the accuracy of the
illustrations (Hu 1988a, 2001). He analyzes cartographic techniques in a number of Song
gazetteer maps, such as the concept of a flat surface, the grid system, multiple modes of
presentation, and a variety of map orientations (Hu 1999).
Existing research also covers illustrations in the Yongle Encyclopedia8. In the second
volume of An Atlas of Ancient Maps in China, some maps from eight kinds of gazetteers are
included, especially those from the Yongle Encyclopedia (Yongle Dadian 永乐大典 1403 8

The Yongle Encyclopedia is the largest general encyclopedia the world has known so far, but only a few
chapters have survived over time and the damage of war. These surviving illustrations function as a bridge in the
history of cartography in China, connecting the handful of fragments from the South Song dynasty to those of
the prosperous middle Ming dynasty and the following Qing dynasty. All of them are inherited from gazetteers
of the Song and Yuan dynasties, which add to their great value. See Huang (1988: 145).The wide range of
geographical regions in these illustrations stands to counterbalance the relatively restricted region of their early
surviving gazetteers, which more depicts the Jiangnan Region. Given the imbalanced quantity of existent
gazetteers, the maps in the Yongle Encyclopedia are therefore all the more unique and significant.
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1408) depicting the Wuzhou and Huzhou Prefectures (now 梧州 Guangxi Province and 湖州
Zhejiang province) (Cao 1995: 12). Huang Yansheng (1988) records all of the geographic
illustrations from twelve kinds of gazetteers in the Yongle Encyclopedia, providing brief
studies on each group. Two papers disagree on the date of an illustration entitled Map of
Chaozhou City (Chaozhoucheng tu 潮州城图, now Guangdong 广东 Province); one dates it
to the Song dynasty (Chen, and Zheng 1989), the other to the Yuan dynasty (Cheng 2008).

3. Recent Focus
Towards the end of twentieth century, the research scope of Chinese cartographic
history was expanded to a broader cultural context, which encompassed culture, society, and
art. Harley and Woodward (1994) discuss a number of aspects of traditional Chinese
cartography, including the relation between maps and military affairs, political culture, and
documentary scholarship. Hu (1994) interprets most Chinese administrative gazetteer
illustrations of the Song dynasty in terms of their cultural significance, analyzing them from
the perspectives of political power, cultural context, and the visual arts. In another paper, he
specifically looks at how political powers influence the production of maps, and how political
power is strengthened in the gazetteers maps themselves (Hu 2007). Liu Dongyang (2011), an
outstanding researcher of architectural theory, questions the practice of reading gazetteers and
their illustrations separately. Taking an illustration entitled Territorial Map of Jinzhou Ward’s
Mountains and Rivers (Jinzhouwei dilitu 金州卫地理图) from the Gazetteer of Liaodong
(Liaodong zhi 辽东志 1537 edition) as an example, he argues for a more historical approach
to gazetteer illustrations; one that views the represented landscape as being interwoven with
history and memory, so as to better interpret the particular political status embodied in the
illustration. Zhang Zhejia (2003) discusses the visual characteristics of the Ming gazetteer
illustrations. Significantly, his study unifies the three most popular illustrations: the map of
territory, the map of city, the plan of the government office into a concentric spatial scheme
centering the symbol of governing and therefore interprets gazetteer illustration characteristics
such as detailing the near and briefing the distant. Pan Sheng‟s research provides background
information on the illustrations: he reveals the identity of the illustration mappers, the process
of gazetteer compilation, and the compilation intentions in the Ming dynasty from the angle of
knowledge production process rather than its result (2004, 2005).
In general, the recent focuses are more introductory, interpretative than analytical
concerning the culture and art issues. Harley and Woodward (1994) abandon the
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chronological narrative which is a common way in cartographic history writing. In
macroscopic level, they cites a lot of material to depict the connection between the
cartography and politics, literature and arts in a practical way, without further theoretical
construction. Their research gives valuable clues for future study instead of a research
practice taken from a new angle. Hu‟s (1994) research uses the macroscopic angle developed
in Harley‟s and Woodward‟s work to interpret the Song gazetteer illustrations, claiming to
draw on a range of relevant cultural theories to interpret the content of the illustration. Whilst
in practice, the content is more introductory than theoretical.
Meanwhile, other disciplines, such as architecture and history, have also broadened
their research scope by including gazetteer illustrations as worthy objects of study. The
research group led by architectural historian, Wang Guixiang ( 王贵祥 ), for example, has
incorporated gazetteer illustrations into their research on local Chinese cities and architecture.
As Wang‟s work(2012) reveals, when it comes to the study of the local city, the local
government office, the Confucius temple-school, and local landscapes, gazetteer illustrations
should be taken as an essential source of information, alongside documented records and
archeological excavation9 . Historian Ge Zhaoguang (2002) reads ancient maps in the same
way as reading texts: he regards them both as part of an intellectual history, and believes that
spatial images like maps proffer conceptual significance to this history. When considering
Ming gazetteer illustrations, Ge draws attention to their focus on public spaces like
governmental offices, shrines, and schools, along with a relative shortage of private spaces
like domestic houses and markets. From such observations, he makes further extrapolations
on the literati conceptions of the public and the private (2007: 243-251). Historian E. L.
Farmer (2000) provides a vivid picture of the walled city of the Ming Dynasty through
reading gazetteer illustrations. He keenly points out that reading gazetteer illustrations may
allow us to divert our attention away from the popular emphasis on the Jiangnan (江南) area,
and may thus help to establish a more comprehensive understanding about the Ming Empire
regarding its heartland and periphery (Farmer 2000: 2).

9

Xie Hongquan lists the names of architecture and complexes noted in the city maps of the Gazetteer of Shanxi
Province (Shanxi tongzhi 陕西通志 1542) so as to reveal the most popular public buildings in the Ming cities.
See Xie (2012: 299-332).Yuan Lin hypothetically reconstructs the administrative institution complex of Jiankang
Prefecture in the South Song dynasty based on analyzing its plan that survives in the Gazetteer of Jiankang
Prefecture (Jingding jiankang zhi 景定建康志), as well as the text records. See Yuan, and Wang (2009: 285304). Zhou Ying reveals the plan composition of the Confucius academies in the He‟nan Province with the help
of the relevant illustrations and text in the gazetteers. See Zhou (2010: 369-406).
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When discussing the relation between the state and society in the Ming dynasty,
Timothy Brook (2005) takes up Ye Chunji's (叶春及 1532-1595) gazetteer maps as a point of
focus. He describes in detail the process of surveying and drawing involved in the production
of the twenty-nine maps in the Administrative Records of Huian County (Huian zhengshu 惠

安政书 1573) by Ye, after the local elites provides the inaccurate maps in order to stave off
the state (Brook2005: 42-58). Throughthe administrative literate official‟s work such as Ye,
Brook provides the evidence that the Ming state had the ability to bring the realm to the
court‟s view , while, in turn, the power of the society can restrict the state policy in practice
(ibid: 176 ).

4. Evaluation and Potential Approach to Future Research
Though the study of gazetteer illustrations has undergone considerable development,
the overall status of research is still far from satisfactory, especially where the significance of
gazetteer illustrations in Chinese studies is concerned.

4.1 Insufficiencies in Case Studies
Firstly, the quantity of case studies on gazetteer illustrations is very small and these
studies mainly focus on the illustrations in the few remaining old Song gazetteers, while
ignoring the illustrations in the large numbers of existent Ming and Qing gazetteers. Up to
now, only a few dozen gazetteer illustrations have been briefly introduced. The few relatively
in-depth studies that have been undertaken mainly focus on the South Song dynasty gazetteer
illustrations, featuring Hu‟s researches (1988a, 1988b,1990,1994). As for the existing Ming
and Qing gazetteer illustrations, a large number of them remain unstudied.
There is, therefore, a dramatic contrast between the quantity of current case studies on
gazetteer illustrations and the number of existing gazetteers. The Union Catalogue of Chinese
Gazetteers in Public collection in Taiwan (Taiwan diqu gongcang fangzhi mulu 台湾地区公

藏方志目录) includes approximately 4600 kinds of existent gazetteers, of which many are the
only existing editions in the world (Wang 1985). The Union Catalogue of Chinese gazetteers
(Zhongguo difangzhi lianghe mulu 中国地方志联合目录) (Beijing Astronomy Observatory
of Chinese Academy of Science, 1985) includes approximately 8200 kinds of existent
gazetteers dating from the Song dynasty to 1949. Though the number of existent gazetteers is
vast, there is a huge variation in their dates of origin, due to various periods of war and
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disaster that led to the physical destruction of a number of gazetteers. For example, no
illustrations in the Tujing gazetteers of the Sui and Tang dynasties have survived. A total of
eighty-six sheets of illustrations in nine kinds of Song dynasty gazetteers have been handed
down, though two-thirds of them are not the original versions (Hu 1994: 220-228). In
contrast, approximately 1000 different kinds of Ming gazetteers have survived, but they are
mostly dated after the Jiajing period (嘉靖 1522-1566), according to Ba Zhaoxiang‟s research
(2004: 46). Gazetteers dating the Qing dynasty approximately total up to5600(Beijing
Astronomy Observatory of Chinese Academy of Science, 1985).
To some extent, the prejudice that the large numbers of more recent gazetteers are of
less value than the fewer older, and thus rarer, gazetteers can explain the current ignorance
surrounding the Ming and Qing illustrations. The lack of case studies on the vast quantity of
these more recent gazetteers forestalls the possibility of a comprehensive understanding of
gazetteer illustrations. While the existent case studies could provide potential insights into the
early times, we should remain cautious in making any generalizing conclusions before
sufficient case studies are conducted on more recent illustrations. Meanwhile, the long
spanning time of gazetteer illustrations makes the diachronic research possible which
demonstrates the evolution of visual record on a certain administrative unit in a concrete way.
The wide concerning realm of gazetteer illustrations makes the synchronic research possible
which distinguish the local characteristic of visual representation in a certain period of time.
But, currently, neither the diachronic nor the synchronic research has been fully carried out.

4.2 Overgeneralization in Categorization
The second aspect that falls short in current research is the way in which the
discussions of gazetteer illustrations usually fall into the category of “maps”. As the above
literature review demonstrates, the study of gazetteer illustrations has grown out of research
on Chinese cartographic history. This historical origin has led to the assumption that gazetteer
illustrations are equal to “maps”. As a result, a number of major studies, such as those by
Wang, Cao, and Hu, predominantly focus on the geographical maps that appear in gazetteers,
and take a historical geographic approach to these maps, while the non-geographical
illustrations that are also represented in gazetteers are largely excluded from their research10.
10

For example, Hu merely discusses the eleven maps of nineteen illustrations in the Gazetteer of Jiankang
Prefecture (Jingding Jiankangzhi 景定建康志), while ignoring the other eight illustrations. Similarly, he
discusses the fifteen maps of twenty-one illustrations in the Gazetteer of Jinling Prefecture (Zhizheng
Jinlinxinzhi 至正金陵新志) while leaving out the other six. See Hu (1988a: 24).
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In general, there are four relevant terms concerning gazetteer illustration in visual
culture: painting, map, picture, and image. The most popular and majority of gazetteer
illustrations (such as maps of territory, maps of the city, and plans of government buildings or
the Confucius academy school) can be regarded as various types of map. Harley and
Woodward have broadened the definition of “maps” as “graphic representations that facilitate
a spatial understanding of things, concepts, conditions, processes, or events in the human
world” (1987: xvi). According to this broadened definition, even the Maps of Fenye (fenye tu

分野图) which depicts the celestial “field” (xingxiu 星宿) to which certain administrative
units belong can be included in the overall “map” category.11
However, it is undeniable that there are a small amount of illustrations that cannot be
classified as a “map”, especially when considering that the key function of maps is to orient
human beings in the universe. Woodblock landscape paintings, for example those named
Eight Views (bajing 八景) and Ten Views (shijing 十景), are closer to paintings than to maps
in terms of their non-practical function of appreciating natural beauty 12 . Pictures of ritual
vessels (liqi 礼器), ritual instruments (yueqi 乐器), dance props (wuqi 舞器), and ritual dance
(yuewu 乐舞), represented in the Confucius Memorial Ceremony (Jikong dianli 祭孔典礼) in
some Qing gazetteers of the Hunan Province, help people to understand traditional values in a
more vivid way13. Pictures depicting the garments, customs, and agricultural farming of ethnic
minorities in some borderland gazetteers, such as Guizhou ( 贵 州 ) and Taiwan ( 台 湾 )
provinces, pique the curiosity of the public14. Forty-six influential pictures, first drawn by the
local magistrate in the South Song dynasty, and which appear in a serial entitled Pictures of
Farming and Weaving (gengzhi tu 耕织图 ) in the Gazetteer of Yuqian County (Guangxu

11

In ancient China, Heaven and Earth are inseparable. Depictions of the Earth are always accompanied by
relevant depictions of Heaven. Quite a number of gazetteers can include a Map of Fenye (fenye tu 分野图)
through which establish the connection between the Heaven and Earth.According to Chinese belief, anything
that occurs in a specific heavenly field might forebode relevant occurrences in the corresponding earthly region.
See Chen (1982: 419-423).
12
The famous Chinese painter, Song Di (宋迪 1015-1080), of the Song dynasty first created landscape paintings
in a serial named Eight Views of Xiaoxiang (Xiaoxiang bajing 潇湘八景), which have become a classic topic of
both Chinese landscape paintings and poets. See Shen K. (1975 [? 1086-1093]: Chapter13, page 9).We can see
Eight Views of Ruijin County (now Jiangxi 江西 Province) in the Gazetteer of Ruijin County (Kangxi ruijin
xianzhi 康熙瑞金县志). See Zhu W., Yang Ch. (2002 [1757]: 10-14).
13
We can see these ritual pictures in the Gazetteer of Xiangtan County (Qianlong xiangtang xianzhi 乾隆湘潭县
志 ). See Lv Zh., Ouyang Zh. (2002 [1756]: 90-100, 103-107, 108-114).
14
We can see these custom pictures in the Gazetteer of Guizhou Province (Kangxi guizhou shengzhi 康熙贵州省
志) and the Gazetteer of Zhuluo County (Kangxi zhuluo xianzhi 康熙诸罗县志). See Wei J., Xue Z. (2010
[1697]: 545-564) and Zhou Zh., Chen M. (1999 [1717]: 324-327).
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Yuqian xianzhi 光绪於潜县志), help to memorialize the glorious history that they depict15. In
conclusion, gazetteer illustrations should not be categorized altogether as “maps”; although a
large majority of illustrations do function as maps, we must remember that an important
number do not.
Indeed, the existing tendency to overgeneralize and consider gazetteer illustrations as
maps leads to a fragmented attitude. Researchers extract relevant illustrations overlooking the
basic fact that the illustrations and texts in gazetteers form an inseparable utility. The
possibility of a more comprehensive and thoroughgoing discussion of the illustrationillustration relation and text-illustration interaction in gazetteers is thus restricted.
Furthermore, woodblock book was one of the most important mass media in premodern
society. Gazetteer illustrations, therefore, became part of this mass media presented as legible
symbols, trying to convey a state ideology to the public. Based on the relatively narrow
category of the “map”, research on the process and mechanism of gazetteer illustration
production, consumption, and the “iconic circuit” seems difficult to account for16. Therefore,
in the context of visual culture, discussions of corresponding categorizations and relevant
terms become the fundamental and valuable issues to be discussed.

4.3 Ignorance in Ideological Development
Current research on gazetteer maps is, in general, more introductory than theoretical
and analytical, and tends to be approached from the angle of culture, society, and art rather
than from the angle of space. Current studies, such as Liu Dongyang‟s(2011) dualistic spatial
structure and Zhang Zhejia‟s(2003) concentric spatial scheme, have been discussed only
cursively, meaning that important suggestions for further study have only been glanced at.
Maps are a form of representation that transfers three dimensional material spaces into
two dimensional graphical spaces. During this process, selection, omission, augmentation, and
distortion of certain elements is inevitable. The representation of space in gazetteer maps is
not simply a replication, or mirror, of reality, but rather a highly conventionalized human
construct. Therefore, the knowledge and understanding about the space is embodied in this
illustrative medium.
15

See Cheng J. (2000 [1884]: 3-15).
Graig Clunas explores the notion of the “iconic circuit” as “an economy of representations in which images of
a certain kind of circulation between different media in which pictures were involved” (1997:46). Apart of
gazetteer maps, there are kinds of manuscript maps depicting local territories such as those in the Atlas of
Huai’an Prefecture and Atlas of Jiangxi Province (Cao 1995: 2, 4-5). So there is a potential “iconic circuit”
between the manuscript maps and the woodblock maps can be speculated boldly.

16
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Analyzing gazetteer illustrations thus helps to develop a better understanding of the
real spaces depicted. Compared with the diachronic characteristic of text, graphic
representation is synchronic, which coincides with the spatial characteristics of the
environment. The graphic medium is thus a better object of study in terms of finding out more
about space and its associated social, cultural, and political significance. Furthermore, given
the accumulation and universality of gazetteer illustrations, research on the spatial qualities
embodied in them will lead to more comprehensive and practical conclusions compared to
those gained through looking at Chinese landscape painting or masterpieces in Chinese
cartography.
The “spatial turn” is an important postmodern theoretical development in
contemporary western ideology: “If modernity will always be remembered as an era
dominated by questions of time and history, then perhaps the steady waning of modern ideals
invites us to think of the entry into something called the postmodern as a passage dominated
by questions of space and geography” (Bosteels 2003: 117). Michel Foucault developed the
concept of “heterotopia” as “other space” to reconstruct the relation between space,
knowledge, and power (Foucault 1986: 24). Meanwhile, Henri Lefebvre provided the concept
of “the production of space” to bridge the gap between theory and practice, psychology and
society, the space discussed by philosophers and the material space inhabited by ordinary
people. He distinguishes three important issues – “spatial practices”, “representation of
space”, and “representational space” – and provides a dialectical discussion of the relationship
between them (Lefebvre, 1991: 36-59). Influenced by both Foucault and Lefebvre,
geographer Edward W. Soja (1996) discusses the meaning of space in epistemology. He
invents the concept of “third space” to challenge the ordinary dichotomous understanding of
space in modernism and distinguishes three kinds of space: perceptive space, conceptive
space, and existed space (Soja 1996).
This ideological development provides a theoretical tool to carry out research on the
spatial elements of gazetteer illustrations. Based on these existing theories, gazetteer
illustrations can be regarded as a “production” of social practice in the premodern society,
which can be in turn categorized as a “representation of space”. What thus follows, is a
number of challenging and interesting questions that call for further exploration: What is the
concrete mechanism and process of such representation?; How does the knowledge controlled
by the elites of society become the official discourse that determines the process of this
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representation?; What is the function of the body in space recognition and representation?;
How does the text-space interact with the illustration-space?

5. Conclusion
It is a gratifying fact that over the last fifty years, research on gazetteer illustrations
has gradually become an independent subject of study, growing out of research on the history
of Chinese cartography. However, considering the significance of gazetteer illustrations, the
current size and depth of research is far from satisfactory. In order to avoid the confusion of
gazetteer illustration selection caused by the sheer quantity of existingones, I would like to
suggest two methods of case selection: a “place-oriented” and “question-oriented” method.
The first method focuses on a particular basic administrative unit and involves collecting
gazetteer illustrations in chronological sequence. The second method involves selecting
typical gazetteer illustrations according to the research objective. For instance, the late Qing
gazetteer illustrations of treaty, port, or concession cities are suitable when discussing the
cultural conflicts of East and West. Whereas when national power is at issue, gazetteer
illustrations depicting newly obtained territories in the Qing dynasty (such as Tibet and
Sinkiang in the west, Mongolia in the north, Taiwan on the southeast coast, and the original
territory of Manchu in the northeast) are the suitable research object to be explored.
The present paper exposes the defects of the current category of the “map” in gazetteer
illustration research. In recent years, some large, and relevant, claims have been made in the
discipline of art history; the focus has switched from specific masterpieces to the entire field
of cultural production. In this context, it is possible to reconceive gazetteer illustrations,
which were originally categorized as “maps” in the field of the history of science,

as

“pictures” in the field of the history of art, or even as “images” in the field of history17. This
helps to place gazetteer illustrations in the wider context of visual culture.
Though recent focuses reveal the numerous potential scopes for future research on
gazetteer illustrations, they have not echoed the “spatial turn” of the latest theoretical
development, leaving the space unconcerned. This circumstance greatly restricts the
possibility of understanding China in depth through the essential resources of gazetteer

17

Historian Peter Burke regards almost every kind of visual representation as an “image”‟ in a broader sense,
including paintings, engravings, prints, photos, and even statues as historical evidence (2006:13). When
discussing the visuality in the Ming dynasty, art historian, Craig Clunas, makes an attempt to discuss
representation of earth, focusing the manuscript and woodblock maps rather than landscape painting which were
ignored before (1997: 80-82).
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illustrations. Therefore, in the visual cultural context, theoretical, rather than practical, studies
based on enough case study, constitute a potential approach for future research.
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1. Introduction
The anti-Qaddafi movement that had spontaneously combusted the Libyan revolution
in February 2011 was a demonstration of a leaderless revolutionary spirit that rejected the old
political elite and state institutions altogether. Thuwar, or revolutionaries, came to represent
an unorganized and unofficial vanguard of that spirit. These overwhelmingly young people
vetted their frustrations, anger and disappointment through ever increasing violence as they
were met with Qaddafi’s security and military forces. The Western power’s kneejerk reaction
to the rapid deterioration of security situation in Libya during August 2011 to intervene
militarily (under the approval of the united Nation Security Council) tipped the conflict scale
in the favor of the revolutionaries bringing effectively the end of the Qaddafi regime. Soon
thereafter the leaderless movement fractioned into local militias protecting their narrow
interests, organized military units under the competing political opposition groups, and some
even spawned into jihadist groups aligning themselves with the Islamic State (IS). In other
words, the anti-Qaddafi movement fallout came to dominate social and political turmoil in the
country, and which later evolved into the civil war that still goes on.
The failure of various political and military groups to agree on a long-term strategy on how to
handle the post-Qaddafi transition became apparent already during the prelude to the
country’s first parliamentary elections in July 2012. Despite the enthusiasm of some observers
that Libyan people will overcome the fragmentation of the revolutionary movement and the
virtual absence of government institutions, the security situation quickly deteriorated into a
full-fledged civil conflict (see Vandewalle 2012). In effect the Libyan territory is broken up
into areas controlled by various military factions and which either actively or passively
support one of the two political representative bodies, or governments in the country –
namely, the New General National Council (NGNC) in Tripoli or its rival the House of
Representatives (HR) in the eastern city of Tubruq. However, yet another military group that
has emerged as a serious contender for territory in Libya is Islamic State, which complicates
already volatile security situation in the country, particularly in and around the costal cities of
Derna (northern Cyrenaica) and Sirte (eastern Tripolitania). Sirte was the de-facto
administrative center of Libya due to Qaddafi’s plan to relocate many of the state
administrative institutions to this small city; Tripoli nevertheless remained the country’s
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capital.1 Today, city is firmly managed by Islamic State militants and its serves as the group’s
base of operations in Libya (Kirkpatrick et al 2015).
As it will become apparent, the two governments that have been operating in Libya since the
breakdown of unitary government in the summer of 2014 have ever since went through stages
including full-scale war to ceasefires and serious attempt reconciliation. On the one side there
is the Islamist dominated the NGNC in Tripoli under leadership of abu Sahmain, supported by
Misratan militias and their allies. And on the other side, in the eastern city of Tubruq, the HR
has succeeded in attaining international recognition as a legitimate representative of Libya.
The HR is militarily backed by General Haftar’s military units and occasionally even by the
Egyptian military forces. The conflict between these two rivals has gradually developed into a
zero-sum-game situation where each warring party seeks to secure its territory and fend of
any attempt of unification of the state. Hence what has initially been seen as a popular
revolution against a repressive regime and an opportunity to establish a pluralist political
system had quickly deteriorated into a civil war (see Wehrey 2014). Until recently there have
been few signs of settlement between the two sides. A window of opportunity came with the
recent negotiations between the two major political factions brokered in part by the United
Nations through its UN Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL)2 (Libya’s Channel 2015; BBC
News 2015; Reuters 2015). Nevertheless, there are few signs of reconciliation on the ground,
mainly due to the rival military factions’ skepticism regarding their opponents’ willingness to
disarm and demobilize (ICG 2015).

2. Social Mobilization and a Failed State
Mobilization of the Libyan civil society against the Qaddafi regime in February 2011 was,
until that time, an unprecedented show of unstructured popular uprising against socio-political
repression in that country. The state security apparatus had virtually dissolved within a month
into the uprising revealing the violent nature of the conflict (see Poljarevic 2012). In addition,
the decision of the U.S. and European powers to intervene on the side of the rebels, supported
by a United Nations Security Council resolution 1973, by which the Council authorizes its
member states “to take all necessary measures, […] to protect civilians and civilian populated
areas” (UNSC 2011). This decision opened up for primarily NATO’s systematic
bombardment of the regime’s forces preventing them to advance on the rebel stronghold
Benghazi in the east and any other rebel held populated area. Moreover, the NATO
bombardment allowed various rebel militias to regroup, reinforce its supply routes
subsequently advance on key regime bases in Tripoli and Sirte, but also in areas in and around
Zuwara and area of Ajdabiya in the west. These events and spread of insecurity throughout
the country signal a total collapse of democratization of the state.
It became clear early in the conflict that the fragmentary and spontaneous nature of the
popular rebellion against the regime would be a source of great concern in terms of
providing a stable and sustainable alternative to the state-bearing power of the authoritarian
Qaddafi regime. The multitude of power-interests represented by numerous armed militias
without strong interest coordinating mechanisms and group-incentives to provide a forum for
1

N.B. Sirte was Qaddafi’s birthplace
By passing the resolution 2144, the United Nations Security Council created a UN body to facilitate the
national dialogue between various opposition and social groups in order to promote the Libyan state’s transition
to democratic and liberal political order, see UNSMIL’s mission statement,
http://unsmil.unmissions.org/Default.aspx?tabid=3544&language=en-US
2
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negotiation resulted in wide-ranging lawlessness and total institutional collapse. It can be
argued that the plurality of civil society groups’ (CSO) interests is to be expected in situations
like that in post-Qaddafi Libya, where state authorities repressed the population’s civil and
social rights for decades (AI 2007; AI 2009; Poljarevic 2012).
It has become increasingly clear that whatever signs of a loosely coordinated social movement
mobilization that existed at the outset of the uprising on February 17, 2011 have all but
disappeared. The country and its civil society are more divided than ever before. The lack of
effective state institutions, lack of basic public security, existence of two parallel governing
bodies (Tripoli and Tubruq) renders Libya effectively to the rank of a failed state (Di John
2008; Fund for Peace 2014). The failure here describes primarily a state’s inability to assert
its control over a territory and thereby its capacity to impose the monopoly of violence within
the borders of that territory. What is more, the inability of any one side in the civil conflict to
gather the necessary amount of public support concerns the issue of legitimacy to govern the
country. These are just some necessary conditions that a functioning state must fulfill.3
Furthering the analysis about the macro-dynamics of the failure of the Libyan state proposing
various solutions to such a condition could be developed by identifying the strongest armed
groups asses their immediate goals, ideologies, international alliances, and military capacities
and thereby propose which (socio-political) group will potentially become a dominant
political force in the country (see Ashour 2012; Bell et al 2011). Such analytic exercises are
useful as an overview of the power-dynamics in the country. Clearly, the realpolitik
framework of contemporary international relation dictates such analyses, intentionally or not.4
This focus on power-dynamics is important as it swiftly describes and explains the shifting
capacities to control territory and exhort power over rival factions. Nevertheless, such and
similar assessments dynamics, fall short of critically examining the importance of sociopolitical undercurrents that underlie the building blocks of the Libyan civil society. It is by
assessing the main CSOs interests, their evolving militancy and inability to negotiate
solutions to growing tensions between various groups, that we can understand the intricate
failure of the revolutionary goals (see Ahmida 2012). Addressing the issue of Libyan civil war
from that analytical angle might also provide more robust and lasting explanations of the
failure of democratic transition.
As it will become clearer, the breakdown of authoritarian rule in Libya revealed the
weakness, or rather ambivalent nature, of its civil society. It is perhaps not the absence of
common rules of operation among various CSOs that are the primary reason for the break
down of transitional process, as "rules do not enjoin, prohibit, or warrant substantive actions
or utterances [of CSOs]; they cannot tell agents what to do or say. They prescribe norms of

3

4

See Ghani and Carnahan (2006) for an overview of definitional conditions of failed state. Assertion of
(popularly and internationally granted) legitimacy and administrative capacity are two conditions that are
necessary, however insufficient, for a modern nation state to function. It is also useful to critically examine the
usefulness of the concept “failed state more thoroughly and an excellent critique is presented in Call (2010), I
am therefore aware of the caveats such use in, primarily, policy communities produce and which is later
popularized by various research communities. Nevertheless, the term “failed state” here reflects upon Libyan
civil society’s inability to agree upon a unitary government that could represent all social groups in that
country.
There are variations of understandings of realpolitik idea: “We can, then, discern a variety of different realist
orientations. One defends the status quo, prioritizing great power stability and order above the pursuit of other
values. It is a form of international conservatism, insisting that the immutable character of politics renders
significant change undesirable, even dangerous. Realpolitik flows from this position” (Bell 2008, )
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conduct" (Oakeshott 1991, 126). These norms of conduct was harshly controlled and dictated
by the regime’s security apparatus, which ultimately obeyed the Qaddafi-family’s directives.

3. Transformation of CSOs
Libyan civil society is fragmented to such a degree that no one group alone can suppress
others and form a political apparatus powerful enough to control the territory effectively.
There are two primary reasons behind the continuous state of war. Firstly, there is a lack of
effective socio-political mechanisms through which, the warring parties can productively
negotiate their the end of the conflict, Secondly, ever more increasing involvement of
international and regional powers are creating deeper the fissures between the primary two
rival factions, Tripoli and Tubruq governments. What are the primary features of the each
side, what is their main disagreement and how have they developed into the organization they
are today.
In the immediate aftermath of the overthrow of the Qaddafi regime we could see regular
violent skirmishes between various factions of Libyan civil society. In the prequel to this
paper I wrote that during the popular uprising; “the military fragmentation of the opposition
remained constant throughout the conflict as various cities, regions and even some
neighborhoods in larger cities formed independent militias primarily equipped with weapons
they themselves had seized from the regime troops and loyalists. The protest form, or rather
the internationally assisted civil war, therefore remained violent and its effects clearly affected
the remaining transition process” (Poljarevic 2012, 22). The fragmentary state of Libyan
revolutionary forces in the aftermath of the Qaddafi regime’s fall had quickly spiraled into a
low-intensity civil conflict between several tribal and ideological opponents.
The failure of the transition process became increasingly evident after the first parliamentary
election on July 7, 2012, upon which the newly elected General National Council (alMu‘tamar al-Watani al-‘am), dominated by the Nationalist Forces Alliance (NFA) (Tahaaluf
al-Qiwa al-Wataniyya), failed to form a unitary government (see Lacher 2013). The NFA has
been an alliance of a broad spectrum of a wide variety of CSOs that had few common goals
besides all of them looking for political and economic stability. Some common features
included their respective populist nationalist agendas and liberal-based economic programs
that promoted the development of the state’s institutional infrastructure (POMED 2012). The
NFA’s primary parliamentary rival has been the Justice and Construction Party (JCP) (Hizb
al-‘Adala wa al-Bina), readily recognized as an Islamist organization and the party of the
Libyan Muslim Brotherhood (Ashour 2012; Libya Herald 2012).
Subsequently, the two political adversaries have developed into two opposing military
alliances that are the main parties in the current civil conflict. During the writing of this report
(January 2014) the two factions have established two parliamentary bodies, each claiming the
legitimacy as a state government of Libya. It is important to note that the political culture
were people’s interests are represented by political parties are totally new in Libya. That
means that there is a complex voting pattern that is primarily based on the interests of civil
society groups, of simply tribes, towns and regional groups. If we take a look at the
ideological spectrum, there were more Islamist representatives (MB and Salafis) in the
parliament than the nationalists and/or liberals. This is only true if we count all of the party
and independent representatives (Lacher 2013, 10ff.).
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As of August 2014, the NFA has established the Council of Deputies of Libya, an
internationally recognized government of Libya, based in the eastern city of Tubruq (alt.
Tubrouk). The military alliance that supports this political entity is composed primarily out of
Zintan Brigades based in the western city of Zintan and the Libyan National Army. By far the
most powerful ally to the Tubruq-based government is Khalifa Haftar’s militia group, which
launched a large-scale military offensive, “Operation Dignity” (‘Amaliya Karama) on May
16, 2014, against multiple Islamist militias in Benghazi. Haftar who, in the 1960s, had been
one of the closest associates of Qaddafi and who in 1980s defected to the U.S., extended the
operation to Tripoli on May 18, by which his forces attacked primarily Islamist affiliated
militias based both in Benghazi, but also in the western parts of the country. The armed
clashes intensified throughout the summer and fall of 2014 resulting in clearer differences
between the two sides in what has developed in a full-scale civil war.

4. Prelude to the Libyan civil war – structural elements
The build-up to the large-scale civil war in 2014 is based on three initial differences
between civil society groups, namely tribal, regional, and ideological factors. This
consequently means that social and political mobilization is occurring primarily along the
collective agents’ tribal and/or regional belonging. Ideological divisions are also relevant,
however to rather lesser degree. During the numerous conversations and few interviews I had
with Libyans, primarily in exile, I have noticed that most of them are reluctant talking about
tribal tensions in the country for undetermined reasons. Nevertheless, the fact of tribal
allegiances seems to play a significant role as both a cause of insecurity and an element of
peace in the country. During authoritarian rule of the Qaddafi regime tribal differences were
maintained as one the important traits of Libya civil society and through which Qaddafi,
himself from a small tribe in Sirte, Tripolitania, could rule and manipulate various tribal
differences and conflicts to his own advantage (Bruce 2011; Dehghanpisheh 2011).
This form of tribalism represents social ties based on kinship affiliation and it has very little to
do with, what we usually consider, civic allegiances to a nation state. The rapid armament of
tribal groups across Libya in the wake of the popular uprising opened up the wounds of old
grievances among various tribes and their antagonism against the regime and its supporters,
contributed to swirling the conflict against Qaddafi into total anarchy and the situation where
tribal identity became particularly relevant (Oborne and Cookson, 2012; Markey and ElYaakoubi 2014; Schruf 2014). For instance, numerous armed clashes between tribes in the
southern regions of Kufra and Sabha confirm both the breakdown of any central authority and
the revival of tribal political economy (Abu Zayd 2012). What is more, ethnic tensions
between self-identified Arab tribes and their Amazigh (Berber) neighbors are another sign of
the revival of ethnic tribalism which further complicates any ambitions to unify the country
and centralize its administration.
In the far northeast we find another example where the renewed sense of ethnic pride and
struggle for cultural rights has been supported by armed forces. The Amazigh tribes from
Zuwara, a city to the east from Tripoli, as well as the Nafusa mountain Amazigh tribes are
continuously promoting their cultural rights often arguing for federalization of Libyan
political system (AlJazeera 2013; Zurutuza 2013; Maddy-Weitzman 2015). Those tribes are
clearly not a unified force, but rather a multi-voiced group that has had similar experiences
with the political control from Tripoli (see Bruce 2011; Cole and McQunn 2015).
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Tribal identification in the end is one of the major structural mechanisms in Libyan polity and
thereby a major source of social and political mobilization (see Obeidi 2013; Bruce 2011).
This means that democratic mobilization that is usually based on the idea of citizenship and
civil society is seriously weakened, in favor to more selective activist commitments such as
tribe and regional allegiances.
Regionalism is another structural hurdle that is has obstructed democratization process
primarily due the different regions representatives wanting to assert more influence in the
process of state building. The first manifestation of such an issue came to the wake of Libya
first parliamentary elections where the representatives of the eastern region of Cyrenaica, with
Benghazi as its capital, demanded equal representation in the parliament as the east.
Distribution of 200 parliamentary seats has been 120 for the (south-) western provinces of
Tripolitania and Fezzan, and 80 for Cyrenaica, something that has been interpreted as a power
grabbing policy by the political elites in the west (see Kjaerum et al 2013). Representatives of
both sides consist out of multiple tribes and are linked through common interests and personal
links between them (ref.). The national public debates in the wake of the first parliamentary
elections revealed some of the regional tensions by demonstrating tensions in regard to the
construction of majoritarian system of voting. These debates between representatives from the
regions of Tripolitania (with 67% of Libya’s population), Fezzan (8%) and Cyrenaica (28%)
resulted in a compromise where, besides majoritarian distribution of parliamentary seats, an
amendment to constitution was added where a parallel system of proportional representation
could be incorporated (Kjaerum et al 2013).
It must be remembered that the population of the capital Tripoli is not ethically or tribally
homogeneous. The metropolitan area of Tripoli is thoroughly urbanized and therefore not
representative of the rest of the country. During the initial phase of the popular uprisings
against the regime we could see how urbanized youth from Tripoli and, even more frequently,
from Benghazi in the east, shouting slogans, “Libya! Libya!” and spraying the words “No to
tribalism!” on walls in Tripoli (Dehghanpisheh 2011). Nevertheless, such outbursts of
nationalism have been limited and clearly insufficient to defuse regional tensions. Instead
what we saw has been increased regionalization of the country wherein distribution of
resources can to be seen as one of the priorities.
One of the primary reasons behind increased fragmentation is directly related to the large oil
resources. In fact, Libya has the continent’s largest oil reserves with largest oil fields located
in the east parts of the country (EIA 2014). It is therefore strategically important for any
military group to control and exploit. Added to this port cities Ras Lanuf and al-Sidr,
equipped with facilities to load crude oil into tankers, are as important the oil fields, and
therefore a battleground between forces loyal to “Operation Dignity coalition” under the
command of General Khalifa Hafter and “Libya Dawn coalition” (Malsin 2014). At the
moment of writing this paper Operation dignity forces were in control of both oil ports
successfully fending attacks from the opposing side (Wehrey 2015).

5. Organizational structures of the two rivals
The two sides in the conflict are made out of a kaleidoscope of various militias pledging
their allegiances to one of the two political bodies represented in Tripoli and Tubruq. The
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organizational structures of the two groups are such that they mirror the appearance of state
institutions, such as parliament, various ministries and institutional bodies. In Tripoli the new
General National Council (GNC) a reformed version of the first GNC that was Libya’s first
elected parliament in July 2012. Between November 2012 and March 2014 the first GNC
functioned under the government of Prime Minister Ali Zeidan (alt. Zaydan) (b. 1950) who
was earlier a career diplomat until his defection from Qaddafi government in 1981 when he
joined the opposition group National Front for the Salvation of Libya. His task to coordinate
and lead sessions of the parliament was difficult (Weymouth 2013; Georgian 2014). The level
of difficulty of leading a fiercely fragmented parliament led to his kidnapping on October
2013 by, what he described a group of “young boys with weapons and guns […] Extremists.
[…], members of the Libya Revolutionaries Operations Room” (LROP) (Weymouth 2013).
After being held in a building belonging to the Ministry of Interior Zeidan was released 6
hours later as a large mass of people went out into the streets of Tripoli demanding his
release. The LROP is a group originally formed by Nouri abu Sahmain (alt. Nuri
Abusahmain), himself a president of the GNC between June 25, 2013 and August 04, 2014,
the day when the new GNC was formed and the unitary government officially collapsed
(France Diplomatie 2013). Abu Sahmain is currently a president of the new GNC. He is a
member of Amazigh ethnic minority and a native of the western city of Zuwara and therefore
a uncharacteristic part of the Libyan political elite which consists primarily of ethnic Arabs
(Maddy-Weitzman 2015, 2506).
The growing tensions between Islamist and their nationalist opponents of the GNC escalated
gradually during the summer of 2014, only to erupt in full-scale street battles in Tripoli on
August 4 (Kirkpatrick 2014). The powerful militias from the city of Misrata backed by
Islamist militias argued their case against the nationalists as representatives of the old regime
(adhlaam). On the other hand the eastern militias backed by their allies from the western city
of Zintan argued against what they saw as the growing threat from Islamist forces.
Underneath the rhetoric of ideological differences it is important to note that the militias from
Misrata and Zintan in effect battle for the control of the capital and the state institution as
means of political power and economic resources (Wehrey 2014).
The primary example of the continued power struggle in the country was demonstrated by the
armed campaign of General Haftar who, without prior government mandate, had organized
Operation Dignity as establish control over main Libyan cities in February 2014. In May,
Haftar’s campaign gained a momentum allowing him to demand the suspension of the GNC
and the dissolution of government (Daraghi 2014). The reason has been to oust the Islamist
representatives from the GNC and thereby rid them of any legitimacy. The former Primer
Minister Zeidan had later agreed with this assessment.
The problem arose with the Congressional elections. The previous National
Transitional Council (NTC) of Libya represented the average Libyan society –
and included five supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood. In the GNC, the
extremists obtained up to the 40 seats. They are the reason for the wrong turn of
Libyan politics (Gerlach 2014).
As a result of a stalled parliamentary situation and increasingly violent clashes between
the militias, the GNC agreed to hold new parliamentary elections on June 25, 2014. No
political party was allowed to contest the parliamentary seats. Instead only independent
candidates were approved to contest the 200 parliamentary seats. The voter turnout was
as low as 18 %, which was reflected in the low support for the Islamist candidates (only
30 seats). Due to worsening security situation in and the takeover of Tripoli by the
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Misratan dominated alliance of militias, the elected parliament relocated from Tripoli to
Tubruq in the east on August 4, 2014 (The Economist 2015). The power for the control
of state institutions that had been initiated by Haftar’s military offensive starting in May
2014 seemed to have encouraged coordination of Islamist militias. In other words, the
situation escalated when Islamist militias (loyal to the JDP) together with its Misratan
allies formalized their operational cooperation by launching Libya Dawn coalition that
succeeded in capturing the Tripoli airport from Heftars primary allies, the Zintan
mountain militias, in August 2014 (Daraghi 2014). This also meant that the former
Islamist GNC members and its president Nouri abu Sahman re-formed the assembly in
Tripoli calling it the New GNC, thus creating an alternative national parliament.
Libya Dawn consists out of a diverse group of militias including Islamists, among the
most powerful groups is the Misratan militia and other locally based groups including a
number of the Amazigh tribes in Tripolitania and Fezzan (CFR 2014). The Tubruqbased government under the leadership of Abdullah al-Thini and its representative body,
Majlis al-Nuwaab (House of Representatives) received international recognition shortly
after its relocation. In November 2014; however, Libya’s Supreme Court overturned the
legality of the Tubruq based government. This was something that was welcomed by the
Tripoli based General National Council, which was reinstated as an alternative
government and thus becoming one of the two major parties in the ongoing civil war
(Eljarh 2014).
It seems that the primary contention between the two competing popular assemblies is the
issue of how to deal with the remnants of the old regime. Thus, the willingness on Tubruq
parliament to include the politicians and government representatives that have at one point or
the other worked for and with the Qaddafi regime is seen by the Islamists and their allies as a
morally and ethically unacceptable (interview no. 3). In other words, the old regime
technocrats, military officers and state security men have, perhaps by default and inevitable
necessity become a part of the new political and institutional system. Such developments have
provoked former prisoners relatives of killed dissidents majority of who were Islamists
(interview no. 1).

6. The Organic Radicalization
As long the conflict wears on the risks of radicalization of either side is likely to increase.
Much of the same dynamic, though in a more destructive spiral of violence can be observed in
Syria. The early signs of religious militancy in Libya came it the form of Salafi groups that
targeted primarily religious sites that they considered blasphemous. The destruction of sufi
shrines al Shaab Mosque in Tripoli, tomb of Sidi Abdul-Salam al Asmar al-Fituri in Zliten,
and Zubeida in Bani Walid are just some examples of destruction of religious sites for
explicitly religious reasons (UNHR 2012). In the wake of endemic lawlessness and failed
central authority, this form of violent Islamism became a substantial mobilizing force
spawning into several powerful militias. Ansar al-Shari’ah (AS) in Benghazi has probably
been the most powerful Islamist force in the country. It was, for instance, blamed for the
attack on the American consulate in 2012, something that they had denied (Wehrey 2012).
The organization’s primary goal has been to establish a political system based on Shari’a, thus
rejecting parliamentary elections as not compatible with their understanding of Islamic
sources (Maher 2012). This inadvertently means that AS and other jihadist militias are the
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third warring party in Libya (see Wehrey 2015). They are on the other hand a heterogeneous
and uncoordinated part of the civil war consisting of scattered militias, which often considers
other militias as a direct threat.
Much like in Syria, most Islamist groups have developed increasingly violent tactics in their
opposition to other militias and political groups in the country (see Dettmer 2013). Their
insistence on excluding any old regime operatives in the process of institutions building has
provoked increased opposition to any cooperation between AS and the nationalists. Haftar’s
forces have therefore become central in protecting the House of Representatives (HR) in
Tubruq and al-Thini’s government (MEMO 2014; Mahmoud 2015).
The intensive battles in and around Benghazi between the local Islamist coalition and Haftar’s
Operation Dignity alliance are increasing the chances of further radicalization of Islamists and
the forces loyal to Haftar (Ibrahim et al 2014). Such development has already been noted in
the costal city of Derna east from Benghazi with some 100,000 inhabitants. There, the Islamic
Youth Council (IYC), an offshoot of an Islamist rebel group the Abu Salim Martyrs Brigade
(ASMB)5 pledged allegiance to the Islamic State (IS) in November 2014 (Fowler 2014;
Mustafa 2014). The ASMB was one of the first groups to rise against the Qaddafi regime and
thereby one with the longest fighting experience among the Libya’s militias. Ever since the
uprising began in February 2011, the organization has been active in promoting what the
understood to be the Islamic moral order together with public provision of social services in
the city of Derna.
In April 2014 however, a new jihadist group, the IYC, had emerged as an internal opposition
to the ASMB’s power domination in the city. The IYC emerged as a more radical group
claiming authority over vital functions in the city, upon which violent clashes between the
groups broke out. After the IYC pledged its allegiance to the Islamic State the ASMB formed
a Mujahideen Shura Council (MSC) in order to counteract the spread of IS.6 Derna had
remained divided between IS and the MSC (Joscelyn 2015). Nevertheless, the fighting in and
around the city continues unabated. On the contrary, the IS leadership is intensifying efforts to
establish control of the city of Derna as its strategic base of operations in eastern Libya
(Cruickshank 2015; Saleh 2015; Torelli and Varvelli 2015). At the same time the IS-backed
operations are intensifying in other parts of Libya, not least in Tripoli where it launches
limited attacks on rival militias (including the powerful NGNC supporters, the Misratan
milita). The area under IS control seems to be expanding around the areas of Sirte thereby
posing ever growing threat to both the NGNC and HR, including all other Islamist militias
and al-Qaida affiliates.
It seems that the older generation of jihadists, such as those old supporters of, now disbanded
Libyan Islamic Figthing Group (LIFG) and its former leader Abd al-Hakim Belhaj,7 have a
more pragmatic and reconciliatory view on political process and its political rivals (see
Ashour 2011).
5

6

7

The group’s choice of name is connected to the infamous prison (Abu Salim) where numerous Islamist and
other political prisoners were massacred in June 1996, indicating their vehement opposition to any old regime
officials (see HRW 2003; Poljarevic 2012)
The formation of the MSC by the Abu Salim Matryrs Brigade mirrors a similar mobilizing tactic used by alQa’idah in Iraq in 2007 and most likely a way o demonstrate its rejection of the IS authority (see Felter and
Fishman 2011).
The LIFG was created in 1990 and dismantled in 2010. Belhaj was initially involved in the overthrow of the
Qaddafi regime and became later the leader of Tripoli Military Council. After resigning from the Council in
2012, he formed Islamist political party of his own, Hizb al-Watan (the Homeland Party).
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In a recent interview Belhaj explained his role as a military leader during the popular uprising
in 2011 and thus inadvertently his understanding of violence as a political tool.
[T]he war we fought against the Muammar Gaddafi dictatorship. That battle was
linked to the spatial and temporal conditions at the time. Because we were
fighting a dictatorial regime in Libya, it was necessary for us to use weapons in
order to save the Libyan people from Gaddafi’s rule. This was the role of the
Group [LIFG] in the past, but I would like to clearly affirm that the Libyan
Islamic Fighting Group has been terminated (Euronews 2015).
On the other hand we find a young generation of militant Islamists, so called jihadis, who are
clearly attracted to a more radical form of political order. The IS expansion to the rest of
Libya can therefore seen as a process of radicalization that is a part of protracted civil
conflicts (see Hellesøy 2013; Bigo et al 2014). This by no means mean that all Islamist, or for
that matter jihadist groups are willing to join the IS and become a part of its international
ambitions. There is a clear mobilization and strategic division among the jihadist camp in
Libya out of which some are ready to be (conditionally) integrated into the larger framework
of Libyan politics while others, such as the IS affiliate groups are engaged in a zero-sumgame of war (see Fowler 2014).
Haftar’s Operation Dignity coalition dominates the eastern part of Libya and is directly
engaged with fighting all jihadi militias. In the western part the Libya Dawn coalition backed
by the New GNC dominated by Islamists is also facing jihadi groups most notably the
growing IS forces. As of now the forces of Libya Dawn are not engaged in battles with Ansar
al-Shari’ah, however, it seems that the conflict between them is inevitable, primarily due to
their very different understandings of politics in post-conflict Libya, but also due to the
dynamic of the Libyan civil war, where the warring parties are unwilling to compromise. The
civil war has reached a point of a stalemate where the two sides in Tripoli and Tubruq aim to
firmly hold to territorial battle gains making only tactical battle operations. The flash point of
conflict seems to be oil ports. In the east, Haftar is battling the AS militants for the control of
Benghazi and ever more frequently the IS forces with occasional support of Egyptian and
United Arab Emirates air forces (Middle Easy Eye 2015; Tawil 2015; ). Despite the recent
UNSMIL supported talks between the representatives from Tripoli’s NGNC and Tubruq’s HR
there are few signs of de-escalation of military activities on the ground (see UN News Centre
2015; BBC News 2015b).

7. Internationalization of the civil war
There are several international components that play a significant role in the dynamics of
the internal conflict since the fall of the Qaddafi regime. Firstly, the UN-approved NATO’s
military intervention included the bombing of Qaddafi’s troops outside Benghazi on March
19, 2011 had facilitated the fall of the old regime. Subsequently the UN approved the creation
of the UNSMIL in September 2011 as the primary international body through which to
support reconciliation between various revolutionary groups. Secondly, due to the spiraling
violence between local groups and increased instability of the state several regional powers
saw an opportunity to promote its interests. Under the support of the Arab League, Egyptian
and UAE warplanes bombarded the IS position in and around Derna thus directly contributing
to the military efforts of HR and its backer Haftar (Kirkpatrick 2015). Egyptian action seems
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to have been a response to the IS militants’ execution of about 20 Egyptian guest workers
(Copts) that were abducted in Sirt and brought to Derna. IS on the other hand justified the
execution as a response to Egyptian regime’s (secret) backing of Haftar’s campaign against
their positions (see Al-Warfalli and Laessing 2014). Thirdly, on the porous southern border of
Libya, Tuareg tribes, Tobou militias and other transnational jihadi groups have created a
microcosm of security concerns for Chad, Niger, Algeria and not least Sudan and Mali. The
movement of people, goods (both legal and illicit), arms, and etcetera without proper border
controls exacerbates the internal tensions in Libya, both political and ethnic (ICG 2015;
Economist 2015; Maddy-Weitzman 2015; Reeve 2015; Malsin 2014).
Even though the EU and U.S. are the most important international actors in the Libyan civil
war, they are careful not to over-emphasize their role in the peace-talks between the two
governments in Libya. Their strategy has been to engage with the two governments primarily
through the UNSMIL. It has nevertheless been clear that the bias of the international actors
(the Arab League, the EU and U.S.) has lied with the Tubruq government which has meant
that the Islamist dominated Tripoli government has been inadvertently relegated. Since the
armed conflict between the opponents has reached a stalemate, the political efforts have been
stepped up largely as a result of political elites’ realization that a new powerful military
adversary is gaining ever larger support from young militants from their own militias (see
Dalil 2015; Markey and Umami 2015).
The stalemate of armed conflict between the NGNC and HR, endemic insecurity, corruption,
economic instability, a perception of the political elite’s lack of political vision, and similar
factors all contribute to the cycle of radicalization ad the ultimate growth of Islamic State in
the country. At the same time the two rivals for power, despite their differences, agree that no
outside political actors should dictate the terms on which to solve the conflict. At the same
time there seems to be a growing disengagement from the political leadership their armed
factions and the people they say they represent. In their effort to create a unity government the
political/representative disconnect between the political elites and Libyan population is
growing larger posing a whole set of grievances that might exacerbate the tensions both
between the population and their political leaders but also between the various segments of
the population: Amazigh and Arab tribes, urban and rural dwellers, ideological rival groups,
youth and older generations representing different sets of values and ideas about the society
and political authority etc.).

8. The Political Elites and Civil Society
Struggle for control of territory and resources, endemic distrust of political authority and
“traditional” enemies have, in combination with other related factors, caused exceedingly
violent interaction between rival groups. The violence and the intermittent process of
negotiations have also revealed the complexity of issues at stake for these various groups.
Few civil society mechanisms that can provide a way out from the cycles of violence – for
instance – the vibrant independent media landscape that started to emerge in 2012 has now
shrunk and to the great extent coopted by the various warring factions.
As noted above, a significant part of the political elite has previously been either directly or
indirectly connected to the Qaddafi regime, often as its employees many of whom defected at
various points in time. The various militias that are protecting their vested interests usually
ally themselves with a particular political faction that will represent these interests. In
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between these alliances we find Libyan civilians consisting out ordinary citizens and refugees
fatigued by the endemic insecurity and absence of state services such as efficient medical
facilities and schooling. This has mean that much of the initial revolutionary fervor, the
general hope of political reform and popular representation including the revolutionaries’
ambition to create functioning state institutions have been downgraded to survival instincts
and disillusionment with the February 17th revolution (see Daragahi 2015). Amid
disintegrating state institutions and endemic insecurity groups such as Islamic State and other
similar groups invoking religious symbols, extreme forms of violence as tools of intimidation
and strength, and a sense of control may be able to sway a noteworthy part of disappointed
young men and women to support an ideological cause(s) that is/are anti-systemic and
reactionary. The political elites on the other hand function within a new post-revolutionary
Libyan political culture that is dominated by the zero-sum-game approach to politics.
Such conditions are not conducive to producing a functioning civil society, which is the basis
for the evolution of social movement mobilization and transition and sustainability of pluralist
politics. For such conditions to emerge, civility as the basis of social interaction and not strict
dichotomizing between “friends” and “enemies” should dominate the social order. As shown
earlier, the existing social networks in Libya, those based on extended family ties, tribal
allegiances and ethnic groups are largely intact and serve oftentimes as interest groups
providing a collective voice to their members. These group’s representatives oftentimes
assume the role of political elites and thereby offer a sense of representation. This emerging
new political elitism seems to be untainted by the brutal history of the old regime, and can
therefore become a potential source of stability and civility in future. It is through political
inclusion and construction of mechanisms of social expressions (of grievances, opinions,
political claims, rights etc.) and participation (ability to engage in constitutionally sanctioned
practices, e.g. formation of political parties and associations). Subsequently, the Libyan civil
society will be able to project citizens’ attitudes, views, and orientations towards the state,
which in turn is expected to respond with appropriate measures and policies that reflect
citizens’ needs and desires. The political elites are therefore responsible to react to the
interests of their respective constituencies. At the same time, they are responsible to open up
room for negotiations and compromise with the competitors. Civility therefore comes from
the ability of state structures to enable the climate of tolerance of opposing views and at the
same time protect the minority views.
It seems that the conflict stalemate in Libya has forced the political representatives from
Tripoli (NGNC) and Tubruq (HR) to engage in a serious attempt to form a unity government
through which to enable an institutional structure to engage with the civil society. The
intermediate part in the negotiations is the armed militias that are only partly controllable by
the political elites. Besides the growing presence of IS in Libya, bringing the militias under
the control of a unitary government seems to be the next crucial challenge in the process of
conflict resolution. At the moment however, the civil war has increased detachment of the
political elites from the fragmented Libyan public. Due to the ongoing military operations and
general sense of insecurity in virtually all parts of the country and especially in the costal
urban areas the general public is unable to express its opinions or organize any grassroots
conflict resolution initiative.

9. Conclusion
Initiative During and in the immediate aftermath of the revolutionary uprisings against the
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Qaddafi regime we could observe that various groups of thuwar, or revolutionaries, revealed a
multiplicity of self-contained interests and visions for the country. The political elites that
claimed to represent the thuwar and their immediate interests ultimately failed to negotiate
and introduce a thoroughly inclusive institutional framework. One of the most difficult tasks
was to convince the various armed militias to demobilize and submit to the control of frail
state institutions. As the negotiations about the unity government went on, parts of the
political elites allied themselves with more powerful militias as to force other factions to
either submit to their political program. The spiral of revolutionary violence had spun out of
control into a full-fledged civil war creating a power vacuum in parts of the country allowing
for the growing influence of reactionary jihadist groups, including IS.
The plethora of collective interests in the civil war Libya and the ongoing military
confrontation has cancelled much of the popular revolutionary fervor. Instead the power-play
between able factions in the conflict have fragmented the civil society into the primordial
units of extended family, tribe, religious community and ethnic group wherein the individual
survival is equaled to that of the immediate group one belongs to. Civil society organizations
are therefore reduced to interest groups focused on basic needs of its members and their mere
survival. Besides the two main political factions the NGNC and HR, and their military
supporters Misratan-led “Libya Dawn coalition” and Haftar-led “Operation Dignity coalition”
there is increasing presence of IS militants including affiliate groups of these military
constellations across Libya three main regions, Tripolitania in the west, Cyrenaica in the east
and Fezzan in the south.
The December 17, 2015 signing of the “UN-brokered” peace agreement between the two
political factions represents an important signal that could result in the establishment of
unitary state infrastructure (UN News Centre 2015b). Formation of a single government,
despite absence of popular elections, can potentially create a synergy effect where political
negotiations and an increased sense of tolerance for political opponents may result in the
important pockets of stability and urban safe zones where the new government can prove its
ability to provide security and stability for its population. The political elites have therefore a
monumental task to agree on the broad strategic vision for the country. This means that the
short-term tactical disagreements need to be relegated to open-ended political negotiations
using democratic mechanisms such as elections, party campaigning and civil forms of public
debating – all of which need time to develop and assume the local character of Libyan
multiethnic polity.
The risks that the recent agreement and its signatories face are multidimensional. Besides the
presumably ideological differences, where the NGNC represents a form of democratic
Islamism and the HR a nationalist neoliberalism, there are regional disputes between
primarily representatives from Tripolitania (west) and Cyrenaica (east) where the eastern
region, despite its oil-rich fields, has been underrepresented in the 2012 government. In the
post-Qaddafi Libya the ethnic conflicts between Arab Libyans and Amazigh Libyans
(including Tabu and Tuaregh tribes in the Fezzan region) have revealed another form of
tension that will provide a challenge for the new government. Another significant threst to
stability is the presence of IS in Libya. The IS militants have utilized the power vacuum in
Sirte and Derna creating an important foothold on territory which might prove extremely
difficult to tackle. Nevertheless, the most contentious issue that might cause the failure of the
recent agreement is the ability of the new government to control the two military coalitions of
“Libya Dawn” and “Operation Dignity” both of which distrust the other’s willingness to
disarm or to be included in the national army. All these challenges and conflicting collective
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interests are far from being settled; nevertheless, with the realization of the most important
power brokers in Libya that there is no military solution to the conflict, a first step seems to
have been made towards a political solution, however fragile the path might be.
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Abstract

Music as an art form based on sound and silence recorded as actual sounds since the second
half of the 19th century and developed in time according to the technical improvements.
Covers both protecting and labeling recording mediums are graphic design spaces to
organize. The pre-production design of 2 dimensional printed surfaces called the graphic
design. Like every design field graphic design has its own elements and principles as guides.
The aim of this paper is to analyze contrasts concluded in unity on the covers of the Depeche
Mode album Music for the Masses. Depeche Mode is a synthpop, new wave, electronic and
dance rock and alternative rock band established in 1980 and still active. Depeche Mode has
31 times nominated and 10 times won the highly prestigious worldwide prizes during those
years, it is the most popular electronic band the world has ever known and in the list of the 50
bands that changed the world. The front cover of the album is a 6 page booklet with 12 faces
designed and a back side combined. In this paper 12 faces of the booklet and the backside
analyzed according to the 6 main principles of graphic design and find out that unity achieved
through contrasting elements.
Keywords: graphic design; album cover; unity; contrast; depeche mode
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Forgiveness and Hajj as a source of forgiveness in Islam
H. M.ZahidYasin,
QudsiaFirdous
Abstract
This is the part of being human to make mistakes. These mistakes and errors are
sometimes by intention and sometimes without deliberation and intention so he
always in need of forgiveness. As it is said “to err is human and to forgive is
divine”. Forgiveness, tolerance and kindness hold a very special and prominent
position in Islamic teachings and edifice. Al Afuw (The pardonar), Al-Ghafoor
(The forgiving), Al Ghaffaar (The all forgiving) are three of Asma Al-Husna
(The beautiful names of Allah).Thus, forgiving is an eternal attribute of Allah.
Allah has decreed some religious duties on every Muslim. Performing these
duties is greatly rewarded and regarded as atonement for a Muslim's sins and
source of forgiveness. Hajj (Pilgrimage) is one of them as a great mean for
attaining forgiveness. It is cause of increasing belief in equality and develops
harmony among different ethnic groups and sects as well as leads toward obtain
peace, harmony and forgiveness. In this article the researchers aims to analyze
the concept of forgiveness, the theological basis, the major means of forgiveness
in Islam and Hajj (pilgrimage) as a source or mean of attaining forgiveness.
Another part of research is to evaluate that how Hajj (pilgrimage), as a religious
belief can promote forgiveness.
Key Words: Attributes of Allah, Ahadith about forgiveness, Forgiveness,
Harmony, Islamic pilgrimage Hajj, Peace, Quranic Verses, Social interaction,
Theological basis
*****
Concept of forgiveness in Islam:
Mankind is divided on the basis of religious beliefs and the core teachings of
every religion based upon moral values and ethics not only for fellow human
beings, rather they taught good treatment even toward animals.
Likewise in Islamic teachings it is very much recommended to practice kindness,
forgiveness and reconciliation to create harmony between individuals and
society.
The root word of Islam is “salm” which means “peace”. A common everyday
greeting among Muslims is “Assalamualykum” means may the peace, mercy and
blessings of God be with you. Thus the whole teachings of Islam are based upon
peace, kindness, tolerance and forgiveness. The concept of forgiveness given by
Islam is very vast and unique. Forgiveness can be taken in the meaning of
leaving an account of wrongdoing, offence or evil against God or any of His
creation. As stated by renown Islamic scholar Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyyah that
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"Forgiveness is the act of relinquishing the right of avenging
while one had the power to do so with the feelings of
ihsan(excellence of faith)and generosity”1
The real essence of forgiveness is for the sake of God‟s forgiveness in hereafter
as well as to acquire God‟s pleasure in both worlds thus this concept is not mere
worldly but metaphysical too. However, seeking forgiveness must base on
sincerity and determination of not repeating the sin or offense again. A
wrongdoing, felony or offense, can be against the God, human, society or other
creations of God (animals, plants etc).
Therefore the concept of forgiveness can be categories in two aspects in Islam.
The first approach is Allah‟s forgiveness for His creatures and the other one is
human forgiveness for each other. Both of the dimensions are associated with
each other.
God’s Forgiveness:
God Almighty is the core source of forgiveness and He is the only ultimate
authority who can forgive. Furthermore He forgives sins against Him without
asking for anything in reward and promises to forgive those who seek His
forgiveness:
“Allah forgiveth not that partners should be set up with Him;
but He forgiveth anything else, to whom He pleaseth; to set up
partners with Allah is to devise a sin Most heinous indeed.”
(4:48)
God is considered the most forgiving entity in Islamic edifice as reflects in His
many names and particularly in three names. These three names which refer to
Allah‟s forgiveness are occurring almost ninety-eight times in Holy Quran. AlGhāfir means the forgiver, whereas the names Al-Ghafūr (The all forgiving) and
Al-Ghaffār (The ever forgiving) are more categorical, demonstrating that Allah is
most forgiving, oft-forgiving.
There are some other names of God which are indication of His mercy, Kindness
and forgiveness and repeatedly mentioned in Quran. For example: Al-Afuw (to
restore, to release) Al-Tawwab (The Acceptor of repentance and forgiveness) AlHaleemAl- Raheem (The Compassionate) (The Clement) Al- Raheem (The
Compassionate)Al Rahman (Most Merciful).
It is stated in Qur‟an that God have the ultimate power of judgment, reward and
punish, He has full liberty to not punish or forgive any sinnerNevertheless as His
mercy and love is limitless and infinite Thus He loves to forgive.
The Prophet said:
“A slave sinned and said, „O God, forgive me my sin.‟ God said:
“My servant sinned and knew that he has a Lord who forgives
sins and punishes for them”. Then he sinned again and said: “O
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Lord, forgive me my sin”. God said: “My servant sinned and
knew that he has a Lord who forgives sins and punishes for
them”. Then he sinned again and said: “O Lord, forgive me my
sin”. God said: “My servant sinned and knew that he has a Lord
who forgives sins and punishes for them. Do what you wish, for I
have forgiven you”. 2
Another Hadith of Prophet is:
“God said, “Son of Adam, so long as you call upon Me and ask
of Me, I shall forgive you for what you have done, and I shall not
mind. Son of Adam, were your sins to reach the clouds of the sky
and were you then to ask forgiveness of Me, I would forgive you.
Son of Adam, were you to come to Me with faults nearly equaling
the earth and were you then to meet Me, ascribing no partner to
Me, I would bring you forgiveness nearly equaling the earth”. 3
Consequently God is the most forgiving and love to forgive
.Once Aisha (one of the wives of Prophet) asked the prophet that
if I knew that which night is the night of decree, what I should
supplicate in it. He replied, “you should read: O Allah, You are
most forgiving, and you love forgiveness; so forgive me”. 45
Human forgiveness:
Islam encourages Muslims to seek forgiveness. According to the Prophet (Pbuh)
of Islam this is in the very nature of humans to err and all children of Adam are
continually make a mistake But the best of them are those who continuously err
repent or ask for forgiveness.The Quran makes a clear relationship between
human forgiveness and God‟s forgiveness. Muslims understanding of
forgiveness is that a crime or sin against the creation of God is an offense or
crime against God. It is clearly mentioned in the holy book of Islam:
“Let them forgive and overlook, do you not wish that Allah
should forgive you?” (24:22)
Furthermore Quran stresses upon the connection between piety and forgiveness
while describing the characteristics of true and pious believer it is said:
“Those who spend (freely), whether in prosperity, or in adversity; who restrain
anger, and pardon (all) men; for Allah loves those who do good” (3:134).
And Islam teaches that the pious servants of God are those who have strength to
suppress their anger and possess an immeasurable capacity to forgive others.
Prophet of Islam said:
“Whoever suffers an injury and forgives (the responsible
person), God will raise his status to a higher degree and remove
one of his sins.”6
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God urges His subjects asking for His forgiveness to forgive others in order to be
forgiven. If anyone wants to attain His forgiveness, he should know how to
forgive others. The best kind of forgiveness according to Islam is answering the
oppression with kindness. As said by Prophet:
“God had ordered me to maintain ties with those who sever ties
with me and to give to those who deprive me and to forgive those
who oppress me”. 7
Examples of Forgiveness in the life of the Prophet:
The life of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) is an accurate example of
tolerance. He was the most forgiving person. His Kindness was not only for
believers but he was ever ready to forgive his enemies as well. The plenty of
examples about tolerance, forgiveness and mercy can be found in His life and
teachings.
One of his companions narrated: “Once a man came to the
Prophet (pbuh) and asked “How much should I forgive my
slave?”. He did not answer. The man asked again: “O messenger
of Allah, how much should I forgive my slave?” This time the
Prophet (pbuh) answered: “Forgive him seventy times a day”.8
When prophet (pbuh) went to the Valley of Taif to convey divine message to the
people, they not only renounce him and mistreated him but they also injured him
and harmed him badly. He left the city with shaken heart and wounds. God sent
an angel to destroy the people because they mistreated God‟s beloved Prophet.
When the angel came to him with the massage, The Prophet prayed to God to
save the people of Taif from His anger because what they did was because of
their unawareness and ignorance. He said:
“O Allah, guide these people, because they did not know what
they were doing.”9
Another most significant event about Prophet‟s forgiveness is when he entered
the city of Makkah after the conquest; the Prophet declared a general amnesty
and forgave all of his enemies. Those people who fought him for many years,
and excelled him from His motherland, they persecuted his followers and killed
many of them. But when prophet had full power to do whatever he wanted to
punish them for their crimes he forgave all of them. It is reported that the
Prophet asked them:
“What do you think I shall do to you now” They expected
nothing but retaliation and pleaded for mercy. The Prophet said,
“Today I shall say to you what Joseph (referring to Prophet
Yusuf -peace be upon him- as mentioned in the Qur'an, Yusuf
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12:92) said to his brothers: “No blame on you today. Go, you are
all free.”10
Conditions to receive forgiveness:
There are some conditions or requirements mentioned in Hadith to receive
forgiveness from God. If these conditions are fulfilled, God will surely forgive
the sin.
If the sin or offence is committed against God; there are three basic conditions to
ask forgiveness:
1. Awareness of the sin itself and its confession in front of God.
2. Assurance of not to go over the sin.
3. Asking for forgiveness from God.
Nonetheless if the wrongdoing was againsthuman being or society, an additional
condition is required and ant that is:
4. Rectification of wrongdoing and pardon from the affronted group. 11
Hajj As a source of forgiveness:
The term Hajj linguistically means “To intend, heading for visit, constantly go
and visit an important and honorable place.” In Islamic terminology Hajj means
to make pilgrimage of Mecca and surrounding area (in Ka‟aba, Arafaat,
Muzdalifa and Mina) in the eleventh month of Islamic calendar “Dhul-Hijjah”
by accomplishing certain religious rites and acts of worship. Hajj is an obligation
on every Muslim who is financially and physically able to do it at least once in
life as it is one of the five pillars of Islam.
The Makah is taken as very sacred place in Islamic edifice as God told Prophet
Abraham to respect it .The holy Quran states the sacredness of Makkah:
“The first home of worship built for mankind was in Makkah the
blessed and source guidance for the whole world. There are
clear signs including the place of Ibrahim whoever enters it will
be safe” (96-97).
It is considered as a very important source of forgiveness in Islam. As said by
Prophet (Pbuh):
“An Accepted Hajj voids whatever was before it.” 12
There is another narration that the Prophet said:
“He who performs Hajj and doesn’t involve (himself) in a
marital relation or a sin (during the Hajj), will return from Hajj
in a state just like the one his mother gave birth to him in (i.e.,
free from sins).”13
Islamic pilgrimage is an occasion which brings Muslims from all over the world,
colors, races and school of thoughts at one place .It is an explicit demonstration
of Islamic concept of “one humanity” when people from various backgrounds
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have the same thought, chanting the one prayer and equally dressed without any
discrimination of ethnicity, nationality, sect and gender. A famous Muslim
explorer of 14th century Ibn Battuta wrote:
“As for the Maghrib prayer [performed at sunset] they [the four
schools] pray at the same time. This causes mixing of practices,
so that for example you might see a follower of the Maliki school
kneeling as a Shafi'i, or a Hanafi kneeling as a Hanbali”. 14
Furthermore, this event is from start to end a life changing experience which is
proved by many evidences. Before going on Hajj every Muslim in trying to
attain self purification, they ask forgiveness from those relatives and fellows
with whom they have ever offended. The Hajj is collective activity where over
two million pilgrims gathering in Makkah. Hundreds and thousands of pilgrims
stands shoulder to shoulder facing toward Ka‟aba during daily prayers. Then the
specific dress of Hajj “Ihraam” is a symbol of purity and equality. It is consist
upon two unstitched towels .In addition to this a person should not wear his
regular shoes but rather a pair of sandals or something where the heel is exposed.
And for women; it has to be a simple garment that is loose and covers the entire
body except for the face and hands.
On the second day of Hajj, pilgrims travel to Mount Arafat where they spend the
entire day near the Mountain of Mercy, asking God for forgiveness and making
supplications. While in the next step during stoning of the devil every Muslim
has to recite the praises of God and ask for forgiveness throughout .This is
another time where everyone has to be very patient and forbearing as in the
largest gathering there are many occasions where one should be very humble and
forgiving.It is narrated in Bukhari, the Messenger of God (Pbuh)said:
“Whoever carries out therituals of Hajj without harming another
person with his hands or tongue will be forgivenall his previous
sins”.
Hence pilgrims tries best to stay forbearance and tolerant during this spiritual
journey. There are lots of researches indicates that Hajj is an Illustration of
tolerance and forgiveness in Islam. A research published at Harvard Kennedy
School founds that:
“The Hajj induces a shift from localized beliefs and practices
toward global Islamic practice, increases tolerance and peaceful
inclinations, and leads to more favorable attitudes toward
women. The social psychology literature suggests that the
interactions on the Hajj among pilgrims from different countries
and backgrounds could lead to more or less positive feelings
toward others, depending on whether the interaction is
cooperative or competitive. Empirically, Hajjis show more
positive views towards other nationalities and social groups,
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greater tolerance, and are more peacefully inclined. The evidence
suggests that the Hajj increases tolerance, which seems to apply
not just within the Islamic world, but also beyond it. Hajjis return
with more positive views towards people from other countries.
Hajjis are also more likely to state that various Pakistani ethnic
and Muslim sectarian groups are equal, and that it is possible for
such groups to live in harmony. These views of equality and
harmony extend to non-Muslims as well. The feelings of unity
and equality brought about by the Hajj extend across gender lines
to an extent”.15
During the hajj rituals, a pilgrim meets with people from Muslim respects and
accepts the opinions of different juristic schools consequently he learns to accept
plurality and diversity. In this way he trains himself to live with peace and
forbearance with the people of other faith as well. Thus, hajj rituals prevails
forgiveness, respect, tolerance, mercy and kindness. Moreover after returning
back from pilgrimage, a Muslim will be able and trained to live in his
community in peace with others along with the diversities of sects, language,
ethnicity etc.16
Hajj is great social, experiential, devotional and spiritual activity which enhances
forgiveness, tolerance and unity. There are plenty of examples that referred
pilgrimage as life changing experience. A vibrant example is by Malcolm X
(1925-1965) .He was an African-American and human right activist. In 1964 he
become a Sunni Muslim and performs the Hajj. Meanwhile He wrote a letter
from makkah, and said:
“For the past week, I have been utterly speechless and
spellbound by the graciousness I see displayed all around me by
people of all colors. There were tens of thousands of pilgrims,
from all over the world. We were all participating in the same
ritual, displaying a spirit of unity and brotherhood that my
experiences in America had led me to believe never could exist
between the white and non-white what I have seen, and
experienced, has forced me to rearrange much of my thoughtpatterns previously held, and to toss aside some of my previous
conclusions” (Malcolm X with Haley, 1965)17
In conclusion, the essential part of Hajj for every Muslims is seeking
forgiveness.Since it is linked with human behaviorand no one can attain Divine
forgiveness if he offended or harm any individual. Thus, Hajj become a very
important mean to accomplish this purposebecause the time before, during and
after Hajj easily provide a perfect environment for develop the attitude of
forbearance and forgiveness.
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8

Forgiveness and Hajj as a source of forgiveness in Islam
______________________________________________________________

Notes
1

Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyyah, MuḥammadbinAbīBakr, al-Rūḥ .Bayrut: Dār alKutub al-ʿlmiyyah, 1975, p. 241.
2
Sahih Muslim, Kitab al-Tawbah
3
Sunan al-Tirmidhi
4
Ibid
5
Abu Bakr Jabir Al-Jazairy.Minhaj Al-Muslim (The Way of the
Muslim).Riyadh:Darussalaam Publishers,2001.
6
Ibid
7
SunanIbn e Majah
8
Abu Dawood
9
Al.Bukhari
10
M.shahid ,AbdulSamad.The Prophet of Excellent Moral Values .Islamabad:
DawahAcadmy, 2014.
11
AL Bukhari
12
Muslim
13
AL Bukhari
14
Ibn Battuta. Tuhfat al-Nuzzar fi Ghara'ib al-Amsar.Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al'Ilmiyya,2002.
15
David, Asim, Micael, Estimating the Impact of the Hajj: Religion and
Tolerance in Islam’s Global Gathering, Study by Hrvard Kennedy School
16
http://www.onislam.net/english/shariah/shariah-and-humanity/shariah-andlife/449598-hajj-a-universal-message-for-peace.html/
17
X, Malcolm with Alex Haley. 1965. The Autobiography of Malcolm X.New
York: Grove Press.
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Abstract
According to Porter, the five forces, rivals, customers, suppliers, potential entrants, and
substitute products, shape not only the industry competition but also co-operation. Cluster
formation is impeded by low local education and skill levels, weaknesses in
technology/information technology, international trade and firm relations. These elements
define the nature of innovation and processes. Industry-University-Institute Cooperation is an
effective way to promote the diffusion of technical innovation in industrial cluster;
nevertheless, University and technical school curricula, centrally dictated, fail to adapt to
cluster needs.
This study aims to measure relationship between productivity and underlying competitive
forces, in Turkey. For productivity measurement GDP per capita is taken and for competitive
forces: Human capital, R&D, Patent Numbers and Organizational Industrial Zones (OIZ) are
considered as independent variables. According to the regression results, the OIZ and human
capital are significant while Patent number and R&D in universities are insignificant.
Keywords:Innovation, Competitiveness, Local Productivity, Porter‟s Theory, OLS
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Introduction
Current flow of innovations will reshape prevailing industry economics (Porter, On
Competition, 2008) because productivity and competitivenessincreases with innovation.Most
of the literature on competition explains competitiveness with Michael Porter, where he
discusses relations between competitiveness, productivity and innovation. (Simmie, 2008, s.
19). According to Porter (2008, s. 80), the five forces, rivals, customers, suppliers, potential
entrants, and substitute products, shape not only the industry competition but also cooperation (Porter, On Competition, 2008). Thus, agglomeration forces affect the
productivity(Menzel, Henn, & Fornahl, 2010). According to Moreno, Paci and Usai(2005) in
the innovative activity,there are strong and a positive spatial correlation at geographic and
sectoral level.
Porter explainedrivalry occurs within the industry arena (Porter, The Five Competitive
Forces that Shape Strategy, 2008, s. 79; Stringa, 2008).For the firms, the industry is the most
important part of the competitive environment that innovation specialization in one region is
highly dependent on specialization of production in the same region (Moreno, Paci, & Usai,
Geographical and sectoral clusters of innovation in Europe, 2005). Today‟s complex,
knowledge-based, and dynamic economy need clusters in developing economies.
The cluster concept represents a new way of thinking about national and city
economies, and points to new roles for companies, governments, and other institutions
(Porter, On Competition, 2008). Since these clusters are seen as the “centers of economic
activity and important elements in economic development in general and in regional
development in particular” (Menzel, Henn, & Fornahl, 2010, s. 1), scholars try to understand
and explain competitiveness of locations and geographic concentrations. For instance, some
scholars discuss “the access to networks (Owen- Smith and Powell 2004), to a local science
base (Zucker et al. 1998) and/ or to local knowledge in general (Malmberg and Maskell
2006), but also „buzz‟ in the sense of a diffuse and pervasive sharing of information (Bathelt
et al. 2004), the co-ordination of complex tasks (Torre and Rallet 2005), local competition
(Porter 1998), supportive institutions (Kenney and von Burg 1999) and the characteristics of
regional cultures (Saxenian 1994).”(Menzel, Henn, & Fornahl, 2010, s. 1)
Focusing on productivity and innovation, the main aim of a nation providing “a high
and rising standard of living for its citizens” (Simmie, 2008, s. 20). Nevertheless, productivity
cannot be developed in a vacuum, the system concept is useful for explaining the dynamics of
innovation(Preissl & Solimene, 2003).
In developing economies, cluster formation is impeded by low local education and
skill levels, weaknesses in technology/information technology, international trade and firm
relations, lack of access to capital, and poorly developed institutions. These elements define
the nature of innovation and processes(Preissl & Solimene, 2003; Porter, On Competition,
2008).
As knowledge and competencies needed for innovation,human capital interaction is
necessary. The strength of the competitive forces affects prices, costs, and the investment
required to compete; thus the forces are directly tied to the income statements (Porter, On
Competition, 2008). Rates of investment are important elements in explaining growth and
observed GDP gaps (Liberto, 2007).The eﬀect of the interaction between the initial per-capita
income and the corresponding spatial lag suggests that regions with organized areas have
higher expected growth rates than the regions without organized areas.(Basile, 2007)Thus,a
society witha homogeneous increase structure benefits more from competitiveness and
innovations(Mueller, Rosenbusch, & Bausch, 2013).
3
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When growth may be mainly caused by imitation activities, it does not require a
highly skilled labor force but growth in economies driven by innovation activities, which rely
more on the most educated individuals (Liberto, 2007).
Advanced technology or innovations are not by themselves enough to make an
industry structurally attractive (or unattractive)(Porter, 2008). Patents and patented
innovations may have heterogeneous economic value (Moreno, Paci, & Usai, 2005, s. 718)
and they affectperformance of a company. (Cotic-Svetina, Jaklic, & Prodan, 2008, s. 341)
External support from local government, industry associations, and financial institutions can
promote the diffusion of innovation in industrial cluster (Wei, Li-ran, & Xue-mei, 2010).
Lastly, Industry-University-Institute Cooperation is an effective way to promote the
diffusion of technical innovation in industrial cluster; nevertheless, University and technical
school curricula, centrally dictated, fail to adapt to cluster needs (Porter, 2008).
This study aims to measure relationship between productivity and underlying causes
as discussed in Porter‟s theory, in Turkey. In the next section, details about the research
method will be provided. Then, research results and concluding remarks will be discussed.
Method
As in Porter‟s works, in this study, the existence of industrial clusters, human capital
patents and R&D in a region are accepted as indicators for explaining the local productivity
and innovation. In this case study, general differences in the existence of industrial clusters,
human capital, patents, R&D and industry-university relations effectsamongcities in Turkey
are explained by using a meta-analysis. There are eighty-one cities in Turkey and all of them
are included to the study (Appendix A).
The sample data set also the universe contains only data from the year 2014; therefore,
the whole data set is included to OLS regression and analysis.Though local productivity is
regressed with OLS taking log of local productivity relaxes the linearity of regression
between regressed productivity and regresses. actually as the number of OIZ increases
this can cause an increase in local productivity but obviously this increase is not linear.
After some point the local productivity will converge and extra number of OIZ will not
increase local production any more.
Hypotheses and Variables
Main objective of this study find out relationship between productivity and
explanatory variables. For productivity measurement GDP per capita is taken and for
competitive forces: Human capital, R&D, Patent Numbers and Organizational Industrial
Zones (OIZ) are considered as independent variables. So hypotheses are below:
H1: there is a positive relationship between local productivity and Human capital.
H2: There is a positive relationship between local productivity and OIZ.
H3: There is a positive relationship between local productivity and R&D in
universities.
H4: There is a positive relationship between local productivity and Patent number.

The data for GDP per capita is taken from Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK)(Turkish
Statistical Institute, 2015) to use it as an indicator for measuring income.
Similarly, the data for human capital is collected from TUIK. The data of university
and higher education graduates for each cityisincluded to the study by dividing the sum to the
population of eachcity, in order to get human capital representation.
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For the University R&D data, the list of “the Most Entrepreneurial and Innovative
Universities in Turkey”, which is prepared and recently released by The Scientific and
Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK)(2015), is included to the study.The
existence of “innovative universities” in each city is collected from the list. “Having an
innovative university” is used as a dummy variable: If an innovative university exists in a city
then the Dummy takes the value 1, otherwise 0.Lastly, Organized Industrial Zones in each
city is taken as indicators of industrial clustersand the data for it is drawn from the
Association of Organizational Industrial Zones (OIZ). The data for patents is drawn from the
Turkish Patent Institute Statistics.
The model is regressed as OLS with White heteroscedasticity-consistent standard
errors & covariance, because it‟s cross sectional nature and probable heteroscedastic
problems,where GDP per Capita data and education data are taken in logarithmic scale.
Research Findings
The linear regression model equation for the study is:
𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦 ൌ 𝛼𝛼  𝛽𝛽ͳ 𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶ሺ𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶ሻ  𝛽𝛽ʹ 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇  𝛽𝛽͵ 𝑅𝑅Ƭ𝐷𝐷  𝛽𝛽Ͷ 𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍  𝜀𝜀

LGDP (Local productivity) is taken as the logarithm of GDP per capita(LogHCis
taken as the logarithm of Human Capital data),Patent is the number of patents taken from
each city,R&D is the representative of R&D capacity of the universities of a particular city,
and OIZ are the number of Organized Industrial Zones (Table 1).
The regression is estimated with the help of E-Views program and the results are:
Table 1: E-Views Results
Dependent Variable: LOG(GDPPER)
Method: Least Squares
Sample: 1 81
Included observations: 81
White heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors & covariance
Variable
OIZ
LOG(HC)
PATENT
R&D
C

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

0.052757
0.846605
0.053537
0.075663
10.92470

0.017150
0.175659
0.058426
0.094897
0.371849

3.076271
4.819594
0.916328
0.797317
29.37943

0.0029
0.0000
0.3624
0.4278
0.0000

R-squared
0.366582
Adjusted R-squared 0.333245
S.E. of regression
0.435213
Sum squared resid
14.39516
Log likelihood
-44.96796
F-statistic
10.99600
Prob(F-statistic)
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

5

9.369539
0.532989
1.233777
1.381582
1.293078
1.998085
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According to the regression results, the OIZ and LogHC (HC) are significant while
PATENT and R&D are insignificant at 5% significance level. F-stat shows that the model is
significant, nevertheless R-squared is 0,36 meaning that only 36% of the innovation can be
explained by OIZ, HC, PATENT AND R&D variables. By being aware of the fact that there
might be other factors that can cause the GDP per capita to be higher such as health or
nearness to seashores,it should be stressed that this model tries to explain mainly the
innovative effect of the GDP per capita.
The first hypothesis was claiming the positive relation between local productivity
and HC. In table 1 it was found out that LogHCis positively related with log Local
productivity and coefficient is significant since the t-test result 4,82 is greater than the t
critical value at 5% significance level. so the local productivity and HC are correlated
with each other according to the coefficient of HC it can be concluded that a 1% increase
HC ratio will increase Local productivity 0,84%.
The second hypothesis tests the relation between local pro. and OIZs. as the
number of OIZs increases local productivity increases according to results in Table 1. the
relation is significant according to t-test and probability value at 5%. OIZ built in a local
city causes 0.05-point increase in local productivity.
The R&D in local regions also can cause increase in local pro. however our
dataset denies the existence of a positive relation because of t-test and p value at 5%
significance level.
Also the number of patents taken from a local city does not cause a local
productivity increase according to table 1. t value and p value at 5% sig. level does not
give a significant relation.
Figure 1: Scatter diagram of GDP per capita and Organizational Industrial Zones

As it can be seen from Figure 1, there is a positive relationship between Organized
Industrial Zones are and GDP per capita in Turkish cities.
Similarly, human capital is the other major explanatory of capacity increase and
innovation (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Scatter diagram of GDP per capita and Human Capital (education)

Conclusion
Main aim of this paper is to find out local productivity of firms in Turkey by using
indicators such as R&D in universities, patent numbers, human capitaland industrial
organization zones in line with Porter‟s theory. Productivityis measured by GDP per capita in
Porter‟s theory; it is taken as a dependent variable in this study as well.
The existence of organizational industrial zones in Turkish cities is related to local
productivity.Human capital, taken as higher education graduate proportion in local
population, is also related how the city performs economically.
From, OLS results it can be seen that R&D and patent numbers are statistically
insignificant over GDP per capita because there are not enough regional data for R&D in
Turkey. To collect the data can be an aim of future studies. In this study, this year‟s patent
numbers and R&D are insufficient to explain current year‟s income. In future studies, the data
set of this study can be extended by including R&D and Patents numbers of several years, and
the coefficients may become significant in these studies.
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Cities

GDPperCapita

Human Capital

OIZ

Patentper

RandD

Adana

15521

10.68%

2

0.52

1
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02

Adıyaman

7554

11.27%

4

0.30

0

03

Afyonkarahisar

11199

12.93%

9

0.83

0

04

Ağrı

4118

8.00%

1

0.00

0

05

Aksaray

5912

10.98%

1

0.00

0

06

Amasya

10000

14.43%

3

0.00

0

07

Ankara

18009

19.51%

11

2.06

8

08

Antalya

15231

13.07%

2

0.30

1

09

Ardahan

10583

17.62%

1

0.00

0

10

Artvin

20320

15.75%

0

0.00

0

11

Aydın

15784

11.46%

7

0.21

0

12

Balıkesir

14527

11.81%

5

0.18

0

13

Bartın

5944

17.74%

1

0.00

0

14

Batman

6562

8.67%

1

0.00

0

15

Bayburt

14998

14.87%

1

0.00

0

16

Bilecik

24758

13.29%

6

0.67

0

17

Bingöl

4374

12.10%

1

0.00

0

18

Bitlis

3394

10.84%

1

0.00

0

19

Bolu

24689

15.51%

4

0.00

0

20

Burdur

12933

15.31%

3

1.95

0

21

Bursa

17990

11.68%

15

4.45

1

22

Çanakkale

18206

17.40%

2

0.36

0

23

Çankırı

12465

12.68%

5

0.00

0

24

Çorum

14591

11.48%

3

0.88

0

25

Denizli

19162

10.96%

3

0.45

1

26

Diyarbakır

8029

7.47%

1

0.00

0

27

Düzce

9900

12.56%

3

3.57

1

28

Edirne

17150

15.75%

1

1.14

0

29

Elazığ

10097

13.44%

1

0.26

1

30

Erzincan

9922

17.09%

1

0.00

0

31

Erzurum

7255

9.65%

3

0.59

1

32

Eskişehir

20435

15.71%

2

1.07

2

33

Gaziantep

9843

7.41%

3

0.43

2

34

Giresun

13309

14.10%

2

0.80

0

35

Gümüşhane

8610

14.88%

1

0.00

0

36

Hakkari

4441

10.49%

1

0.00

0

37

Hatay

12060

8.61%

5

0.15

0

38

Iğdır

6051

11.78%

1

0.00

0

39

Isparta

12447

17.08%

3

1.50

1

40

İstanbul

18101

14.83%

8

3.80

13

41

İzmir

21479

15.06%

13

1.11

5

42

Kahramanmaraş

10681

7.84%

4

0.21

1

43

Karabük

29419

14.01%

1

0.61

0

44

Karaman

14392

12.20%

1

0.00

0

45

Kars

7396

14.81%

1

0.00

0

46

Kastamonu

12358

13.57%

4

0.00

0

9
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122

47

Kayseri

10847

11.22%

3

0.59

3

48

Kırıkkale

20170

12.14%

3

1.86

0

49

Kırklareli

26828

14.81%

4

0.00

0

50

Kırşehir

10060

13.65%

3

0.65

0

51

Kilis

18126

9.86%

1

0.00

0

52

Kocaeli

33620

12.37%

13

3.49

2

53

Konya

11637

9.91%

9

1.48

1

54

Kütahya

15119

13.38%

5

0.00

0

55

Malatya

12054

11.69%

4

0.43

1

56

Manisa

21843

9.13%

7

4.47

0

57

Mardin

7494

6.10%

2

0.30

0

58

Mersin

18285

11.04%

2

0.32

1

59

Muğla

20477

13.69%

1

0.00

0

60

Muş

2743

10.44%

1

0.73

0

61

Nevşehir

15811

13.49%

2

1.30

0

62

Niğde

13210

14.19%

2

0.60

0

63

Ordu

10862

8.74%

3

0.15

0

64

Osmaniye

6986

11.68%

2

0.00

0

65

Rize

13966

13.71%

2

0.00

0

66

Sakarya

14064

10.02%

7

1.66

1

67

Samsun

13363

10.63%

5

0.26

0

68

Siirt

7423

10.03%

1

0.59

0

69

Sinop

11009

15.28%

2

0.97

0

70

Sivas

12164

13.33%

4

0.25

0

71

Şanlıurfa

7380

4.97%

3

0.00

0

72

Şırnak

2595

7.49%

2

0.00

0

73

Tekirdağ

18178

10.76%

13

2.06

0

74

Tokat

12645

13.19%

5

0.30

1

75

Trabzon

13151

12.51%

4

0.00

1

76

Tunceli

14550

20.04%

1

0.00

0

77

Uşak

9905

13.15%

3

0.46

0

78

Van

4311

5.64%

2

0.00

0

79

Yalova

27388

14.71%

3

0.69

0

80

Yozgat

9376

10.97%

2

0.42

0

81

Zonguldak

16208

13.64%

3

0.61

0
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Abstract: The success of audio steganography is to ensure imperceptibility of the embedded message in stego
file and withstand any form of intentional or un-intentional degradation of message (robustness). Audio
steganographic that utilized LSB of audio stream to embed message gain a lot of popularity over the years in
meeting the perceptual transparency, robustness and capacity. This research proposes an XLSB technique in
order to circumvent the weakness observed in LSB technique. Scrambling technique is introduce in two steps;
partitioning the message into blocks followed by permutation each blocks in order to confuse the contents of the
message. The message is embedded in the MP3 audio sample. After extracting the message, the permutation
code book is used to re-order it into its original form. Md5sum and SHA-256 are use to verify whether the
message is altered or not during transmission. Experimental result shows that the XLSB performs better than
LSB.

Keywords: Mathematical Model, Scrambling, Integrity

Introduction:
Information is share globally through the Internet, in digital form (Fricker and Rand, 2002). There are
issues and challenges regarding the security of information in transit from senders to receivers. The major issue
is the protection of digital data against any form intrusion, penetration, and theft. The major challenge is
developing a solution to protect information and ensure their security during transmission (Feruza and Kim,
2007). Three components of information security are confidentially, integrity, and availability (Feruza and Kim,
2007). . Confidentiality ensures that information is kept secret from any unauthorized access. This could be done
through information hiding techniques, namely cryptography and steganography (Lenti, 2000).
Cryptography involves the act of encryption and decryption of a digital data. The major weaknesses of
such techniques are that even though the message has been encrypted, it still exists. Steganography dwells on
concealing any digital data in a in an innocuous digital carrier, the word steganography is derived from an old
Greek word which means covered writing (Katzenbeisser and Petitcolas, 2000). Steganography has been used as
a mean of concealing secret messages during ancient times (Rahim, Bhattacharjee and Aziz, 2014). It was used
by Histiaeus, the tyrant of Miletus who, in 499 BC, tattooed the scalps of his slaves with a hidden message with
a command for his men to attack the Persian (Ricardo et al.,1999; Huayin and Li, 2008; Emelia et al., 2008; Yu
et al., 2010). The message became hidden when the slaves' hair grew back.
According to researchers, steganography can be described as a study of the means of hiding secondary
information within primary information without affect the size of information nor the cause of any form of
distortion which could be perceived (Francia et al., 2006; Qiao, Sung and Liu, 2009b; Ganeshkumar and
Koggalage, 2009; Petrovic and Yann, 2009; Liu, Qiao and Sung, 2009; Jangra, and Singh, 2014). The primary
information, known as the carrier or host, was embedded within the secondary information, which is typically
hidden and could be in the form of a file or message. The media with the embedded information is called stego
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signal, file, bit stream or sequence (Basu and Bhoumik, 2010; Khairullah et al., 2009; Alla, Parsad and Siva,
2009; Changder, Debnath and Ghosh, 2009; Qi, Ye and Liu, 2009; Farouk, 2014).
Steganography is the one of two techniques used covert communication. However, watermarking is the
second techniques that can be embedded watermark into host cover to keep copyright for the hosts.
Steganography typically establishes point-to-point data security (Mandala, Kotagiri and Kapala, 2013). The
strength of steganographic technique in keeping the data in the carrier medium against attacks or alteration is
weak during transmission, storage or format conversion is weak (Katzenbeisser and Petitcolas, 2000).
The process of embedding information in host media in steganography technique and watermarking are
usually done transparently (Manimegalai et al., 2014; Koziel, 2014). The difference between steganography
and watermarking is that while steganography is a technique which hides the information, watermarking
actually allows the third person to see the message (Cvejic and Sebbanen, 2004; Neeta, Snehal and Jacobs,
2006). Thus, in terms of watermarking, the process needs to ensure robustness so that any intentional attacks
would not compromise, remove, or cause destruction of the information in any way in the marked media while
at the same time preserving the quality of the signal (Scagliola, Berez and Guccione, 2009; Bhattacharyya and
Sanyal, 2010). Watermarking is the most suitable technique in cases where knowledge of the hidden information
could cause possible manipulations (Mitchell, 2003; Avcibas, Memon and Sankur, 2003; Yusnita and Othman,
2007; Naji et al., 2009).

Proposed Scheme
This paper describes in detail the design of the proposed scheme, which is developed to enhance the
security and robustness of the basic steganography model. The proposed scheme comprises of three phases:
scrambling message, embedding and extraction algorithm and message integrity. Scrambling message and
message integrity are the two phases added to the basic model of steganography in order to improve security and
robustness. In addition XLSB is presented, this is scheme is the main part of the contribution of this research,
because it extends the basic LSB technique, through incorporating high security level for the secret message
before embedding and message integrity method after extraction. Figure 1 shows the proposed scheme
Proposed scheme
Basic Model of Steganography

C
Scrambling message
M

Fe

SO

Fx

SE

Mv

Pa
Mb

Md5sum
V1

Pr

Ms

P
V

Message integrity
SHA-256

Figure.1 Proposed scheme
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The model is presented in there different parts, which consist of the basic model of steganography,
scrambling of message and message integrity respectively. The following variables were involved in the
interrelationships between each section of the model. Thus, c represent the cover file, and C is the set of all
possible cover files for which they belong to c, therefore mathematically it can be represented as c  C. Before
embedding, there is a need to prepare the secret message, thus if m represent the secret message, and M
represents the set of all possible secret messages for which they belong to m, mathematically it can be
represented as m  M. The length of the cover file is given by Lc= length of c, whereas the length of the secret
message is given by Lm= length of m. After preparing the dataset, the scrambling message M s which is one of
the most important aspect of the general models start with partitioning process P a, where np represent the
number of partitions within np=ceil(Lc\Lm), for each dataset, Pa is the Partition function of the message m,
which produces Mb= message blocks after partitions Mb= {m1, m2, m3, …….., mnp}, now the Mb= Pa(m)
undergoes permutation step, where Pr is the Permutation function of the message block. P is the codebook of
permutation, it is a random equation. Thus a
Ms is generated which is the secret message after scrambling. The message scrambled after permutated M b are
presented as Ms= Pr(Mb,P). The embedding of the of the secret message on the cover file, dwells on the Fe
denoted as the Embedding Process, for which F e(Ms,C)= SO, where SO is the Stego Object. After embedding
the extraction process Fx for which Fx(SO) = Ms and C will be carried out, thereafter, the extraction function
Fx(SO,P) = Mb makes it possible for the extraction of the secret message. The extracted message undergoes a
process of validation, whereV1 represent the validation value one, thus the validation procedure is presented
below:
Md5sum= Checksum function using MD5 method
Md5sum(Mb)= V1
SHA-256= Secure hashing algorithm 256 method
SHA-256(V1)= V
V: Validation value to check message integrity.
Mt: Message integrity function.
V1'= validation value generated from end user.
Md5sum(Mb)= V1'
SHA-256(V1') = V'
V': Validation value generated from end user.
If Mt(V') = = V, then the message is intact,
Else the message is being altered
In general the model explores the framework of the research and the steps requires to for the
conceptualization of the different sections of the model. By implementation, consider P and V which are secret
information required to send to the receiver through a secure channel. If message scrambling comprises of two
processes: the partition process (Pa), which partition M into message blocks (Mb); and the permutation process
(Pr) which re-orders Mb to construct Ms and generate the first part of secret information, P.
A new scheme was developed based on the basic steganography model, which was described in detail
in section 2.2 of chapter two. The basic steganography model utilizes two processes, namely embedding (Fe),
and extraction (Fx). In Fe both M and C are converted into bits stream, and one of the known embedding
algorithms (XLSB) is used to embed M into C. Fx includes the same steps in Fe to extract the message but in an
inverse way.
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Scrambling Method
Algorithm 1 Scrambling Algorithm
1:
Inputs: C is cover, M is message, Lc is length of C, Lm is length of M,
2:
Outputs: Ms, P
3:
Parameters: np is a number of partitions, Mb is message
4:
blocks, S is the size of blocks, P is P_Codebook.
5:
// Partition process
6:
np= ceil(Lc\Lm)
7:
S= Lm/ np
8:
for i=1 to np
9:
for j=1 to S
10:
Mb[i]= M[j]
11:
End for
12:
End for
13:
// Permutation process
14:
// Select random permutate
15:
RandomPerm(Mb[i], j)
61
For i= 1 to np
17:
choose j uniformly at random from [i,...,n]
18:
// for example can choose j= ( (np-i)+1) or any P= j
19:
swap Mb [i] and Mb [j]
20:
Ms[i]= Mb[i]
21:
End for

Message Integrity Method
Algorithm 2. Message integrity algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Input: Mb is message blocks.
Outputs: True or False
Parameters: Md5sum is function to generate checksum, SHA-256 is a function to generate
verification value, V1 is first verification value, V is the second verification value.
// Md5sum process
For i=1 to np
V1= Md5sum( Mb(i))
End for
// SHA-256 process
V= SHA-256(V1)
Validation Check
If V=V' then T else F
End

Conclusion
This research has explored and reviewed MP3 audio steganography, particularly with respect to MP3
files after compression. LSB in time domain has been extended and XLSB algorithm is formed. The new
technique aims at meeting the three most important audio steganography requirements, which are
imperceptibility, capacity, and robustness. Any technique tries to enhance the capacity or robustness should
preserve imperceptibility. This research increased the capacity and robustness as well as improved the
imperceptibility. Two algorithms, standard least significant bit (SLSB) and extended least significant bit
algorithm (XLSB) were implemented; the first algorithm was implemented based on the general idea of LSB to
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be a benchmark for the new extended algorithm. SLSB has sufficient information about cover format, and
avoids manipulating those bits in samples, which cause larger error or distortion. Second approach was a
proposed algorithm based on the concept secure least significant bit. XSLB has been proposed, implemented
and tested.
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Abstract
Although there are many similar typologies for explaining various aspects of organisational
behaviour, Miles and Snow‟s (1978) strategic typology stands out as it examines relationships
between the strategy, structure, and process of the entire organisation. It could also be
described as an integrated framework of interaction with the business environment or context.
This study has utilized Miles and Snow‟s strategic typology, aided by the framework‟s
evolution and the contribution of other researchers to examine the manner in which five
successful Malay entrepreneurs have responded to business opportunities, adjusted their
growth orientation, and shaped their business strategies in the pursuit of growth. This study
was carried out using a qualitative, idiographic case study approach whereby depth interviews
were conducted with five Malay entrepreneurs. The data has been supported with secondary
sources using an interpretive combination of Miles and Snow‟s typology and the Resource
Based View of the organisation. Utilising Miles and Snow‟s typology, this study has found
that two of the entrepreneurs have demonstrated characteristics of the prospector strategic
type, whilst the remaining three demonstrate characteristics of the analyzer strategic type. In
addition, RBV theory has been interpretatively utilised with Miles and Snow‟s strategic
typology. Finally, this study has revisited Miles and Snow‟s Strategic Typology in relation to
the Malaysian business context.
Key words: growth strategy; case study; Malay entrepreneur; Miles and Snow’s strategic
typology; Resource-Based View theory

1. Introduction
Research has employed various models to interpret a company‟s strategic behaviours (for
example, see Mintzberg 1973; Miles & Snow 1978; Porter 1980). Although there are many
similar typologies for various aspects of organisational behaviour, Miles and Snow‟s (1978)
strategic typology describes relationships between the strategy, structure, and processes of the
entire organisation. It could also be described as an integrated framework of interaction with
the business environment or context.
It is arguable that not all strategic models fit SMEs (Massa & Testa 2009). For example,
Rugman and Verbeke (1987) claimed that Porter‟s generic model is difficult to apply to small
firms for two main reasons. First, the choice of a generic strategy is not an issue for small
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firms because in industries where large firms also exist, these will be the only ones capable of
successfully implementing either of the first two generic strategies. The absence of large firms
in other industries indicates that potential to obtain economies of scale or overall
differentiation advantages may not exist. Hence, successful small firms pursue focus
strategies. Second, as stated by Chandler (1962) structure (of large firms) follows strategy.
Thus, choices regarding a firm‟s generic strategy can be made independently by the strategic
planners and that the structural characteristics of the organisation and it‟s decision processes
will automatically adjust to this choice.
Accordingly, Rugman and Verbeke (1987) proposed Miles and Snow‟s (1978) strategic
typology to be more suitable for SMEs. This typology model has been employed further in the
context of small firms (Aragon & Sanchez 2005; Gimenez 1999; Massa & Testa 2009;
O‟Regan & Ghobadian 2006). Miles and Snow‟s (1978) strategic typology has been widely
embraced by researchers in both the management and marketing strategy fields (for example,
see Conant et al. 1990; Hambrick 1983; McDaniel & Kolari 1987; Slater & Narver 1993).
Despite the accepted nature of Miles and Snow‟s (1978) framework, some researchers argue
for further empirical validation and testing of its underlying assumptions (Conant et al. 1990;
Oosthuizen 1997). They note that Miles and Snow‟s (1978) research was limited to certain
industries and capabilities. In view of that, they added new attributes such as strategic
capabilities, distinctive competence, and intellectual capital that should be examined in
addition to the adaptive cycle as advocated by Miles and Snow (1978) (see Boulianne 2007;
Conant et al., 1990; Desarbo et al. 2005; Hambrick 1983; Massa & Testa 2009; Snow &
Hrebiniak 1980). Based on the above arguments, this study utilises Miles and Snow‟s (1978)
strategic typology enriched by the works of later researchers (Desarbo et al. 2005; Massa &
Testa 2009; Snow & Hrebiniak 1980) to enable a deeper understanding of how Malaysian
entrepreneurs respond to their environment, and enable business growth. This strategic
typology is utilised as an interpretive instrument for the RBV theory.

2.

Miles and Snow’s Strategic Typology

Miles and Snow (1978) postulated four strategic types, namely: (1) prospectors, (2) defenders,
(3) analysers, and (4) reactors. These strategic types are differentiated by the manner in which
three major problems in management are solved. They are entrepreneurial, engineering, and
administrative problems. According to Miles and Snow (1978), organisations act to create
their own environments through a series of choices regarding markets, products, technologies,
desired scale of operations, etc. Miles and Snow (1978) further elaborated on what the
concepts of prospectors, defenders, analysers, and reactors actually mean.
According to Miles and Snow (1978), prospectors perceive that the environment is dynamic
and uncertain and for this reason they remain flexible so they can combat environmental
change. They tend to possess a loose structure, a low division of labour, and little
formalisation and centralisation. Prospectors emphasise new product development and
continually search for market opportunities and tend to be creators of change in the industry.
Prospectors perceive distinctive competence in general management, production, market
research, product research and development, and basic engineering (Snow & Hrebiniak 1980).
According to Desarbo et al. (2005), the prospectors have balanced marketing, technology, IT,
and management capabilities. In terms of intellectual capital (IC), Massa and Testa (2009)
find that prospectors are mainly focused on developing and nourishing their rich systems of
networks (relational capital).
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Defenders are almost the direct opposite of prospectors. They perceive the environment to be
stable and certain, and thus seek stability and control in their operations to achieve maximum
efficiency. They incorporate an extensive division of labour, high formal structure and equally
high centralisation. Defenders often concentrate on narrow product-market domains and tend
not to search outside their domains for new opportunities. Defenders perceive distinctive
competence in general management, production, applied engineering, and financial
management (Snow & Hrebiniak 1980). According to Desarbo et al. (2005), the defenders
require strategic capabilities in marketing and market linking for optimum performance. In
terms of intellectual capital, Massa and Testa (2009) found that defenders are mainly focused
on effectively exploiting and capturing knowledge (structural relational capital).
On the other hand, analysers appeared to blend aspects of both prospectors and defenders into
a single strategy. They avoid prospectors‟ large investment in product and market research by
imitating only the most successful innovations developed by key prospectors in the industry.
Further, they are often almost as adept as defenders in producing their established products.
Tight control is exerted over existing operations while loose control is exerted in regard to
new undertakings. Analysers perceive distinctive competence in general management,
production, applied engineering, and marketing/selling (Snow & Hrebiniak 1980). According
to Desarbo et al. (2005), the analysers have balanced marketing, technology, IT, and
management capabilities. In terms of intellectual capital, Massa and Testa (2009) found that
analysers rely on a complex mix of prospector and defender IC.
The last type of strategist - reactors - lacks a consistent strategy and simply responds to
environmental pressures when forced to do so. They often show weakness in general
management and this prevents them from developing other distinctive competencies. Reactors
have no consistent patterns in their perceptions of distinctive competence (Snow & Hrebiniak
1980). According to Desarbo et al. (2005), the reactors require strategic capabilities in
marketing and market linking for optimum performance. The reactor strategy is not viable in
the long run. Miles and Snow (1978) suggested that any of the above strategic types would
perform (output performance) equally well in any industry, provided that the strategy is well
implemented. Table 1 illustrates dimensions of the adaptive cycle and strategic type
characteristics of each strategist. A brief summary of these four strategic typologies is
described in Table 2.
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ADAPTIVE CYCLE
COMPONENTS
Entrepreneurial
problems and
solutions

Table 1: Dimensions of the adaptive cycle and strategic type characteristics
DIMENSIONS
STRATEGIC TYPES
Defenders
Prospectors
Analysers
Product-market Narrow and
Broad and
Segmented and
domain
carefully focused
continuously
carefully adjusted
expanding
Success posture Prominence in
Active initiation of
Calculated
„their‟ product
change
followers of change
market(s)
Surveillance
Domain dominated Market and
Competitive
and cautious/strong environmentally
oriented and
organisational
oriented/aggressive
thorough
monitoring
search
Growth
Cautious
Enacting product
Assertive
penetration and
market development
penetration and
advances in
and diversification
careful product
productivity
market
development
Technological
Cost- efficiencies
Flexibility and
Technological
goal
innovation
synergism
Technological
Focal, core
Multiple
Interrelated
breadth
technology/basic
technologies/‟pushing technologies/ „at
expertise
the edge‟
the cutting edge‟
Technological
Standardisation,
Technical personnel
Incrementalism and
buffers
maintenance
skills/diversity
synergism
programs
Dominant
Finance and
Marketing and R&D
Planning staff
coalition
production
Planning
Inside/out..control
Problem and
Comprehensive
dominated
opportunity
with incremental
finding/campaign
changes
(program) perspective
Structure
Functional/line
Product and/or market Staff
authority
centered
dominated/matrix
Tight formal
authority/loose

Crisis oriented and
disjointed

Project development
and completion
Shifting
technological
applications/fluidity
Ability to
experiment and „rig
solutions‟
Trouble-shooters

Hasty change

Sporadic and issue
dominated

Opportunistic thrusts
and coping postures

Reactors
Uneven and transient
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Market
performance/sales
volumes

Hybrid of prospector and defender types

Reacts to change

Analyser

Reactor

Source: Adapted from O’Regan & Ghobadian (2005)

Defends existing market (often a niche market)

Entrepreneurial, innovative and new opportunity
oriented

operating design
Avoid
problems/handle
problems, remain
solvent

External orientation, environment scanning, maximising
new opportunities.
Innovative to meet market needs.
Flexibility and freedom from constraining company rules
and regulations. Welcomes change and sees the
environment as “uncertain”.
Narrow range of products/services.
Internal orientation based on efficiency measures and
avoiding unnecessary risks.
Centralised control and a functional structure are
common.
Operates well in both stable and dynamic markets. Uses
efficiency and increased production in stable markets and
innovates in dynamic markets.
Short-term planning, reacts to others‟ actions. Change
inevitably presents some difficulties.

Table 2: Summary of Miles and Snow’s strategic typology
MAIN FOCUS
TRAITS

Centralised and
formal/financially
anchored

Defender

STRATEGIC
ORIENTATION
Prospector

Source: Adapted from Conant et al. (1990)

Control

oriented
Multiple
methods/careful
risk
calculations..sales
contributions
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3.

Research Method

This study attempts to utilise Miles and Snow‟s (1978) strategic typology as it has
evolved through the work of other researchers to expain how five successful Malay
entrepreneurs respond to business opportunities, adjust their growth orientation, and
shape their business strategy in the pursuit of growth. This growth phenomenon can be
examined by observing how entrepreneurs solve their entrepreneurial, engineering, and
administrative problems in their adaptive cycle. Furthermore, this can also be examined
by analysing their distinctive competencies, strategic capabilities, and intellectual
capabilities in growing their company. All these are critical resources for companies to
succeed as postulated in the Resource-Based View (RBV) theory (Penrose 1959/2009;
Wernerfelt 1984).
According to Slater and Narver (1993), as soon as an entrepreneur determines his/her
product-market strategy (the entrepreneurial problem), he/she must create a system for
producing and distributing the products (the engineering problem) and must develop and
implement organisational structures and processes that support entrepreneurial and
engineering solutions (the administrative problem). Depth interviews were conducted
with five Malay entrepreneurs and the data they provided was further evaluated through
the use of secondary sources such as articles, newspapers and company reports. For
purposes of maintaining anonymity, these entrepreneurs have been identified only as E1,
E2, E3, E4 and E5.
The interviewees were selected using a purposive sampling method. The main criteria for
sample selection were Malay nationality, demonstrable success as an entrepreneur,
readily available for research purposes, and willingness to participate by providing time
for depth interviews as well as providing access to corroborating data. In this manner each
study has become an idiographic case study, seeking depth of information as opposed to
informational breadth such as would be found in a nomothetic case study. This research
has been designed with the purpose of seeking and finding explanations for the success of
each entrepreneur as opposed to finding an overall explanation for entrepreneurial
success. Miles and Snow‟s evolved typology facilitated a method of categorisation and
interpretation.

4. Findings and Discussion
4.1 Malay Entrepreneurs’ Growth Strategy from Miles and Snow’s Strategic
Typology
Malaysia is a rapidly developing Asian country. Malaysia has transformed itself since the
1970s from an economy dependent on agriculture and primary commodities to a
manufacturing-based, export-driven economy spurred on by technologically advanced,
knowledge-based and capital intensive industries (EPU 2010a). According to the Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) Annual Report 2009/2010, the Census of Establishment
conducted by the Department of Statistics - from a total of 552,849 SMEs in Malaysia reported that there are 40,793 SMEs involved in the manufacturing sector (NDSC, 2010).
On the other hand, most SMEs are involved in the services sector which consists of
477,525 SMEs (NSDC 2010). The manufacturing sector has been selected as the field of
study in this study.
The National SME Development Council (NSDC) defined SMEs in the manufacturing,
manufacturing-related services and agri-based industries as enterprises with full-time
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employees not exceeding 150 or with annual sales turnover not exceeding RM25 million
(NSDC, 2005). SMEs in the manufacturing sector are mainly involved in converting basic
raw materials into useful products. This includes bakeries, sawmills, toy factories, shoe
factories, clothing manufacturing factory, furniture manufacturing plants, job printing
shops, wood processing, soft drink bottling, food processing, small machine shops,
ironworks, ready-mixed concrete plants, fertilizer plants, rubber gloves plant, plastic bags
and paper boxes, and electrical and electronics appliances and components (NSDC 2010).
According to the SME Annual Report 2009/2010, the manufacturing sector recorded
positive growth due to high external demand for products such as electronics, crude oil,
and natural gas (NSDC 2010).
As previously asserted, this study employs Miles and Snow‟s (1978) strategic typology to
examine how five Malay entrepreneurs strategise for business growth. The following subsections discuss each entrepreneur‟s strategic approach so that their adaptive cycle to
business growth can be understood. This will also address how the five entrepreneurs note
their distinctive competencies, strategic capabilities, and intellectual capabilities for
growing their respective companies.

4.2 E1’s Strategic Type – Prospector
E1‟s business concept began as a trading company exporting Malaysian commodities
such as palm oil products, E1 saw an ample market demand for quality palm oil products.
He defined his entrepreneurial problem as how to capitalise on this global demand. In
locating and developing new opportunities, he developed a good rapport with R&D
agencies in order to profit from the latest innovative products that could be
commercialised. Over the years, E1 maintained a focus on improving his company‟s
manufacturing processes, upgrading product quality and range, and finally marketing his
products. In dealing with engineering problems, he invested heavily in building a factory
to manufacture innovative products. The factory is flexible in that it can use different
packaging materials such as nylon pouch bags, tubs, cans, jerry cans, pet bottles, carton
boxes, drums, and flexi tanks. The range of versatile packing sizes has enabled E1 to
accommodate a broader market where customers‟ demands can range widely.
He claimed that 80 per cent of business deals were closed over the phone and by email,
which means he never meets most of his customers. Therefore, it is pivotal for his
business to have a good relationship with customers by accommodating and satisfying
their demands in a manner suited to their needs. For example, E1 mentioned the different
demands of his customers:
The Africans prefer to have different packaging compared to the
Malaysians. European countries demand high end products and some
other countries demand low end products. The Europeans wanted to
have softer margarine. So, we customised their products based on their
requests. The ingredients might not be similar but the application is still
the same.
Flowing from a dynamic environment and using flexible technologies, E1 now focuses on
retaining his employees. Prior to this, he faced problem of high turn-over and therefore he
now provides employee development funding for employee training and to develop
employee skills. Training is an effective strategy for retaining employees. E1 also
asserted the importance of delegation since his company is focuses on downstream
industries as well as its own niche market. Therefore, a quick, flexible decision-making
structure is crucial and this can only occur through trusted employees. Pech (2009)
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postulated that in addition to managerial passion for work, effective recruitment, and
managerial concern for employee welfare; employee sense of trust and control is
important to provide employee engagement which in turn will sustain strategic capability.
This certainly seems to be the case for E1.
This study demonstrates that E1‟s strategic approach is that of the prospector typology,
judging by the way he solved the three main strategic problems in his company as well as
how he perceives his distinctive competences, strategic capability, and management of
intellectual capital.

4.3 E2’s Strategic Type - Analyser
Contrary to E1, E2 seemed to demonstrate a combination of the defender and prospector
strategy for resolving the three main strategic problems. He defined his entrepreneurial
problem as how to solve the problem of not having sufficient halal gelatine in the
marketplace. Out of 330 thousand tonnes of gelatine produced worldwide, only two per
cent is halal gelatine (GME 2009).
Initially, E2 started his company by operating as an original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) or in other words he traded and distributed other companies‟ products under his
company‟s brand name. This enabled him to position his company‟s brand name
prominently in the market place. Having such an advantage and being able to solve
engineering problems, he further invested in building up his own factory to manufacture
halal gelatine. He believed that this strategy is workable because his company has already
secured a stable market. This is a defender characteristic; a carefully focused and
segmented niche market. In E2‟s case, the halal gelatine is in high demand by customers,
especially Muslim consumers. Hence, E2 made the most of opportunities by carefully
conducting product market development:
We created the market, created the brand, and once we have our market
and volume, we built up our factory.
He also opened a marketing office near the capital city of Malaysia to distribute the
products as efficiently as possible. Here he integrated production, distribution, sale, after
sales service, and communication as efficiently as possible. Feedback from customers and
his marketing team were analysed and extended further to the R&D team so that
improvements could be made and innovative products could be manufactured.
E2 solved his administrative problems by structuring the company into a less formal and
decentralised business. As mentioned by the General Marketing Officer, E2 asked him to
“act like the owner” and hence the employees feel a sense of responsibility when pursuing
the company‟s business. It was observed that E2 is a softly spoken person and therefore
he employed a General Marketing Officer to represent him, particularly in a more vocal
role. Indeed, his strategy was successful as many people do not recognise him as the real
owner of the company. This could be regarded as a deception strategy as depicted by
Pech and Stamboulidis (2010). For example, in their research, deception strategy might be
designed by an entrepreneur by giving the impression of a very small firm, when in
reality it is not; or by hiding him/herself as an owner of the company. “Within a strategic
context, strategies of deception can provide a legitimate and clever means for achieving
competitive advantage” (Pech & Stamboulidis 2010, p. 37). From the above evidence, E2
seemed to exhibit an analyser strategy.

4.4 E3’s Strategic Type - Analyser
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Similar to E2, E3‟s strategy for relating to his chosen market also falls within the analyser
typology based on the manner in which he solved the three main strategic problems - a
combination of the prospector and defender strategies. He was involved in the food and
beverages industry which is typical of many Malay small businesses. His company
produces soy sauce and is gradually adding more products such as chilli sauce and
cordials.
E3 defined his entrepreneurial problem as how to locate and exploit new products and
create market opportunities that had been lost during a failed business relationship with a
former manufacturing partner. The failed business relationship created an on going
challenge for him to overcome, but once conquered, it proved to be a turning point, kickstarting his business growth. Having loyal staff and increasing the number of customers
allowed him to produce his own unique product and brand in order to grow.
It could be claimed that the engineering problem was solved when he made a tectonic
change in his company by investing in automated machinery when prior to this,
production was done manually. In terms of the administrative problem, he encouraged
innovative behaviours that made it possible to locate and exploit new opportunities. E3
believed in providing opportunities for his staff to act independently which will in turn
create good results for the company. This could be seen to be a prospector strategy where
the entrepreneur has decentralised certain aspects of the company. E3 has imitated
successful strategies deployed by international MNCs. He adapted those strategies
according to the needs of a small scale operation. He asserted:
One of the elements to be successful in business is we must have a
business plan. We follow role models from international MNCs but we
do it on a small scale. For example, Nestlé has 300 products but only
one factory. Therefore, it does not need to open more factories in order
to expand the number of products. Malaysia can achieve development in
30 years because we replicate how the developed countries run their
economies.
E3 emphasised the importance of not blindly imitating other businesses, which some
authors believe is a common occurrence among Malay business owners, especially those
with very small businesses (Mahathir 2008; Shukor 2006). Despite this „copy-cat‟
scenario, E3 saw competition as an „ideas generator‟ that produced a better strategy and
resulted in a win-win situation. The evidence suggests that E3 is an analyser in regards to
business growth.

4.5 E4’s Strategic Type - Prospector
Similar to E1, E4 also seems to demonstrate a prospector strategy. As the representative
of the third generation in his family business, he defined his entrepreneurial problem as
how to locate and develop his family business‟s products in a manner designed to capture
a larger market. Prior to becoming involved with the family business, E4 had a
construction company. He decided to join the family business when the 1997economic
crisis hit Asian countries including Malaysia, forcing his own company to close.
The family business began by supplying soy sauce for family and relatives‟ consumption.
Later, the company produced more products such as chilli and tomato sauce. After E4
took over the company, he knew that the market possibilities had to be further explored.
Hence, he decided to shift to Kuala Lumpur from Kota Bharu. He planned to expand the
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market as well as to upgrade the company‟s production from a small-scale to a massproduction concern. In doing so, E4 invested heavily in machinery and modern
technology to produce quality products. At the same time, the engineering problem had
been solved.
In terms of administrative problems, E4 decided to separate the production and marketing
departments. The marketing department operated in Kuala Lumpur, whilst the warehouse
production is still located in Kota Bharu. This separation was designed to improve costeffectiveness. E4 asserted that it was a practical strategy and enabled the company to
survive:
I believed that this [separating the two main departments] is one reason
why we are sustainable. This is because marketing is not an easy job to
do. You have to mainly focus on this particular task.
E4 also collaborated with R&D agencies such as Malaysian Agriculture Research and
Development Institute (MARDI) for product innovations. The company is moving
forward by commercialising tapioca chips - a kind of village snacks – to the marketplace.
This product has received excellent feedback from the international market. E4 is also
involved in a business consortium so that other small businesses can collaborate. This
strategy is a valuable one for small business operators like E4 so that they can penetrate
the wider international market. Based on the above evidence, this study suggests that E4
demonstrated a prospector type in his business strategy.

4.6 E5’s Strategic Type - Analyser
Similar to E2 and E3, E5‟s strategy is that of an analyser since he seems to be a
combination of the prospector and defender types. In fact, this strategy attempts to
minimise risk while maximising the opportunity for profit-making by combining the
strengths of both the prospector and the defender. Starting as a kuih-supplier, E5 turned to
making home-made cookies. She defined her entrepreneurial problem as how to locate
and exploit new product and market opportunities while simultaneously maintaining a
firm core of traditional products and customers. She realised the importance of producing
her own product after having experienced lazy attitudes exhibited by her suppliers. She
needed to act proactively to ensure her products remained viable in the marketplace. The
company has soundly positioned its products among customers following a successful
penetration of the home-made festive cookies market, which is a defender characteristic.
E5 began her company‟s operation in the back-yard of her home. She once signed up her
neighbours in helping her fulfil market demands. However, increasing demand for her
cookies enabled her to invest in a factory and modern machinery. She now employs fulltime employees to accommodate market demands. At the same time, she capitalises on
new opportunities through a partnership with a business operation in Kazakhstan who
subsequently built another four factories. Following this, she penetrated the Russian
market which she had never thought was possible. This has also limited the level of
investment risk by pursuing a partnership. Thus, her engineering problem was solved.
E5‟s company, through a joint venture with an international counterpart, solved the
problem of technological flexibility, not by investing in technology but by investing in
organisational solutions. E5‟s administrative problem was to differentiate the company‟s
structure and processes so that both stable and dynamic areas of operation could be
accommodated. She employs family members in her business. Three of her four children
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are involved in the business‟s operations. Judging by the above descriptions, E5 used the
analyser approach in regard to her business growth strategy.
Based on Miles and Snow‟s (1978) strategic typology, Table 3 illustrated the strategic
approach developed by these five Malay entrepreneurs in this study.
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Administrative
problem

Engineering
problem

STRATEGIC
APPROACH
Entrepreneurial
problem
Identified the need
for halal gelatine in
the marketplace

Built a factory with
technology specified
for producing highquality products
after a few years of
trading and
distributing other
companies‟ products
Collaborated with
R&D agencies for
product innovation

Built a factory with
modern machinery to
produce high-quality
and customised
products (flexible
packaging machine
for custom-made
products)
Developed R&D
team for product
innovation, provide
employees with
training to develop
skills and improve
employee retention

E2

Identified global
market demand for
edible palm oil

E1

Upgraded production
from small-scale to
mass-production by
investing in modern
machinery to produce
quality products
Separated production
and marketing
departments into two
different entities;
collaborates with
R&D agencies for
product innovation

Adopted family
atmosphere in
workplace to
encourage proactive
attitudes

Identified the need to
expand his family
business product to a
wider market

E4

Decided to change
from manual
production to
automation –
purchase machinery

Identified the need to
produce own product
after betrayal by
former contract
manufacturer

E3

Table 3: Strategic Approach Developed by the Malay Entrepreneurs

Involved family
members to work in
the business

Recognised the
importance of
producing own
product due to the
lackadaisical attitudes
of suppliers
Built a factory with
modern machinery
after having operated
as a backyard
industry for several
years

E5
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Strength in product
R&D with
universities,
strong industrial
background

Analyser

Strength in product
R&D by developing a
good rapport with
R&D agencies
(MPOB,
MPOC), gathering
knowledge and using
it effectively

Prospector

Strategic
capabilities,
Distinctive
competences,
Intellectual
capital

Strategic type

Analyser

Gathering knowledge
from observation of
rivals‟ strategy

Prospector

Solid market research
by forming a business
consortium
(KOMITA),
decentralisation in
management,
develop a good
rapport with R&D
agency (MARDI)
Analyser

Develop a good
rapport with business
networks and
research agencies
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4.7 Miles & Snow’s Strategic Typology - An Interpretive Instrument to the RBV
Theory
This study utilised an adapted version of Miles and Snow‟s (1978) strategic typology to
understand how the five Malay entrepreneurs responded to their environment, adjusted
their rationales and shaped them to meet the demands of business growth. In utilising this
strategic typology, this study has examined how these entrepreneurs described their
strategic capabilities, distinctive competences, and their intellectual capital in strategising
for business growth (Desarbo et al. 2005; Massa & Testa 2009; Snow & Hrebiniak 1980).
The Resource-Based View (RBV) theory posits that a firm‟s success is largely driven
from resources that possess certain special characteristics. The RBV theory was built on
the theory that a firm‟s success is largely determined by the resources it owns and
controls (Wernerfelt 1984). According to Penrose (2009, p. 66), resources are grouped
under a few headings – for example, land, labour and capital, but the sub-division of
resources may proceed as far as is useful for the problem at hand. Hofer and Schendel
(1978, p. 145) suggested that a resource profile combines the following resources and
features: (1) Financial resources (e.g. cash flow, debt capacity, new equipment
availability); (2) Physical resources (e.g. plant and equipment, inventories); (3) Human
resources (e.g. scientists, production supervisors, sales personnel); (4) Organisational
resources (e.g. quality control systems, corporate culture, relationships); (5)
Technological capabilities (e.g. high quality production, low cost plants). Grant (1991)
suggested a sixth type of resource and this is intangible resources (e.g. reputation, brand
recognition, goodwill).
Based on the RBV theory, Chandler and Hanks (1994) suggested that businesses should
select their strategies to generate rents based on resource capabilities. As such, those
resources discussed in the previous section are strategic resources determined by these
entrepreneurs and may therefore be related to the concept addressed by RBV theory.
Therefore, these entrepreneurs‟ experiences may also be described as part of RBV theory,
using Miles and Snow‟s strategic typology. Ultimately, in the context of this study, the
Miles and Snow‟s strategic typology has been used as an interpretive instrument to
support RBV theory.

4.8 Miles and Snow’s (1978) Strategic Typology Revisited – The Malaysian
Context
Miles and Snow (1978) argued that organisations act to create their environments. In
other words, organisations respond to their surroundings and adjust their rationales for
meet market and other environmental variables. In a similar vein, entrepreneurs recognise
opportunities in their environment, search for information, acquire resources, and
strategise for their business in response to emerging or newly created opportunities.
The previous section has utilised the adaptive process and organisational typology to
illustrate growth strategies undertaken by five Malay. Miles and Snow (1978) argued that
their strategy is a way of adjusting the relationship between an organisation and its
environment, and that a business‟s internal structure must fit the strategy in order to be
successful. As claimed by Miles and Snow (1978) the growth strategy undertaken will
work best when it is aligned with process, structure and the environment.
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Generally, the validity of Miles and Snow‟s strategic typology has been demonstrated by
the five Malay entrepreneurs. However, the relationship between the nature of the
external environment and its impact on choosing the most appropriate strategy is a
contentious issue (Hambrick, 1983, p. 7). Miles and Snow (1978) observed that any one
of the three stable strategic types (prospector, defender and analyser) is equally likely to
perform well in any industry. However, Zahra and Pearce‟s (1990) findings contradicted
Miles and Snow‟s propositions as they indicate that “there is a lack of an overall
association between the characteristics of the industry and the representation of different
strategic types” (p. 760). This contention, therefore, must be evaluated in a much broader
context and across industries (Namiki, 1989). Thus, this study extended Miles and Snow‟s
(1978) strategic typology to the Malaysian context, in particular within the Malay
entrepreneurs of SMEs in the manufacturing sector.
There are some consistent relationships between business environment dimensions and
business strategy (Miller 1988). Dynamic aspects (unpredictability of customers and
competitors, rates of change in market trends, industry innovation and R&D), hostility
(degree of competition and number of competitors, restrictive legislation), and
heterogeneity (differences in marketing and production requirements of different market
segments) have often been used to characterise the environment (see Mintzberg 1979;
Miller & Friesen 1984).
As mentioned previously, business strategy is closely linked to the environment in which
it operates (Hambrick 1983; Namiki 1989). Hambrick (1983) found that defenders and
prospectors differed in their performance depending on the environment and performance
measures used. For example, in innovative industries, defenders outperformed
prospectors in terms of current profitability and cash flow, whilst prospectors
outperformed defenders in terms of market share gains (Hambrick 1983).
In a comparative industry growth environments study, Chaganti (1987) concluded that
environment has a contingent role concerning strategy formulation. On the other hand, the
study proposed that in growth industries, the most profitable strategies were: low cost
production, low cost product innovation frequency; less use of patents; and a higher
percentage of sales in local markets. Mature industries advocated competitive pricing as a
good strategy. In stagnant industries, strategies focused on broader product lines, higher
firm image, and higher expenses involving sales and management. Gimenez‟s (2000)
study also supported the proposition that strategic types may vary according to the
dynamics of the business environment. He found no prospector companies in the
supermarket sector, and no defenders were identified in the computer services industry.
According to Porter (1980), a strategy of innovative differentiation is most likely to be
pursued in dynamic and uncertain environments and correlates with using technocrats and
liaison devices. The strategy of cost leadership is associated with stable and predictable
environments and correlates with the use of controls. Unfocused strategies make much
use of liaison devices. Miller (1988) pursued Porter‟s (1980) generic strategy to
investigate the relationship of structure and environment of undiversified firms. He argues
that strategies must be matched with both environment and structure to promote success
in business performance.
According to Murray (1984), an entrepreneurial strategy is frequently a response to an
actual misfit between organisation and environment, revealed in terms of deteriorating
performance, crisis and a threatened survival. Furthermore, it has been argued that the
entrepreneurial strategy is the creation or recreation of a fundamental set of relationships
characterising an organisation‟s behaviour: its environmental, internal and input-output
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parameters (Murray 1984, p.3). Merz and Sauber (1995) concluded that small firms‟
managerial and structural characteristics are consistent with their environments.
Porter (1980) claimed that a strategy of innovation is positively associated with
environmental uncertainty and requires technocrats - well-trained experts such as
scientists and engineers – to design innovations. In today‟s business environment, R&D
agencies are needed to provide centres of innovation that entrepreneurs can exploit
(Kafouros et al. 2009; Winch & Bianchi 2007). In Malaysia, there are many R&Ds
working for or with government agencies that have been well funded to conduct research
and development projects. This is one of the strategic thrusts in Malaysia‟s economic
development plans. In the latest Tenth Malaysia Plan (2011-2015), the government
supports the development of knowledge SMEs (K-SMEs) by providing access to special
financial schemes, improving research and innovation capabilities as well as providing
specialised skills and training (EPU 2010b).
For instance, the Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB) has been established to conduct
research on palm oil so that enterprises such as E1‟s company can produce innovative and
higher quality products. In terms of food processing, MARDI has been helping small
businesses produce good quality products for consumption. In this study, MARDI has
helped E3 and E4 in their business production. Research universities also play their roles
in facilitating enterprises to produce innovative products. In E2‟s case, he has been
involved with local universities to help his company achieve more growth.
As outlined in the Third Industrial Master Plan (IMP3) (MITI 2006), Malaysia is
attempting to become a global halal hub for Islamic halal food by 2010. The IMP3 places
significant emphasis on an integrated approach towards industrial development. In a
similar vein, E2‟s involvement in halal gelatine manufacturing is crucial in supporting the
government‟s effort to promote Malaysia as a global halal hub. In fact, all five Malay
entrepreneurs in this study were involved in halal food manufacturing. With the
government being committed by offering support and assistance, the business
environment for them is very promising and encouraging.
In the context of business uncertainty such as currently being experienced in Malaysia,
the strategy of marketing differentiation through advertising, prestige pricing and market
segmentation is necessary for creating a unique image for a product (Miller 1988). The
strategy requires entrepreneurs having a good understanding of customer preferences and
products that inspire customer loyalty and reduce price elasticity (Porter 1980). This
strategy has been implemented by all five Malay entrepreneurs because they have realised
the importance of being „exclusive‟ to their customers. The first entrepreneur, E1,
believed that his customised product strategy is essential so that his customers recognise
and embrace the brand names of his products. His strategy has succeeded because to date
his company has successfully exported to 76 countries through product customisation.
E2 claimed that his endeavours to educate Muslim customers through halal gelatine
products has allowed his company to achieve great prosperity. Today, it seemed that
every Malaysian knows his product, whether by purchasing or just by name. Moreover,
there are currently 1.6 billion Muslims worldwide (Islamic Food and Nutrition Council of
America (IFANCA) 2010). According to the Halal Journal (2010), the global halal
market is worth more than USD$2 trillion. One reason for the rise of the halal economy is
that the world‟s 1.6 billion Muslims are younger and in some places are richer than ever
(Power, 2009). Besides fulfilling a religious obligation, E2 called attention to the
importance of halalness in Muslims‟ consumption. A survey conducted in Kelantan, a
state of east Malaysia, found that Muslim consumers were cautious about halal products,
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particularly ingredients, ownership and marketing factors (Wan Marhaini et al. 2008). It is
vital that Malay entrepreneurs have this knowledge in strategising their halal products.
As an individual who has much pride in his Malaysian identity, E4 stressed the
importance of a marketing campaign when buying local products. His strategic approach
of promoting Malaysian products overseas was one way to convince the locals that
Malaysian products are marketable and of high quality. At the same time, E4 collaborated
with fellow entrepreneurs in a business consortium called Konsortium Makanan dan
Industri Asas Tani (KOMITA) (Consortium of Food and Agriculture Based Industry)
which was founded for small businesses to easily penetrate potential markets abroad.
Besides promoting Malaysian products, this business consortium has provided a platform
for him to learn about business deals especially with international and larger corporate
identities.

5. Conclusion
From the above findings and discussion, it is clearly demonstrated that the Malaysian
business environment is conducive to Malay entrepreneurs who wish to generate growth
in their markets and their production outputs. With regards to Miles and Snow‟s strategic
typology, these entrepreneurs responded accordingly to the environment by recognising
opportunities, searching for information, acquiring resources, and strategising to ensure
business growth. Following the discussion in the above sections, E1 and E4 seemed to
describe a prospector‟s strategy whilst E2, E3 and E5 seemed to portray an analyser‟s
strategy. This could be explained by the fact that the prospector strategy is particularly
suited to a dynamic and rapidly changing environment as is currently occurring in
Malaysia. At the same time, the analyser combines the prospector and defender strategy
to develop a suitable growth strategy in response to the Malaysian business environment.
This study also demonstrates that Malaysia has a favourable environment which enables
entrepreneurs to prosper provided that these entrepreneurs respond accordingly to the
environment by recognising opportunities, searching for necessary information, acquiring
appropriate resources, and strategising to achieve business growth.
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Abstract

Purpose – This paper aims to provide a theoretical model which can assist the supply chains to
be competitive as now firms can compete in isolation. The model is imbedding different
theoretical perspectives with relation to service performance to explain Supply Chain
Competitiveness.
Design/methodology/approach – The literature related to supply chain competitiveness is
reviewed by incorporating concepts from value chain and theories of network theory, customer
value theory, and expectancy disconfirmation paradigm theory. A conceptual model is then
developed based on premises of different theories.
Findings – It is conceived that better service performance between supply chain actors including
functions of focal firm would result into supply chain competitiveness and ultimately competitive
advantage. Improving the service performance between supply chain actors yield collaboration,
coordination, synergy among the supply chain actors in the form of value creation among them
and make it competitive to deliver value to ultimate end consumer.
Research limitations/implications – The model presented is conceptual and needed to be
confirmed and validated in different contexts. Some additional theories at different levels can be
utilized to further enhance and confirm the model. Developing different models to improve
service performance to increase supply chain competitiveness can enhance the applicability
and validity of model.
Practical Implications - The theoretical model presented in this study has clear implications for
managers and practitioners. The model suggests to managers that service performance
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between the supply chain firms is a basis to be competitive as compared to other competing
supply chains in markets.
Originality/value - The theoretical model presented in the study imbedding different theoretical
perspectives with relation to Service performance in one model to explain SCC is new of its
kind. The model is offering significant theoretical contribution and implications for
competitiveness of supply chain.

Keywords: Supply Chain Competitiveness, Service performance, Service Quality in Supply Chain,
Competitive advantage, Networks and supply chain, Customer value, value supply chain, value chain
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ABSTRACT
This article deals with the algorithms of recognition based on computing
estimations. Algorithms of recognition of the palm of a person have been developed on
the basis of this approach invariant to affine transformations.
Keywords: Algorithm, Affine Transformation, Recognition, Person‟s Palm.
INTRODUCTION
Let us have a given object set Ω ൌ  , This set has to be split into subsets

(classes) Ω ,  ൌ ͳǡ , Ω ൌ


ൌͳ Ω .

All objects are described by the vector of

attributes ൌ ͳ ǡ … ǡ  . We shall name this vector the vector of non-derived (or prime
or basic) attributes. Each of the attributes can assume values from some set A (alphabet).

This can be Ͳǡͳ attribute non-present or present respectively; Ͳǡͳǡ … ǡ  - degree of
evidence of the attribute has different gradations; a set of real numbers from a
segment ǡ  ; a set of symbols or lines of symbols, etc.

Splitting of the set Ω is not given complete, only some information on the classes Ω

is given in the form of the set Ω∗ , where Ω∗ ൌ
representatives of class Ω .

Ω∗ ∈ Ωǡ


∗
ൌͳ Ω 

ǡ ǡ ∈ Ω − known (given)

Ω∗  ∈ Ω

The sets Ω∗  are finite and let Ω∗  ൌ  be the number of representatives of i-th

class.

Such prior information on splitting Ω for the recognition algorithm is given by the

3D structure

 ൌ ǡ ǡ  ൌ ͳǡ ǡ  ൌ ͳǡ  Ǣ  ൌ ͳǡ 
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ǡ – r-th element of the vector of attribute of the description of j-th representative of the

i-th class. Such 3D array of prior information can be presented in the form of the twodimensional array (the so-called learning tableǡͳ ). Each line of the table is a vector of

attributes, whose lines are set as follows: lines with numbers from 1 to  be descriptions

of objects of classΩ , lines with numbers ͳ  ʹ – descriptions of objects of class Ωͳ ,
etc.

METHODOLOGY
Let us examine the full set of attributesሺͳ ǡ …  ሻ, distinguish the system of subsets

of the set of attributes ሺͳ ǡ … ǡ  ሻ (a system of the algorithm reference sets). Let ͳ ൌ
 ǡ  ൏ ͳ, each subset constitute  of attributes from the complete set of  . Let  ൌ

ሺǡͳ ǡ … ǡ ሻ, we shall call derived attributes (or secondary) and pack with twodimensional structure ൌ ǡ ǡ  ൌ ͳǡ Ǣ  ൌ ͳǡ  .

Introduction of derived attributes is caused by the fact, that the main information for

recognition is often contained not in separate attributes, but in their combination. Such
combination of prime attributes we have called as derived attribute.
Informally the algorithm of recognition based on estimation now can be formulated
as follows: vector of attributes of the object that has to be identified is compared with
the learning table ǡͳ taking into account the system of reference subsets ͳ ǡ … ǡ  to
take the decision to which class Ω the object has to be attributed.

Prior to the formal description of the algorithm we shall formulate its structure of

data as stated above.
Recognition algorithm can be described now more formally in the above said
denotations and structures.
It is necessary to take a decision on attributing object, described by the vector of
attribute  ൌ ͳ ǡ … ǡ  to a certain class Ω proceeding from and.

1. For each representative  ሺ ൌ ͳǡ  ሻ of class Ω and reference subset  we

formulate estimation of proximity of object  described  ൌ ͳ ǡ … ǡ  that has to
be recognized (input object).

ͳ ǡ  ǡ  ǡ Ω ൌ ͳ

ͳ ǡ … ǡ  

  ǡ … ǡ  

2. Then we formulate estimate of the input vector in all representatives of j-th class
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of i-th reference subset
ʹ ǡ  ǡ Ω ൌ ʹ ሺͳ ǡ  ǡ  ǡ Ω ǡ … ǡ ͳ ǡ   ǡ  ǡ Ω ሻ
Table 1

Denotation

 ൌ  Ǣ  ൌ ǡ 



 ൌ   Ǣ
 ൌ ͳǡ Ǣ  ൌ ͳǡ ;
r=ͳǡ

 Ǣ ൌ ͳǡ 

 ൌ  Ǣ  ൌ ǡ Ǣ
 ൌ ͳǡ 

Explanation
Set of values (alphabet of presentation of the objects‟ description
to the vector of attributes)
Length of vector of attributes of the objects‟ description (number
of non-derived attributes)
Vector of attributes of the objects‟ description  ∈ 
Number of classes of recognition, that is, number of subsets Ωͳ
of the set Ω
Number of representatives of class Ωͳ in the learning table
 ൌ Ω∗
Algorithm learning table, prior information on splitting the set Ω
Number of reference subsets of the algorithm (number of
derived attributes)
Number of components of the vector of description of the object
included in i-th derived attribute  ൌ 
Two-dimensional structure of description of indices the vector of
attributes included in non-derived attributes

3. We formulate estimation of the input vector in all reference subsets for each j-th
class
͵ ǡ Ω ൌ ͵ ሺ ʹ ǡ  ǡ Ω ǡ … ǡ ʹ ǡ  ǡ Ω ሻ

Proceeding from estimations ͵ ǡ Ω

of the input vector in each  class a

decision is taken on attributing object  ͳ to one of the classesΩ ,  ൌ ͳǡ  on refusal
from recognition.

The rule of solution can assume various forms. Recognition object ͳ can be

attributed to the class to which maximum estimation ͵ corresponds, or if it exceeds
estimations in all other classes at least by a specified threshold value, or if its ratio to

the sum of all other estimations will not be below some threshold  , etc. The choice of
the rule of solution and its parameters depends on the concrete task of recognition, on
prior information and practical experience in solving such problems.
Now we shall formulate the described structure of the data of recognition algorithm
in terms of the programming language (Pascal).
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Table 2
Object
program

of Denotation



 ͳǡ
 ͳǡ 
 ͳǡ ǡ ͳǡ  ǡ ͳǡ
 ͳǡ 
 ͳǡ ǡ ͳǡ 



 

 

Explanation
Number of non-derived attributes
Number of recognition classes
Number of derived attributes
Vector of attributes
Number of representatives in class
Learning table
Number of necessary attributes in
Two-dimensional array of indices of
derived attributes formation

Let us denote F_01, F_02, and F_03 functions, that recurrently determine partial
estimations ͳ ǡ ʹ ͵ respectively, and G_01, G_02 and G_03 – finite formation of
estimations. Below is recognition algorithm in the form of a program module that forms
an array  ͳǡ  of the estimations of input object in each of the classes Ω . Proceeding
from the values of this array a decision is taken on attributing input object to a certain
class.
Let us estimate the necessary number of operations in terms of computing
functionsͳ ǡ ʹ ͵ .


ൌͳ 

Suppose, that  ൌ

vectors in.

Internal cycle with

ͳ is

- total volume of learning table, that is, total number of

performed   times. Then, with complete ൌ , when the

cycle with is performed times, internal cycle with ͳ is performed:
 


ൌͳ  

times

then we shall have the following estimations:
01 – is calculated 


ൌͳ   Ǥ

02 – is calculated  ∗ times.

03 – is calculated  ∗ times.

Now we shall fill with the concrete content the notion of proximity and unveil the
operations: ͳ ǡ ʹ ͵ .

Let there be given a certain set. The real function  ǡ  is called the function of

distance (metric) provided, that:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

 ǡ   Ͳfor all  and  from .

 ǡ  ൌ Ͳ then and only then when  ൌ Ǥ
 ǡ  ൌ ሺǡ ሻ

 ǡ  ൏ 𝑑𝑑 ǡ   ሺǡ ሻ for all  , and  with Ƭ.

In practice the most often occurring cases are when such data can be analyzed that
can be presented in n-dimensional Euclidean space  .

Numerous different metrics have been elaborated for this space that is widely used

in solving practical problems. Table 3 presents some of them.
Table 3: Different Metrics
1
2
3
4
5

Euclidean distance
 – norm
value

 ǡ  ൌ

absolute


ൌͳ

 ǡ  ൌ 

Supremum norm
ͳ – norm

ሺ −  ሻʹ


ൌͳ

 − 

 ǡ  ൌ  ǡ  − 

 ǡ  ൌ 

Mahalanobis distance



ൌͳ

ͳȀʹ

 − 



ͳȀ

 ǡ  ൌ   −   ሺ − ሻ

Euclidean metric is most often used. Supremum-norm is the simplest in
calculations. Mahalanobis distance is often called the generalized Euclidean distance.
This distance is invariant with regards to the non degenerate linear transformation  scattering matrix is determined as follows:

 ൌ   −  ሺ − ሻȀʹ

Rather often there are other heuristic measures used that are not distances in the
sense of the said definition but are used practically. Among them, for example, is the
Jeffries- Matsushita measure
 ǡ  ൌ


ൌͳ

ሺ  −   ሻ

ͳȀʹ

and the measure known under the name of the coefficient of divergence
 ǡ  ൌ  ሺ


ൌͳ

 −  ʹ
ሺ
ሻ ሻȀ
  

ͳȀʹ
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These measures have been borrowed from the probability theory and mathematical
statistics.
Thus, we have considered some of the examples of the distance function between
vector  . In all cases withͳ ൌ  ǡ  ൌ Ͳ. That is, if the vectors coincide, the

distance between them is equal to zero.

Now let us consider the notion of resemblance of the set members. This notion to
some extent is opposite to the notion of distance, that is, the greater is the distance
between the members, the lesser they are similar and vice versa, the lesser is the distance
between the set members, the more similar they are.
Formally similarity measure is defined as the real function ሺǡ ሻ that satisfies the

following conditions:
1.
2.
3.

Ͳ ൏ 𝐷𝐷 ǡ  ൏ ͳǡ 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑋𝑋 ≠ 𝑌𝑌Ǥ
 ǡ  ൌ ͳ ൌ Ǥ
 ǡ  ൌ  ǡ  Ǥ

If the vector elements take values o or 1, then their similarity measure is often
called the coefficient of association. There is a great number of types of the coefficients
of association. Let us examine some of them making some denotations.
Let ͳ be the number of equalities  ൌ  ൌ ͳ;
Ͳ - number of equalities  ൌ ͳ ൌ Ͳ;

Ͳͳ - number of equalities  ൌ ͲǢ ൌ ͳ;
ͳͲ - number of equalities  ൌ ͳǢ ൌ Ͳ;

for all  ൌ ͳǡ ǡ  ∈ ǡ  ∈ .

Table 4 shows examples of the coefficient of similarity presented in the introduced

terms.
Table 4: Coefficient of Similarity
 ǡ  ൌ ͳ ሺͳ  Ͳͳ  ͳͲ ሻ
 ǡ  ൌ ሺͳ  Ͳ ሻȀ
 ǡ  ൌ ͳ Ȁ
 ǡ  ൌ ʹͳ Ȁ ʹͳ  ͳͲ  Ͳͳ
 ǡ  ൌ ʹሺͳ  Ͳ ሻȀሺ  ͳ  Ͳ ሻ
 ǡ  ൌ ͳ Ȁሺͳ  ʹ ͳͲ  Ͳͳ ሻ
 ǡ  ൌ ሺͳ  Ͳ ሻȀሺ  ͳͲ  Ͳͳ ሻ
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Coefficient of correlation or similar to it coefficients is often used as the measure of
similarity. Though these coefficients do not correspond to the definition because they
take values from the segment [- l, l].
One of such coefficients:
 ǡ  ൌ

is invariant to the linear transformation.


−ͳ

  Ȁ


ൌͳ

ʹ ∗ ʹ

ͳȀʹ

The norm in  and some threshold are often used in the problems of recognition

to determine the measure of similarity as follows:  ǡ  ൌ ͳ provided that ǡ  ≤ ǡ
otherwise ǡ  ൌ Ͳ.

There are multivariate measures of similarity. Two vectors X and Y are regarded as

similar if inequalities of the type  −  ൏  are made at least  times, that is,
 ǡ  ൌ

ͳǡ 

Ͳǡ

ሺ  −  ≤  ሻ ≥ 
 

for  ൌ ͳǡ   −  ൏  ൌ ͳ, if inequality is made, otherwise this expression will be

equal to zero.

In this case the function of similarity takes only two values, 0 or 1. The measure of
similarity can be determined by gradation of proximity, that is:
 ǡ  ൌ

 −  ≤ 


ǡ  ǡ  ൌ 

 −  ≤  

In the latter case  and  are completely similar (coincide) when  ǡ  ൌ . Such

determination of measure corresponds to the introduced value, but can be used in
practice.
We shall describe the presented neural elements in the programming language
Pascal by the following data types:
NEd (x, n, p, w)
Type NE_d= record

NEd (x, n, p)
Type _WE= record

d, n, out: word;

d, n, out: word;

X: array [1,…,n] of real;

p, A of real;

W: array [q,…,n] of real;

X: array [l,…,n] of real;

end;

end;
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out – value of “neuron output” (function of activation);
A – value of neuron accumulator (storage, partial or total weighted sum);
n – number of NE inputs;
p - threshold;
X – array vector of input data;
W – array vector of weight coefficient;
D – number of gradations of neuron output value.
Traditional patterns of computing with functioning neural networks and neural
elements do not envisage a fixed processing procedure. That is why calculations are
assigned in a non-procedural form. In case of program realization of NE using traditional
sequential computers calculations are made sequentially.
Let it be a Pascal-like construction:
A1: A:=0
For i:-1v to n do
A: = A + X [i] * W [i]
Out: = F (A, p, d)
Function F determines value of NE output depending on the weighted sum ,

threshold  and the number of neuron output gradations . The weighted sum , is

formed sequentially in the cycle. Execution of this fragment requires  addition operator,
 multiplication operators and performance of threshold function



.

Access to the vector elements in ͳ is sequential, that is, the vector arrives for the

processing component by component ሺͳ ǡ … ǡ  ሻ, in case of parallel realization of the
algorithm the vector arrives in parallel, that is, access to all elements of input vector is
simultaneous.
Algorithms NE (sequential, parallel and sequential-parallel) will be presented in the
form of the graph ሺǡ ሻ where  – node of the graph,  – arcs. In our case  – input

data or operations,

– information links between operations or input data and operations.

We shall describe such graphs by a multilevel structure as follows:
൏ 𝑚𝑚  ǡ … ǡ  ǡ  ǡ … ǡ  − ʹ ǡ … ǡ ʹ

ǡ

where m – number of levels;  – number of nodes on the i-th level (i = l, m);

 ǡ … ǡ  − ʹ ǡ … ǡ ʹ – arc from the node of the graph located on the  -th level and
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Let us examine algorithm ͳ filling with a concrete content the functions

mentioned in it.

and 

On the lowest level of calculations in algorithm ʹ , that is in the cycle with the

deepest location of ( ) similarity of input vector  to the  -th representative of i-th class

is calculated with respect to j-th attribute. The sum of coincidences of input vector  with
vector from table Ti,j is formed and the measure of similarity 0 or 1 is determined in
accordance with threshold ሾሿ. Each derived attribute has its threshold - ሾሿ.
We shall consider realization of such cycle in a greater detail.
Suppose we have two vectors  and .
{cycle in classes  },

{cycle in representatives of class ሺ )},

{cycle in reference subsets (derived attributes)},
{cycle in j-th reference subset },
{formation of estimation of similarity of input vector for the i-th representative
of the i-th class},
{formation of estimation of similarity for the i-th class},
{taking a decision on attributing object described by vector  to class Ͳ }.

Symbol # denotes „additive inversion in module 2‟ (mod 2).

 and ( i = l, …, n ) take values 0 or 1. The vectors are regarded as similar if

their components coincide (p  n) not less than p. If p is equal to n, then the vectors
coincide completely, otherwise there is a partial coincidence. We shall define the
measure of similarity by function:
ǣ


ൌͳ

ሺ ͓ ሻ ≥ 

that takes value 1 if inequality is performed, value 0 if inequality is not performed.
Symbol # denotes operation „additive inversion in module 2‟
The defined function р can be realized on the n-input neural element with the
activation function:

ൌͳ

ͳ ≥ ǡ ͳ ൌ  ͓

We shall denote it by the expressionሺǡ ǡ ǡ ሻ, fig.1а shows the diagram of such

neural element.
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Fig. 1 а. Diagram of neural element.
Fig. 1b showing diagram of this element presents formation of inputs. In our case
symbol # means „additive inversion in module 2‟. In a general case this symbol
corresponds to the operation that lies at the base of the measure of space of the attributes‟
values (distance or similarity).

Fig. 1b. Diagram of neural element with the revealed formation of inputs.

Fig. 1c. Developed parallel diagram of summing input values in neural element.
Fig. 1c shows a developed parallel diagram of summing input values in neural
element. This diagram of the incomplete binary tree that is performed in [ ] steps [a]

means ceiling а. Thus, one step of operation of NE (actuation of NE) is equal to [ ]
steps of comparisons with the threshold and one step of execution of (#) operation. The
above said includes the case of synchronous parallel work of NE.
Let us consider an example.
Suppose a set Ω presents images of printed digits (0,1, …,9) and is split into 10

subsets Ω . For practical realization and testing the recognition algorithm we shall form
the „real material‟, that is, noisy and „slightly broken‟ images of digits, that is, we shall

subject the „ideal‟ standard images of digits to the effects of impediments and, therefore,
the formed images will be the material for recognition.
We shall examine the bit images, that is, each pixel of the image is equal to 1 or 0
(black-and-white binary images). The effect of impediment will be determined as
160
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follows: matrix ͳ ∗ ʹ , whose k elements are equal to 1 and the rest are equal to 0, with

unities placed evenly in the matrix that we shall call processes intensity impediments

100K ͳ ∗ ʹ (uniform intensity impediment P%). With image matrix O and impediment
matrix Z we shall form the noisy image matrix R by the function:
 ൌ ǡ  ʹǡ  ൌ  ǡ  ʹ

Thus, images presented by matrices ൌ  ǡ  ൌ ͳǡ ǡ  ൌ ͳǡ , will be the material

for recognition.

We haveͳ ൌ ͺǡ ʹ ൌ ͺ, then  ൌ ͺ ∗ ͺ ൌ Ͷof the length of the vector of non-

derived attributes, ൌ ͳͲ– the number of classes for recognition. Let ͳ ൌ  ൌ ͷǡ  ൌ
ͳǡ … ͳͲ – the number of representatives of each class. Learning table T was formed via
program. We shall select column lines of matrix R for the reference subsets. Then K = 8
– 8 = 16.
Reducing the two-dimensional problem of recognition to the one-dimensional
problem that we have discussed we shall make a transition.
We shall present matrix R by vector  ൌ  ൌ ͳǡ … ǡͶ, matrix „elongates‟ into

vector line by line starting from the left upper element [1] from left to right and from top

to bottom). Thus the learning table T is formed and index sets  ǡ ͳ ǡ … ǡ ͺ – lines of

matrix R, R9…R16 – columns R, Ti, is the matrix representing j-th representative of i-th
class. First level neurons are   ͓ ǡ  ͺǡ ͺሻ. Let the class of neurons determine

similarity of input vector to the r-th representative of i-th class relative to  . Second level

neurons determine estimation of similarity of input X to  in all  and, finally, third
level neurons determine estimation of similarity of X to Ω .
CONCLUSIONS

Recognition algorithms based on computing estimation have been considered and
the possibility of using these algorithms for solving the problem of identification of a
person by the image of his palm has been shown. The synthesized algorithms of
recognition of the palm are invariant to affine transformations.
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ABSTRACT
This freedom that parties enjoy, in selecting the law governing their contracts is not
without limitations. One of the most important considerations in these limitations is
the issue of overriding mandatory rules. Although the overriding mandatory rules of a
country play a significant role in the limitation of party choice they do indeed also
have a bearing on cases where there is no choice of law or where the court has had
to assign a proper law to the contract and it is because of this that they may be
referred to as one of the limitations, not just on party autonomy, but on the applicable
law in general. This paper delves into one of the most the most controversial issues
surrounding overriding mandatory rules, which is the application of a law which is
neither the proper law of the contract nor the law of the place of performance the socalled mandatory rules of a third country. This paper attempts to provide a
suggestion as to when the mandatory rules of a third country may be applicable.

Mandatory Rules
While always understanding what mandatory rules are, as rules that cannot be
derogated from by contract, an all-encompassing definition of which rules may be
considered mandatory has been a controversial issue for as long their application
has been considered.1 They are described as rules of an exceptional nature, rules in
each legal system that the parties cannot alter or set-aside.2
Von Savigny, in the early 19th century, differentiated between two types of mandatory
rules, municipal or domestic mandatory rules and internationally mandatory rules.
This distinction is still relevant today, although volumes have been written on the
subject since the time of Von Savigny, internationally mandatory rules can be viewed
1

Nygh Autonomy in international contracts1999 199.
Nygh (n1) 199.

2
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as rules that have an application in an international setting or an international
contract.
The problem in defining mandatory rules or finding a definition in which all mandatory
rules will fit may be impossible to conceive.The bestalternative is to give them a
more purposive definition, as initially proposed by Nygh.3 The Rome I regulation
provides a good example of how this can be done, according to the Rome I
Regulation at article 9(1) mandatory rules are defined as:
“… provisions the respect for which is regarded as crucial by a country for safeguarding its
public interests, such as its political, social or economic organisation, to such an extent that
they are applicable to any situation falling within their scope, irrespective of the law
otherwise applicable to the contract under this Regulation.”4
Party Autonomy and mandatory rules
As with most issues relating to private international law of contract any discussion on
the overriding mandatory rules of another law must begin with a discussion on party
autonomy. Party autonomy – the ability of the parties to choose the law governing
their contract, is a notion that has virtually been entrenched worldwide.5 It is also a
concept that has been endorsed by most supra-national, regional and international
instruments.6 Party autonomy promotes legal certainty it allows for the determination
of the law governing the contract without resort to localizing factors and is therefore
one of the easiest determinants of the applicable law.7

3

Nygh (n1) 199.
See theRegulation (EC) on the law applicable to contractual obligations (Rome I) (2008) this definition of
mandatory rules is principally adopted from case law of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in the Arblade
decision C- 369 and 376/96 [1999] ECR I-8453 par 30 – 31. The problem in defining mandatory has led to many
too many definitions jostling for acceptance among different legal scholars compare Andrew Dickinson “Third
country mandatory rules in the law applicable to contractual obligations so long, farewell, auf wiedersehn,
adieu?” 2007 Journal of Private International Law 67 with PierreMayer “Mandatory rules of law in
international arbitration” 1986 International Arbitration Law Review274 where he states that: “Mandatory
rules of law are a matter of public policy and moreover reflect a public policy so commanding that they must be
applied even if the general body of law to which they belong is not competent by application of the relevant rule
of conflict of laws”.
5
For examples of support for this principle see: South African law see Representative’s of Lloyd’s v Classic
Sailing Adventures (Pty) Ltd 2010 5 SA 90 (SCA); in Australian law see John Kaldor Fabricmaker (Pty) Ltd v
Mitchell Cotts Freight (Australia) (Pty) Ltd1989 18 NSWLR 172. For the European position see further Juenger
“The Inter-American convention on the law applicable to contracts: some highlights and comparisons” 1994
The American Journal of Comparative Law.
6
See The Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Commercial Contracts per
http://www.hcch.net/upload/conventions/txt40en.pdf (last Accessed 10/07/2015), Rome I Regulation (n 4);
Inter-American Convention on the Law Applicable to International Contracts of 1994 (the Mexico City
Convention) per http://www.oas.org/juridico/english/treaties/b-56.html (last accessed 10/07/2015);
UNIDROIT
Principles
of
International
Commercial
Contracts
2010
per
http://www.oas.org/juridico/english/treaties/b-56.html (last Accessed 10/07/2015).
7
Forsyth Private International Law: The Modern Roman-Dutch law including the jurisdiction of the High
Courts(1996) 278.
4
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This freedom that parties enjoy, in selecting the law governing their contracts is,
however, not without limitations. One of the most important considerations in these
limitations is the issue of overriding mandatory rules. Although the overriding
mandatory rules of a country play a significant role in the limitation of party choice
they do indeed still have a bearing on cases where there is no choice of law or
where the court has had to assign a proper law to the contract and it is because of
this that they may be referred to as one of the limitations, not just on party autonomy,
but on the applicable law in general.8
Application of mandatory rules of another law
The application of the mandatory rules of the forum or the mandatory rules of the
proper law is not the subject of this paper.This paper aims to focus on a more
contentious issue, the application of a law which is neither the lex fori nor the proper
law of the contract (referred to as the law of a third country). The question, ideally, is
in which situations would the mandatory rules of another legal system find
application.9
The problem stems from the fact that if the applicable law is not the proper law of the
contract, nor do the rules form part of the forum’s mandatory rules then a judge is not
obliged to apply those laws. A judge is under no obligation to apply the laws of
another country and is only obliged to apply the law dictated by his/her
sovereign.Essentially the question formed is two-fold: 1) are there circumstances
where a court should apply the laws of a third country? 2) If so, how and when
should a court apply those laws?
There are two underlying theories as to why a court should consider the laws of a
third country, the first one calling for this application because of the interest of the
third country in having its law applied,10 and the second stemming from the principle
of comity.11

8

Oppong Private International Law in Commonwealth Africa (2013) 138.
The application of the mandatory rules of a third country has been provoking debate since 1966 where the
Dutch Court in theAlnati case, Hoge Raad, 13 June 1966, RCDIP 1967, 523, stated: "it may be the case that, for
a foreign State, the observance of certain of its rules, even outside its own territory, is of such importance that
the courts must take account of them, and hence them in preference to the law of another State which may have
been chosen by the parties to govern their contract". See further Vassiliki Marazopolou “Overriding
mandatory provisions of article 9 (3) of the Rome I regulation” Revue Hellenique de Droit International
2011 779.

9

10

This is commonly referred to as the American theory of government interest analysis which will be expanded
on later. This reason is advocated for by Adeline Chong “The public policy and mandatory rules of third
countries in international contracts” 2006Journal of Private International Law 27 36. Contra Dickinson (n 5) 76.
11
The principle of comity is seen to preserve relations with friendly states, foster international co-operation
and encourage reciprocal action by foreign courts. Because of this the principle of comity as a justification for
the application of the mandatory rules of a third country is advocated by both Chong (n 12) 37-38 and
Dickinson (n 5) 76-77.
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The case of the Greek teachers12
This example from German and European case law can perhaps provide a good
illustration of situations in which the mandatory rules of a third country may come
up.A preliminary ruling was referred by the German Federal Labour Court to the ECJ
on the 25thFebruary 2015.
For the purposes of this paper the ruling relates primarily to two questions concerned
with the interpretation of Art 9 of the Rome I Regulation. The case takes place
against the background of the deepening financial crisis that Greece currently finds
itself in. It concerns a claim for wages made by a Greek national who is employed by
the Greek State at a Greek primary school in Germany, the problem faced by the
German Federal Labour Court was whether to apply the Greek Saving Laws as an
overriding mandatory provision, although German law was the proper law of the
contract.
The financial crisis that Greece found itself in was to measure the result of
agreements between Greece and an organization known as the Troika, which
included the IMF and the EU. The purpose of these savings laws were to ensure that
Greece met its obligations in terms of the loans granted to them by these institutions.
They consisted of payment cuts in the public sector. The Greek teacher, the claimant
in the case before the Labour court is therefore claiming the difference between his
original salary and the sums that it’s been reduced by because of the Greek Saving
Laws.
The characterization of the Greek Savings laws as mandatory laws does not provide
any difficulties. Article 9(1) of the Regulation states that mandatory rules can be
defined as “provisions the respect for which is regarded as crucial by a country for
safeguarding its public interest, such as its political, social or economic organisation, to such
an extent that they are applicable to any situation within their scope, irrespective of the law
otherwise applicable to the contract“. Taking into consideration the purpose behind the
Greek savings laws it could be argued that all three criteria “political, social, and
economic organisation” have all been met. These laws clearly fall within the
definition of mandatory rules.
A question of greater significance for this paper is whether the application of art 9 (3)
means that the court cannot take Greece’s Savings laws into account because of the
restrictions imposed by the article. Art 9(3) states that (besides the law of the forum)
the only overriding mandatory rules that can be taken into consideration are the law
of the place of performance, stating that “effect may be given to the overriding mandatory
provisions of the law of the country where the obligations arising out of the contract have to

12

Bundarbeitgericht 10/04/2013, NJW 2013 2461, Neue Zeitschrift fur Arbeitsrecht 2013,1102. See further Kurt
Siehr “International Contracts, Party Autonomy and Mandatory Rules” Revue Hellenique de Droit International
2014 801 823.
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be or have been performed, in so far as those overriding provisions render the performance
of the contract unlawful...”
There are a number of issues that can be raised against the formulation of this
article. Firstly, in a contract such as the one before the labour court, there are two
separate places of performance and the article fails to indicate which one of the two
should be considered. It is submitted that a clause along the lines of article 4(2)
would have clarified matters significantly in these cases.13 If the place of
characteristic performance is to be the determining factor than as the claimant
performs his duties in Germany, Germany would be the place of performance. If the
relevant consideration was the place of payment than again the place of
performance would again be Germany. The application of Article 9(3) to the facts of
the case lead the German court to the conclusion that it was not possible to apply
Greek Savings Laws as mandatory rules.
Itis common cause that issues such as this are of fundamental importance to the EU
in its current state, and one could aver further that the inability of the court to apply
the Greek Savings law a matter of extreme importance not only for Germany but for
the EU as a whole must be seen to be an undesirable outcome. These examples
highlight the fact that only taking into consideration the mandatory rules of lex loci
solutionis (the law of the place of performance) may not always provide a suitable
outcome.
South African position
South African private international is largely left to be determined by the South
African common law, i.e. Roman-Dutch law as influenced by English law. The South
African position with regard to the application of mandatory rules of another law or of
a foreign country is still somewhat in a state of flux, there are, however, certain
decisions of the courts that can be used in this determination. In determining in
which instances the mandatory rules of another law would be taken into
consideration, South African courts are principally guided by English decisions,
before the Rome I regulation came into force. In the Henry case Levinsohn J stated
obiter that South African courts would not enforce performance that is illegal under
the lex loci solutionis.14 This position is supported by older dicta in the form of Cargo
Motors Corporation Lts v Tofalos Transport Ltd which also indicates that the courts
would only take the lex loci solutionis into consideration,15 but at the same time
definitively rules the lex loci contractus (law of the place of contracting) out. The
conclusions that can be drawn from these cases are that the key consideration is
illegallity in terms of the place of performance. The mandatory rules of any other
13

Rome I regulation (n4) article 4(2) states that the relevant performance considered should be the
characteristic performance.
14
Henry v Branfield 1996 (1) SA 244 (D).
15
See further Cargo Motors Corporation Ltd v Tofalos Transport Ltd 1972 (1) SA 186 (W); see also Herbst v Surti
1991 (2) SA 75 (Z) at 78 F-I.
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legal system can therefore be discounted in South Africa – the application of the lex
loci contractus, the habitual residence, the place of business and the nationality of
one of the parties would therefore not be possible.16 This would be a position that is
also supported by Professor Forsyth who states that allowing courts a wide
discretion in the application of mandatory rules would diminish legal certainty. 17 This
position is bolstered by the working group to the Hague Principles on Choice of Law
in International Commercial Contracts.18
Turkish Position
The Turkish position on overriding mandatory rulescan be found in the Turkish Civil
Code at article 31 whichstates:
“When the law governing the relationship arising from the contract is being applied, the
overriding mandatory rules of third country may be given effect in the case where these rules
are closely connected with the contract. Regarding giving effect to and applying or not
applying the rules at issue, the purpose nature, content and consequences of these rules shall
be taken into consideration.”19
There are two things that are immediately apparent from this article. The first is that
the Turkish position is very similar to the position under the Rome Convention. 20 The
Turkish position calls for the application of the closest connection test. It states that if
the country has a sufficiently close connection to the contract then its mandatory
rules may find application. This position has been held to be highly controversial and
has been tightly contested. The primary reason for this contention is the issue of
legal certainty. The argument going that by allowing such a wide discretion to the
court legal certainty is sacrificed, in that at the time when the parties enter into the
contract and select a law to govern their contract they will not be aware of all the
legal systems and all the legal rules that could apply to their agreement.It was
precisely for this reason that the United Kingdom along with several other countries
including Germany and Ireland entered a reservation against article 7 in the Rome
Convention. Their arguments went that the reasonable expectations of the parties
would never bet met if the formulation of the article was left as is. The solution that
was adopted in the Rome I regulation, the successor to the Rome Convention, is to
only allow the application of the mandatory rules of a third country if that country is
the place of performance and then only if performance is unlawful in terms of that

16

Schafer Application of mandatory rules in the private international law of contracts (2010) 316.
See Forsyth Private International Law: The Roman-Dutch law including the jurisdiction of the high court
(2012) 321, see further Schafer (n 17) 316.
18
Permanent Bureau of the Hague Conference “Draft commentary on the Draft Hague Principles on the Choice
of Law in International Contracts” Available on http://www.hcch.net/upload/wop/princ_com.pdf (last
accessed on 22/12/2015) 4.
19
Yearbook of Private International Law, Volume 9, 2007, 594.
20
See Article 7 of the Rome Convention of 1980.
17
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countries laws.21 As can be seen the scope of the application of mandatory rules is
severely limited by this development.
The second thing that is notable and this is also a feature of the Rome Convention is
that the article calls on the court to give effect to the nature, content and
consequences of these rules. This part of the article calls on the court to embark on
a government interest analysis as it requires that the court looks into the policy
behind the rule in order to make a determination into the applicability of the rule.
In essence from the legal systems surveyed we see two separate approaches to the
application of the mandatory rule of a third country. South Africa and the European
Union ultimately follow the same methodand both opt only for the application of the
mandatory rules of the law of the place performance but only as far as those laws
render performance unlawful. Turkey takes what can be described as a more liberal
approach, Turkey will allow the application of the mandatory rules of any third
country provided that the law has a reasonably close connection to the contract.
Is the use of the lex loci solutionis alone sufficient?
The advent of the Rome I regulation ultimately meant that in 2008 when the
regulation came into force the battle between the close connection test and the lex
loci solutionis was won in favour of the lex loci solutionis. The question must then
become is the allowance of the application of the mandatory rules of the place of
performance alone a satisfactory position?
One could argue that the case of the German Federal Labour Court, referred to
above, demonstrates very clearly a case in which a mandatory rule by its very nature
should apply not only because the enacting state has defined its function extraterritorially but also because of the impact that such a law has not only for itself but
for the entire European community. In the view of the author even though applying
the lex loci solutionis rule represents legal certainty it is in itself not a final solution. If
the lex loci solutionis rule in this case represents legal certainty then we must ask at
what price does this legal certainty come, the author may agree with the well-known
American judge Cardozo when referring to Private International Law in the early 20th
century when he says “when I view the subject as a whole, I find logic to have been more
remorseless here, more blind to final causes, than it has been in other fields. Very likely it has
been too remorseless”.22 A similar argument may be relevant here. The case of the
federal labour court above is but one of many instances in which there is a need to
apply the laws of third country which is not the place of performance. In Von
Savigny’s view mandatory rules and odre public were the last vestiges of
unilateralism and were bound to eventually disappear.23 Of course as we know this
21

See n4 above.
Friedrich K Juenger “Conflict of Laws: A critique of interest analysis” 1984 American Journal of Comparative
Law 3.
23
Michal Wojewoda “Mandatory rules in private international law” 2000 Maastrict Journal on European and
Comparative Law 183 185.
22
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has not been the case if anything the world since Von Savigny has grown
increasingly complicated and because of this states have enacted an ever growing
number of interventionist measures.24How we deal with these measures will be a
matter of extreme importance for both legal certainty and party autonomy.
A different formulation to the test
The primary concern in the application of the mandatory rules of a third country is
that legal certainty is upheld. The most likely situations in which the mandatory rules
of a third country will raise its head, is in situations where performance is unlawful in
terms of the law of the place of performance. Any other suggestions are therefore
only meant to ensure legal certainty in what can be termed exceptional cases. Cases
like the German case discussed above. In these cases the lex loci solutionis test
could be made subject to an escape device. As thenotion of an escape device is
already generally accepted in other areas of the Rome I regulation it should not be a
novel idea or a completely alien idea. The exact content of this escape device might,
however, still be contentious.
It is precisely for this reason that the present author proposes a course of action that
is not often followed in the commonwealth – a look at the American position on
private international law codified in article 187(2)(b) of the restatement second, which
states that the law chosen by the parties shall not be applied if “application of the law
of the chosen state would be contrary to a fundamental policy of a state which has a
materially higher interest than the chosen state in the determination of the particular issue and
which…would be that state of the applicable in the absence of a choice of law by the
parties.”25The government interest analysis as this test is known calls for the
application of mandatory rules of a third country only in cases where it would be
contrary to a “fundamental” policy of another state and only if that state would have
been the objective proper law of the contract were it not for the choice of law. 26The
last part of the test is not necessary. This government interest analysis along with
certain other criteria proposed by Schafer could become a workable solution in
instances where there is a need for an escape device.
In terms of this test, a modified interest analysis could be done taking into account
the policy behind the rule.27 This analysis will look into the rule and use the normal
rules of interpretation to identify the scope and purpose behind the rule. If it is clear
that not applying the rule will have a material effect on a fundamental policy of the
country claiming application then provided the other factors have also been met, the
court can deem those mandatory rules applicable.The test for determining whether
the rules of a third country could be applicable in a given case, in order of
application,could look like this:
24

Wojewoda (n 24) 185.
Nygh (n1) 223.
26
See also Australian Law Reform Commission, Choice of law, Report No 58 (1992) par 8.9.
27
See further Juenger (n 23).
25
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The provision must be internationally mandatory; 28
The material effect must be tested;
All the conditions for the application of the provision must be fulfilled;
The content of the provision and its legal consequences must be
reasonable and compatible with both the international legal order and the
legal order of the forum(is the rule/interest worthy of protection) – the last
criterion can be translated into a sort of reasonable country test.

The analysis set out above is meant to be applied cumulatively, firstly the provision
must be internationally mandatory, by this it is meant that the rules themselves must
claim application in international contract. For instance if an act professes or it is
manifestly clear from its provisions that the legislation is meant to be applied both in
international and domestic settings that would be the starting point.
The second part of the test will involve looking into the application of the material
effect that the laws will have i.e. by investigating the policy behind the rule, using the
normal rules of interpretation, the court must look at what interest the rule is meant to
protect and what will the consequences of disallowing this rule be. The first two
criteria will most likely be applied at the same time, a court while delving into the
policy behind the rule will also be able to determine whether the intention behind the
rule is that it was meant to apply in an international setting.
The third criterion speaks for itself and needs no further analysis.
The fourth criterion alludes to a reasonable country test which essentially asks the
question - is this fundamental policy of the state worthy of protection? And then the
question becomes from who’s perspective must it be reasonable? To answer these
questions this test should be applied as quality check that has both an objective and
a subjective element to it.29 The reasonable country test attempts a value based
analysis of the rule attempting to answer the question whether the rule is worthy of
protection from a number of different perspectives. The objective element would
consist of the boni mores of the international legal order, so in order for a the
mandatory rules of a third country to be applied the first step is for the court to place
itself in the position of the international legal order or rather generally to ensure that
rules that all countries should hold sacred are not trespassed against. 30
The second part of the test is subjective, this part should have both a negative and a
positive formulation. Firstly the rule must not be contrary to that particular countries
legal principles and secondly it must be an interest that the country that is being

28

Internationally mandatory means that the legal rule or legislation is defined in a manner that will give the
statute extra-territorial application.
29
Schafer (n 17) 135.
30
These rules would most likely be found in international conventions, for instance the convention against
human trafficking, the cultural property initiatives, human rights etc.
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asked to apply the rules would also have deemed worthy of protection were it in the
place of the other country.31
These would be necessary limitations and the application of the rule in both its
objective and subjective spheres ensure that no rules that are repugnant to the
public policy of the forum or indeed of the international legal order are allowed
through, but it also respects the personal interests that a country may have in
advocating the application of a rule.
If these rules are applied cumulatively as an escape device the hesitation initially
harboured by the reserve states (United Kingdom, Germany and Ireland) will be
dispelled. Legal certainty is preserved in that it only the most of exceptional of cases
that resort will have to be had to the escape device. Legal certainty is bolstered
further in that even if a countries rules claim application without it being law of the
place of performance the rules are so strict that a choice of law made by the parties
will not be easily cast aside.
Conclusion
The application of the mandatory rules of a third country is still a contentious issue in
Private International Law. The fundamental reason behind the controversy that it
invokes, is the impact that it has on legal certainty and the reasonable expectations
of the parties.
From the three legal systems that were examined it is clear that there are a number
of different methods that could be used to govern the application of the mandatory
rules of a third country. While South Africa and the European Union opt only for the
application of the mandatory rules of the law of the place of performance and only
where that countries laws render performance unlawful, Turkey on the other
handelects to a follow a more liberal approach through the use of the closest
connection test. Both methods have their drawbacks. While the lex loci solutionis
casts the net too narrowly in the hope of ensuring legal certainty, on occasion, it may
also negatively impact legal certainty. The negative impact on party autonomy
applies especially on occasions where there was a need, perhaps from the
perspective of an entire regional community, that these mandatory rules were
applied. The closest connection test (used by Turkey) was abandoned by the
European Union because of its uncertainty. It was argued by the reservation states,
the United Kingdom, Germany and Ireland that the scope of rules that could find
application when making use of the closest connection test was detrimental to legal
certainty and the reasonable expectations of the parties.

31This

bears a similarity to the way the courts in Germany would have applied it before the advent of the Rome

I, as a fact within its own law; see further Schafer(n17)176.
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This papersuggests the use of another method to this determination. This paper
agrees with the use of the lex loci solutionis as a default position, but in exceptional
circumstances where there are mandatory rules the very nature of which cannot be
ignored because of their impact on the third country involved it is suggested that the
lex loci solutionis test is made subject to an escape device. The escape device is
very similar to the close connection test that would be used by aTurkish court. The
essential difference being that its criteria for use are laid down more strictly and must
be applied cumulatively in order for these mandatory rules to find application. It is
believed that by making these laws subject to rigorous requirements they will only
find application in a very limited circumstances and therefore legal certainty can still
be upheld.
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1. Introduction
The substantial increase in the growth of international trade and commerce gives added
importance to the satisfactory resolution of problems in private international law.1 In
the world of business, especially in the modern era, it would seem as though everything
moves at a rate of knots. Technology is constantly developing, which has an enormous
impact on the way business is conducted. This is particularly true when it comes to
international commercial transactions. At a click of a button, a businessperson sitting
in his/her office in Turkey can conclude a contract with a South African supplier for the
purchase of wheat. Contracts can be concluded between persons on different continents
without actually ever meeting face-to-face. With that in mind, more emphasis should
be placed on the private international law systems of states, ensuring that they do not
remain stagnant and are up to international standards in dealing with the issues that
invariably arise in international transactions.

* LLB LLM (University of Johannesburg). Lecturer, Department of Mercantile Law, University of
Johannesburg; Research Associate at the Research Centre for Private International Law in Emerging Countries
at the University of Johannesburg.
1
Setalvad Conflict of laws (2009) at 10; Hay, Weintraub and Borchers Conflict of Laws (1997) at 6. See also,
McClean and Beavers The Conflict of Laws (2009) at 2: Individual and corporate activity may be increasingly
international, but with no corpus of international law and no system of international courts to deal with disputes
that arise in private international law, it is essential that courts of particular national legal systems have
satisfactory conflict of laws rules to turn to.

1
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2. The Law applicable to the Contract
As cross-border trade continues to grow, an important issue in private international law
that deserves consideration is the law applicable to international commercial contracts.
As Lord Diplock put it:
“My Lords, contracts are incapable of existing in a legal vacuum. They are mere pieces of paper
devoid of all legal effect unless they were made by reference to some system of private law which
defines the obligations assumed by the parties to the contract by their use of particular forms of words
and prescribes the remedies enforceable in a court of justice for failure to perform any of those
obligations.”2

However, ascertaining the applicable law in an international commercial contract would
be more of a challenge that almost any other topic in private international law,3 for the
simple reason that an international commercial contract may carry with it a multiplicity
of connecting factors each pointing to different legal systems.4 In these cases, a court
would have to determine which system of law would govern the creation, validity and
effect of the contractual obligation.5

3. Autonomy in International Commercial Contracts
In most jurisdictions, the first rule is to have regard to the parties’ choice of law.6 When
parties choose the law applicable to their contract, they are understood to have made a
choice regarding the substantive applicable law, also referred to as the proper law of the
contract.7 Although there is no one correct determinate opf the proper law, the general
principle is that the contract is governed by the law which the parties intended should
govern.8 To determine the proper law of the contract, one must first examine whether
an express choice of law was made. The most obvious manner in which parties’ can

Amin Rasheed Shipping Corporation v Kuwait Insurance Co 1984 AC 50 at 65.
North and Fawcett Cheshire and North’s Private International Law (1987) at 444.
4
North and Fawcett (n 3) at 448.
5
Nygh Conflict of Laws in Australia (1991) at 271.
6
Schwenzer, Hachem and Kee Global Sales and Contract Law (2012) at 52.
7
Schwnezer, Hachem and Kee (n 6) at 52. The proper law of the contract is also referred to as the “governing
law” and under the Regulation (EC) on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations [Rome I] (2008) as the
“applicable law”.
8
Van Niekerk and Schulze The South African Law of International Trade: Selected Topics (2011) at 59-60.
Legal systems have offered different solutions to the ascertainment of the proper law. See for example, North
and Fawcett (n 3) at 449.
2
3

2
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express their choice is by explicitly stating, at the time of contracting,9 the law by which
the contract shall be governed.10
In the modern era, most legal systems adopt some form of autonomy under which parties
are free to choose the law with which to govern the contract.11 There are sound reasons
for allowing parties the right to choose the applicable law.12 These include, the freedom
to contract,13 and secondly, certainty and economic efficiency.14 Here the question that
arises is, do the parties have an unfettered discretion as to their choice? The ability to
choice the applicable law is, however, not absolute.15 Certain limitations that may come
into play in this regard include mandatory provisions of the lex fori and perhaps the law
of third states and also public policy considerations.16

4. Tacit Choice of Law
Given the vast problems that could occur in international transactions, and assuming
that parties to an international commercial contract have a certain autonomy in selecting
the proper law, parties are advised to express their intention in this regard.17 However,
this is not always the case in practice. Ever so often, individuals fail to take the
necessary precaution in selecting the proper law with which to govern their contract.18

Nygh (n 5) at 272-273. See also, North and Fawcett (n 3) at 451: it has been recognised that at the time of
making the contract the parties may expressly select the law by which it is to be governed.
10
Nygh (n 5) at 272. See also, North and Fawcett (n 3) at 452: the parties may declare their intention by a single
statement in the contract that it be governed by the law of a particular state.
11
North and Fawcett (n 3) at 449; Nygh Autonomy in International Contracts (1999) at 13: today the freedom of
the parties to choose the applicable law is almost universally recognized. See also, Schwnezer, Hachem and Kee
(n 6) at 52: almost all jurisdictions recognize merchants to choose the law applicable to their contracts.
12
Nygh (n 11) at 2.
13
Nygh (n 11) at 2. The freedom to contract is of the outmost importance in the market economy. The parties to
the contract must be free to regulate its terms and conditions.
14
Nygh (n 11) at 2-3. An international contract requires certainty. Where there are several potentially applicable
laws, parties should be able to avert such uncertainties by choosing the applicable law.
15
See for example, North and Fawcett (n 3) at 453: it has been admitted that certain limitations must be placed
upon the freedom to choose the applicable law. See also, Schwnezer, Hachem and Kee (n 6) at 53: even in
jurisdictions which fervently support the parties’ ability to choose the law, the circumstances of that choice are
not unrestricted.
16
See for example, Edward, Sykes and Pryles Australian Private International Law (1991) 596-598: a choice of
law will not be legal if a mandatory provision of the lex fori denies the parties the autonomy to choose the
governing law. See also, Van Niekerk and Schulze (n 8) at 61: a choice of law may be flawed and not given effect
to if it was made to avoid legal prohibitions in the legal system most closely connected to the contract.
17
Van Niekerk and Schulze (n 8) at 60.
18
Forsyth “Enforcement of foreign arbitral awards, choice of law in contract, characterization and the new
attitude to private international law” 1987 SALJ 4 at 14.
9

3
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Where parties have not expressed a choice of law, it is open to the court to determine
the proper law of the contract.19 Here the court will attempt to determine the parties’
unexpressed or tacit choice of law by searching not only within the four corners of the
contract, but also the circumstances surrounding the contract.20
Although falling short of an express choice by the parties, tacit choice of the proper law
still amounts to a true or real choice of law.21 However, tacit choice of law may seem a
confused concept, and one that has not always been clearly perceived.22 The notion of
inferring an actual intention is based upon making assumptions which may or may not
be correct.23 This may have undesirable consequences for the parties to the contract, as
their reasonable expectations may not be portrayed in the inferences drawn by the court.
With that being said, most legal systems around the world recognize a tacit or implied
choice of law.24 However, as previously stated, the uncertainty around tacit choice of
law remains apparent.
The Giuliano and Lagarde Report25 provide a number of examples where a choice of
law may be inferred.26 Despite these indicators, there is no approach that can claim
universal recognition.27 The determination of tacit choice of law around the world
remains highly divergent, with the weight attached to issues like choice of forum,
monetary unit and form often at odds. It was Ernst Rabel who wrote “it has been
customary to regard the attainment of uniform solutions as the chief purpose of choice-

North and Fawcett (n 3) at 457; Nygh (n 5) at 277.
Nygh (n 5) at 277. See also, Van Niekerk and Schulze (n 8) at 62. The term “tacit”, “implied” and “presumed”
have been used interchangeably in private international law.
21
Neels and Fredericks “Tacit choice of law in the Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International contracts”
2011 De Jure 101 at 104. See also, Nygh (n 11) at 108: tacit choice is a subcategory of “express choice”,
concerned only with instances where the parties’ intention is clear but appears through other means than a choice
of law clause.
22
Forsyth Private International Law (2012) 294. See also, Nygh (n 5) at 277: there remains a fair amount of
uncertainty as to the applicable test.
23
North and Fawcett (n 3) at 461.
24
Schwenzer, Hachem and Kee (n 6) at 55; Nygh (n 11) at 109.
25
Report on the Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations by Giuliano and Legarde [1980]
Official Journal C-282/01.
26
Nygh (n 11) at 113-114: they include: (1) The use of standard form which is known to be governed by a
particular system of law; (2) where parties have had previous dealings under similar contracts containing an
express choice of law which has been omitted from the existing contract; (3) choice of a particular form; (4)
reference to specific provisions of a particular legal system contained in the contract; and (5) choice of a particular
place of arbitration. Other factors that may be added include: (6) Common residence or domicile of the parties;
(7) place of performance of the contract; and (8) from the several possible systems that could apply, that system
which will give effect to the contract.
27
Fawcett and Curruthers Cheshire North & Fawcett Private International Law (2008) at 9.
19
20

4
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of-law rules”.28 Although there has been a significant movement in recent years toward
harmonisation of private international law rules between countries,29 there remains a
continuous pursuit in bringing some semblance of harmonisation and uniformity across
private international law systems around the world. This is particularly true of tacit
choice of law. The uncertainty surrounding its application in conjunction with the
conflicting approaches in the determination of tacit choice around the world is a
problematic issue in private international law, and one that has to be redressed.
This paper will examine tacit choice of law in Turkey, with the intention of bringing
more clarity on the determination of tacit choice of law. Emphasis will be placed on
related issues, including the level of strictness of the criterion for a tacit choice of law
and the factors that have been relied upon, as well as the weight that has been attached
to these factors. The legal position in Turkey will be compared to that under the Rome
Convention,30 which has inspired the new Turkish Code on Private International Law
of 2007.31 The reach that the Rome I Regulation,32 together with its predecessor, the
Rome Convention has had is nothing short of noteworthy, not only within the European
Union, but elsewhere in the world. The basic provisions of codification in many states
are based in principle on the Rome model.33 As a result of the influence that the Rome
Convention has enjoyed over Turkish private international law, the analysis of its
provisions will provide valuable insight into the Turkish Code.34

Hay, Weintraub and Borchers (2009) at 3.
Fawcett and Curruthers (n 27) at 9.
30
The Rome Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations (80/934/EEC) (1980) per
http://europa.eu/legisaltion.
31
(Translation in 2007 Yearbook of Private International Law at 583) Hereinafter referred to as the “Turkish
Code; Tekinalp “The 2007 Turkish Code concerning private international law and international civil procedure”
2007 Yearbook of Private International Law 313 at 314-320. See also, Tekinalp, Nomer and Odman Botztosun
Private International Law in Turkey (2012) at 86”; Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 104-105.
32
(n 7) supra.
33
Neels “Rome in the Far East” (unpublished lecture University of Amsterdam, University of British Columbia
and the University of Johannesburg) (2011-2012) 2: these include: non-EU European countries such as
Liechtenstein, Macedonia, Russia, Switzerland and the Ukraine; countries in the Far East, including China, Japan,
Mongolia and South Korea; as well as countries in the Middle East as Azerbaijan, Turkey and Uzbekistan.
34
Tekinalp (n 31) at 314-322.
28
29

5
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5. TURKEY
5.1 The Law Applicable to the Contract
The freedom to contract recognized in Turkish law35 has ensured the development of
the notion of choice of law and party autonomy in Turkish private international law.36
It is generally accepted that parties are permitted to agree on the law applicable to their
contracts.37 The Turkish Code does, however, make provision for the limitation of the
applicable law. The limitations may include public policy considerations, 38 mandatory
rules of Turkish law39 and also mandatory rules of third countries.40 Nonetheless, the
general rule governing the applicable law is contained in article 24(1), which states:
“Obligations arising from contracts shall be governed by the law explicitly chosen by
the parties…” However, where parties fail to make an express choice of law, Turkish
courts will have to consider whether there exists a tacit or implied choice of law.

5.2 Tacit Choice of Law
5.2.1 Level of strictness
The Turkish Code makes it possible for the parties to express a choice of law, or for the
court to determine whether there is an implied choice of law.41 Article 24(1) of the
Turkish Code provides: “…Choice of law may be understood with reasonable certainty
from the provisions of the contract or the relevant circumstances shall also be valid.” As
a result of the influence that the Rome Convention has enjoyed over the Turkish Code,

Ansay and Wallace Introduction to Turkish Law (2011) at 164.
Tekinalp, Nomer and Odman Botztosun (n 31) at 83.
37
Ansay American-Turkish Private International Law (1966) at 41. See also, Tekinalp (31) at 329; Tekinalp,
Nomer and Odman Botztosun (n 32) at 84; Gungör “The principle of proximity in contractual obligations: the
new Turkish Law on Private International Law and International Civil Procedure” 2008 Ankara Law Review 1 at
6.
38
Article 5: “Where a provision of foreign law applicable, applied to a specific case, is clearly contrary to Turkish
public policy, this provision shall not apply; where deemed necessary, Turkish law shall apply”.
39
Article 6: “Where foreign law is applicable, overriding mandatory rules of Turkish law shall apply in cases
within their scope as regards their particular purpose and sphere of application”.
40
Article 31: “when the law governing the relationship arising from the contract is being applied, the overriding
mandatory rules of a third country may be given effect in the case where these rules are closely connected with
the contract. Regarding giving effect to and applying or not applying the rules at issue, the purpose, nature content
and consequences of these rules shall be taken into consideration”.
41
Tekinalp, Nomer and Odman Botztosun (n 31) at 84; Tekinalp (n 31) at 329; Gungör (n 37) at 6-7.
35
36

6
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the Convention provides us with valuable guidance in interpreting the provisions of the
Turkish Code. The Rome Convention requires the tacit or implied choice to be
“demonstrated with reasonable certainty”.42 While the Turkish Code also uses the
phrase “reasonable certainty” to indicate the level of strictness of the criterion for a tacit
choice of law. Other provisions regulating tacit choice of law suggests a more stringent
test than the one contained in the Turkish Code and the Rome Convention.43 The Hague
Convention on the Law Applicable to Contracts for the International Sale of Goods of
1986, requires the tacit choice to be “clearly demonstrated in the terms of the contract”.44
This stricter test can also be found, inter alia,45 in the Rome I Regulation46 and the
Russian Civil Code of 2001.47 The most stringent test is set out in the Convention sur
la loi applicable à caratère international d’objects moboliers corporels 48 (the Hague
Sales Convention of 1955).49 Article 2 states that:
“A sale shall be governed by the domestic law of the country designated by the Contracting Parties.
Such designation must be contained in an express clause, or unambiguously result from the provisions
of the contract…”

Article 3(1): “A contract shall be governed by the law chosen by the parties. The choice must be expressed or
demonstrated with reasonable certainty by the terms of the contract or the circumstances of the case….” See
article 25(1) of the South Korean Private International Law Act: “A contract shall be governed by the law
expressly or impliedly chosen by the parties, provided that an implied choice may be acknowledged only when it
is reasonable to do so in the light of the terms of the contract or the circumstances of the case” (translation in 2003
Yearbook of Private International Law 315).
43
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 105; Nygh (n 11) at 110.
44
Article 7(1): “A contract of sale in governed by the law chosen by the parties. The parties’ agreement in this
choice must be express or be clearly demonstrated by the terms of the contract and the conduct of the parties,
viewed in their entirety….” per www.hcch.org.
45
See Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 105: s 7(1) of the Oregon Conflicts Law Applicable to Contracts of 2001:
“[T]he contractual rights and duties of the parties are governed by the law or laws that the parties have chosen…”;
s 7(2): “The choice of law must be express or clearly demonstrated from the terms of the contract….” See also,
article 34 of the Puerto Rico Project: “Contractual obligations are governed by the law or laws chosen for that
purposes by the parties. The choice must be express or must be demonstrated clearly from the provisions of the
contract or from the conduct of the parties….”
46
Article 3(1): “A contract shall be governed by the law chosen by the parties. The choice shall be made expressly
or clearly demonstrated by the terms of the contract or the circumstances of the case….”; Neels and Fredericks (n
21) at 105. There are also other texts that are similarly worded in this regard. For instance, the Inter-American
Convention on the Law Applicable to International Contracts of 1994 (Mexico City Convention), article 7: “The
contract shall be governed by the law chosen by the parties. The Parties’ agreement on this selection must be
express or, in the event that there is no express agreement, must be evident from the parties’ behavior and from
the clauses of the contract, considered as a whole….” per www.oas.org/juridico/english/treaties.
47
Article 1210(2): “An agreement of parties as to the selection of law to be applicable shall be expressly stated or
clearly ensue from the terms and conditions of the contract or the complex of circumstances of the case”
(translation in 2002 Yearbook of Private International Law at 349).
48
(The Hague) (1955) (translation per www.lexmercatoria.org or original per www.hcch.net).
49
Nygh (n 11) at 109.
42
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The recently adopted Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Commercial
Contracts,50 sets forth the general principles concerning choice of law in international
commercial contracts that may be used as a model for national, regional, supranational
or international instruments.51 Although the Hague Principles constitute a non-binding
instrument, they are inter alia intended to be used to interpret, supplement and develop
rules of private international law.52 The Hague Principles also uses the phrase “clearly
inferred” to indicate the level of strictness in determining a tacit choice of law, which
correspondents to the phrases previously mentioned.53
The need for a “clear demonstration” or “clearly inferred” or “without doubt” or even
“unambiguously result from”, as a criterion for the establishment of a tacit choice of law
leaves very little leeway for a court to speculate whether or not a choice was made.54
This formulation may be regarded as a stricter test than the requirement of “reasonable
certainty” provided by the Turkish Code and the Rome Convention.55 For instance, if a
tacit choice of law only needed to be established with “reasonable certainty”, a court
only has to be satisfied that it was more likely than not that the parties to the contract
intended a particular legal system to apply.56 To allow readily deduced tacit agreements
may leave too much to the discretion of the individual judge, and accordingly, could
result in unpredictability of decision.57

The Principles were approved by the Member States of the Hague Conference on Private International Law on
19 March 2015 (www.hcch.net/index_en.php?act=events.details&year=2015&varevent=399). See the Principles
and the official commentary (Hague Conference on Private International Law, Principles of Choice of Law in
International Commercial Contracts (Hague Conference on Private International Law, The Hague, 2015)) per
www.hcch.net.
51
See the Preamble to the Hague Principles per www.hcch.net.
52
(n 51) supra.
53
Article 4 of the Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Commercial Contracts: “A choice of law,
or any modification of a choice of law, must be made expressly or appear clearly form the provisions of the
contract or the circumstances….” per www.hcch.net. See the Commentary par 4.14: “A tacit choice of law must
appear clearly from the provisions of the contract or the circumstances. This means that the choice must be evident
as a result of the existence of strong indications for such a choice.”
54
Nygh (n 11) at 111. See also, Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 106: “To allow readily deduced tacit or implied
agreements leads to unpredictability of decision and legal uncertainty and undermines the conflicts rule that
applies in the absence of a choice of law.”
55
McClean and Beevers (n 1) at 360; Nygh (n 11) at 110.
56
Nygh (n 11) at 111.
57
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 106; Neels and Fredericks “Revision of the Rome Convention on the Law
Applicable to Contractual Obligations (1980): perspectives from international commercial and financial law”
2004 EUREDIA Revue europeene de droit bancaire et financier / European Banking and Financial Law Journal
173 at 179, reprinted in 2006 Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg / Journal of South African Law 121 at 125.
50
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5.2.2 Indicators of a Tacit / Implied Choice
Similar to the position under article 3(1) the Rome Convention,58 the Turkish Code
refers to the “terms of the contract or the circumstances of the case…” when determining
the existence of a tacit choice of law.59 Although some codes refer to the provisions of
the contract only,60 there should be no reason to limit the search for a tacit choice to the
provisions of the contract without taking note of the surrounding circumstances.61 As
such, a Turkish court will examine not only the wording of the contract, but also all the
circumstances surrounding the contract in searching for indicators of a tacit choice.62
As previously mentioned, the Giuliano and Lagarde Report illustrates the many factors
from which a tacit choice of law may be inferred.63 Again, these factors are not
conclusive of a choice of law.64 It must be remembered that a court is still searching for
the real or true intention of the parties.65 Since a tacit choice is only concerned with
instances where the parties’ intentions are clear but falls short of an express choice of
law,66 the court must consider the factors in the whole of the circumstances of the case
and be mindful not to give rise to any presumptions.67 This is particularly true when the
question arises, should a choice of forum constitute a choice of law?
5.2.3

Choice of Forum and Choice of Law
Although it is generally accepted that choice of forum should be a factor in the
determination of a tacit choice of law,68 choice of law and choice of forum are, in

Arctile 3(1) of the Rome Convention (n 30) supra.
Article 24(1) of the Turkish Code (n 31) supra. Neels and Fredericks ( n 21) at 107: the word “or” suggests
that either the wording of the contract or the circumstances of the case can indicate a tacit choice, or both the
wording and the circumstances cumulatively. See also, Neels “Choice of forum and tacit choice of law: the
Supreme Court of India and the Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Commercial Contracts (an
appeal for an inclusive comparative approach to private international law” (forthcoming).
60
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 106: Article 2 of the 1955 Hague Convention; Section 7 of the Oregon Conflicts
Law Applicable to Contracts; article 3111 of the Quebec Civil Code.
61
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 107: the phrase “circumstances” will encompass the conduct of the parties.
62
Nygh (n 5) at 277; McClean and Beevers (n 1) at 360.
63
(n 26) supra. See also, Forsyth (n 22) at 328.
64
Schwenzer, Hachem and Kee (n 6) at 56. See for example, Nygh (n 11) at 115-120 for a general discussion on
the various factors.
65
Nygh (n 11) at 114.
66
Nygh (n 11) at 108; Gungör (n 37) at 6-7. See also, Nygh (n 5) at 277: in other words, the search is for the
parties’ unexpressed intentions; Forsyth (n 22) at 326.
67
Nygh (n 11) at 114-115. See also, Forsyth (n 22) at 329: it must be remembered that we are considering an
actual choice of law. As such, the inducia from which a choice may be inferred, remain only inducia.
68
(n 26) supra. See Neels (n 21) 108; McClean and Beevers (n 1) at 361; Schwenzer, Hachem and Kee (n 6) at
56; Neels (n 25).
58
59
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principle, separate issues and must be distinguished.69 A forum may be chosen for its
neutrality, experience or expertise and not necessarily for the application of its domestic
law.70 The GEDIP71 has suggested that a choice of forum should not in itself be
equivalent to a choice of law of that forum.72 This approach is followed in the Hague
Principles on Choice of Law in International Commercial Contracts,73 and supported by
various authors as well.74 Indeed, the legal systems of the world provide divergent views
on this issue.75 However, the correct starting point is that choice of forum may be one
of the factors taken into account to determine the existence of a tacit choice of law, but
it should not be conclusive of a tacit choice. The Turkish Code is silent on this issue, it
may be useful to add a provision addressing the role of forum selection in determining
a tacit choice of law.76

6

Conclusion
The determination of tacit choice of law remains highly divergent between and within
various legal systems. Important issues like the level of strictness of the criterion for a

Neels and Fredericks (n 21) 107; Neels (n 25).
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) 107; Sykes and Pryles (n 16) at 116; Neels (n 59).
71
European Group of Private International Law or Groupe européen de droit international privé. per
http://www.gedip-egpil.eu/.
72
GEDIP “Third consolidated version of a proposal to amend articles 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10bis, 12 and 13 of the
Rome Convention of 19 June 1980 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations, and article 15 of the
Regulation 44/2001/EC (Brussels I)” (Vienna 2003) www.gedip-egpil.eu/documents/gedip-documents20vce.html: “In particular, the choice of a court or the courts of a given State shall not in itself be equivalent to a
choice of law of that State.”
73
See article 4 of the Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Commercial Contracts: “…An
agreement between the parties to confer jurisdiction on a court or an arbitral tribunal to determine disputes under
the contract is not in itself equivalent to a choice of law.” per www.hcch.net. According to the official
commentary on the Principles, submission to jurisdiction may nevertheless be one of the factors to be taken into
account to determine whether there was a tacit choice of law. See, in the same sense, article 7(2) of the Mexico
City Convention: “…Selection of a certain forum by the parties does not necessarily entail selection of the
applicable law.”
74
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) 108; as referred to in Nygh (n 11) at 117: Professor Legarde has indicated that a
jurisdiction clause is merely a factor to be taken into account; Neels (n 59).
75
The traditional common-law position: see for instance, Nygh (n 11) at 116: there is a general agreement in
Anglo-Commonwealth law that the submission to the exclusive jurisdiction of a foreign court indicates that the
parties intended the law of that court to apply; Davies Bell and Brereton Nygh’s Conflict of Laws in Australia
(2010) at 398: in Australian law, it has been suggested that the inclusion of a clause stipulating that a particular
court or arbitral tribunal shall have jurisdiction, creates a very strong presumption that the parties have chosen the
law of that country to govern the contract. See also, Edward, Sykes and Pryles (n 16) at 584; North and Fawcett
(n 3) at 457.
76
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) 107. See the proposed formulations on choice of law provision at 108-109.
69
70
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tacit choice of law, the indicators that have been relied upon and choice of forum often
at odds.
With regard to the level of strictness, a stringent test for the establishment of a tacit
choice of law leaves very little leeway for a court to speculate whether or not a choice
was made.77 This may reduce the discretion of the individual judge, and accordingly,
could result in more predictability of decision.78
One must also be mindful of the fact that the search is for an actual choice of law, albeit
a tacit one.79 If we are only concerned with the real intention of the parties, the presence
of a particular factor cannot be considered conclusive.80 A court must consider all
factors and surrounding circumstances in its determination of a tacit choice of law and
be careful not to give rise to presumptions.
Choice of forum and choice of law are different notions and must be distinguished. A
forum may be chosen for its neutrality, experience or expertise.81 It is submitted that
choice of forum may be a one of the factors to be taken into account to determine
whether there was a tacit choice of law.82

However, a choice of forum is not

automatically indicative of the choice of a legal system.

Nygh (n 11) at 111. See also, Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 106.
Neels and Fredericks (n 21) at 106; Neels and Fredericks (n 57) at 125.
79
Forsyth (n 22) 329.
80
(n 33) supra.
81
(n 36) supra.
82
(n 73) supra.
77
78
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Abstract
Electronic commerce has flourished across the globe, and a growing market is to be found in
Africa. According to recent statistics, the number of internet users in Africa has soared, with
more and more people becoming participants in the global marketplace. With this
unprecedented boom comes an inevitable increase in the number of disputes arising from
internet transactions. This naturally requires an efficient and innovative way of addressing
these disputes, especially in instances involving consumer transactions. In the USA and the
EU much support has been found for the use of online dispute resolution (ODR) measures,
based on the traditional alternative dispute resolution measures. The EU has published
legislation specifically regulating ODR, and detailing the situations where it would find
application. Using these examples as a point of departure, this paper will evaluate the
suitability of ODR for the African context. The unique challenges presented by electronic
commerce on the African continent will be discussed, and the advantages and disadvantages
of ODR will be explored. The paper will briefly consider the foreign models and their
relevance to the future development of ODR in Africa. Lastly, some recommendations will be
made regarding the future growth and implementation of ODR measures in Africa.
Keywords: e-commerce; online dispute resolution; Africa

Introduction
Over the past twenty years, there has been a rapid expansion in the use of the internet
in everyday interactions. Nowhere has there been more expansion than in the context of
international trade, as the ease of communication removes the obstacles of distance and cost
that had previously affected cross-border trade. Electronic commerce has thus flourished
across the globe, and a growing market is to be found in Africa. The most recent statistics
indicate that upwards of 40% of worldwide internet users have bought products online using
some kind of desktop or mobile electronic device. Mobile data usage has been rising steadily
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in the African region, and African users form a big part of the recent e-commerce boom. The
number of users on the African continent is predicted to double by the end of 2015.1
South Africa, in particular, has been marked as a “significant e-commerce force in the
region”,2and is currently the only sub-saharan African country to show any growth in ecommerce. An established leader in the field, South African e-commerce sites have also
become popular destinations for shoppers from other countries on the continent, most notably
Nigeria and Egypt. It can be concluded that with this unprecedented boom, there will also be
an inevitable increase in the number of disputes arising from internet transactions. This
naturally requires an efficient and innovative way of addressing these disputes, especially in
instances involving consumer transactions.
The reality of e-commerce transactions is that they typically involve small-value
claims, and it is normally not economically viable for consumers in these transactions to take
formal legal action against the suppliers if a dispute were to arise. The cost of court
proceedings is a major deterrent, as well as the length of time that it would take to resolve
these disputes. The volume of claims that could potentially arise in this manner could be
overwhelming for the already strained court systems, and the small value of any possible
gains would mean that the traditional court system would not be the best option for resolving
disputes arising online. Added to this, we have the issue of jurisdiction, especially when
dealing with cross border transactions, where the entirety of the transaction took place in an
online place between parties from different countries.3
These challenges would suggest that a different method be considered when it comes
to resolving disputes arising from e-commerce, specifically the smaller-value business-toconsumer (B2C) transactions. To meet the challenges that this new method of commerce
creates,4there has been a growing recognition that alternative dispute resolution measures
would be well suited for resolving disputes that originate online.5The traditional ADR
procedures (arbitration, mediation and negotiation) arguably provide an ideal framework to
use in solving offline disputes. However, there are certain elements of electronic contracts

1

http://ventureburn.com/2015/01/2015-year-online-shopping-south-africa/, accessed 1 September 2015.
http://www.itnewsafrica.com/2015/03/study-reveals-that-e-commerce-is-on-the-rise-in-south-africa/, accessed
1 September 2015.
3
A Roşu “Electronic Commerce – An International Phenomenon, Generating Commercial Litigations” EIRP
Proceedings 7 (2012).
4
ZS Tang Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws (2009) 150.
5
E van den Heuvel “Online Dispute Resolution as a solution to cross-border e-disputes: An introduction to
ODR” available on: http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/63/57/1878940.pdf, accessed 27 April 2015.
2
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and disputes that are not addressed by the existing rules.6A new system which is tailored to
address the very specific issues arising from electronic commercial transactions is thus
required. This system, based on the existing ADR rules, has come to be known as online
dispute resolution (ODR).

The use of online dispute resolution
Definition
There are many different definitions of online dispute resolution, but in its simplest
form the term refers to the use and adaptation of traditional alternative dispute resolution
models (most commonly mediation, negotiation and arbitration) to resolve disputes which
arise online. These types of disputes can arise from contracts concluded through electronic or
digital means.This includes (but is not limited to) contracts concluded via e-mail, SMS (short
message service) or other automated systems. Online disputes can also arise from situations
where the entire transaction is conducted online, and the business and consumer have no
other contact. The latter types of transactions include online marketplaces such as eBay,
etsy.com and takealot.com, where the supplier is usually a company, and the consumer has a
relative amount of anonymity as one of many faceless shoppers who use the site. Online
dispute resolution can be especially useful in disputes arising from these situations, as the
potential for error is large and the cost of traditional litigation is often a deterrent to
disadvantaged consumers. There is also a large imbalance of power and resources between
the consumer and the supplier,7and the use of alternative dispute resolution methods can
place the parties on a more equal footing.

Suitability for B2C disputes
As traditional alternative dispute resolution measures were developed to move dispute
resolution out of the courts,8 and provide a more cost-effective and resource-saving
alternative to litigation, it stands to reason that these methods would be perfectly suited to
disputes arising from smaller value B2C transactions. In terms of Art. 10.7 of the UNIDROIT

6

J Hörnle “Online Dispute Resolution – The Emperor‟s New Clothes? Benefits and Pitfalls of Online Dispute
Resolution and its Application to Commercial Arbitration” http://www.bileta.ac.uk/02papers/Hörnle.html,
accessed 3 May 2015.
7
B2C disputes “…typically involve small amounts of money and a significant power imbalance between the
parties” MS Martin “Keep it online: the Hague Convention and the need for online alternative dispute resolution
in international business-to-consumer e-commerce” 20B.U. Int’l L.J. 125 (2002) 133-134.
8
E Katsh and J Rifkin Online Dispute Resolution: resolving conflicts in Cyberspace (2001) Jossey-Bass, San
Francisco 25.
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Principles 2010,alternative dispute resolution refers to “…proceedings whereby the parties
request a third person to assist them in their attempt to reach an amicable settlement of their
dispute”.9
The most commonly used alternative dispute resolution proceedings are mediation,
arbitration and negotiation.10 Each of these measures provide a cheaper method of resolving
conflict,11 which is especially important in conflicts where the disputed amount is small, as in
many B2C transactions. These procedures are often more efficient than the court systems, as
parties do not have to wait to have their matter heard before a judge.12 Alternative dispute
resolution also offers more flexibility, as (with the exception of arbitration) the decisions
reached by parties are not binding. Alternative dispute resolution appears to be well-suited for
use in online disputes,13 given that parties are not likely to want to invest much money or
time in resolving these types of issues. It providesa cost-effective, time-effective and flexible
means of addressing issues arising from cross-border e-commerce. It is also argued that the
use of alternative dispute resolution affords more protection to the consumer as the weaker
party, as the business would have more resources available for litigation, and could more
easily afford to fight a matter in court, in terms of both money and time. In South Africa
specifically, there has been a renewed interest in consumer protection, both domestically and
in cross-border interactions. This interest is in line with the recent wave of consumer
protection in the rest of the world, and should be developed to include the protection of
consumers in e-commerce, including the creation of dispute resolution methods.

International recognition and development of ODR
This development has already begun on an international scale, with countries developing
their own domestic law regarding online dispute resolution, and the creation of certain
international instruments that provide guidelines for online dispute resolution and consumer
protection. The United States is arguably the world leader in the law relating to online dispute
9

Art. 10.7 UNIDROIT Principles 2010.
G Kaufmann-Kohler “Online Dispute Resolution and its Significance for International Commercial
Arbitration” in Global Reflections on International Law, Commerce and Dispute Resolution Liber Amicorum in
honour of Robert Briner (2005) ICC Publishing 437-456, 438; P Lawson Disputes in cyberspace: Online dispute
resolution for consumers in cross-border disputes – an international survey (2000) Consumers International 7
11
J Hörnle Cross-border Internet Dispute Resolution (2009) Cambridge University Press 50.
12
LA Bygrave “Online Dispute Resolution – what it means for consumers” Proceedings of „Domain Name
Systems and Internet Governance‟, Baker & McKenzie Cyberspace Law and Policy Centre in conjunction with
the Continuing Legal Education programme of University of NSW, Grace Hotel, Sydney, 7 May 2002.
13
E Katsh and J Rifkin Online Dispute Resolution: resolving conflicts in Cyberspace (2001) Jossey-Bass, San
Francisco 25; C Brannigan "Online Dispute Resolution" in A Stitt (ed) Alternative Dispute Resolution Practice
Manual 6901-53. Looseleaf Service. North York, Ontario: CCH Canadian Limited, 1996.
10
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resolution,14 with the most operational online dispute resolution providers (both governmentrun and private). This can perhaps be attributed to the growth of technology in California‟s
Silicon Valley, which has resulted in a growing need for methods of resolving online disputes
in areas of law as varied as domain name disputes, consumer interactions and online role
player games. Regarding consumer contracts specifically, eBay (an American company) was
one of the first e-commerce companies to develop its own system of online dispute
resolution, the Resolution Center. As of 2013, this Resolution Center is fully automated, and
is intended to provide buyers and sellers with an online interface to help them report and
resolve conflicts, such as not receiving an item and not receiving payment for an item. The
system is used as a last resort when eBay members cannot come to a resolution between
themselves.15 The Center enables members to open a case which begins eBay mediation
between the buyer and seller. The law relating to online dispute resolution differs in the
different states, with the most developed systems being found in California and New York
State.
In recent years, the European Union has also contributed to the development of the law
relating to ODR.16 The issue of online dispute resolution was first addressed in the EU
Directive on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes (2013), and was specifically
legislated for in the Regulation on online dispute resolution for consumer disputes in the
same year. These instruments have been adopted in all member states of the European Union,
and provide guidelines for individual countries to regulate online dispute resolution, both
domestically and with reference to cross-border disputes. This widespread implementation of
the EU Directive and Regulation promotes uniformity of the law and will hopefully provide
consumers and businesses in different countries with a basic standard of conduct when faced
with disputes which arise online. Interestingly, the EU Directive and Regulation have also
been adopted by Nigeria, and it remains to be seen how effective these rules will be in the
Nigerian context, given the current disparity between the levels of technology in Europe and
Africa.
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) has also
established a working group dedicated to online dispute resolution. This working group was
14

LQ Hang “Online Dispute Resolution Systems: The Future of Cyberspace Law” 41 Santa Clara L. Rev. 837
(2001).
15
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/contact-ebay-resolution-center-44676.html, accessed 3 September 2015.
16
An example of this is seen in the internal policies of the Union, with a specific briefing note on ODR found in
L Edwards and C Wilson “Redress and Alternative Dispute Resolution in Cross-Border E-commerce
Transactions” DG Internal Policies of the Union IP/A/IMCO/NT/2006-31.
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established in 2010, and their last meeting was in February 2015. There is also the
Preliminary Draft Convention on Jurisdiction and Foreign Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters as revised by the Hague Conference in Private International Lawcould
also be of relevance when discussing the future of ODR, but it remains to be seen whether
this draft convention will in fact come to fruition, and what kind of impact this instrument
and the proposals of the UNCITRAL working group will have.

Current position of ODR in Africa
The African continent
With this renewed global interest in online dispute resolution as a background, we must now
consider Africa‟s position regarding online dispute resolution and the potential for future
growth. It would be ideal to follow suit and keep up with international developments,
especially as a way to promote cross-border trade and strengthen e-commerce in Africa as a
whole. However, the continent is still at the beginning stage of development, as there are a
number of limitations and challenges that must be faced.
Authors have divided African states into three groups based on the level of their existing
information and communications technology (ICT).17 The first group is referred to as the
ICT-ready states, amongst them South Africa, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia and Nigeria. The
second group is the ICT-progressing states, which include Ghana, Algeria and Cameroon.
The last group is the ICT- potentially progressing states, like Malawi, Botswana and much of
Central Africa.
For the two latter groups, the challenges to the development of e-commerce and online
dispute resolution are significant. The necessary infrastructure is lacking, and the technology
available is often rudimentary. In addition, many developing countries struggle with basic
problems, such as a shortage of basic supplies such as food, water and electricity. In these
instances, the promotion of e-commerce would clearly not be a priority, and the more
immediate challenges would need to be addressed first. In countries where the infrastructure
does exist, and e-commerce continues to grow, there is often insufficient or non-existent ecommerce regulation, as the technology has developed faster than the legal rules. In the ICTready states, however, the challenges are minimal, and it seems like these states are beginning

17
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to realise the potential of online dispute resolution as an effective means of resolving smallvalue B2C claims.

The South African position
In their 2003 “E-commerce and Development Report”, the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) state that “the need for an appropriate legal framework
that is supportive of and conducive to the practice of e-commerce has been identified as a
prerequisite for the growth of e-commerce in general and ODR in particular”.
Although this “appropriate legal framework” is lacking in the majority of African
countries, it is argued that the development of extensive laws regulating both e-commerce
and consumer protection in South Africa makes South Africa an ideal candidate to spearhead
the development of online dispute resolution. As previously mentioned, South African ecommerce sites have drawn a number of consumers from the rest of Africa, and will most
likely continue to do so as its e-commerce continues to expand. Additionally, the only online
dispute resolution initiatives currently operational in Africa are based in South Africa. Thus
far, these initiatives have only focused on online dispute resolution in two spheres, namely
domain name disputes and consumer law.
The ZADRR (ZA Domain Name Dispute Resolution Regulations) was created to resolve
domain name disputes by allowing the complainants to file a dispute with a dispute resolution
service provider. The respondent is then offered the opportunity to defend itself against the
allegations. The provider appoints an adjudicator who decides whether or not the domain(s)
should be transferred. The entire process is conducted using online procedures, and has been
successful in resolving a number of these disputes in an efficient manner. Of special
relevance of this discussion is the creation of the Onlineombud, which was created as an
online means of implementing the Consumer Protection Act.18 The site is currently the only
one operational in South Africa which provides for consumers to resolve their disputes
online, and uses the online forum to put parties in touch with mediators. Although these
programs provide a good initial step, it is still unclear which legal rules would govern online
dispute resolution in domestic South African law, and it is questioned whether the continued
growth of e-commerce and the volume of B2C disputes will not require clear guidelines to
regulate online dispute resolution. This area of the law is still open for development, and it
will be interesting to see the direction that the growth of ODR in South Africa will take.
18

68 of 2008.
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Conclusion
From this brief discussion, it is clear that the African continent is still in the initial
stages of accepting online dispute resolution as a viable model for resolving disputes which
arise online. It is becoming increasingly clear that the development of such a system is
necessary in order for us to compete at a global level. It is also important for the facilitation
of cross-border trade, which is essential for further economic growth in Africa.
The South African initiatives are but the first steps, and it is suggested that these
initiatives, together with the existing e-commerce legislation in South Africa have the
potential for further growth and development on the African continent. Online dispute
resolution fits our need for efficient, cost-effective and adequate dispute resolution, and
should thus be promoted and explored, both in South Africa and in the broader African
context.
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Abstract

Maritime terrorism is a form of contemporary terrorism and it presents enormous danger to a
human life, to the safety of navigation and to the marine environment. This article considers
briefly relevant international and European documents regulating this issue. Although they
are all introduced more than a decade ago, they represent suitable legal basis to meet modern
challenges to the security at sea. Authors point out their most important solutions but also the
problem which rises from the fact that maritime terrorism doesn’t have official definition.
Authors indicate that maritime terrorism cannot be suppressed simply by adequate
regulations. In order to achieve this goal all interested and threatened parties must
collaborate and must strengthen efforts concerning the extradition and prosecution of
terrorist as well as inhibit suspicious countries and organization to finance terrorist groups.
Key words: maritime terrorism, SUA Convention, ISPS Code, Regulation (EC) No 725/2004

1. Introduction
Terrorism is one of the greatest threats to the ideals of democracy and freedom and to
the values of peace, which are the very essence of the modern society. It is a threat that does
not recognize borders and may affect states and people irrespective of their geographical
location. Maritime terrorism, as a form of contemporary terrorism, presents enormous danger
to a human life, to the safety of navigation and to the marine environment. In the last 20 years
maritime terrorism has expanded rapidly and has become a complex security issue.1
According to their targets, terrorist attacks can be divided in 3 categories: attacks against
vessels on the sea, attacks against vessels in ports and at anchor and attacks against port
facilities and other coastal targets.2 Terrorist prefer to attack vessels because they have
1

The rise of this form of terrorism was due to inadequate supervision of the coastal sea, wide selection of
potentially valuable targets, the general trend of reducing the number of crew on board of merchant ships and
low safety standards in maritime ports.See: Igor Spicijarić, Maritime Terrorism – global problem annd combat
perspectives, Hrvatski vojnik, br. 37, June 2011, www.hrvatski-vojnik.hr Also: Peter Chalk, The Maritime
Dimension of International Security-Terrorism, Piracy and Challenges for the United States, RAND
Coorporation, 2008, p.22.
2
Bojan Mednikarov – Kiril Kolev, Terrorism on the Sea, Piracy and Maritime Security, Information and
security, Vol.19, 2006, p.107
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numerous vulnerable points.3 Regardless of the object of carriage, potential damage, in the
case of terrorist attack, would be immeasurable. Although, adequate legal regulations cannot
solve this problem, they can contribute to its prevention and act repressively. Legal
framework for maritime terrorism comprises a list of international and European rules. Most
important among them are Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the
Safety of Maritime Navigation (SUA Convention) and its Protocol for the Suppression of
Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf,4 the
International Shop and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code) and Regulation (EC) No
725/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on enhancing
ship and port facility security. Since the newest of these instruments was adopted more than a
decade ago, the question is whether they present sufficient and appropriate legal basis to meet
and regulate modern challenges to the security at sea.

2. The Concept of Terrorism
One of the biggest deficiencies of the legal combat against terrorism lies in the fact
that official definition of terrorism does not exist. Today there’re more than 150 different
definitions of this concept.5 Although, key aspects of terrorism such as political and
ideological motives, violence, intimidation as a purpose, change of behavior as a goal are not

3

Cruise ships are lucrative terrorist target because on a relatively small area there is a large number of a person
whose movement is difficult and limited in a case of a terrorist attack. On the other hand, a major attention was
recently given to tankers and other vessels carrying dangerous materials. The sinking of or the damage to one of
those ships would result with enormous environmental catastrophe. Stjepan Bernardić, The threat from
maritime terrorism, Hrvatski vojnik, br. 15, January 2005, www.hrvatski-vojnik.hr
4

The amendments to the 1988 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed
Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf reflect those in the 2005 Protocol to the SUA Convention. New
article 2bis broadens the range of offences included in the Protocol. A person commits an offence if that person
unlawfully and intentionally, when the purpose of the act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population,
or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act, uses against
or on a fixed platform or discharges from a fixed platform any explosive, radioactive material or BCN weapon in
a manner that causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury or damage; or discharges from a fixed platform,
oil, liquefied natural gas, or other hazardous or noxious substance, in such quantity or concentration, that it
causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury or damage; or threatens, with or without a condition, as is
provided for under national law, to commit an offence. New article 2ter includes the offences of unlawfully and
intentionally injuring or killing any person in connection with the commission of any of the offences; attempting
to commit an offence; participating as an accomplice; organizing or directing others to commit an offence.
www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/SUA-Treaties.aspx
5
See: Božo Vukasović, Terrorism (part I), Hrvatski vojnik, br. 87., svibanj 2006, www.hrvatski-vojnik.hr
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disputable, all the attempts to shape them in precise and objective definition failed. 6 Likewise,
there’s a lack of official definition of maritime terrorism.7
The Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP) Working Group
has offered an extensive definition for maritime terrorism: “…the undertaking of terrorist acts
and activities within the maritime environment, using or against vessels or fixed platforms at
sea or in port, or against any one of the passengers or personnel, against coastal facilities or
settlements, including tourist resorts, port areas and port towns or cities.” Yet, this definition
does not define what terrorism is and whether it would only include maritime attacks against
merchant vessels or also attacks against military crafts.8
A great problem within the legal fight against maritime terrorism, nowadays,
represents intertwinement of piracy9 and maritime terrorism. Piracy on the high seas is
becoming a key tactic of terrorist groups. Unlike the pirates of old, whose sole objective was
quick commercial gain, many of today’s pirates are maritime terrorist with an ideological bent
and political agenda.10 The distinction between piracy and maritime terrorism is blurred in at
least three dimensions: ends, means and effects. In terms of ends, piracy is usually driven by
financial gain, while terrorism is usually politically motivated. In terms of means, pirates are
usually associated with basic tactics/capabilities while terrorists are associated with
sophisticated tactics/capabilities. In terms of effects, piracy has traditionally been confined to
the tactical level and terrorism usually aims at achieving a strategic effect. However,
nowadays pirates use modern technology and apply sophisticated tactics, as well, so it is
practically impossible to make a sharp distinction between piracy and maritime terrorism.

3. Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of
Maritime Navigation
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime
Navigation and its Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Fixed
6

Steven Best- Antony J. Nocella II, Defining Terrorism, Terrorists or Freedom Fighters: Reflections on the
Liberation of Animals, New York, 2004, p.361-377
7
Jane's Intelligence Report defines maritime terrorism as „the deliberate creation and exploitation of fear
through violence or the threat of violence in the pursuit of political change, in the maritime domain“. Frederick
Chew, Piracy, maritime terrorism and regional interests, Geddes Papers 2005, p. 74, www.defence.gov.au
8
www.maritimeterrorism.com
9
More about piracy: Petra Amižić Jelovčić, Piracy suppression measures in the Gulf of Aden, Proceedings “In
memoriam prof. dr. sc. Vjekoslav Šmid“, Rab, 2010-2012., p. 133.-169.
10
Gal Luft-Anne Korin, Terrorism Goes to Sea, Foreign Affairs, November/December 2004, www. iags.org
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Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf were adopted in March 1988 at the conference in
Rome.11 The main purpose of the Convention is to ensure that appropriate action is taken
against persons committing unlawful acts against ships.12 Important amendments to the 1988
SUA Convention and its related Protocol were adopted by the Diplomatic Conference on the
Revision of the SUA Treaties held from 10 to 14 October 2005. The amendments were
adopted in the form of Protocols to the SUA treaties (the 2005 Protocols). This Convention
applies if the ship is navigating of is scheduled to navigate into, through or from waters
beyond the outer limit of the territorial sea of a single State, or the lateral limits of its
territorial sea with adjacent States (article 4).13
Among the unlawful acts covered by the SUA Convention in Article 3 are the seizure
of ships14 by force; acts of violence against persons on board ships;15 and the placing of
devices on board a ship which are likely to destroy or damage it.16 Furthermore, the concept
of unlawful act encloses incidents when a person unlawfully and intentionally places or
causes to be placed on a ship a device or substance which is likely to destroy that ship, or
cause damage to that ship or its cargo which endangers or is likely to endanger the safe
navigation of that ship; or destroys or seriously damages maritime navigational facilities or
seriously interferes with their operation, if any such act is likely to endanger the safe
11

Concern about unlawful acts which threaten the safety of ships and the security of their passengers and crews
grew during the 1980s, with reports of crews being kidnapped, ships being hi-jacked, deliberately run aground or
blown up by explosives. Passengers were threatened and sometimes killed. In November 1986 the Governments
of Austria, Egypt and Italy proposed that IMO prepare a convention on the subject of unlawful acts against the
safety of maritime navigation to provide for a comprehensive suppression of unlawful acts committed against the
safety of maritime navigation which endanger innocent human lives, jeopardize the safety of persons and
property, seriously affect the operation of maritime services and thus are of grave concern to the international
community as a whole. www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/SUA-Treaties.aspx
12
The Rome Convention was the result of a diplomatic initiative taken by the Governments of Austria, Egypt
and Italy in response to Achille Lauro incident which had made it clear that the rules of international law existing
then were not appropriate for dealing with maritime terrorism. See: Rüdiger Wolfrum, Fighting terrorism at
Sea:
Options
and
Limitations
under
International
Law,
p.6.,
www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/statements_of_president/wolfrum/doherty_lectire_130406_eng.pdf In
1985 Achille Lauro, italian-flagged cruise ship was seized while travelling on the high seas from Alexandria to
Port Said, allegedly ba Palestinian guerrilla group. They threatened to kill the British and American passengers
unless Israel was to liberate 50 Palestinian prisoners. When their demands were not met they killed an American
passenger. H.E.Jose Luis Jesus, Protection of Foreign Ships against Piracy and Terrorism at Sea: Legal
Aspects, The International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law, Vol.18, No.3, 2003, p.388
13
In cases where the Convention does not apply pursuant to paragraph 1, it nevertheless applies when the
offender or the alleged offender is found in the territory of a State Party other than the State referred to in
paragraph 1 (article 4, paragraph 2).
14
For the purposes of this Convention “ship” means a vessel of any type whatsoever not permanently attached to
the seabed, including dynamically supported craft, submersibles, or any other floating craft (article 1 SUA
Convention). This Convention does not apply to:
1. a warship; or
2. a ship owned or operated by a State when being used as a naval auxiliary or for customs or police purposes; or
3. a ship which has been withdrawn from navigation or laid up.
15
Art.3, par.1, subpar.b) of 1988 SUA Convention.
16
Art.3, par.1, subpar.c) of 1988 SUA Convention.
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navigation of a ship;17 or communicates information which he knows to be false, thereby
endangering the safe navigation of a ship (article 3, paragraph 1. of 1988 SUA Convention).
Any person also commits an offence if that person threatens, with or without a condition, as is
provided for under national law, aimed at compelling a physical or juridical person to do or
refrain from doing any act, to commit any of the offences set forth in paragraph 1,
subparagraphs (b), (c) and (e), if that threat is likely to endanger the safe navigation of the
ship in question (article 3, paragraph 2 of 1988 SUA Convention).
The 2005 Protocol to the SUA Convention broadens the range of offences within the
meaning of the Convention by adding new article. Article 3bis states that a person commits an
offence if that person unlawfully and intentionally:
a) when the purpose of the act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to
compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from any act:
i) uses against or on a ship or discharging from a ship any explosive, radioactive
material18 or BCN19 weapon in a manner that causes or is likely to cause death or
serious injury or damage;
ii) discharges from a ship oil, liquefied natural gas,20 or other hazardous or noxious
substance, in such quantity or concentration that causes or is likely to cause death
or serious injury or damage;
iii) uses a ship in a manner that causes death or serious injury or damage;
iv) threatens, with or without a condition, as is provided for under national law, to
commit an offence set forth in subparagraph (a)(i), (ii) or (iii); or
b) transports on board a ship:
i) any explosive or radioactive material, knowing that it is intended to be used to
cause, or in a threat to cause, death or serious injury or damage for the purpose of
intimidating a population, or compelling a Government or an international
organization to do or to abstain from doing any act;
ii) any BCN weapon, knowing it to be a BCN weapon;
iii) any source material, special fissionable material, or equipment or material
especially designed or prepared for the processing, use or production of special
17

Art.3, par.1, subpar.e) of 1988 SUA Convention.
Further on radioactive material: Petra Amižić Jelovčić, Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Material, Split, 2010.,
p.53-58
19
BCN means biological, chemical, nuclear.
20
More on LNG see: Petra Amižić Jelovčić, Maritime Carriage of Liquefied Natural Gas, Proceedings “In
memoriam prof. dr. sc. Vjekoslav Šmid“, Rab, 2010-2012., p. 285. - 312
18
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fissionable material, knowing that it is intended to be used in a nuclear explosive
activity or in any other nuclear activity not under safeguards pursuant to an
IAEA21 comprehensive safeguards agreement;22 and
iv) any equipment, materials or software or related technology that significantly
contributes to the design, manufacture or delivery of a BCN weapon, with the
intention that it will be used for such purpose.
Under the new instrument, a person commits an offence within the meaning of the
Convention if that person unlawfully and intentionally transports another person on board a
ship knowing that the person has committed an act that constitutes an offence under the SUA
Convention or an offence set forth in any treaty listed in the Annex.23 SUA Convention
stipulates that a person also commits an offence if that person attempts to commit any of the
offences; abets the commission of any of the offences; threatens, with or without a condition,
as is provided for under national law, aimed at compelling a physical or juridical person to do
or refrain from doing any act, to commit any of the offences set forth by article 3 of this
Convention. 2005 Protocol to the SUA Convention is more precise and defines it as an
offence to unlawfully and intentionally injure or kill any person in connection with the
commission of any of the offences in the Convention; to attempt to commit an offence; to
participate as an accomplice; to organize or direct others to commit an offence; or to
contribute to the commissioning of an offence (article 3v).
Convention obliges each State Party to make all these offences punishable by
appropriate penalties which take into account the grave nature of the offences (article 5).
Furthermore, each State Party, in accordance with its domestic legal principles, shall take the
necessary measures to enable a legal entity located in its territory or organized under its laws
to be held liable when a person responsible for management or control of that legal entity has,
21

IAEA means International Atomic Energy Agency. It is widely known as the world's "Atoms for Peace"
organization within the United Nations family. Set up in 1957 as the world's centre for cooperation in the nuclear
field, the Agency works with its Member States and multiple partners worldwide to promote the safe, secure and
peaceful use of nuclear technologies. www.iaea.org
22
The transportation of nuclear material is not considered an offence if such item or material is transported to or
from the territory of, or is otherwise transported under the control of, a State Party to the Treaty on the Non
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
23
The Annex lists nine such treaties: Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, 1970.;
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation, 1971.; Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents,
1973.; International Convention against the Taking of Hostages, adopted by the General 1979.; Convention on
the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, 1979.; Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence at
Airports Serving International Civil Aviation, supplementary to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful
Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation, 1988.; Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the
Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf, 1988.; International Convention for the Suppression
of Terrorist Bombings, 1997.; International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, 1999.
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in that capacity, commits an offence set forth in this Convention. Such liability may be
criminal, civil or administrative.24

It is commendable for SUA Convention that it obliges

Contracting Governments either to extradite or prosecute alleged offenders. Each State Party
shall take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the offences set
forth by this Convention when the offence is committed against or on board a ship flying the
flag of the State at the time the offence is committed; or in the territory of that State, including
its territorial sea; or by a national of that State (article 6).25 The State Party in the territory of
which the offender or the alleged offender is found shall, in cases to which article 6 applies, if
it does not extradite him, be obliged, without exception whatsoever and whether or not the
offence was committed in its territory, to submit the case without delay to its competent
authorities for the purpose of prosecution, through proceedings in accordance with the laws of
that State.26
Article 8 of the SUA Convention covers the responsibilities and roles of the master of
the ship, flag State and receiving State in delivering to the authorities of any State Party any
person believed to have committed an offence under the Convention, including the furnishing
of evidence pertaining to the alleged offence. The master of a ship of a State Party (the “flag
State”) may deliver to the authorities of any other State Party (the “receiving State”) any
person who the master has reasonable grounds to believe has committed an offence set forth
by this Convention. States Parties shall cooperate to the fullest extent possible to prevent and
24

It should be emphasized that liability of legal entity is incurred without prejudice to the criminal liability of
individuals having committed the offences.
25
This Convention does not exclude any criminal jurisdiction exercised in accordance with national law (article
6, paragraph 5). Upon being satisfied that the circumstances so warrant, any State Party in the territory of which
the offender or the alleged offender is present shall, in accordance with its law, take him into custody or take
other measures to ensure his presence for such time as is necessary to enable any criminal or extradition
proceedings to be instituted (article 7, paragraph 1). Any person regarding whom the measures referred to in
paragraph 1 are being taken shall be entitled to: 1. communicate without delay with the nearest appropriate
representative of the State of which he is a national or which is otherwise entitled to establish such
communication or, if he is a stateless person, the State in the territory of which he has his habitual residence; 2.
be visited by a representative of that State (article 7, paragraph 3). Furthermore about extradition procedure:
article 11 of SUA Convention.
26
Those authorities shall take their decision in the same manner as in the case of any other offence of a grave
nature under the law of that State. Any person who is taken into custody, or regarding whom any other measures
are taken or proceedings are being carried out pursuant to this Convention, shall be guaranteed fair treatment,
including enjoyment of all rights and guarantees in conformity with the law of the State in the territory of which
that person is present and applicable provisions of international law, including international human rights law
(article 10). Nothing in this Convention shall be interpreted as imposing an obligation to extradite or to afford
mutual legal assistance, if the requested State Party has substantial grounds for believing that the request for
extradition for offences set forth by this Convention or for mutual legal assistance with respect to such offences
has been made for the purpose of prosecuting or punishing a person on account of that person’s race, religion,
nationality, ethnic origin, political opinion or gender, or that compliance with the request would cause prejudice
to that person’s position for any of these reasons.
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suppress unlawful acts covered by this Convention, in conformity with international law, and
shall respond to requests pursuant to this article as expeditiously as possible. A State Party
that has reasonable grounds to suspect that an offence set forth by this Convention has been, is
being or is about to be committed involving a ship flying its flag, may request the assistance
of other States Parties in preventing or suppressing that offence. The States Parties so
requested shall use their best endeavors to render such assistance within the means available
to them.27 When carrying out the authorized actions under this Convention, the use of force
shall be avoided except when necessary to ensure the safety of its officials and persons on
board, or where the officials are obstructed in the execution of the authorized actions. Any use
of force shall not exceed the minimum degree of force which is necessary and reasonable in
the circumstances.
Convention prescribes in detail obligation of assistance for all States Parties.
According to the article 12 of SUA Convention, States Parties shall afford one another the
greatest measure of assistance in connection with criminal proceedings brought in respect of
the offences set forth by Convention, including assistance in obtaining evidence at their
disposal necessary for the proceedings. In addition, Convention also regulates States Parties
obligation to cooperate in the prevention of the offences set forth in this Convention. They
shall take all practicable measures to prevent preparation in their respective territories for the
commission of those offences within or outside their territories and shall exchange
information in accordance with their national law, and coordinating administrative and other
measures taken as appropriate to prevent the commission of offences.28 Moreover, any State
Party having reason to believe that an offence set forth in this Convention will be committed
shall, in accordance with its national law, furnish as promptly as possible any relevant
27

An article 8bis in the 2005 Protocol covers cooperation and procedures to be followed if a State Party desires to
board a ship flying the flag of a State Party when the requesting Party has reasonable grounds to suspect that the
ship or a person on board the ship is, has been, or is about to be involved in, the commission of an offence under
the Convention For all boarding pursuant to this article, the flag State has the right to exercise jurisdiction over a
detained ship, cargo or other items and persons on board, including seizure, forfeiture, arrest and
prosecutionHowever, the flag State may, subject to its constitution and laws, consent to the exercise of
jurisdiction by another State having jurisdiction under article 6. Nothing in this Convention shall affect in any
way the rules of international law pertaining to the competence of States to exercise investigative or enforcement
jurisdiction on board ships not flying their flag. Article 8bis includes important safeguards when a State Party
takes measures against a ship, including boarding. The safeguards cover: not endangering the safety of life at
sea; ensuring that all persons on board are treated in a manner which preserves human dignity and in keeping
with human rights law; taking due account of safety and security of the ship and its cargo; ensuring that
measures taken are environmentally sound; and taking reasonable efforts to avoid a ship being unduly detained
or delayed.
28
When, due to the commission of an offence the passage of a ship has been delayed or interrupted, any State
Party in whose territory the ship or passengers or crew are present shall be bound to exercise all possible efforts
to avoid a ship, its passengers, crew or cargo being unduly detained or delayed (article 13).
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information in its possession to those States which it believes would be the States having
established jurisdiction in accordance with article 6.29
It is to be concluded that SUA Convention, as well as its 2005 Protocol, which
was developed in direct response to the events of 11th September 2001, prohibits a broad
range of acts of violence directed against ships or shipping but does not prescribes the rules
concerning suppression of maritime terrorism. On the contrary, SUA Convention is
concentrated on the prosecution of offenders. The only exception is article 8 of 2005 Protocol
which covers the responsibilities and roles of the master of the ship. Accordingly, SUA
Convention can be used neither to take effective response actions against ships under the
control of terrorists nor to take preventive action.30

4. Code on International Ship and Port Security (ISPS Code)
After the terrorist attack on 11th September 201 in the New York City serious
concern was raised in the shipping community in respect of the prospect of terrorist attacks
against ships or against targets such as port facilities by using ships as terrorist weapons, in
the same way the planes were used as weapons against the Twin Towers. Since then a lot of
legal initiatives were taken and one of the most important was a Conference on Maritime
Security held in December 2002 in London. The major result of that Conference was the
amendment of Chapter XI of the Safety of Life at Sea Convention - SOLAS Convention,31
creating a new chapter XI-2 dedicated to maritime security and adoption of the Code on
International Ship and Port Security- ISPS Code.32 The measures agreed upon under the Code
were brought into force on 1st July 2004.
One of the objectives of this Code is to establish an international framework involving
cooperation between Contracting Governments, Government agencies, local administrations
and the shipping and port industries to detect security threats and take preventive measures
29

Any dispute between two or more States Parties concerning the interpretation or application of this Convention
which cannot be settled through negotiation within a reasonable time shall, at the request of one of them, be
submitted to arbitration (article 16).
30
Wolfrum, R., o.c., p.10
31
The SOLAS Convention in its successive forms is generally regarded as the most important of all international
treaties concerning the safety of merchant ships. The first version was adopted in 1914, in response to the Titanic
disaster, the second in 1929, the third in 1948, and the fourth in 1960. The 1974 version includes the tacit
acceptance procedure. As a result the 1974 Convention has been updated and amended on numerous occasions.
The Convention in force today is sometimes referred to as SOLAS, 1974, as amended. It entered into force on
May 25th 1980. www.imo.org
32
Jesus, H.E.J.L., o.c., p.390
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against security incidents affecting ships or port facilities used in international trade. In order
to achieve its objectives, this Code embodies a number of functional requirements such as:
gathering and assessing information with respect to security threats and exchanging such
information with appropriate Contracting Governments; requiring the maintenance of
communication protocols for ships and port facilities; preventing unauthorized access to
ships, port facilities and their restricted areas; preventing the introduction of unauthorized
weapons, incendiary devices or explosives to ships or port facilities; requiring ship and port
facility security plans based upon security assessments; and requiring training, drills and
exercises to ensure familiarity with security plans and procedures (article 1.3. of ISPS Code).
The ISPS Code consists of two major components. Part A provides the minimum
mandatory requirements that ships and ports33 must follow, while Part B provides more
detailed, but not compulsory, guidelines and recommendations in the implementation of
security assessments and plans. In theory, compliance with the ISPS Code should reduce the
vulnerability of port facilities and ships to maritime attacks by terrorists and pirates.34
However, a major problem is that International Maritime Organization - IMO35 is powerless
in enforcing the instrument, while it can only monitor compliance. Another problem
represents the fact that meeting the ISPS Code requirement places substantial additional costs
on ship owners.36
In compliance with The Code, all ships over 500 gross tonnage and critical facilities
within the port’s domain are obliged to conduct vulnerability assessments and develop
security plans to deter potential terrorist attacks.37 The Company shall ensure that the ship
security plan contains a clear statement emphasizing the master is authority. The Company
33

Ships are represented by their respective firms and ports are represented by the contracting government.
A number of problems have started to come to light, which points to serious deficiencies in the Code itself and
in its implementation, especially to ports. Despite the general consensus that port’s security is essential in
safeguarding maritime and supply chain securities, unlike ships, the responsibilities of port security lie within the
hands of the public sector, as reflected by IMO’s emphasis on the roles of the contracting governments who
would have the final authority in virtually all decisions. Nong Hong- Adolf K.Y.Ng, The International Legal
Instruments in adressing Piracy and Maritime Terrorism: A Critical Review, p.15
35
As a specialized agency of the United Nations, IMO is the global standard-setting authority for the safety,
security and environmental performance of international shipping. Its main role is to create a regulatory
framework for the shipping industry that is fair and effective, universally adopted and universally
implemented.www.imo.org
36
First, ship owners have in some cases had to increase their crew size. Secondly, costs incurred by ports that
have also had to introduce law security measures under the Code are being passed onto the ship owners in the
form of extra charges for using the particular port. Third, there is a lack of coordination between governments,
local administrations, shipping, and port industries in a bid to enhance maritime security. Ibidem, p.16
37
For example passenger, vehicle and baggage screening procedures, security patrol, the establishment of
restricted areas and its execution, procedures for personnel identification, access control, installation of
surveillance equipment, etc.
34
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shall establish in the ship security plan that the master has the overriding authority and
responsibility to make decisions with respect to the safety and security of the ship and to
request the assistance of the Company or of any Contracting Government as may be
necessary. The Company shall also ensure that the company security officer,38 the master and
the ship security officer39 are given the necessary support to fulfill their duties and
responsibilities (article 6 of ISPS Code). Article 7 prescribes 3 security levels upon which a
ship is required to act.40
Each ship shall carry on board a ship security plan approved by the Administration.41
The plan shall address, at least, the following: measures designed to prevent weapons
dangerous substances and devices intended for use against persons, ships or ports and the
carriage of which is not authorized from being taken on board the ship; identification of the
restricted areas and measures for the prevention of unauthorized access to them; measures for
the prevention of unauthorized access to the ship; procedures for responding to security
threats or breaches of security, including provisions for maintaining critical operations of the
ship or ship/port interface; procedures for responding to any security instructions Contracting
Governments may give at security level 3; procedures for evacuation in case of security
threats or breaches of security etc. (article 9 of ISPS Code).
A port facility is required to act upon the security levels set by the Contracting
Government within whose territory it is located. Security measures and procedures shall be
applied at the port facility in such a manner as to cause a minimum of interference with, or
delay to, passengers, ship, ship’s personnel and visitors, goods and services (article 14). A
port facility security plan shall be developed and maintained, on the basis of a port facility
38

The Company shall designate a company security officer. A person designated as the company security officer
may act as the company security officer for one or more ships, depending on the number or types of ships the
Company operates provided it is clearly identified for which ships this person is responsible. A Company may,
depending on the number or types of ships they operate designate several persons ascompany security officers
provided it is clearly identified for which ships each person is responsible.
39
A ship security officer shall be designated on each ship. The duties and responsibilities of the ship security
officer shall include, but are not limited to: undertaking regular security inspections of the ship to ensure that
appropriate security measures are maintained; maintaining and supervising the implementation of the ship
security plan, including any amendments to the plan; co-ordinating the security aspects of the handling of cargo
and shipís stores with other shipboard personnel and with the relevant port facility security officers; proposing
modifications to the ship security plan etc. (article 12.1.).
40
Level 3 is the highest securiry level.
41
An essential and integral part of the process of developing and updating the ship security plan is the ship
security assessment. The ship security assessment shall include an on-scene security survey and, at least, the
following elements: 1 identification of existing security measures, procedures and operations; identification and
evaluation of key ship board operations that it is important to protect; identification of possible threats to the key
ship board operations and the likelihood of their occurrence, in order to establish and prioritize security
measures; and identification of weaknesses, including human factors in the infrastructure, policies and
procedures (article 8 of ISPS Code).
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security assessment, for each port facility, adequate for the ship/port interface. 42 The plan
shall make provisions for the three security levels, as defined by this Code and shall address,
at least, the following: measures designed to prevent weapons or any other dangerous
substances and devices intended for use against persons, ships or ports and the carriage of
which is not authorized, from being introduced into the port facility or on board a ship;
measures designed to prevent unauthorized access to the port facility, to ships moored at the
facility, and to restricted areas of the facility; procedures for responding to security threats or
breaches of security; procedures for responding to any security instructions the Contracting
Government, in whose territory the port facility is located, may give at security level 3;
procedures for evacuation in case of security threats or breaches of security etc. (article 16.3.
of ISPS Code). Each ship to which this Part of the Code applies shall be subject to the
verifications. The verifications of ships shall be carried out by officers of the Administration.
An International Ship Security Certificate shall be issued after the initial or renewal
verification in accordance with the provisions of this Code.43
Contrary to SUA Convention, ISPS Code was created with the intent to prevent and
suppress terrorist attacks. It abounds with preventive provisions and comprises numerous
applicable solutions in cases where ship or port security is at risk.

5. Regulation (EC) No 725/2004 of the European Parliament and of the
Council
The main objective of this regulation44 is to implement European Union (EU)
measures aimed at enhancing the security of ships and port facilities in the face of threats of
intentional unlawful acts. This regulation contains preventive measures and transposes the
part of the SOLAS Convention on special measures to enhance maritime security and, at the

42

The port facility security assessment is an essential and integral part of the process of developing and updating
the port facility security plan. The port facility security assessments shall periodically be reviewed and updated,
taking account of changing threats and/or minor changes in the port facility and shall always be reviewed and
updated when major changes to the port facility take place (article 15). The port facility security assessment shall
include, at least, the following elements: identification and evaluation of important assets and infrastructure it is
important to protect; identification of possible threats to the assets and infrastructure and the likelihood of their
occurrence, in order to establish and prioritize security measures; identification, selection and prioritization of
counter measures and procedural changes and their level of effectiveness in reducing vulnerability; and
identification of weaknesses, including human factors in the infrastructure, policies and procedures (article 15.5.
of ISPS Code).
43
An International Ship Security Certificate shall be issued for a period specified by the Administration which
shall not exceed five years (article 19.3. of ISPS Code).
44
Official Journal L 129 , 29/04/2004
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same time, the ISPS Code, two of the cornerstones of maritime security at world level. The
amendments to the SOLAS Convention and Part A of the ISPS Code are mandatory, but
subject to interpretation. On the other hand, Part B of the Code consists of recommendations
which the EU countries are called on to implement. EU countries are required to communicate
to the IMO, the Commission and the other EU countries the information requested and the
special measures adopted to enhance maritime security under the SOLAS Convention (article
4).45
In respect of international shipping, Member States shall apply in full, by 1 July 2004,
the special measures to enhance maritime security of the SOLAS Convention and Part A of
the ISPS Code, in accordance with the conditions and with respect to the ships, companies
and port facilities referred to therein.46
Security checks in the port may be carried out by the competent maritime security
authorities47 of the EU countries, but also, as regards the international ship security certificate,
by inspectors acting in the framework of port State control, as provided for in Directive
95/21/EC.48 When a ship announces its intention to enter a port in an EU country, the
competent maritime security authority of that country should demand that the information be
provided at least 24 hours in advance or, if the voyage time is less than 24 hours, at the latest
at the time the ship leaves the previous port or, if the port of call is not known, as soon as the
port of call becomes known (article 6).
45

Each EU country must draw up the list of port facilities concerned on the basis of the port facility security
assessments carried out and establish the scope of the measures taken to enhance maritime security. This list
must be communicated to the other EU countries and to the Commission by 1 July 2004 at the latest. EU
countries must vigorously monitor compliance with the security rules by ships intending to enter an EU port,
whatever their origin.
46
With regard to domestic shipping, Member States shall apply, by 1 July 2005, the special measures to enhance
maritime security of the SOLAS Convention and Part A of the ISPS Code to Class A passenger ships operating
domestic services and to their companies, as defined in regulation IX-1 of the SOLAS Convention, and to the
port facilities serving them. Passenger ships are divided into the following classes according to the sea area in
which they operate. Article 4 of Council Directive 98/18/EC of 17 March 1998 on safety rules and standards for
passenger ships Class A means a passenger ship engaged on domestic voyages other than voyages covered by
Classes B, C and D.
47
Competent authority for maritime security’ means an authority designated by a Member State to coordinate,
implement and monitor the application of the security measures laid down in this Regulation in respect of ships
and/or one or more port facilities (article 2, paragraph 7 of the Regulation 725/2004).
48
See: Official Journal L 157, 07/07/1995. The purpose of this Directive is to help drastically to reduce
substandard shipping in the waters under the jurisdiction of Member States by increasing compliance with
international and relevant Community legislation on maritime safety, protection of the marine environment and
living and working conditions on board ships of all flags and establishing common criteria for control of ships by
the port State and harmonizing procedures on inspection and detention, taking proper account of the
commitments made by the maritime authorities of the Member States under the Paris Memorandum of
Understanding on Port State Control –MOU (article 1). According to the Directive 95/21/EC, each Member State
is obliged to inspect at least 25 % of the ships flying other countries' flags which enter its ports. Vessels which
have already been inspected within the previous six months are exempt (article 5).
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Regulation obliges Member States to ensure that effective, proportionate and
dissuasive sanctions for breaching its provisions are introduced (article 14).

6. Conclusion
Today we are all witnesses of omnipresence of terrorism and maritime terrorism is no
exception. Although there’re several relevant legal documents which adequately regulate this
contemporary international issue, unfortunately they cannot resolve it. Resolution of this
problem rests on coordination and cooperation between all interested parties. They should all
exchange information in accordance with their national law, analyze and assess them with the
special reference to information about terrorist groups and their planned actions. In addition to
it, they should map and update their potential aims, find their vulnerable points, intensify
surveillance of merchant ships, recruit armed escort etc. Furthermore, it is necessary to
improve the training of maritime specialists in countering these criminal actions. No one
expects the crews of merchant ships to solve all problems related to neutralization of
terrorists. The goal is to provide training for necessary skills and adequate reaction.49
It is crucial to have constant initiative and to make impossible for terrorist to regroup
or to plan new attacks. This is why exchange of information is of key importance, as well as
active measures undertook by naval forces of maritime states. Anyhow, international
community should persist with its politics of not yielding to terrorists independently of
casualties. Moreover, it must strengthen efforts concerning the extradition and prosecution of
terrorist and inhibit suspicious countries and organization to finance terrorist groups. We
cannot permit that terrorist intimidate us to such a degree that we stop living our lives the way
we are used to because that way they would win.
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Abstract
Presenting a comprehensive definition is the starting point of a scientific investigation of any
phenomenon. Deficiency in this relation has caused many problems in peace studies and peace
building processes. This article will investigate and criticize the definitions presented about
peace. Inspired by science of geography, I will try to present a new definition in order to help to
fill this gap. The article argues that peace is a legal harmony and can be compartmentalized
quantitatively and qualitatively into different types. It also emphasizes on education and law as
cardinal tools in peace-building.
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Introduction
We live in a time of war which began by September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. Different
Terrorist attacks have markedly increased since 2000. Religion as a driving ideology for
terrorism has dramatically increased (IEP, 2014). Changes occurred in the world have made the
global politics complicated, and all local, national, regional and global issues have been
interconnected. Making a distinction between these issues has become impossible. The nature of
war has changed markedly in recent decades. While interstate wars have largely decreased,
intrastate conflicts have dramatically increased. As Smith put it, the new paradigm is “war
amongst the people” (Smith, 2008, p.3). Most of armed conflicts are intrastate conflicts occurred
in communities divided by ethnicity, language, religion and geography (Harbom et al., 2006). In
recent decades, almost all military deployments, UN peacekeeping operations, and peacebuilding missions have happened in settings of intrastate conflicts. Terror, ethnic cleansing, and
genocide are methods of targeting civilians. Consequently, more than 80 percent of the casualties
are civilians, and the number of refugees has increased markedly. The urgency to prevent
genocide, oppression, and terrorism has started a new wave of actions and inquiries, and has
increasingly led to search for ways to prevent and resolve conflicts (Cortright, 2008). All of these
force us to review our approaches towards peace and its nature.
Given that presenting a comprehensive philosophy is the starting point of any scientific
investigation, the investigation of peace and its philosophy, and in particular presenting a
comprehensive definition is cardinal. But it should be noted that our point of view related to
peace would be dynamic, because the world situations are dynamic. By reviewing different
works in the domain of peace one can conclude that there is no any comprehensive definition
about peace, and presented definitions have many deficiencies which will be investigated in the
2
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following section. Different scholars have tried to fill this gap. Immanuel Kant, For example,
tried to present a comprehensive philosophy of peace, but his theory did not deal with social
equality (Cortright, 2008), interstate conflicts and their roots. Peace can no longer be defined as
the absence of (interstate) war. Problems of economic injustice, patriarchy and environmental
crisis are brought to the fore by scholars. There has been links between gender equality and
decrease in violence. Unresolved political grievances and lack of economic development are
among factors contributing to armed conflicts (Cortright, 2008).
Peace scholars‟ attempts should be focused on identifying factors threatening peace. In other
words, prevention is better than cure, but this is not possible without presenting a comprehensive
definition regarding the changes occurred. In other words, presenting a comprehensive definition
of peace is required to identify factors threatening peace. On the one hand, the term peace is
highly emotive, and is often misused as a tool of political propaganda (Howard, 1966), and from
the other hand narrowly defined peace can imply passivity and the acceptance of injustice
(Barash, 1991). A comprehensive definition of peace and its compartmentalization should have
the following characteristics: 1) it should present a clear sense of peace based on its constituents,
the relationship between the constituents and its conceptual framework; 2) it should identify the
peace-threatening factors; 3) peace compartmentalization (in terms of geographical scale) should
characterize who are responsible for peace building in different geographical scales; 4) it should
provide a framework to identify peace situation in different countries; and 5) it should be useful
in forecasting the future wars and conflicts in different geographical scales.

3
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Leterature review
Following Wolfgang Dietrich, Wolfgang Sützl and the Innsbruck School of Peace Studies,
some peace commentators have stopped supporting any single, all-encompassing definition of
peace, and they promote the idea of many peaces (Dietrich and Sützl, 2006). Influenced by the
philosophy of Jean Francois Lyotard, they argue that peace should be conceived as a „plurality‟,
because a singular and correct definition of peace does not exist. Although peace is composed of
a plurality of forms, presenting a new definition is, however, possible since its motif and content
is one.
In another definition, Johan Galtung, in peace by peaceful means (1991) pointed out that
there are three types of violence – direct violence, structural violence, and cultural violence. So,
negative peace means the absence of direct violence, and positive peace means the absence of
indirect violence. Galtung defines peace not only as the absence of direct violence and decrease
in structural and cultural violence, but also as a transformation of conflict, nonviolently and
creatively. This definition is the most popular definition in the domain of peace studies and has
also been the basis of the most studies in this field. The definition is made based on the concept
of violence and Galtung considers peace as the absence of (direct and indirect) violence. This, as
a definition, is unduly negative in that it fails to provide any accurate picture of peace or its
constituents. As such, this definition does not present a clear sense of peace based on its
constituents, the relationship between the constituents and its conceptual framework. Besides, the
absence of violence cannot be considered as real peace. He drew attention to peace
compartmentalization rather than concentration on the definition of peace, and spoke of
nonviolence rather than peace.

4
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Albert Einstein argues that “peace is not merely the absence of war, but the presence of
justice, of law, of order--in short, of government” (Nathan and Norden, 1960, p.16). In a similar
vein, Howard considers peace as “the maintenance of an orderly and just society” (Howard,
1966, p. 226). It should be considered that any order constructed based on undemocratic laws is
one of the factors threatening peace and it has the potential to induce future conflicts. Besides, as
some scholars argue, there are huge differences in how people understand the concept of justice.
Those differences sometimes even lead to conflict.
Another definition of peace is presented by Reardon. He insists that “peace is the absence of
violence in all its forms --physical, social, psychological, and structural” (Reardon, 1988, p.16).
Like the definition presented by Galtung, this definition is negative in that it fails to provide
accurate picture of peace or its ingredients and cannot explain the relationship between the
ingredients. Investigation of the different definitions of peace shows that they suffer from
common limitations as follows:
 Being negative: most of the presented definitions are negative, and define peace as
the absence of war, of conflict and of violence (see for example: Galtung, 1991;
Reardon, 1988). It is obvious that these types of definitions are conflict-oriented and
cannot be helpful in peace building and peacemaking processes, because they do not
explain peace constituents and the relationship between these constituents. Besides, it
remains unknown as to which factors threaten peace and what should be protected
and supported in peace building process. The absence of violence, of war or of
conflict cannot be considered as real peace.

5
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 Concept of law and order: in some of the definitions peace is equated with the
presence of law and order (see for example: Howard, 1966; Nathan & Norden, 1960).
It should be considered that any order constructed based on undemocratic laws is one
of the factors threatening peace and has the potential to induce future conflicts. Some
scholars argue that authoritarianism can bring peace, but it should be noted that peace
constructed by undemocratic laws would be a temporal one not perpetual. I call this
type of peace as peace under the guise of war. Besides, the ends cannot justify means.
As Mohandas K. Gandhi argues “the means may be likened to a seed, the end to a
tree; and there is just the same inviolable connection between the means and the end
as between the seed and the tree (Cady, 2010).
 Ignoring peace within states: some commentators have focused on the peace
between the states (Kant, 1970), and ignored intrastate peace. While interstate war
has largely disappeared, but intrastate conflicts have increased noticeably. The
comprehensive definition should encompass peace in all geographical scales.
 Sheer attention to peace compartmentalization: in some cases the view of
compartmentalization is dominated and compartmentalization is followed without
presenting a definition of peace (see for example: Holler, 1984; Sandy & Perkins,
2002). It would not be logic and scientific to compartmentalize a special phenomenon
without presenting a clear definition of it.
Towards an adequate definition
Geography teaches us to have a systematic view. As such, it teaches us to explore different
relations existing around. Based on a systematic view, there are two relations: the relation
between humans and the relation between humans and nature. The relations and the knowhow of
6
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the regulation of the relations are the basis for peace. In fact, peace is a legal harmony or
concord between the two relations and it is not the absence of violence, of war or of conflict. In
other words, if a legal harmony or concord is created between the relations, this is called peace,
and the social-collective life situation resulted from this harmony would be peaceful. In this
definition legal concord is consistency between the rights of humans and also between the rights
of humans and nature.
Some factors acts as a building blocks underlying peace which I call them “pillars of peace”.
based on the definition, respect to human and nature or awareness of human-nature holiness (or
Humanism and Naturalism); the sense of responsibility; devotion to and interest in social life;
awareness and the existence of civic culture; ethics; respect towards national rights of ethnicities
(minorities‟ rights) and civil rights (citizenship rights) are among these pillars. In fact, without
these factors peace is not possible. One can argue that we cannot identify one set of factors, and
the factors differ from place to place, and issue to issue. I should point out that the atomistic view
has dangerous consequences. It deprives us of power of forecasting and alleviating factors
threatening peace. Having comprehensive point of view and recognition of factors threatening
peace can be helpful in alleviating the factors and consequently preventing the conflicts, which
should be the main purpose of any peace studies.
Based on the definition, peace can be compartmentalized quantitatively and qualitatively. In
terms of quantity, peace can be compartmentalized into five types, as follows:
 Individual peace: this peace is the most important type, wrote Black Elk, and is the
real peace, and others are its reflections (Holler, 1984).

7
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 Local peace: if legal concord is created in local scale, this peace is called local peace.
The main actor in the process (of creating legal concord or peace building) would be
the local state. One of the most poignant lessons learned in peace building in recent
years is that peace building efforts in international and national levels cannot be
successful without simultaneous efforts at local level.
 National peace: when legal concord is created in national scale, it is called national
peace. Nation-state has the responsibility of creating the legal concord in this level.
 Regional peace: if legal concord is created in regional scale, this peace is called
regional peace. Creation of regional organizations is considered as a way of peace
building and peace keeping. In fact, one of the causes of transformation of regional
organization after the Cold War has been the settlement of peace and security. Today,
European Union and to some extent ASEAN are the only real regional organizations
that play an important role in regional scale.
 Global peace: in global peace legal concord is created in global scale. The United
Nations has the responsibility of peace building in global scale. Peace keeping has
been considered as the main objective of the UN.
Identifying factors threatening peace is required to compartmentalize peace in terms of
quality. Based on the definition, these factors include infrastructure and superstructure factors.
Infrastructure factors threatening peace comprise of historical malice and prejudice in diplomatic
relations; clash of ideologies; ideological and cultural assimilation; clash of interests;
environment degradation; conflict over desired information and required sciences; encroachment
on personal geography‟s territory (intrusion upon privacy, in law terminology); technology and
science theft; failure to practice national rights of the ethnicities; violence and brutality; intrigue
8
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hallucination; and promotion and spread of special genetic and racial species. Superstructure
factors threatening peace comprise of conflict over water and energy; conflict over food;
respiratory crisis; nuclear weapons and terrorism. Any attempt to compartmentalize peace in
terms of quality should be based on these factors. Based on the potential of war and conflict
peace can be compartmentalized into real peace (there is no the potential of the war and conflict
and the destabilizing factors are not at work), unreal peace (the potential of war and conflict is
still at work), and evolutionary or historical peace. Hence, In terms of quality peace can be
compartmentalized into three main categories and some subcategories, as follows:
1- Real peace: real peace is categorized into two types:
 Perpetual peace: this concept was introduced by Kant (1970). Perpetual peace is a
kind of peace which all of building blocks of legal concord (or peace) are
constructed and institutionalized. These building blocks should not undergo a
wane and concord should be based on them. In this type, all factors threatening
peace (infrastructure and superstructure factors) are alleviated.
 Fundamental peace: this type is the same as perpetual peace but can wane. As
such, some of the superstructure factors destabilizing peace are still at work.
2- Unreal Peace: unreal peace is categorized into three types:
 Imposed peace: is a peace that legal concord is imposed by military factors or
political-economic necessities. This type can also be called as temporary or
superficial peace.
 Temporary peace: is a peace that legal concord is created in a special historical
period and later disappears.

9
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 Superficial peace: in superficial peace the potential of war and conflict exists, but
on the face of it, there is a fake concord.
3- Evolutionary or historical Peace: in this type, the history gradually leads the nations and
societies towards peace through evolution, and peace-threatening factors (infrastructure
and superstructure factors) are alleviated historically.

Lessons for Peace-Building and Implications for Peace Studies
To conclude, what do these insights about the definition of “peace” mean for peace-building?
This definition emphasizes peace cultures, peace education and peace structures. If we accept
that peace is “a legal harmony or concord between humans and also between humans and
nature”, law (as a superstructure tool) and education (as an infrastructure tool) are cardinal in
keeping concord between the two relations. In other words, these two tools would be seen as
tools for peace-building in all geographical scales, if we want to settle perpetual peace.
Finally, what are the implications of this reflection about the nature of the peace for peace
studies? I think the first implication is that it identifies the factors threatening peace; this issue
helps peace scholars to characterize the potentialities of war and conflict and makes possible
stemming war and conflict. The second implication is that it characterizes who is responsible for
peace building in different geographical scales (local, national, regional and global scales). The
third implication is that it provides a framework to identify and to evaluate peace situation in
different scales such as local, national, regional and global scales. The fourth implication is that
it suggests a way in which communities can resolve differences without physical violence: it is
called legal concord. The last, but more important, implication is that it is useful in forecasting
10
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the future wars and conflicts in different geographical scales by characterizing the potentialities
of war and conflict.
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Abstract

st

The start of the second decade of the 21 century represents an important turning point for
the further development of consumer law within European Union. Following the adoption of
various consumer law measures over last 25 years, the EU has decided to make a profound
review of the consumer acquis, and has proposed major reforms. This article represents the
shortcomings of the established practice of creating EU Consumer Law through directives
which harmonize selected aspects of national law. In the beginning, activities of the EU were
based on a minimum harmonization approach which allowed Member States to adopt more
protective rule. Recently activities reveal the change in performance of the EU, since
measures have been based on a full harmonization approach, removing Member States’
freedom to legislate in the areas covered by those measures. Unfortunately, it is argued that
both approaches have failed to provide a suitable legal framework to support cross-border
consumer transactions. It then goes on to develop an alternative and more appropriate
legislations’ approach in the form of a regulation which is applicable to cross-border
transactions only.
Keywords: EU Consumer Law, harmonization, directive, regulation

1. Introduction
The field of consumer law is very important and relevant for the establishment and
functioning of the internal market in the European Union (EU). Why? Well, we could say
there are many reasons, but the following one is basic. Knowing the fact that EU has 28
Member States and more than 508 millions habitants, it is essentially for the EU to encourage
people from one Member State to buy goods or services from another Member State. In that
way, on the one side consumers have multiple choices and on the other producers and sellers
are having larger range for their business activities. The problem with these cross-border
transactions is that consumers are usually deterred from shopping in other Member State
because of the differences in consumer law, which makes them insufficiently confident in the
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protection they have when buying products outside their own country. 1 Something had to be
done with 28 different national legal systems. As a result, the landscape of EU Consumer Law
is characterized by a combination of EU- based and national law rules.
The development of EU Consumer Law was mostly based in a form of directives2
which have sought to harmonize aspects of national consumer laws. These directives initially
were based on a minimum harmonization approach which allowed Member States to adopt
more protective rules.3 Where EU legislation exists, there should be at least the same
minimum standard in each Member State, and national laws provide completing for those
aspects which have escaped EU regulation to date.4 Unfortunately, directives with minimum
harmonization level didn’t accomplish the main objective – approximation of national legal
systems in the area of consumer law protection – so, more recently actions brought different
measures based on a full harmonization approach, removing Member states’ freedom to
legislate in the areas covered by those measures.5 As a consequence, full harmonization would
cause consumers and traders to be able to rely on the fact that in the whole EU one uniform
set off rights and obligations of the parties applies. Whereas the benefits that full
harmonization could provide are not unambiguous, it is clear that full harmonization is not
easy to reconcile with the aim of consumer protection, especially not where the directive
would require Member States to repeal protective provisions that exceed the maximum level
of protection allowed under certain directive with maximum harmonization.6 The experience
with the consumer acquis to date shows that the practice of harmonizing national law
(minimum or maximum level) does not necessarily create a better legal framework for
consumer transactions in the internal market. Although national laws have become

1

Wilhelmsson, Thomas, The Abuse of the “Confident Consumer” as a Justification for EC Consumer Law,
Journal of Consumer Policy, 2004, vol. 3, pp 317-337., Twigg-Flesner, Christian, Innovation and EU Consumer
Law, Journal of Consumer Policy, 2005, vol. 28, pp 409-432.
2
Art. 288/3 TFEU: A directive shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved, upon each Member State to
which it is addressed, but shall leave to the national authorities the choice of form and methods. The Treaty on
the functioning of the European Union – consolidated version (OJ C 2010, 83, 47). See also: Prechal, Sacha,
Directives in EC Law, 2nd ed., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005.
3
Minimum approach means the lowest level of protection is defined with provisions of certain directive and it is
not allowed to go under given level.
4
Twigg-Flesner, Christian, Time to Do the Job Properly - The Case for a New Approach to EU Consumer
Legislation, Journal of Consumer Policy, 2010, vol. 33, pp 358, (hereinafter referred to as: Twigg-Flesner 2010).
5
For the example: Directive 2002/65/EC of the European parliament and of the Council of 23 September 2002
concerning the distance marketing of consumer financial services and amending Council Directive 90/619/EEC
and Directives 97/7/EC and 98/27/EC, OJ 2002, L 271/16.
6
Loos, Marco, Full Harmonisation as a Regulatory Concept and its Consequences for the National Legal Orders:
The Example of the Consumer Rights Directive (July 13, 2010). Centre for the Study of European Contract Law
Working Paper Series No. 2010/03. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1639436., (hereinafter referred
to as: Loos 2010)
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approximated in substance, there are continuing problems of accurate implementation, as well
as the subsequent interpretation of the law by national courts.7
Therefore, it was a time for a new pursuit of the better access in further development
of the EU consumer law. Luckily, there was already an alternative provided in EU law: a
regulation.8,9 Irrespective of the fact whether such a regulation would apply to all consumer
transactions or cross-border ones only, the use of a regulation would mean that the many
difficulties associated with transposition of directives could be avoided.10
Considering everything above mentioned, this paper deals with former and present
solutions existing in the field of EU Consumer Law.

2. The Evolution of Consumer Policy in the European Union
Consumer protection was not considered as an objective of the Treaty of Rome
(TEEC).11 Under the TEEC, protection of consumers’ interests appeared to be a mere byproduct of more fundamental Community policies and of the application of rules designed to
serve wider purpose such as the creation of a fully competitive environment in the market.12
The notion of specific rights for consumers at the European Community level (EC) was first
introduced into EC law and policy by a Council resolution of 14 April 1975 on a preliminary
programme of the European Economic Community for a consumer protection and information
policy.13 This programme laid the foundations for an important framework of legislative
protection for the consumer at EC level. The adoption of the Single European Act (SEA)14 in
7

Twigg-Flesner, Christian, Good - Bye Harmonisation by Directives, Hello Cross - Border only Regulation?” –
A
way
forward
for
EU
Consumer
Contract
Law,
available
at:
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/news/consulting_public/0052/contributions/309_en.pdf., (hereinafter referred to as:
Twigg-Flesner, Good – Bye Harmonsation).
8
Art. 288/2 TFEU: A regulation shall have general application. It shall be binding in its entirety and directly
applicable in all Member States.
9
Norbert Reich first mooted the idea of replacing directives with a Regulation, basing his reasoning
predominantly on the drawbacks of using directives. See more in: Reich, Norbert, A European contract law, or
an EU contract regulation for consumers?, Journal of Consumer Policy, 2005, vol. 28, pp 383-407.
10
Twigg-Flesner 2010, pp 361.
11
The Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (TEEC) was signed on March 25th 1957 by
Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and West Germany, and led to the founding of the
European Economic Community (EEC) on 1 January 1958.
12
Nebbia, Paolisa, Askham, Tony, EU consumer law, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004, pp 5, (hereinafter
referred to as: Nebia/Askham 2004), Weatherill, Stephen, EU consumer law and policy, UK: Edward Elgar
Publishing (EE), 2005, pp 3-5, (hereinafter referred to as: Weatherill 2005), Weatherill, Stephen, Consumer
policy, Craig, Paul, de Búrca, Gráinne (ed): The Evolution of EU Law, 2nd ed., Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2011.
13
Council Resolution OJ C 92/1, 1975).
14
The Single European Act (OJ L 169, 1987), signed February 28 th 1986, entered into force July 1st 1987.
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1986, which represented the first amendment to the TEEC, could have filled in the gap left by
the latter in the field of consumer protection but unfortunately the authors of the SEA didn’t
go so far to introduce a specific provision regarding the competences of the Community in the
field of the promotion of consumers interests.15 By the beginning of the 1990s a string of “soft
law” commitments to the virtues of a consumer protection policy at EC level had been
forthcoming. During the discussions concerning the Treaty on the European Union,16 the
question of a specific provision concerning EC competence in the field of consumer
protection was raised at a very early stage. The Maastricht Treaty contained an explicit legal
basis for EC action in the field of consumer policy - Art. 129a (later on Art. 153).17,18 This for
the first time created a separate title devoted to “Consumer Protection” which conferred on
the EC a legislative competence in the field of consumer protection which was not tied to the
imperative of market integration.19 Some difficulties of interpretation have arisen since the
adoption of the provision, but in spite of that, the Maastricht Treaty put an end to the
controversies arising from the lack of an explicit legal basis for Community initiatives to
promote consumer interests.20 When Maastricht Treaty came in to force, an alternative legal
basis had to be found. Initially, this was the then Art. 100 (later on Art. 94 EC as a
consequence of the Amsterdam Treaty’s21 renumbering of the EC Treaty, today Art. 115).
Also there was Art. 100a (subsequently Art. 95 EC, today Art. 114), which became the legal
basis for all subsequent consumer law directives.22 These provisions allow adoption of
measures which contribute to the approximating national rules which have the object of
establishing and functioning of the internal market. The intimate connection between

15

Nebia/Askham 2004, pp 7-8, Weatheril 2005, pp 11.
The Treaty on European Union (OJ C 191, 1992), also known as Maastricht Treaty, signed February 7 th 1992,
entered into force November 1st 1993.
17
Art. 129a. stated that:
1. The Community shall contribute to the attainment of a hihg level of consumer protection through:
(a) Measures adopetd pursuant to Article 100a in the context of the completion of the internal market;
(b) Specific action which supports and supplements the policy pursued by the Memeber States to protect the
health, safety and economic interests of consumers and to provide adequate information to consumer.
2. The Council, .....
18
See also Weatheril 2005, pp11-15.
19
Weatheril 2005, pp 15.
20
Nebia/Askham 2004, pp 9.
21
Treaty of Amsterdam (OJ C 340, 1997), signed October 2 nd 1997, entered into force May 1st 1999.
22
Micklitz, Hans W., Reich, Norbert, Weatherill, Stephen, EU Treaty Revision and Consumer Protection,
Journal of Consumer Policy, 2004, vol. 27, pp 374-376, Oughton, David, Willet, Chris, Quality Regulation in
European Private Law, Journal of Consumer Policy, 2002, vol. 25, pp 300-302.
16
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legislative harmonization and the consumer interest has also been highlighted by the Court of
Justice of European Union (Court of the EU).23
Nowdays, we have following situation. According to Treaty of Lisbon, 24 consumer
policy does not fall within the EU’s exclusive competence but is one of the areas of shared
competences.25 In the field of consumer protection,26 EU action is only permissible if the
“objectives of proposed action” cannot be achieved at national level. 27 As a result of that, EU
Consumer Law is largely created through the harmonization of national laws. 28 Since every
EU action had to have appropriate legal basis, here are relevant Articles 11429 and 11530
TFEU. The main tool for the development of consumer law within the EU has been in the
form of directive, which requires that the national laws of the Member States are amended to
ensure that the outcomes pursued by a particular directive are implemented in national law.31
EU consumer law progressed by infiltrating selected areas of national law and, as a
consequences, EU-based rules became applicable to all consumers transactions (local,
regional or cross-border).
23

E.g. Case C-91/92 Paola Faccini Dori (1994) ECR I-3325, Cases C-178/94 et. al. Dillenkofer (1996) ECR I4845.
24
Treaty of Lisbon (OJ C 306, 2007), signed December 13th 2007, entered into force December 1st 2009.
25
Art. 4 (2)(f) TFEU.
26
Art. 169 TFEU: 1. In order to promote the interests of consumers and to ensure a high level of consumer
protection, the Union shall contribute to protecting the health, safety and economic interests of consumers, as
well as to promoting their right to information, education and to organise themselves in order to safeguard their
interests.
2. The Union shall contribute to the attainment of the objectives referred to in paragraph 1 through:
(a) measures adopted pursuant to Article 114 in the context of the completion of the internal market;
(b) measures which support, supplement and monitor the policy pursued by the Member States.
3. The European Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure and
after consulting the Economic and Social Committee, shall adopt the measures referred to in paragraph 2(b).
4. Measures adopted pursuant to paragraph 3 shall not prevent any Member State from maintaining or
introducing more stringent protective measures. Such measures must be compatible with the Treaties. The
Commission shall be notified of them.
27
This is the principal of subsidiarity according to the Art. 5(3) TFEU. It would be difficult to sustain an
argument that Memebr States are not able to adopt appropriate consumer protection frameworks, but what they
cannot do is to legislateto cover transactions in other Member States or to legislate for cross-border transactions.
28
Niglia, Leone, Of Harmonization and Fragmentation: The Problem of Legal Transplants in the
Europeanization of Private Law, Maastricht Journal of European and Comparative Law, 2010, vol. 2, pp 119,
Rösler, Hannes., Europeanisation of Private Law Through Directives – Determining Factors and Modalities of
Implementation, European Journal of Law Reform, vol. XI, no. 3, pp 306-309
29
Art. 114 TFEU: 1. Save where otherwise provided in the Treaties, the following provisions shall apply for the
achievement of the objectives set out in Article 26. The European Parliament and the Council shall, acting in
accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure and after consulting the Economic and Social Committee,
adopt the measures for the approximation of the provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative
action in Member States which have as their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market.
30
Art. 115. TFEU: Without prejudice to Article 114, the Council shall, acting unanimously in accordance with a
special legislative procedure and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and Social
Committee, issue directives for the approximation of such laws, regulations or administrative provisions of the
Member States as directly affect the establishment or functioning of the internal market.
31
Twigg-Flesner, 2010, pp 357.
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3. Minimum and Maximum (Full) Harmonization through Directives
In the area of consumer law, directives used to contain a so-called minimum
harmonization clause.32 On the basis of such a clause, Member States are allowed to
introduced or maintain consumer protection rules that exceed the level of protection offered
by these directives.33 That makes it easier for Member States to absorb a directive into their
legislation as only the minimum requirements of the directive must be met. However, this
necessarily implies that the effect of the harmonization measure is limited: whereas the aim of
harmonization is to approximate the laws of the Member States, these laws in fact still differ
when Member States make use of the minimum harmonization clause.34 The minimum
harmonization approach therefore entails the risk that traders that offer their goods or services
across the border may still face different rules that apply to their contracts than they are
accustomed to in their home country. Consumers, on the other hand, cannot be sure that they
will receive the same level of protection they are used to in their home country when they stop
cross-border.35 In this sense, minimum harmonization is thought not to remove the barriers to
the internal market in a sufficient manner. Despite everything, harmonization based on the
minimum clause was the beginning of activities in the sphere of EU consumer law which led
to the bulk of directives adopted between 1985 and 2002 dealing with doorstep selling,36
package travel,37 unfair terms,38 timeshare,39 distance selling,40 sale of consumer goods and
guarantees.41 Taking account of directives based on minimum approach, it could be said that
32

See: Reich, Norbert, ‘Chapter 1, Economic law, consumer interests and EU integration’, in: H.-W. Micklitz,
N. Reich, P. Rott, Understanding EU Consumer Law, Antwerp/Oxford/Portland: Intersentia, 2009, pp 40,
Micklitz, Hans W., ‘The targeted full harmonisation approach: looking behind the curtain’, in: G. Howells, R.
Schulze, Modernising and harmonising consumer contract law, Munich: Sellier, 2009, pp 48., Rott, Peter,
Minimum harmonization for the completion of the internal market? The example of consumer sales law,
Common Market Law Review, 2003, vol. 40, pp 1107- 1135.
33
Loos 2010, pp 5.
34
This would be different if minimum harmonisation would stand in the way of Member States adopting or
maintaining more stringent consumer protection rules with regard to the core provisions of a directive based on
Article 114 TFEU, as is argued by Rott, Peter, Minimum harmonization for the completion of the internal
market? The example of consumer sales law, Common Market Law Review, 2003, vol. 40, pp 1109, 1115-1117.
35
Green paper on the Review of the Consumer Acquis, COM (2006) 744 (final), pp 10.
36
Council Directive 85/577/EEC of 20 December 1985 to protect the consumer in respect of contracts negotiated
away from business premises (OJ L 372, 1985).
37
Council Directive 90/314/EEC of 13 June 1990 on package travel, package holidays and package tours (OJ L
158, 1990).
38
Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts (OJ L 095, 1993).
39
Directive 94/47/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 26 October 1994 on the protection of
purchasers in respect of certain aspects of contracts relating to the purchase of the right to use immovable
properties on a timeshare basis (OJ L 280, 1994).
40
Directive 97/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 1997 on the protection of
consumers in respect of distance contracts (OJ L 144, 1997).
41
Directive 1999/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 May 1999 on certain aspects of the
sale of consumer goods and associated guarantees (OJ L 171, 1999).
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it still had some highlights. First, it has the ability to promote consumer interests by removing
too disparate national legislation yet retaining national incentives to compete on quality.
Second, it allows for unity in diversity, as there may exist varying (legitimate) values across
the EU. Third, the relative ease of implementation and practicality favors minimum
harmonization. Fourth, it requires less political compromise, which reduces the frequency of
ambiguities from measures that are maximally harmonizing, which in turn reduces the stress
on the courts. The contribution of minimum harmonization approach of the EU measures in
the field of consumer law has resulted in a degree of approximation of national laws and
reduction of differences. Unfortunately, the reality was unsatisfactory since it only shifted the
degree of diversity between the national laws of the Member States into a different, and
possibly more complex, way.
As an outcome of the ‘new situation’, the European Commission commenced a review
of the consumer acquis (the so-called EC Consumer Law Compendium and Database
Project). In discovering variations between national laws, the project provided useful
ammunition for the European Commission, which had by then already decided to switch from
the minimum harmonization approach to full, or maximum, harmonization.42 In case where
the EU take legislative measures on the basis of full harmonization, Member States would be
required to abrogate national legislation that is not in conformity with the European level of
consumer protection, irrespective of whether the existing national level of consumer
protection is higher or lower that the new European level.43 This full harmonization would
cause consumers and traders to be able to rely on the fact that in the whole of the European
Union one uniform set of rights and obligations of the parties applies. Full harmonization
therefore leads to a uniform level of consumer protection throughout the European Union, and
therefore to a ‘level playing field’ for all traders and consumers. That in turn should make it
easier for both businesses and consumers to conclude cross-border contracts and should
ultimately lead to an increase in the use of the internal market. The policy shift to the full
42

Reich, Norbert, Harmonisation of European contract law: with special emphasis on consumer law, China – EU
Law Journal, 2011, vol. 1, pp 57-59, 87-91, Smits, Jan, ‘Full harmonization of consumer law? A critique of the
Draft directive on consumer rights’, European Review of Private Law, 2010, vol. 1, pp 5-14, Lilleholt, Kåre,
Notes on the Proposal for a new Directive on consumer rights, European Review of Private Law 2009, vol. 3, pp
335-343; Mak, Vanessa, The degree of harmonisation in the proposed consumer rights directive: a review in
light of liability for products, in: G. Howells, R. Schulze, Modernising and harmonising consumer contract law,
Munich: Sellier, 2009, p. 320., Faure, Michael, Towards a maximum harmonization of consumer contract law?,
Maastricht Journal of European and Comparative Law, 2008, vol. 4, p. 440-441., Rott, Peter, Maximum
Harmonisation and Mutual Recognition versus Consumer Protection: The Example of Linked Credit Agreements
in EC Consumer Credit Law, The European Legal Forum (E) 2/3-2006, pp 61-68, available at:
http://www.simons-law.com/eulf/., pp 64-66.
43
Loos 2010, pp 6.
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harmonization was followed by the adoption the Directive on distance marketing of financial
services,44 the Unfair commercial practices directive,45 the revised Consumer credit directive
in 2008,46 the revised Timeshare directive47 and Consumer rights directive.48
In conclusion of comparison of minimum and maximum (full) harmonization
approach, it could be sad the following. Whereas the benefits that full harmonization could
provide are not unambiguous, it is clear that full harmonization is not easy to reconcile with
the aim of consumer protection, especially not where the directive would require Member
States to repeal protective provisions that exceed the maximum level of protection allowed
under the certain directive. Full harmonization could therefore lead to a reduction in consumer
protection. In this respect, minimum harmonization may provide better results, as consumers
will at least receive the protection that is offered by the directive, but Member States are
allowed to introduce or maintain more protective rules if they see the need for that, given the
national circumstances, priorities and preferences.
In a light of mentioned barriers, arose as a consequences of the various types of
harmonization, the time has come to subject the present approach to EU consumer legislation
to a more thorough re-think.49 It could be said that it is the occasion for entirely new
approach.

4. Time for the New Approach
The experience with the consumer acquis to date shows that the practice of
harmonizing national laws does not necessarily create a better legal framework for consumer
transactions in the internal market. Although national laws have become approximated in
44

Directive 2002/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 September 2002 concerning the
distance marketing of consumer financial services and amending Council Directive 90/619/EEC and Directives
97/7/EC and 98/27/EC (OJ 2002, L 271/16).
45
Directive 2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning unfair business-to-consumer
commercial practices in the internal market and amending Council Directive 84/450/EEC, Directives 97/7/EC,
98/27/EC and 2002/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 of
the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ 2005, L 149/22).
46
Directive 2008/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2008 on credit agreements
for consumers and repealing Council Directive 87/102/EEC (OJ 2008, L 133/66).
47
Directive 2008/122/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 January 2009 on the protection of
consumers in respect of certain aspects of timeshare, long-term holiday product, resale and exchange contracts
(OJ 2009, L 33/10).
48
Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on consumer rights,
amending Council Directive 93/13/EEC and Directive 1999/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council and repealing Council Directive 85/577/EEC and Directive 97/7/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council (OJ 2011, L 304/64).
49
Twigg-Flesner 2010, pp 360.
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substance, there are continuing problems of accurate implementation, as well as the
subsequent interpretation of the law by national courts.50 Whilst approximation by directive
has removed some of the more immediate variations between national laws, it certainly has
not created a clear and coherent single legal framework for consumer transactions in the
internal market. The starting point for the new approach is the constitutional framework of the
TEU and TFEU.51 In addition to constrains imposed by the need to find a suitable legal basis,
action at the EU level is further confined especially by the principle of subsidiarity. EU
legislation dealing only with cross-border transactions would pass the subsidiarity test. One
Member State cannot create a legal framework to regulate cross-border transactions that
would be applicable in all the other Member States.52 For such a measure, the EU level is
more appropriate. A further element of the case for a new approach is that the use of
directives is no longer appropriate for the development of EU Consumer Law.53 Instead of
continuing with the harmonization of national consumer laws by directives, a regulation
dealing with cross-border transactions only should be adopted, creating a uniform rules for all
Member States. The key difference to directives is that regulations are directly applicable,
which means that their effectiveness does not depend on transposition by the Member States.
Even the European Commission has stated in their documents that “replacing directives with
regulations can, when legally possible and politically acceptable, offer simplification as they
enable immediate application and can be directly invoked before courts by interested
parties.”54 Referring to a shift to regulations, Professor Monti stated in his report:55”…There
is thus a growing case for choosing regulations rather than directives as the preferred legal
technique for regulating the single market. Regulation brings the advantages of clarity,
predictability and effectiveness. It establishes a level playing field for citizens and business
and carries a greater potential for private enforcement. However, the use of regulation is not
a panacea. Regulations are appropriate instruments only when determined legal and
substantial preconditions are satisfied...“56 He also said that: “ Harmonisation through
regulations can be most appropriate when regulating new sectors from scratch and easier
50

Twigg-Flesner, Good – Bye Harmonsation, pp 6.
Here, we are still talking about Art. 114 and Art. 169 TFEU.
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Twigg-Flesner 2010, pp 363.
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Twigg-Flesner 2010, pp 363.
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European Commission, A Europe of results – applying community law, COM (2007) 502 final, n. 12.
European Commission, Working document – Instruments for a modernised single market policy, SEC (2007)
1518.
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M.Monti, A New Strategy for the Single Market – At the Service of Europe’s Economy and Society, (Brussels,
2010), available at http://ec.europa.eu/bepa/pdf/monti_report_final_10_05_2010_en.pdf. (hereinafter referred to
as: Monti, 2010).
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when the areas concerned allow for limited interaction between EU rules and national
systems. In other instances, where upfront harmonisation is not the solution, it is worthwhile
exploring the idea of a 28th regime, an EU framework alternative to but not replacing
national rules. The advantage of the 28th regime is to expand options for business and
citizens operating in the single market: if the single market is their main horizon, they can opt
for a standard and single legal framework valid across Member States; if they move in a
predominantly national setting, they will remain under the national regime...”57 It could be
stressed out that there is no obvious reason why this approach could not also be used for
improving the quality of legislation in existing fields of EU law where existing practice has
not produced all of the results intended. Assuming that Art. 114 TFEU continues as the legal
basis for EU Consumer Law, there is no limitation by this Article to action based on directives
only - national rules can be “approximated” through a regulation, although this would then
require the repeal of national laws falling within its scope.58 Of course, choosing a regulation
would create its own challenges: it would adopt terminology and concepts distinct from any
national law, and Member States could not utilize more appropriate national legal terminology
as they can when transposing a directive; a regulation could create legal difficulties
particularly for jurisdictions with a civil code which integrates consumer law into the code,
because this would make it more complicated to accommodate a regulation in the specific
domestic context.59 A shift towards a regulation would bring legal practice more into line with
the practical reality in that directives often seem to be de facto regulations already: the text of
consumer law directives has become increasingly detailed, with complex terminology and
intense debate during the legislative stages about the wording of particular provisions. It has
been argued convincingly that the level of detail now found in directives would be more
appropriate to regulations in any event.60
As a consequence of all efforts and future aims, the new approach at the EU level
would be creation of so-called “European Consumer Transactions Regulation”61 applicable to
cross-border transactions, with national laws free to regulate domestic transactions as
appropriate. Although this double approach to a consumer law has some risks, it seems
feasible. Perhaps the greatest risk is that consumers may be confused about the true level of
57
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Twigg-Flesner, Good – Bye Harmonsation, pp 8.
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Johnston, Angus, Unberath, Hannes, “Law at, to or from the centre?” in F.Cafaggi (Ed.): The institutional
framework of European private law, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006.
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protection they would enjoy under this scheme – indeed; this was the objection on the basis of
which the Commission rejected this approach.62 The model envisaged here is that national law
would govern the vast majority of the transactions they enter into, but whenever they enter
into a contract which would fall in the category of “cross-border” the EUCTR would apply.
The advantage of the EUCTR would be that one single measure would apply throughout the
EU, and whilst this might give a different level of protection, at least it would be easier for a
consumer to identify what that level of protection might be.63 The EUCTR would be available
in all the official EU languages, and a consumer could discover this in his own language. As
far as the appropriate legal basis is concerned, the most obvious choices are Article 114 TFEU
and Article 169 (2) (b) TFEU. It needs to be borne in mind that Article 114 TFEU is not
limited to cross-border circumstances, i.e., legislation need not be limited to situations dealing
with the free movement between Member States.64 The EUCTR would undoubtedly deal with
those issues already covered in the existing acquis – there is no point in undoing what has
already been achieved, but it could also go much further and contain more detailed provisions
on matters not presently regulated in the acquis, such as questions of contract formation, as
well as remedies such as damages.65 A further issue regarding the EUCTR is whether it
should be an optional measure, which parties could use instead of the relevant national law if
they so wished, or whether it should be applied automatically (in the latter case, all crossborder transactions within the scope of the EUCTR would automatically be subject to it, with
no possibility to modify its rules or opt-out altogether in favor of a national law).66 As an
optional measure, EUCTR could be applied by default, although the parties could agree to
opt-out. Alternatively, the EUCTR could be an “opt-in” model. Finally, thought would need
to be given to how the EUCTR could be enforced, (which courts would have jurisdiction to
hear claims).67 In the context of the EUCTR, this would create new divergences as soon as the
regulation entered into force, as national courts are likely to take different views on the
application of the EUCTR. Relying on the Article 267 TFEU reference procedure is
unrealistic, as national courts are notoriously reluctant to utilize this. In the absence of a
62
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separate court system for consumer disputes, or cross-border disputes generally, some other
mechanism might have to be devised.68
In light of all this, the European Commission made a Proposal for a Regulation on a
Common European Sales Law,

69

but unfortunately the Proposal was withdrawn. The reason

given for the withdrawal is modified proposal in order to fully unleash the potential of ecommerce in the Digital Single Market. It remains to be seen what the modified proposal will
look like. Presumably it will take into account amendments proposed by the European
Parliament in a new and well-integrated way.

5. Conclusion
It is well-known fact that the harmonization approach to EU consumer law had, and
still has, a positive impact since it resulted in lifting of standards of protection in many
Member States in some areas, and it has also ensured that consumer protection is of general
concern. It was argued in this paper that, in creating a totally new approach, activities in
sphere of the EU should abandon further harmonization by directive because the conclusions
of the past practices are that harmonization does not necessarily create sufficient
approximation of national laws, because very often it remains necessary to understand
national law in case a dispute arises. Abandoning the harmonization approach would mean
that as far as domestic transactions are concerned, variations between Member States could be
recreated. Since the demand for the well constructed EU Consumer Law still exists, the step
forward has to be to change to regulations as the legal tool for future actions.
The main intention of this paper is to show why the process of harmonizing national
laws by directive has come to the end and why is not anymore accepted as a useful tool for
work. If the EU is serious about reforming consumer law, then harmonization of whatever
degree by directive should be left a side. If the intention is to adopt a uniform consumer law
framework for the EU, then the appropriate legal measure is a regulation, not a directive.
Bearing in mind the limitations of the EU’s competence to act, a regulation dealing with
cross-border transactions only should be the focus of the EU’s activities. It seems that
68
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distance contracts where the consumer is based in one Member State and the trader in another
are the obvious candidates, although there are other types of transactions which might also
qualify. It is then proposed that whenever a transaction is of the cross-border kind, EU Law
should be applicable automatically, rather than having an optional instrument of the bluebutton variety. This would produce a clearer set of alternatives rather than the somewhat
elusive idea that there is some sort of choice with the blue button.
The real question is whether there will be enough courage to go back to the source of
this matter and develop a whole new approach to EU Consumer Law along the lines
developed in this paper. Many challenges posed by the existence of parallel regimes for
domestic and cross-border transactions respectively, such as the risk of confusion, and
speculative increases in costs to business, have prevailed in current thinking at the European
level away from this model. Unfortunately, mentioned obstacles only brought the situation to
almost ‘a dead end’.
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Abstract

Restorative Justice is an approach where victims, offenders, and community who are involved
and/or affected by crime put real efforts to heal the harm and put things right after the crime
has been committed. In Islamic Criminal Law, there is a form of criminal cases settlement
which is in accordance with the concept of restorative justice: Sulh. Sulh or conciliation
(amicable settlement) is a method in which victims and offenders are allowed to arrange
peace to each other in the case of the subtitution of punishment for offenders. Indonesian
criminal justice system has not yet fully acknowledged the existence of this method, but the
implementation of restorative justice has already been developed by indigenous peoples in
many areas in Indonesia. Criminal cases settlement through conciliation is very suitable for
Indonesian people that uphold deliberations. Thus, the implementation of Sulh as the form of
criminal cases settlement without litigation could be a great solution for particular criminal
cases that happens in Indonesia.
Keywords: Sulh; Restorative Justice; Crime; Islamic Criminal Law;

1. Introduction
Law enforcement process in Indonesia that is set out in Criminal Procedure Law
would create a sense of justice and legal certainty if the legal substance, the legal structure,
and the legal culture is applied in such integrated way.
In general, the criminal cases in Indonesia are settled through litigation (through
courts) or known as 'in-court settlement.' Once again, the aim of this settlement is to achieve
justice, legal certainty, and also purposiveness.1 These three things happens to be the goals of
law that law makers and also the society hope to achieve from law enforcement. But in fact,
Purposiveness, justice, and legal certainty are the three general percepts stated by Gustav Radbruch (a legal
philosopher) to complete the concept of law. See HEATHER LEAWOODS, “Gustav Radbruch: An
Extraordinary Legal Philosopher,” Washington University Journal of Law and Policy, (January 2000), vol.
2:489, p. 493.
1
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the implementation of law enforcement in criminal cases are often unable to fulfill those three
things at once.
Speaking of criminal cases settlement, Islam has sulh (conciliation) as a method that is
different from any conventional methods of criminal cases settlement implemented in
Indonesia.2 This method is ‘a contrario’ with the litigation method, so that sulh is known as
‘out-court settlement’ that tries to find the alternative way to settle the case (win-win
solution). Nowadays, ‘out-court settlement’ is more familiar in civil cases.
In sulh or conciliation, the conflicting parties (the victim(s) and the offender(s))
arrange a mutual agreement so that the case is solved amicably. The other point is that the
victim or the heirs of the victim will then get fair compensation for the harm that caused by
the offender. This is different from the general criminal cases settlement in which the offender
has no right to settle the case amicably once he got arrested. So then, this case will be between
the state (represented by the prosecutor) and the accused (the offender). Simply to say, the
offender has no chance to negotiate with the victim or the heirs of the victim. For some cases
that rely on the report made by the victim, the victim is also unable to conciliate with the
offender unless he revokes the report.3 The point is that by the settlement through litigation,
the victim or the heirs of the victim might lose the chance on getting compensation from the
offender in which the victim or the heirs of the victim will possibly get if using ‘out-court
settlement.’
Basically in the development of Criminal Law, there has been an alternative in the
settlement of criminal cases, known as ‘Restoratve Justice.’ Restorative Justice is an approach
where victims, offenders, and community who are involved and/or affected by crime put real
efforts to heal the harm and put things right after the crime has been committed. In restorative
justice, the offender is expected to take a real and full responsibility for the harm caused by

Sulh (al-sulh) in Arabic means termination of a dispute. It is derived from the word ‘saluha’ or ‘salaha’ which
means to be good, right, proper, suitable or the process of restoring something. See HANIS WAHED, “Sulh: Its
Application in Malaysia,” IOSR Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences, vol. 20, issue 6, ver. II (June 2015),
p. 71, e-ISSN: 2279-0837, p-ISSN: 2279-0845.
3
In Indonesia, one of the cases which rely on the report of the victim can be seen in Article 369 Indonesian
Criminal Code: (1) Any person who, with intent to unlawfully benefit himself or another, by threat of slander
lebel revelation of a secret forces someone either to deliver any property which wholly or partially belongs to
that person or to a third party, or to negotiate a loan or to annul a debt, shall, being guilty of black mail, be
punished by a maximum imprisonment of four years; (2) This crime shall not be prosecuted unless upon
complaint of the person against whom it has been committed.
2
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him.4 Also in restorative justice, the community becomes the part in the healing process from
the crime. Different from settlement in court where the main actor is always the accused (the
offender), in restorative justice the rights of the aggrieved party (the victim) is also the center
in which it has to be restored in order for the victim to obtain the essence of law: justice.
Indonesian criminal justice system has not yet fully acknowledged the existence of
this method, but the application of restorative justice has developed in many rural and urban
societies where many criminal cases are solved amicably as part of the settlement. Also the
settlement of the criminal cases through conciliation as in sulh offered by Islamic Criminal
Law, are very compatible with the hallmark of Indonesia that uphold the spirit of deliberations
in every problem that happens, with the aim that the criminal law is the ultimum remedium
(last resort) not as a premium remedium (prime resort).

2. Discussion
2.1 Criminal Cases Settlement according to Criminal Law System in Indonesia
Generally in Indonesian Criminal Law, the settlement of criminal cases solved through
litigation (through the courts) or known as 'in-court settlement.' In the field of public law such
as Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure Law, the law gives validity to law enforcement
officers on behalf of the state, to enforce the law according to the rules. The understanding of
law enforcement officers today is that all criminal case ought to enter the court, as long as
there are valid regulations. The results which are often raised in the litigation process is that
there will be the loser and the person who wins, so that litigation process is often referred to
'win-lose solution.'
In Indonesian Criminal Code, criminal provisions on crime against life is set in the
book II chapter XIX, which consists of 13 Articles, Article 338 to Article 350. For example
on the Articles related to the crime of murder:
Article 338 Indonesian Penal Code on murder: “The person who with deliberate intent
takes the life of another person, shall, being guilty of manslaughter, be punished by a
maximum inprisonment of fifteen years.”

This is the principle of reparation: that those who offend should do something to repair the wrong they have
done, and in so doing acknowledge the harm they have caused. See EAMONN CARRABINE, et.al.,
Criminology A Social Introduction, (New York: Routledge, 2009), p. 237.
4
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Article 340 Indonesian Penal Code on premeditation murder: “The person who with
deliberate intent and with premeditation takes the life of another person, shall being guilty of
murder, be punished by capital punishment of life imprisonment or a maximum imprisonment
of twenty years.”
As seen from the formulation of the articles, the nature of criminal sanctions is
retaliation, while the primary goal of criminal sanctions is deterrence,5 aimed at the offender
himself as well as to those who have the potential to become the offender. It also aims to
protect people from all forms of crime and educate or repair for the offender.
2.2 Criminal Cases Settlement in The Perspective of Islamic Law
2.2.1

The Form of Cases Settlement in Islamic Criminal Law
'Fiqh Al-Jinayat' (Islamic Criminal Law) is the law that regulates jarimah (the crime)

and uqubah (the punishment). In 'Fiqh Al-Jinayat,' it is also discussed about the settlement of
criminal cases viewed from various jarimah. ‘Fiqh Al-Jinayat’ divides crimes into 3 (three)
categories: jarimah hudud (crimes against God – the punishment is fixed in the Quran and
Hadiths); jarimah qisas-diyat (crimes against an individual or family – the punishment is
equal retaliation in the Quran and the Hadiths); and jarimah ta’zir (crimes whose punishment
is not specified in the Quran and the Hadiths, and is left to the discretion of the ruler or
judge).6

For Bentham and contemporary thinkers, a distinction is drawn between individual and general deterrence.
Individual deterrence is said to occur when someone finds the experience of punishment so unpleasant that they
never wish to repeat the infraction for fear of the consequences. On the other hand, the idea of general deterrence
is that offenders are punished not to deter the offenders themselves, but to discourage other potential offenders.
See EAMONN CARRABINE, et.al., Ibid., p. 233.
6
Hudud (plural of ḥadd, a “limit” set by God), the contravention of which leads to a prescribed and mandatory
penalty. The second, taʿzir (chastisement), comprises those crimes not included among the hudud because their
punishment is discretionary. Taʿzir implies the correction or rehabilitation of the culprit; hence, punishment is
left to the judge and might vary depending upon who inflicts it and upon whom it is inflicted. The third category,
qiṣaṣ-diyat (retribution), is concerned with crimes against the person such as homicide, infliction of wounds, and
battery. Punishment by retribution is set by law, but the victim or his next of kin may waive such retribution by
accepting blood money or financial compensation (diyah) or by forgoing the right altogether. See FARHAT J.
ZIADEH, “Criminal Law,” Oxford Islamic Studies, Oxford University Press. Access from
<http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com/article/opr/t236/e0170>.
Quran (Al-Quran) is the religious text of Islam, which Muslims believe to be a revelation from God.
Hadith(s) is a report, story, or tradition about what Muhammad (the historical founder of the Islamic religion)
said or did and about he did not say or do. See JUAN E. CAMPO, Encyclopedia of Islam, (New York: Facts on
File, Inc, 2009), p. 278.
5
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2.2.2

The Principles of Sulh in Islamic Law
There are three principles that must exist in sulh: the disclosure of the truth; there must

be the victim(s) (or the heirs of the victim) and the offender(s) as the conflicting parties, while
the other is neutral third party to help the conflicting parties communicating to each other and
lower the tension; and then sulh is a voluntary process without coercion, promoting the
balance of rights and obligations. Also, sulh or conciliation is conceptually not necessarily
erase mistakes that the offender has committed, but the nature is to give the offender
commutation.
Revealing the truth is a crucial thing that the offender has to be done. Quran Surah AlHujarat verse 6 clearly states how important a truth must be revealed in order not to do
injustice to other people.7 Then, there are two parties that are able to be identified in a process
of sulh, the conflicting parties and the third party as a mushlih (people who conciliate the
conflicting parties). Last but not the least, the parties in the conflict are the parties who
actually have the interest in it, which is between the victim (or the heirs of the victim) and the
offender. Sulh is a process of agreement between the parties to get an understanding so that no
longer conflict occurs. Therefore, the existence of the victim and the offender is absolute.
There are also specific terms and conditions for the existence of the offender and the
victim: The victim in the context of Islamic law is the direct victim, the person harmed or
suffer from the crime committed by the offender. Aside from being a direct victim, the victim
that is able to perform sulh should be in a position to be responsible for his actions, that he is
an adult, not in a state of mad, drunk, or in a state of distress or forced. Then, for the offender
he must be personally responsible for the crime he had committed, in which if there is no sulh
then he will be punished according to regulations. In sulh it is not allowed to have
representations for the offender by other parties. The last one, the mushlih role. The mushlih
here is the independent party who actively assist the settlement between the victim and the
offender. The actual position of the mushlih in the process of sulh is conditional. If in the
process of sulh, there is a posibility for something worse to happen, such as pressures both
from the offender or the victim, then it becomes crucial to have a mushlih. Parties that can act
as a mushlih in sulh is not limited whether it is a person or institution. The role of mushlih
Quran Surah Al Hujarat verse 6: “O believers, if an evildoer comes to you with some news, verify it (investigate
to ascertain the truth), lest you should harm others unwittingly and then regret what you have done.” See
AHMAD RAMZY, “Perdamaian dalam Hukum Pidana Islam dan Penerapan Restorative Justice Dikaitkan
dengan Pembaruan Hukum Pidana di Indonesia,” (Thesis University of Indonesia, Jakarta, 2009), p. 31
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himself, from authors perspective, should be performed by judges, so that the decision later
will have executorial power. Then, in this process there must also exist the balance between
rights and obligations. The victim (or the heirs of the victim) is prohibited to demand the
compensation beyond the ability of the offender, the offender himself is also prohibited to
delay the payment of compensation or decrease of indemnity or compensation that has been
determined. Islam reminds that in the context of society, in solving problems that arise in
society should be using the principle of proportionality.8
This is the essence of punishment using sulh which provides a two-way balanced
solution, with a goal of true peace: the loss of the burden of sin for the offender, and the loss
of the sense of anguish and resentment for the victim (and his families). Peace is a command
from God that should be sought fairly as a grace from God, who loves peace.
2.2.3

The Categorization of Crime Allowed to be Settled by Sulh
According to the teachings of ‘Hanafi madhhab,’9 jarimah qisas is divided into five

categories: intentional murder, quasi-intentional murder, unintentional murder, intentional
maltreatment and unintentional maltreatment. This means that crimes which can be replaced
with an amicable settlement are heavy crimes.10
2.3 The Concept of Justice
2.3.1

Retributive and Restitutive Justice towards Restorative Justice
Retributive justice has several meanings, but are able to be understood as a concept of

justice that holding on principles: (1) actors who have the intention of doing several types of
crime, generally serious crimes, morally punishable proportionally; (2) intrinsically, morality
is good when the legitimized officers do the sentencing to criminals according to the
regulations; (3) it can not be morally permissible to deliberately punish innocent people, nor
impose disproportionate punishment to criminals.11

AHMAD RAMZY, Ibid., p. 38.
Derived from the Arabic verb dhahabal yadhhabu (lit. went/to go), the verbal noun madhhab generally means
that which is followed, and more specifically, the opinion or idea that one chooses or adopt. Madhhab also
means a group of jurists and legists who are loyal to a distinct, integral, and most importantly, collective legal
doctrine attributed to an eponym, a master-jurist, so to speak, after whom the school is known to acquire
particular, distinctive characteristics. Thus, after the formation of the schools, jurists began to characterized as
Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i, or Hanbali. See WAEL B. HALLAQ, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), p. 150-152.
10
AHMAD HANAFI, Asas-Asas Hukum Pidana Islam, (Jakarta: Bulan Bintang, 1986), p. 8.
11
“Retributive Justice.” Access from <http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/justice-retributive/>
8
9
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Restitutive justice is a rights-based approach to criminal sanctions which views crime
as an offense by one individual against the rights of another calling for forced reparations by
the criminal (offender) to the victim. This is a sharp departure from the two predominant
sanctioning theories-retribution and crime prevention. Rights-based analysts have criticized
this approach for fighting to include mens rea, or criminal intent into the calculation of
sanctions, thereby ignoring the traditional distinction between crime and tort.12
The change of paradigm of justice in criminal law is a phenomenon that is being
worldwide today, where the paradigm of restorative justice now gets its own special place.
International society is more aware of and agree that it is necessary to change the mindset in
dealing with criminal cases settlement. The criminal justice system based on retributive
justice and restitutive only give the authority to the state (delegated to law enforcement
officers: police, prosecutors, judges). The offender and the victim have a little opportunity to
deliver a version of justice they want. The state determines the degree of justice for the victim
by giving imprisonment to the offender. Not surprisingly, a crime committed by the offender
is increasing because in prison they actually received additional knowledge to commit a crime
and then recruit others to follow.
In the view of Jim Considine, one of the pioneers of restorative justice from New
Zealand, the concept of retributive and restitutive justice, based on punishment and
vengeance, is counter productive that it fails to rehabilitate, is expensive and leads people to
re-offend very quickly. In restorative justice, the aim is healing for both the victim and the
offender.13
The comparison among retributive, restitutive, and restorative jutice are as follows :
Table 1 The Comparison among Retributive, Restitutive, dan Restorative Justice
No.
1.

Differences

Retributive

Philosophical

Achieving justice

Foundation

with a retaliation to
the person who

Restitutive

Restorative

Correcting mistakes

Forgiveness is the

by repairing

basic in repairing

RANDY
BARNETT,
“The
Justice
of
Restitution”.
Access
from
<http://www.bu.edu/rbarnett/25amer117.htm>
13
GEORGE M. ANDERSON, “Restorative Justice: Interview with Jim Consedine.” Access from
<http://americanmagazine.org/issue/277/article/restorative-justice-interview-jim-consedine>. See also JIM
CONSEDINE, Restorative Justice: Healing the Effects of Crime, (Lyttelton: Ploughshares Publications, 1995),
p. 11.
12
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caused harm

human relationships.

The offender regrets
Punishment for the
2.

Ways

the harm he caused,

offender is equal

The victim receives

promise not to repeat,

with the harm he

compensation.

and give the victim

caused.

compensation if
needed

3.

Focus

The offender

The victim

The offender and the
victim

Source: Dean E. Peachey, “Restitution, Reconciliation, Retribution: Identifying the
Forms of Justice People Desire”, in Restorative Justice on Trial: Pitfalls and Potentials of
Victim Offender Mediation-Internationa Research Perspectives, eds Messmer, H and Otto,
H.U., (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers,1992), p. 552 – 553.
From the table above, it is clear that restorative justice offers a more comprehensive
solution for victims and offenders such as awareness-raising actions, forgiveness, recovery of
victims and necessary compensation. It is not found in the values of retributive and restitutive
justice.
2.3.2

Restorative Justice in Criminal Justice System
Criminal actions are no longer considered as an attack against the state, but it is a

crime committed against someone else. Restorative justice is based on the conception of
humanity on both sides, the offender and the victim. Restorative process aimed at healing
injuries for all parties by the crime. Alternative solutions are explored with a focus on
repairing the damage that caused by the crime.14
Criminal cases settlement is actually very simple. Applying the elements of restorative
justice in settling cases between the victim and the offender, by:15
JIM CONSEDINE, Ibid., p. 158.
DS. DEWI and FATAHILLAH A. SYUKUR, Mediasi Penal: Penerapan Restorative Justice di Pengadilan
Anak Indonesia, p. 34.
14
15
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1. Organizing the meetings for the conflicting parties (the victim and the offender) and the
families that support them;
2. Giving the opportunities for all parties to tell how the crime has happened and proposing
solutions or action plans;
3. Giving the offender and his family the opportunity to propose a final solution that can be
agreed by all presenting parties, Once they have listened to the opinions of others;
4. Supervising the implementation of the proposal, particularly in regard to the compensation
for the victim.
2.3.3

Restorative Justice in Laws and Regulations in Indonesia
Based on the fourth principle of Pancasila,16 decisions are taken by deliberations

(prioritizing deliberations in making decisions for the common good). Deliberations to reach
consensus filled with a spirit of brotherhood, so that the philosophy of "deliberations" should
contains the elements as follows: (1) conferencing (meeting to hear each other and express
opinions), (2) search solutions (finding solutions on the issue that is happening), (3)
reconciliation, (4) repair (fixing for all the consequences arising), and (5) circles (mutual
support).17 These principles are exactly as required and be the keywords in the conception of
restorative justice so that any constitutional basis of restorative justice find its feet.
In recent developments, the conception of restorative justice have started to be
introduced in the Draft Law on Indonesian Criminal Code as well as the positive criminal
Code in Indonesia. The principle of restorative justice is applied in juvenile criminal justice
system in Indonesia, as contained in Article 8 of Act No. 11 of 2012 on Juvenile Criminal

Pancasila is the official philosophical foundation of the Indonesian state. Pancasila consists of two Old
Javanese words (originally from Sanskrit) which means five principles. It comprises five principles held to be
inseparable and interrelated:
1. Belief in the one and only God (in Indonesian, Ketuhanan Yang Maha Esa).
2. Just and civilised humanity (in Indonesian, Kemanusiaan Yang Adil dan Beradab).
3. The unity of Indonesia (in Indonesian, Persatuan Indonesia).
4. Democracy guided by the inner wisdom in the unanimity arising out of deliberations amongst representatives
(in Indonesian, Kerakyatan Yang Dipimpin oleh Hikmat Kebijaksanaan, Dalam Permusyawaratan dan
Perwakilan).
5. Social justice for all of the people of Indonesia (in Indonesian, Keadilan Sosial bagi seluruh Rakyat
Indonesia).
17
KUAT PUJI PRAYITNO, “Restorative Justice untuk Peradilan Pidana di Indonesia (Perspektif Yuridis
Filosofis dalam Penegakan Hukum In Concreto,” Jurnal Dinamika Hukum Vol. 12, No. 3 (September 2013).
Access from <http://fh.unsoed.ac.id/sites/default/files/fileku/dokumen/JDH2012/JDHSeptember2012/3.pdf>
16
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Justice System.18 This conception of restorative justice, it is not impossible in the future to be
applied more widely in criminal laws and regulations in Indonesia.
2.3 Compatibility of The Implementation of Conciliation in Islamic Criminal Law in the
Context of Law in Indonesia
In reality within the society, the practice of conciliation between the victim and the
offender done not only in violation of Adat Law but the Criminal Law in general as well.
Resolution of conflict in amicable way is the cultural value owned by Indonesian society, as
stated by Daniel S. Lev cited by Wukir Prayitno that the legal culture in Indonesia in
resolving the conflict has its own characteristics due to its cultural values. Maintaining peace
is a commendable effort, so that it can solve the conflict in the form of compromise.19
In Indonesian Adat law, regulation concerning the judge of peace set in Article 3
Reglement op de Rechtelijke Organisatie en het Beleid der Justitie (Regulation on the
Composition of The Judiciary and Court Policy). There are still many indigenous peoples in
Indonesuia who use this system.
The values in society that upholds peace is the law that lives in society and the law
that lives in society is the real law. The Law that lives in society should be explored through
legal discovery (rechtsvinding) by judges. Adat Law as the unwritten law can also be a source
of law.
The aspects of criminal law in the teachings of Islam which currently a discourse for
the criminal law reform in Indonesia is an absolute thing, it is expressed by Dr. Abdul Gani
Abdullah, S.H., in his writing. According to him, there are three things that become the basis
for it:
1. Philosophical, a substantial injection of normative aspects of Islamic teachings
produce epistimological attitudes which give great contribution to the growth of the
outlook on life, the ideal of morality and the ideal of law in socio-cultural life of the
people of Indonesia.
18
Article 8 Act No. 11 of 2012: “(1) Diversion process done through consultations involving children and
parents/guardians, the victim and/or parents/guardians, Supervising Social and Professional Social Worker
based approach Restorative Justice; (2) If necessary, consultations referred to in section (1) may involve the
power of Social Welfare, and/or community; (3) Diversion process shall take into account: a. the interests of
victims, b. child welfare and responsibilities, c. avoidance of negative stigma; d. avoidance of retaliation; e.
harmonious society, f. propriety, morality, and public order.”
19
ALEF MUSYAHADAH, “Kedudukan Perdamaian Anatara Korban dengan Pelaku Tindak Pidana dalam
Sistem Pemidanaan”, (Thesis University of Diponegoro, Semarang, 2005), p. 1.
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2. Sociological, histories of Indonesian Islamic community showed that ideals and legal
awareness in the life of Islam have a sustainable level of actuality.
3.

Juridicial, Indonesian legal history is very deep with religious susbstances that finally
give a characterization of the nation of Indonesia.20

3. Conclusion
Speaking of criminal law reform in Indonesia, it has a close relation to the purpose of
criminal punishment. It is not easy to find out the purpose of criminal punishment explicitely
from the Indonesian Criminal Code. Thus, the attempt to see the purpose of criminal
punishment are able to be done by analyzing other regulations or law doctrines. As in the
previous discussion, the tendency of using retributive justice is still high in Indonesia,
although the use of restorative justice is much more in line with the concept of justice in
Indonesian society. It is also in line with the implementation of criminal cases settlement
using sulh as in Islamic Criminal Law. The concept of sulh that is offered by the Islamic
Criminal Law has a good prospect for Indonesian criminal law reform, for in the case of
murder, for example, it is much more fair if families of the victim receive compensation for
the harm caused by the offender, instead of punished in prison for years. It will aslo be a great
idea if the concept sulh becomes the source in the draft of Indonesian Criminal Code and
Indonesian Code of Criminal Procedure (Act No. 8 of 1981).
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Abstract

Women comprise only 7% of the offenders in the prisons and jails of the United States.
A small fraction of a very large incarcerated population, they number over 200,000.
But the rate of growth of female imprisonment has exceeded that of men by 50%
during the three or four decades of the mass incarceration era. The number of
incarcerated women has grown by more than 700% in 35 years. The political
leadership of the United States recognizes that the four or fivefold increase in the
incarcerated population must be brought down. There is bipartisan agreement on the
measures to be taken to achieve reduction: Keep morelow-level nonviolent offenders
out of prison. This agenda is too timid and tepid to accomplish more than modest
reductions in the incarcerated population. However, statistically women offenders
ARE “low-level nonviolent” offenders. A good measure of the success of the current
reform agenda therefore is bringing down the number of women behind bars from
their current historically unprecedented heights.
1. Introduction
Women comprise just 7 percent of the 2.2 million people incarcerated in the

prisons and jails of the United States.1 It is not surprising therefore that relatively

little attention is paid to thedistaff side of the incarceration boom even as reducing
the numbers of the imprisoned has risen to a prominent place on the American

political agenda of both U.S. political parties. Criminal justice reform is a rare area
where liberals and conservatives are in agreement abouttheneed for and the

substance of reform. There are at least three good reasons to focus more attention
on incarcerated women.

Carson, E.A., Prisoners in 2014, Bureau of justice Statistics, Washington, D.C. 2015).
[Herein after BJS Prisoners in 2014]; Minton, T.D. and Zeng.Z, Jail Inmates at Midyear,
2014, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Washington, D.C. (2015).
1
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First, the number of incarcerated women has increased sharply during the

mass incarceration era. From 1980 to 2014 the number of women behind bars

increased by more than 700 percent.2 There are more than women 215,000 behind
bars.3 Thirty percent of the world’s incarcerated women are in U.S. prisons and

jails.4 The rate of growth of U.S. female incarceration has exceeded the rate for
malesby more than 50percent during this 35 year period.5

Second, the bipartisan policy prescriptions advocated by leaders of both U.S.

politicalpartiesare far too anemic to reduce imprisonment in the United States to
anything approaching pre-boom levels. These leaders are overselling and

misleading the public about the impact of reforms undertaken and proposed.

However, if effectively carried out, these reform policies would bring a dramatic

reduction of women behind bars. The mantra of the bipartisan reformers is: keep
more low-level nonviolent offenders out of prison; reduce the time served and

recidivism rates of low-level nonviolent prisoners. Statistically, women offenders
ARE low-level nonviolent offenders to a greater extent than incarcerated men.

Third, the bipartisan consensus extends to the recognition that the prison

boom has fallen so heavily on blacks as to be indefensible morally and socially. One
in three black men will go to prison in his lifetime if current rates of incarceration
persist.6The outsized impact of mass incarceration on black men has legitimately

captured the attention of reformers. Reformers recognize that mass incarceration

has been egregiously harmful not only to those incarcerated but also to the families
and communities that so many black men have left for prison. However, the racial

2Incarcerated Women and Girls,

Sentencing Project. Washington, D.C. (2015).
Prisoners in 2014.[Hereinafter Incarcerated Women and Girls].
4Kajstura, A. and Immarigeon, State of Women’s Incarceration: The Global Context,
Prison Policy Initiative (2015).
5Incarcerated Women and Girls.
6Bonczar, T., Prevalence of Imprisonment in the U.S. Population, 1974-2001, Bureau
of Justice Statistics, Washington, D.C. (2003).
3BJS
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skew has also affected black women. Theimprisonment rate of black women is
more than twice that of white women.7

Reduction in the incarceration of women would have an outsized impact on

female black offenders and through them black families and communities. Women
of all races in prison are more likely than male prisoners to be parents, and more
likely than male parents to the breadwinners andcaretakers of children prior to
incarceration.8 Reform programs targeted to reduce the numbers of low-level

nonviolent offenders locked up and to help them avoid reoffending, if effective,

would have a significant ameliorative impact on black communities. The rate of

black female incarceration exposes their families and communities togreater risk of
deprivation of adults in the responsible roles they could fill. The same multiplier
effect applies to incarcerated women of every race and ethnicity.

It is too soon to determine whether the reform agenda will be expanded to

exceed the “low-level nonviolent” formula. But the political class at the state and
federal level embrace this mantra at the present time. If these modest policies
wereamply implemented they would reduce the flow of women to prison and

jailand the number of incarcerated women. A good measure of the success of such
programs therefore is the extent to which it reduces female incarceration.
2. Mass Incarceration in the United States
The Unite States has the world’s highest rate of imprisonment and largest

prison population.9More importantly, from the point of view of domestic politics,

U.S. incarceration rates are four or five times higher than they were before the
7BJS

Prisoners in 2014.
L. and Maruschak, M., Parents in Prison and Their Minor Children, Bureau of
Justice Statistics, Washington, D.C. (2008) Revised 3/30/10. [Hereinafter Children]
9 Travis, T., Western, B., and Redburn, S., The Growth of Incarceration in the United
States: Exploring the Causes and Consequences, National Research Council of the
National Academy of Sciences(2014) at 34. [Hereinafter, Growth of Incarceration]
8 Glaze,
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prison boom began four decades ago.10 Mass incarceration can therefore now be

seen as a historical epoch rather than an essential feature of the American way of

criminal justice. The political class has reached substantial consensus that it is time
to reduce the use of incarceration. Just as the prison boom enjoyed bipartisan
support, so the reform movement now enjoys the support of liberals and

conservative office holders and their allied policy establishments. The steep rise in

crime rates that began in the 60’s and 70s fed the prison boom. Liberals supported
or were unable to resist the hallmark policies of the mass incarceration era. Mass

incarceration has meant a harsh penal response to narcotics use and trafficking (the
war on drugs)and more severe and mandatory penalties for serious and violent

crime (harsh recidivism penalties and the more extensive imposition of long terms
of years and life sentences). The sustained, precipitous drop in crime rates that
began in the late 80’s of the last century did not slow or reverse the growth of

incarceration, which peeked in 2010.11The political class became a prisoner of its

own “tough on crime” political rhetoric as the momentum of the prison boom
increased its fiscal burden while crime rates fell.12

By the second decade of the 21st century liberals and conservatives plucked

up sufficient courage to make a modest demurral from the fiscal and social costs of
America’s crowded prisons. Democrats and some of the most conservative

Republicans argued that mass incarceration policies were an expensive failure. A
previously vigorous policy debate as to the relative size of the role of high

incarceration policies in bringing down the crime rate largely evaporated. It has

become accepted that public safety is compatible with bringing down the numbers,
and indeed that policies aimed at reducing incarceration would also reduce crime
and recidivism.
10Growth

of Incarceration, at 33.
of Incarceration, at 34.
12 For an overview of the history summarized in this paragraph, see Tonry, M., ed.,
Crime and Justice in America 1975-2025 (University of Chicago Press, 2013).
11Growth
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One of the most surprising aspects of the new consensus is the bipartisan

recognition that the steeply increased rate of black male imprisonment is

pernicious. One in 3 prime age black males are in prison or under the supervision of
the criminal justice system. The social and economic impact on them, their families,
and communities has become a concern across the political spectrum. Jurisdictions

at every level of government have adopted policies to reduce the police/black youth
interactions that breed arrests and criminal records,to curb arrests and

prosecutions for illicit drug use, and to lessen the use of carceral sanctions for lowlevel nonviolent crime. These policies aim to prevent another generation of black
men being lost, never to effectively assume productive adult social roles. The

rhetoric of reform is often augmented to include the men and boys of other minority
racial and ethnic minorities. The numbers certainly justify the emphasis on black
men, whose incarceration rates exceed those of all other men.13 Calls for reform

emanate from President Obamain his second and final term in office, from the
federal Department of Justice,conservatives contending for the presidential

nomination of the Republican Party, and from the most conservative senators.14 In

this respect conservative leaders are in accord with the Black Lives Matter protest
movement. States as varied in their political culture as New York and Texas are
leaders in bringing down their prison populations.15

Largely missing from the bipartisan reformnarrative are the consequences of

the prison boom for women, andfor the poor of every description. Women’s

imprisonment rates have exceeded that of men as the prison boom progressed and
continue to lead men in the nascent reform era. As with men, black women have

13BJS

Prisoners in 2014.
see Attorney General Holder’s historic speech to the American Bar
Association, August 12, 2013, Department of Justice, or the bipartisan senate
criminal sentencing reform bill, which has as yet has not been introduced on the
Senate floor. Martinez, J., Senators Announce Bipartisan Criminal Justice Reform
Legislation, Newsweek, 10/1/2015.
15 BJS Prisoner in 2014.
14 For example,
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borne the brunt although not quite as dramatically as with men;the imprisonment

rate for black women is more than twice that for white women.16 The full picture of
mass incarceration era includes not only shocking increase in the imprisonment of
women and blacks but steep rises in imprisonment for whites and Hispanics as

well.17 The prison boom has seen steep rises in imprisonment across all ethnic and

racial categories for those who lack a high school education.18 Lack of a high school

diploma has become a marker of poverty as high school graduation has become

more the norm than the exception. Black men and women are the most vulnerable
among the poor population to the risk of incarceration. But the poor of every race

are experiencing unprecedented levels of incarceration. A comprehensive account of
mass incarceration must include its class, race and gender composition.19 The

emphasis on black and other minority men both acknowledges and masks the toll of
the incarceration crisis.

Implicitly or explicitly, reformersreject at least some of the excessive reliance

on incarceration as a means of social control that is a hallmark of the mass

incarceration era. Reformerspromise, and may exaggerate, the expected fiscal relief
from the costs of the incarceration boom. They seeks to inoculate reform against
political blowback from a public long accustomed to tough on crime politics by

emphasizing the maintenance of public safety. Reform prescriptions rest upon a less
punitive approach to illicit drug use: Treatment rather than incarceration,

decriminalizing the use of marijuana, shortening sentences for possession of illegal
drugs. There is importantly a long overdue recognition of the need to find

alternatives to using police and incarceration as a de facto mental health system.

The poor and often homeless mentally ill, a drug and alcohol abusing population,
figure prominently among recidivists who cycle through jails and prisons.The

16Incarcerated Women and Girls.
17Growth

of Incarceration at 65.
of Incarceration at 65.
19 See Growth of Incarceration, Chapter 2, for the most recent and comprehensive
research on the race, class and gender composition of the incarcerated during the
mass incarceration era.
18Growth
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overarching goal of reform is to preventlow-levelnon-violent offenders from
embarking upon and sustainingcareers of repeat offending. In addition to

shortening sentences for drug possessionand decriminalization of marijuana, the
means of achieving this goal is the non-carceraldiversion of low-level nonviolent
offenders into addiction and mental health treatment programs. For those to be
released from prison, the program calls for drug counseling and assistance with
housing, employment and family re-integration. Whether or not the public is

persuaded that treatment works, the appeal to the public lies in fiscal savings and
the innocuousness of the target population of nonviolent offenders.

Women offenders exceed men in all indicia of suitability for treatment,

diversion or early release. They are more likely than men to be nonviolent

offenders (54 vs. 37%)20, more likely to be drug addicted (40 vs. 32%)21 and

mentally ill (73 vs. 55%)22.They are also more likely to be parents living with

dependent children prior to incarceration.23As yet national statistics show no

diminution of mass incarceration’s appetite for imprisoning and jailing women.
3. The Limited Scope of the Reform Program
Thereform agenda has had modest success to date;24 its potential to curb

rates of incarceration has yet to be fully played out. However,“low-level nonviolent”
Prisoners in 2014.
L and Snell, T., Women Offenders, Bureau of Justice Statistics,
Washington, DC (1999).
22Ditton, P., Mental Health and Treatment of Inmates and Probationers, Bureau of
Justice Statistics, Washington D.C. (1999).
23 The majority of state and federal inmates reported having minor children; 62% of
women and 51% of men in state prison reported having at least one minor child.
Children.
24 There have been very modest declines in the prison population since 2010. See
BJS Prisoners in 2014. The decline was less than 1% 2012-13 and 2013-14. The
federal system for the first time achieved modest declines in 2013 and 2014. Some
few states have achieved significant deductions. New York State, for example, has
more than 17% fewer prison inmates in 2015 than in its peek year of 2007. New
20BJS

21Greenfield,
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prison reform cannot move the numbers downto any where near pre-prison boom
levels or bring the United States significantly closer to its peers among the world’s

developed democracies. An analysis of the composition of America’s prisons reveals
the limited reach of the reform agenda. It is only in the federal prison system,

accounting for approximately 13 percent of the prison population, that narcotics
offenders comprise half the prison population.25In state prisons, fewer than 16

percent are serving time for drug offenses.26 Of these state prisoners only 3.6

percent are serving time for possessing rather than trafficking drugs.27 53 percent
of state prisoners are violent offenders.28Many traffickers also have records that

include violence. Although there are certainly instances of hapless petty offenders

serving exceptionally long sentences, it is difficult to paint the majority of narcotics
offenders as casualties of the system in this sense. Although there are coerced or

peripherally involved little brothers and girlfriends of drug traffickers serving long
sentences, the typical man in prison for narcotics trafficking persistently pursued
this illegal trade. At this time, there is a vigorous debate about marijuana

legalization. The legalization of no other street drug or prescription-only medicinal
drug is within the realm of practical politics.

Offenders convicted of serious crimes of all stripes, including narcotics

traffickers, are serving sentences draconian by comparison to sentences in the midtwentieth centurysentencing regime. At least one in ten prisoners are serving life

sentences and more than a quarter of these are serving life without the possibility of
parole.29 In addition to the growth of life sentences and long terms of years, the

elimination of parole in the federal system and 16 states raises formidable barriers
York Commission of Corrections, Inmate Statistics, 9/29/15.There is considerable
variation between the incarceration rates of the 50 U.S. states.
25BJS Prisoners in 2014.
26BJS Prisoners in 2014.
27BJS Prisoners in 2014.
28BJS Prisoners in 2014.
29Fellner, J. Old Behind Bars, The Aging Prison Population in the United States, Human
Rights Watch (2012) at 24.[Hereinafter Old Behind Bars].
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to reducing the size of the U.S. prison population.30As a result American prisons

have a rapidly growing geriatric population. Thus far neither cost nor compassion

nor the burden of elder care on prison systems has overcome fierce resistance to the
use of compassionate release or medical parole for the prison elderly.31

The limited reforms that the political establishment regards as politically

feasible are certainly welcome in a country that has become so extreme in its

reliance on carceral penalties. Innovations are welcome that decrease the number
of minority youth, ofthe addicted and of the mentally ill caught in the coils of the
criminal justice system, and suffering the collateral economic and social

consequences of imprisonment and a prison record. The Low-level nonviolent

agenda cannot unless augmented with more ambitious reforms return the U.S. to the
status of the moderately high rate of incarceration nation it was through most of the
20th century. Nor will we return a generation of black men to their communities..
However, the modest low-level nonviolent agenda can and should yield

significant gains in keeping women offenders out of jails and prisons. Fewer women
are in prison for violent offenses, 37 percent as compared to 54 percent of men.
Almost 25% of women but only 16 percent of men are serving state prison

sentences for drug offenses.32Women moreover comprise 14 percent of the jail

population, nearly tripling their proportion of the jail population over the length of
the incarceration boom.33 U.S. jails held almost three quarters of a million persons
in 2014, a third of those behind bars in the United States.34 These city and county

additional 4 states have abolished parole for certain serious offenses. Re-entry
Trends in the U.S., Bureau of Justice Statistics, Washington,D.C.
31See Old Behind Barsgenerally on the aging of the prison population, its fiscal
implications, and the efforts or lack thereof to address this geriatric population’s
needs.
32BJS Prisoners in 2014.
33 Subramanian, R., Henrichson, C., Kang-Brown, J., In Our Own Backyard:
Confronting the Growth and Disparities in American Jails, Vera Institute of Justice
(2015). [Hereinafter Jails].
34Jails
30 An
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facilities serve multiple purposes, one of which is to confine people serving

sentences of less than one year for minor offenses. Women offenders provide rich
opportunities for reformers to experiment with alternatives to incarceration.

Women’s addiction and mental health statistics render them suitable targets for

treatment alternatives. They present low risk of violent anti-social behavior. The
many who are care-taking parents provide an additional incentive to reformers of
urgent social need.
4. Conclusion
The United States cannot come any where close to its mid-twentieth century

levels of incarceration without a bolder political leadership pursuing a more

comprehensive reform agenda. The premises for comprehensive reform would
include recognition of a root of runaway incarcerationrates in the structural

unemployment of the undereducated in the United States. While we await such

courage and vision, reformersattention should be called to one of the implications of
the current reform agenda. Its success can be measured by the extent to which it
reverses the build up in women in confinement.
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Abstract

.
This article sets out a theory and current trends to implement the rule of law in achieving and
becoming a welfare state. A nation always try to work according to the will of its people and
for a common benefit for all. So, there are lot of challenges that have to be faced by a nation
in order to understand the need and worthiness of law that has to be made in the society.
The basic challenge behind becoming a welfare state is to acceptance of a common mandate
which can differ. Some have their views on equal treatment, some talk about decentralisation
of power and law making. Some choose traditional forms of law like morality and social
justice over modern approaches. Basically, it means sharing of power from stronger to weak.
The objective to become welfare state are set to be achieved by democratic rights and for that
a state has to manifest its laws, as it is law which has a common binding on all and is accepted
by the people. Certain theories and debates have taken on welfare state as a platform but still
it lacks a universal and common approach.
So, the article deals with challenges, different approaches and how law helps in curbing these
difficulties for the aim to become a welfare state.
Keywords: Challenges, Democratic Rights, Morality, Welfare State.

1. Introduction
The welfare state depicts an assortment of political practices and procedures identified with
the course of action of a social and financial request inside of a country. It is pertinent for
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worldwide studies from no less than four points of view. To begin with, it is held onto by
numerous states as a cognizant regulating request for the association of social equity and
equivalent open door. Second, it is scrutinized as an impediment for the automatic powers of
the free market inside of a state and in addition, internationally from one assortment of liberal
thought. Third, it is tested by worldwide business sector strengths. In the meantime, fourth, it
serves as a praiseworthy method for controlling the social and has been appropriated as a type
of interior political regulation by non-Western nations since the end of World War II and
progressively since the end of decolonization.
The term welfare state was professedly authored in 1941 by Sir William Sanctuary in England
in his portrayal of the contrast between National Communist Germany (a fighting state) and
English society. As in other Western nations, liberal financial requests were progressively
controlled amid the 1930s by a cognizant regulation of the social and in addition a cognizant
reconciliation of social hobbies into the tax collection and redistribution rationales of
industrialized nations.1
Since the end of World War II, the term welfare state has turned into an equivalent word for
the diverse courses in which social orders plan to give social equity and practice the
redistribution of duties, which constitute the primary method for financing the welfare state.
On the other hand, following a century of exertion, legal counsellors have yet to concur about
how administer of-law values apply to the welfare state. Regulatory law has been an unending
battle to discover methods for obliging authority conduct without wrecking the basic ability to
react to circumstances past authoritative thought. Long after the fall of the "right-benefit
qualification," which hypothetically denied lawful security to welfare advantages, lawful
thought stays isolated and dubious about what the thought of lawful right implies in
connection to intrigues in broad daylight programs.2
I. The Origins of Welfare
Retaining social pressures through vote based consideration and money related redistribution
is one of the key components of any welfare state majority rule government today. The roots
of this routine of social association lie in the nineteenth century. Welfare states today
generally consolidate a liberal business sector economy in light of organized commerce with
1

Starke, Peter. Herbert Obinger, and Francis G Castles, “Convergence towards where: In what ways, if any, are
welfare states becoming more similar?” Journal of European Public Policy vol. 15 (7) (2008): 975–1000.
2
William H. Simon, "Legality, Bureaucracy, and Class in the Welfare System," Yale Law Journal 92 (1983):
1198.
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cognizant government mediation into the business sector through charges, regulations,
redistributions, and interest arrangements. The objective of government office is to secure
social soundness while supporting financial development.
The act of blended economy inside of the fringes of a political economy developed in
European states in the late 19th century. As a prime step, numerous nations in Europe passed
poor relief laws to control the increment in for the most part urban neediness and a cognizant
association of social enthusiasm inside of the European country states. All nation building
procedures in the 19th and 20th century have had, and still have, the social justice, social
equity, and transactions about the right harmony in the middle of rights and obligations of
nationals as central components. In this manner, tax assessment has been comprehended not
just as a way to empower the state to ensure the security, property, and privileges of the
residents additionally as a device to arrange social solidarity.
Otto von Bismarck, the chancellor of Prussia and the German Realm, passed the first alleged
social enactments in 1883 and 1884, protecting representatives against affliction and
mischances. In the blink of an eye some time recently, Bismarck had passed a law against
communist inclinations; the presentation of social protections was an exertion at distancing
laborers from the developing social just and communist gatherings. The presentation of the
social state, which was soon duplicated in numerous different nations, was a political
procedure, not a romantic vision, of arrangements of social equity inside of a country state,
framing bonds in the middle of on-screen characters and their interests within a state and
stabilizing the social order during the nation-building process.
The principal rationale behind the case for social redistribution and welfare for all individuals
from a commonwealth was the knowledge that opportunity stays without substance without
property. Without a minimum of social security, citizens are not able to participate in social
and political processes in a fully independent manner. All members of a polity can enact
freedom only when no member of the polity suffers from poverty and constant insecurity and
is given an equal chance to pursue his or her goals.3
In Denmark and Sweden, establishments throughout today's welfare state were laid in the
period between the 1910s and the 1930s, showed unequivocally in the 1930s when Denmark's
social democrats turned into the most grounded political power, and Sweden's Folkhemmet

3

Hagen Schulz-Forberg, "Welfare State." Encyclopedia of Global Studies. Edited by Helmut K. Anheier, Mark
Juergensmeyer, and Victor Faessel. Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE, (2012). 1783-88.
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(individuals' house) was presented in 1936 as an aftereffect of the transactions between
exchange unions and huge corporate organizations.4
Like Denmark and Sweden, France, Spain, Portugal, South Korea, Japan, South Africa, the
Middle East oil-creating nations, and different states, for example, New Zealand and
Argentina have executed the cognizant regulation of the social in distinctive routes, all of
which rotate around the association of satisfactory pay, medicinal services, lodging,
instruction, and occupation for the subjects of the separate nation. The five “giant evils” of
squalor, ignorance, want, idleness, and disease were identified by Sir William Beveridge in
his ground-breaking 1942 report to the British government, which framed the establishment of
the National Insurance Act, the National Health Act, and the National Assistance Act from
1948, inaugurating the British welfare state after World War II.
Most welfare states are described by the cognizant battle for rights by specialists or ladies.
Verifiably, western European nations and the United States grasped the idea of the welfare
state; it turned into a key idea for the declaration of social equity by the 1930s, then more
consciously after World War II, when full occupation and a more socially conscious, liberal
economic order emerged as a practice of social cohesion and security against the backdrop of
the socialist alternative that guaranteed job and family security for all.
Any typology of the welfare state remains an improved model. Comprehensively talking, two
variations can be bound: the minimal welfare state and the maximal welfare state. The first
type, frequently alluded to as the liberal welfare state or rivalry state, portrays an idea of
welfare that is giving not more than is considered to be fundamental or feasible for those
individuals from society in critical need of backing. It is a type of welfare that sees the state as
an unimportant supplier of security when nationals are not fit for supporting themselves any
more. The second type, often alluded to as the Nordic or Scandinavian model, is a welfare
express that is proactive and deliberately watches over the greater part of its natives from the
day they are destined to the day they kick the bucket.
The substances of the welfare state are considerably more mind boggling, on the other hand,
and particularly from a worldwide point of view, types of welfare for the subjects of a state
departure models in light of the European and North American encounters. The key
theoretical shared trait is the cognizant exertion of a political association to shape a political
economy that can effectively deal with the social question and give social strength.

1.
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II. Welfare and the Poor Law
The considerable crippling myth distressing all dialogs of the welfare state is that welfare is
for poor people. The welfare state was never intended for poor people. It was intended to stop
individuals getting to be poor, which is altogether different. The welfare state was proposed to
lift individuals out of neediness. It made uncommonly liberal procurements, conveying
administrations of such quality that England turned into the jealousy of the world.
Governments found, in any case, that welfare couldn't lift individuals out of neediness.
Individuals got used to carrying on with a simple life on advantages; they got to be
subordinate. Poor, deficient folks had poor, lacking kids, who went ahead to advantage in
their turn.
One still once in a while hears the remark that "individuals on advantage have autos and
satellite recipients", as though this was some way or another disreputable. The inquiry is
whether they ought to be compelled to offer their auto or satellite dish before they can get
advantage, which was the standard under the Poor Law. Social welfare in England has moved
back towards procurement for poor people. General lodging endowments are presently
centered on individual, means-tested benefits. Old individuals with capital assets are required
to pay for nursing care once in the past conveyed free in doctor's facilities.
Procurement for unemployed individuals who have option wellsprings of pay and especially
for wedded individuals with a laboring companion has been profoundly diminished. Security
for home loan instalments has been significantly dissolved, and property holders are
predominantly anticipated that would depend on discretionary private protection to shield
themselves against vagrancy. Administrations for the poor are risky. They are liable to be
disparaged, they are kept at a low level, and they frequently neglect to achieve the general
population they are proposed to offer assistance.
This produces the contentions that are today made against welfare – which it breeds reliance
that individuals are unwilling to labour, those advantages must be kept low to give the right
messages, that it is misled. None of these contentions would have been new to the heads of
the Poor Law. In any case, they are never heard in connection to all-inclusive administrations,
similar to social insurance or training that are not seen as administrations for poor people, but
rather as administrations that we all need.5

5

Thomas Alcock, “Observations on the defects of the Poor Laws”, London: Baldwin and Clements (1752): 1617.
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III. Family Laws and Welfare Policies
With respect to Family policy approach, there are massive contrasts between welfare states.
The Scandinavian welfare states, which have actualized complete family approaches, are
portrayed as "family-accommodating", which infers that their welfare arrangement projects
advance high labour power support for both ladies and men in families with care
responsibilities.6
One vital objective is to diminish the weights for families with youngsters by expanding their
alternatives in the association of everyday life. Compared to other Western welfare states,
those of the Nordic countries offer the most extensive provisions for public welfare and care
services for children and the elderly; they score high on the measure of social policies that
support parents, and low on the measure of poverty among households with/without children
and among lone parents, and they have the highest rates of fertility. While the nations with the
most reduced rates of female labour had the highest birth rates in the 1960s, nations with the
most astounding rates of female occupation have the most astounding conception rates today.
Along these lines, "family-friendly" strategies might likewise be depicted as "womenfriendly"; they comprise of projects that effectively lessen the caring weights of the family,
which influence ladies specifically.
There are some clearly regularizing strains inalienable in family approaches that emerge from
the restriction between the individual and the family or kinship group. Rights are constantly
credited to people, which in the family setting means they are attributed to either moms or
fathers, ladies or men, with the point of minimizing their dependence on families and
expanding their alternatives and command over economic resources independently of familial
or marital reciprocities.7
In like manner, these individual "family-accommodating" rights may prompt a regulating
pressure between the woman's free status, and her family. The impacts of a dynamic family
and gender friendly strategy might along these lines be helpful for the pulverization of
conventional family life. This may be the value that must be paid for arrangements that try to
unburden the family unit and reduce the individual's welfare reliance on family and kinship
group. Then again, a family based welfare approach gives the individual no decision; it makes
family life "an offer they can't refuse"
6

Stein Kuhnle, “A Labour-friendly Welfare State: Lessons from Europe”, edited by K. Marshall and O.
Butzbach: New Social Policy Agendas for Europe and America. Washington: The World Bank (2003).
7
Gosta Esping-Andersen, “Social Foundations of Postindustrial Economics”. Oxford: Oxford University Press
(1999).
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The pressures between individual "family-accommodating" rights versus undisturbed family
life may turn out to be more evident sooner rather than later. One obvious challenge is the
movement towards multicultural societies that encompass various normative ideas of gender
differences, children’s position in the family, the roles of parents etc., ideas that are likely to
be provoked rather than superseded by an active, rights-based family policy.

IV.Welfare State and Labour Law
Labour law is precisely a sign of the Welfare State. This branch of law is for the 20th century
and for the Social State precisely the equivalent to the right of property for the 19th century
and for the Liberal State. Controller of a relationship in which the privileges of one gathering
can be placed in risk by the more grounded financial and social force of the other, Labour law
was shaped truly as a defensive administration of representatives. It rose as a response to the
powerlessness of the common law to manage the "workers issue".
Key parts of the development of this new branch of law are the mediation of the State through
social enactment, and also the aggregate self-rule - looking to guarantee considerable equity
of the gatherings and to labour the exchange of the arrangements from the person to the
correcting so as to gather, by correcting somehow the situation where the employer imposed
by himself his conditions to the employee.8
The late years have seen, in Portugal and in numerous different nations, incredible changes in
authoritative strategy, in what has been alluded as "adaptability" of labour enactment. A
superior dispersion of these streams of believed was additionally advanced by the
globalization of the economy. Neo-liberalism is today an allurement of occupation strategies.
Summoning that there is no compelling reason to secure the labour and that the labour
enactment is excessively unbending, what is supported is an adaptability model related to the
pressure of labour expenses and of specialists' rights - therefore compelled to precarious
contracts, more working hours, flexibility, and so forth.
In any case, the answer is not the neo-liberalism. The best solution for unemployment is the
financial development, which requires better instruction and professional preparing, better
administration of undertakings and additionally dynamic vocation arrangements, and social
security. It is difficult to have profitability or aggressiveness without a satisfactory association
8

José João Abrantes, “Welfare State and globalisation of the Economic Area” presented at a conference in
Berlin under the theme “The welfare State- At the mercy of the financial markets?” organised by MEDELEuropean Judges for Democracy and Liberty (2013).
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and administration of the endeavors, without innovative advancement, preparing and
proficient improvement, not ignoring the significance of the human variable. E.g. the workers'
motivation and the respect for their rights are essential to the well-being and the dynamism of
the enterprises. These are the truly decisive factors for productivity. These are the genuinely
definitive components for profitability.
The considerable test to labour law is the modernization and this infers firstly the revocation
of the authoritative arrangement of neo-liberal nature, which, in view of deregulation and
subversion of the customary work relations system is portrayed for the most part by penance,
if fundamental, of qualities that before ensured least working conditions. Unwavering
exclusively to the business sector, the neo-liberalism advocates the debilitating of the State in
their size and purposes, driving in labour relations to the surrender of protectionism and to the
return of full independence of will and contractual opportunity.
The fact of the matter is that we are confronted with a branch of law that still stays consistent
with the suspicions that were in its genesis, material balance, and insurance of weaker
temporary worker, that over a century prior were interpreted so well in the truism "between
the powerless and the solid is the law that liberates and freedom that oppresses". The
protectionist character of this branch of law is still supported in light of the fact that even
today labour connection is a lopsided connection, a relationship of force subjection, in which
the freedom of one of the parts can be jeopardized by the more grounded financial and social
force of the other.

V. The Global Challenges to the Welfare State
In the 1990s and up to this point, it was for the most part acknowledged that the welfare state
would need to move back keeping in mind the end goal to upgrade the aggressiveness of
country states. The welfare state was considered a part of the Cold War, unable to survive in a
global economy in which production processes as well as consumption patterns would change
dramatically and capital could flow freely where labour could not.
The response of welfare states, particularly of smaller political economies, against their
vulnerability toward worldwide exchange streams was, and still is, for the most part two fold
and is depicted by Herbert Obinger and associates.9 The primary technique identifies with a
developing social solidarity among nationals in connection to an open economy. The general
9

Peter Starke, Herbert Obinger, Julia Moser, Claudia Bogedan, Edith Gindulis and Stephan Leibfried,
“Transformations of the welfare state: Small states, big lessons.” Oxford University Press (2010).
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public would, through improved solidarity, discover basic methods for remunerating the
worldwide danger.
The second procedure of welfare states to shield themselves against the effect of worldwide
exchange is, as has as of now been the situation since the 1930s, to close exchange streams
and grasp an approach of exchange protectionism and prohibitive migration, which would
shield the individuals from society from the versatility of both outside capital and remote
work. In such circumstances, littler economies endeavor to achieve concurrences with bigger
economies in connection to a special access to their business sectors. Through political
rebuilding, the welfare state has figured out how to stay fruitful as a social request. What's
more, though a portion of the rebuilding devices and approaches show likenesses and union,
for instance, by concentrating on the supply side of the economy, the political organization in
every welfare state is extraordinarily distinctive and the supply-side strategy is executed in
different ways.
In spite of most desires, small economies have demonstrated a wonderful flexibility against
financial emergencies and globalization impacts, and bigger economies have not abandoned
social welfare but rather have adjusted their redistribution examples to worldwide monetary
changes. Unquestionably, worldwide financial changes affect the welfare state, and the
progressions incited reflect new necessities.
The general financial methodology of some nations changed, prompting the presentation of
new commercial enterprises or the backing of new advancements while more established
types of industry were shut down. These auxiliary changes run with a new focus on the
demands of the job market in general and the adequate education furthered by the welfare
state in particular.
Conclusion
As the years progressed, open welfare projects have been subjected to a wide range of
pressures and reactions. We are in danger of losing sight of what the welfare state is about. It
was not proposed to concentrate on the alleviation of neediness, yet to be an inclusive
administration holding us over times of monetary trouble and keeping us from falling into
more profound detriment therefore.
Some of these remarks may be taken as a censure to the present government, however the
issues depicted here did not start with this administration, and they are not special to them.
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There have been certifiable enhancements in the state of the poor under Labour, yet there
have additionally been negative, reformatory measures. 10
There is a mixed, and sometimes inconsistent, policy programme. The best way to help the
poor within the welfare state is not to target programmes more carefully on the poor, but to
enhance policies which help us to curb the problems of patriarchy i.e. equality for both the
genders. There is also a need to regulate the family laws as family is the building unit of a
society which will help each other in difficult circumstances. Taxation laws should also be
regulated so as bring equity in the society. Labour laws have to ensure that there is a general
framework of resources, services and opportunities which are adequate for people’s needs,
and can be used by everyone. That is what the welfare state was meant to do. That is what we
have forgotten.
The greater part of the populace are powerless against it. In the meantime, frameworks that
attention on "poor" are normally poor frameworks. The fixation on focusing on the reliant
poor has added to the multi-sided quality and the authoritative issues of the advantages
framework. A feeling of equity and appropriate appearance of approaches will help the
creating nations in doing as such.
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Role of cyber crime in international legal system
Reza Sobhkhiz:Faculty member of Amin University Islamic republic of iran

Abstract:
Nowadays, talking about cyberspace and using its capacities has effected all the
human society layers.in a way that, people of any country regardless of
technical, social, economic and political structures, get benefit of its
opportunities and capacities directly or indirectly. However, it should be
considered that cyberspace is the generator of a significant amount of
communication among every person which causes instability in principles of
sovereignty in every society, because governance elements like borders,
governance and population is changing every moment due to international
forms and dimensions of cyber space. Therefore, according to the abovementioned items and the unique nature of cyberspace, there are some greedy
and opportunist people with criminal attitude who are trying to do their criminal
behavior in this field. In some situations, this behavior is known as cybercrime.
In this paper, the author tries to analyze legitimate structures of cyberspace in
international legal system, while the legal structure of cyberspace is also
described. The author also analyzes some aspects of subscriptions,
differentiations and contradictions and on this basis , The author concludes that
we should look for a new form of international legal system or this cyber law is
applicable by considering the existing international legal system.
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Abstract

The paper focuses on the needs and obligations of European integration, such as the multilevel governance and the division of competences between different governmental levels.
Developments in public administration and modernization of public sector institutions requires
application of the concept and process of Europeanization. The paper examines the compliance
with the acquis communautaire (EU laws ans policies) in the field of public administration in
Turkey, as well as with rules, principles and standards stemming from the European
Administrative Space.
The Union's public policies shape the European integration process, in particular those
policies with a strong territorial impact. The paper gives an answer why the decentralisation
process is important for the implementation of public policies in Turkey and how the EU
programmes can facilitate the Europeanization of the public administration system.
Keywords: public administration, public policy, Europeanization, (de)centralisation, European
Administraative Space

1. Introduction
Turkey has been linked to the EU by an Association Agreement since 1964 and a
customs union was established in 1995. The European Council granted the status of candidate
country to Turkey in December 1999 and accession negotiations were opened on 3 October
2005. Turkey is a candidate country and a strategic partner for the European Union. The
Eastern enlargement have brought Turkey closer to the European Union.
Turkey needs to harmonize its legislation with the acquis communautaire. European
integration over the past decades has led to a system of multilvel governance and
development of the European Administrative Space in the EU member states. The Turkish
1
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local authorities are involved in the enlargement process in particular with regards to the
implementation of the acquis communautaire at local level.
Local authorities in Turkey face dynamic changes to meet the Copenhagen criteria1
that are mainly determined by the division of competences between the central and local level,
and the decentralisation process, administrative capacity building and by facilitating
exchanges of best practice of the European multilevel governance models.
The European Administrative Space is a special part of the the future member states.
These states have to take into consideration the administrative principles. If these states do not
take into account and do not apply these principles they will not able to fulfill the
requirements of the acquis communautaire.2
Developments in public administration and modernization of public sector institutions
requires application of the concept and process of Europeanization. According to Olsen the
Europeanization is the central penetration of national and subnational systems of governance.3
The Europeanization implies adapting subnational systems of governance to a European
political centre and European-wide norms. The government and governance are multi-leveled
and differentiated, with the location of sovereignty, power and legitimacy being a shifting
negotiated, multi-centred set of entities.

2. The challenge of European Good Governance
There is a challenge of the European Union in the candidate countries to redefine the
role of the state. The rivaling paradigms are the good government vs. good governance. The
choice between the two paradigms is based on the ―reason‖ for the state.4
The good government paradigm based on the principle of central state, which is
strong, active, intelligent but constitutionally limited state. The most important elements of
this approach are the effective bureaucracy, norm-based approach, liability and accountability.

1

The Copenhagen Criteria was laid down by the Heads of State or Government of the Member States in June
1993. This document defines whether a country is eligible to join the European Union.
2
TORMA, A. The European Administrative Space (EAS). European Integration Studies. 2004, vol. 9, no. 1,
pp.149-150.
3
OLSEN, J. P. The Many Faces of Europeanization. ARENA Working Paper. WP 01/2 2002, no. 2, p. 3
4

STUMPF, I. Rediscovering the State and the Neo-Weberian State. In CZENE G. (ed.) Good Governance,
sustainable development and the education of the future generation of scientists. Pi-Net Conference,
Postgraduates‘International Network, 2012, pp. 10-11.
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The contrasting approach of the state-centric model is the paradigm of good
governance.
Governance has become an important concept with the decreasing role of the welfare
state since the 1980s. Governance comprises complex mechanisms, processes and institutions
through which different actors, social groups and institutions articulate their interests, mediate
their differences, and exercise their legal rights and obligations.5
In the system of good governance responsibilities are shared between different levels
of government by diverse actors. (EU, nation states, regions, and local governments) The
concept of governance refers to the existence of various actors and the interaction between
them they also involve private sector actors and parts of civil society, public-private
partnerships (PPP) and the privatisation of some public services.
Compared to state-based arrangements in which hierarchical and top-down relations
set rules in a relatively bureaucratic manner, this type of governance arrangements rules with
more participatory, inclusive and horizontally networked relations between socio-cultural,
political and business groups.
The principle of subsidiarity6 seeks to ensure that, in areas of non-exclusive
Community responsibility, decisions are taken at the most appropriate level – which is the
lowest level, the one ―closest to the citizens‖.
The good governance taking shape in the European integration is examined by several
documents (European Commission (2001): European governance — a White Paper;
Committee of the Regions (2009): White Paper on multilevel governance)7, however, no legal
framework has been elaborated yet, in which competences of European, national, regional and
local tiers are described in a clear and comprehensive way.
Nevertheless the full deployment of multilevel governance confirms the necessity of
the development of the European Space along the dimensions of the European Political Space,
5

The ‗good governance‘ and ‗openness‘ is referred to in Article 15 of the Treaty on the functioning of the
European Union.
6
Decisions are taken as closely as possible to the citizens of the Union. The Treaty of Maastricht introduced the
principle of subsidiarity at Union level in 1992. Article of the Treaty on European Unon (2009) confirmed the
principle. According to the principle of subsidiarity, the Union can act only if and in so far as the objectives of
the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the member states, either at central level or at regional
and local level, but can be better achieved at Union level. Each institution shall ensure constant respect for the
principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, laid down in Article 5 of the Treaty on European Union.
7
European Commission. European governance — a White Paper (COM(2001) 428 final OJ C 287 12. October
2001; Committee of the Regions. The Committee of the Regions White Paper on multilevel governance,
Brussels, 17 and 18 June 2009 CdR 89/2009 fin
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the European Public Space and the European Administrative Space.8 In addition, putting
multilevel governance into practice requires improving the efficiency of the existing
mechanisms of both territorial and sectoral dimensions of the European Space as a whole.

3. European Political Space
Multilevel governance is the model, where regions would be a governmental level of
importance next to national, European and local arenas. It is essential for local and regional
authorities to have the necessary power to play their role in promoting and managing the
challenges of competitiveness and innovation in public policies. The principles of autonomy
and decentralisation are currently part of the set of values shaping the distribution of
governance powers in countries throughout Europe. A significant administrative authorities,
regional and local governments have developed and increased their powers, administrative
competencies and public expenditures in recent decades.
Local and regional authorities throughout the Union have the responsibility for
providing a wide range of services to the public. Currently, after the Eastern enlargements
(2004; 2007), nearly 95 000 local and regional authorities have significant powers in key
sectors such as education, environment, economic development, town and country planning,
transport, public services and social policies within the European Union. Moreover, the Local
and Regional Authorities implement nearly 70% of EU legislation.9
Due to the decentralisation of central assignments in the division of power of states at
local and regional levels the Council of Europe10 Congress of Local and Regional Authorities
(CLRAE) drafted the basic expectations towards the self-governmental minimum for the
development of local and regional democracies in two documents. These two documents are
the European Charter of Local Self-government (1985) and the Draft European Charter of
Regional Democracy (2008).
The European Charter on Local Self-Government is of particular importance for the
process of democratic institution building. As expressed in the Preamble, ‗local authorities are
one of the foundations of any democratic regime‘. The principle of local self-government
shall be recognised in domestic legislation, and where practicable in the constitution. It must
8

ONGARO, E. Committee of the Regions’ White Paper on Multi-Level Governance. Response to the general
consultation. 2009. p. 1. Access from: http://cor.europa.eu/en/activities/governance/documents/379693ea-a8e14558-bcb1-80691b20bf64.pdf
9
Committee of the Regions. The Committee of the Regions White Paper on multilevel governance. Brussels, 17
and 18 June 2009 CdR 89/2009 fin p. 3.
10
Turkey became the 13th member state of the Council of Europe on 9 August 1949.
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be taken to ensure in candidate countries that the Charter is a basic rule, particularly its
meaning under Article 4 on the scope and exercise of local self-government, and Article 9 on
financial and budgetary autonomy.11 Turkey has ratified the Charter on 9 December 1992, but
hasn‘t signed yet the Additional Protocol to the European Charter of Local Self-Government
on the right to participate in the affairs of a local authority.12
In 2008, the CLRAE passed the Draft European Charter of Regional Democracy13,
which drafts a system of criteria for establishing a regional self-government, and provides
constitutional and legal framwework for the rights of regional self-governments, which are
necesary to apply in the process of European developments. This document is also serving as
a reference point for candidate governments wishing to begin a process of regionalisation or
reform of its local and regional structures.

4. Joining the European Administrative Space
Drawing up and implementing EU public policies presuppose the build-up of a
European Administrative Space. The Treaty of Lisbon (2009) brings out new regulations
meant to promote and sustain ‘good governance‘ and European administration, thus
underlining the right to good administration.
Although the public administration structures and regulations vary among the EU
member states, the national public administrations have to apply the acquis communautaire in
a homogeneous way. The term ‗European Administrative Space‘ has been used to describe an
increasing convergence of administrations and administrative practices at the EU level and
various member states‘ administrations to a ‗common European model‘.14 It has also been
used to describe the phenomenon of the coordinated implementation of EU law and the
Europeanization of the member states‘ administrative structures.
Cooperation amongst administrations in the EU is marked by a high degree of close
administrative cooperation between all levels of member states‘ administrations with the
11

Article 4 (3): Public responsibilities shall generally be exercised, in preference, by those authorities which are
closest to the citizen.
Article 9: Local authorities shall be entitled, within national economic policy, to adequate financial resources of
their own, of which they may dispose freely within the framework of their powers.
12
Council of Europe. Additional Protocol to the European Charter of Local Self-Government on the right to
participate in the affairs of a local authority. Treaty Series No. 207, Utrecht, 16.XI.2009
Turkey hasn‘t signed it.
13
Council of Europe Congress of Local and Regional Authorities. Recommendation 240 (2008). This text was
not accepted in the form of a convention.
14

OLSEN, J. P. Towards a European Administrative Space? Journal of European Public Policy. 2003, no. 10,

p. 506.
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European institutions and bodies in various policy phases. The supranational legal and
political order, established by the EU member states, has grown accordingly. Thus far, the
reality of the European administrative space is closely related to, and its importance has
grown with, the expansion over time of the aquis communautaire.
The development of the European Administrative Space, as an informal entity, based
on different national legal and administrative frameworks, refers to a set of common
principles15 such as reliability and predictability, openness and transparency, accountability,
effectiveness and efficacy that guide the actions within national public administration towards
administrative convergence and performance with candidate countries.
The principles need to be applied in each in each authority of the states both in the
central authorities and in the local governments. The extent to which EU member states and
candidate countries share the public administration principles and values serve as
preconditions for a closer integration among them and determine the degree of compatibility
amongst their administrative systems.

5. European Public Space
The territorial reorganisation, the decentralisation process has more or less confirmed
the concept of three-level structure of the EU polity, consisting of the supranational, national
(centralistic) and regional (decentralised) layers.
Local and regional authorities implement a major part of the EU acquis and are
actively involved in management of water and energy supply, territorial development, waste
management, environment protection, transport, education, culture, migration, social policies,
as well as in economic development and investment. In almost all of the European states, the
municipality remains the basic territorial level. European municipalities ensure the delivery of
community services to the population. In every member state, they manage basic local public
services. Particular services vary considerably from country to country, because of the
different subnational systems and different competences of the local and regional authorities.
There is no single model of local government in the European Union, there is a close
relationship between the local government systems and citizens‘ demand for local supply of
cheap and efficient public services. The Nordic model of large local governments is
characterized by high level of financial and economic autonomy and responsibility for a wide
15

The treaties of the European Union do not include a common model of public administrative system for the
Member States.
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range of services. In the Mediterranean model the financial system is centralized, the public
authorities supervisered by state administration and the small municipalities provide a limited
range of responsibilities.16
Despite the diversity of the local and regional levels, some general trends are visible at
European level. The European Union provides a high autonomy in member states for the
operation of the municipal system, including the inter-municipal cooperation.
1. Municipal merger policies have been implemented in many European countries, one
of the objectives being to compensate for the economic disadvantages linked to the small size
of many of the municipalities concerned (insufficient financial resources to carry out their
responsibilities correctly, limited tax base, etc.).17 Nevertheless, many territorial reforms have
been proposed in order to reduce their number, postulating better management of local public
services and reduced public expenditures. In Denmark reduced the number of municipalities
from 1 387 (1950) to 98 (2013). In Sweden in 1950 the number of municipalities was 2 281
and in 2013 it was 290.
2. Inter-municipal cooperation is another popular option in the attempt to attain more
effwective delivery of public services. It allows municipalities and regions to pool their
resources in order to improve the management of public services and to attain a sufficient size
to carry out certain responsibilities (i.e. sewerage, water, transportation), while at the same
time keeping their own municipal structure. The forms of intermunicipal cooperations vary
greatly from highly integrated, as is the case in Spain, Italy and Portugal, to very specific
structures such as syndicates.18
3. The general trend in Europe towards externalising the operation of local public
services. Over the last years the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) seeks to strengthen the
partnership between the European Union and the countries and societies of the neighborhood
and to promote stability, prosperity and security in the neighborhood. Stronger relations
between Turkey and its neighbours are also in the interest of the EU. This goal does not only
include cooperation with the central governments of the neighbouring states, but there is also
16

KOPÁNYI M. Helyi önkormányzatok Európában. [Local Governments in Europe.] In KUSZTOSNÉ NYITRAI
E. (ed.) A helyi önkormányzatok és pénzügyeik. Consulting, Budapest, 1999, p. 25.
17
Council of Europe Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe. Balancing
Democracy, Identity and Efficiency. Changes in local and regional structures in Europe. 2008. p. 5.
18
Sub-national Governments in the EU. Organisation, responsibilities and finance. Dexia, 2008.p. 6. Access
from:
http://www.dexiacreditlocal.fr/SiteCollectionDocuments/Collectivites%20locales/Les%20CT%20dans%20l'UE2
7/CT_UE_book%20at%20a%20glance.pdf
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an urgent need to speed up cooperation at all levels, building national, regional and local
partnerships.
The Council of Europe and the European Union provided a stable, institutional
framework for cross-border and interregional cooperation.
Table 1 Ratification of the international documents. turkey
International document
signature
1980. European Outline Convention on 04/02/1998
Transfrontier Co-operation between Territorial
Communities or Authorities,
CETS No.106
1995. Additional Protocol to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Co-operation
between Territorial Communities or Authorities,
CETS No.159

ratification

into effort

11/07/2001

12/10/2001

-

-

1998. Protocol No. 2 to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Co-operation
between Territorial Communities or Authorities
concerning interterritorial co-operation, CETS
No.169

-

-

2009. Protocol No. 3 to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Co-operation
between Territorial Communities or Authorities
concerning Euroregional Co-operation Groupings
(ECGs), CETS No.206

-

-

Source: Council of Europe. Treaty Office
In non-EU member states which are members of the Council of Europe, the Third
Additional Protocol to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Co-operation
between Territorial Communities or Authorities concerning Euroregional Co-operation
Groupings (2009) offers a new legal instrument for cooperation and could therefore facilitate
cooperation between programme and project partners from EU member states and third
countries of the EU.
Under the EU law the European grouping of territorial cooperation (EGTC) signifies
decentralised cooperation, which very close to the Council of Europe‘s ECG instrument.

8
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Table 2 Legal tool for international cooperation of the CoE

Euroregional Cooperation Groupings (ECGs)

Members

CoE member states,
regional and local authorities

Legal status

legal personality,
property;
staff

Applicable law

the laws of the CoE member state where the
ECG has its headquarters

Statute of the grouping

organs,
staff,
budget

Source: compiled by the author
Both legal tool facilitate cross-border, interregional or transnational cooperation. They
are generally established to bring together authorities from different administrative levels,
including municipalities and regions to act together as one.19 Through the creation of this
legal framework, partners from different countries and different administrative levels can
have one common voice.

6. The public administration in Turkey: recent developments
To complete democratic governmental system through introducing good governance
principles such as transparency, accountability, participation and responsiveness are vital
challenge to the public administration in Turkey. The mode of governance in Turkey has been
transformed over the past decade as a result of various influences; namely, the impact of the
democratization process, developments in the relationship with the European Union and
increasing demands of citizens from the administration required new mechanisms to be
established for better quality services. The goal of a fully democratic governmental structure
can be achieved only through a modernization of the public administration.
The 2000‘s were the years of reform for local governments. The government of
Turkey has undertaken a very comprehensive programme to reform and modernise the local
government system, and put it in line with the requirements of the European Charter on Local
Self-Governement and of the European Union‘s Copenhagen criteria. In 2004, no. 5216
―Metropolitan Municipality Law‖ and in 2005, no. 5393 ―Municipal Act‖ was enacted.

19

Metis GmbH. EGTC Monitoring Report 2012. European Union, Brussels, April 2013, p. 101.
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Mayor‘s positions were slightly strengthened, aimed at municipality‘s understanding to
become more autonomous and to ensure the participation of the people. 20
In Turkey the governmental system is organised in a two-tier structure, with central
and local government. The central administration consists of central bodies (ministries,
agencies), with its deconcentrated branches disseminated on the territory. The local
administration is organised in three autonomous types of local government: special provincial
administrations, municipalities and villages. There were 81 special provincial administrations,
2 947 municipalities and 34 402 villages before the 2012 year reform.21 The reorganisation
reduced the number of provincies and accordingly the number of metropolitan municipalities
has increased to 30.
Turkey is increasingly urbanised, 77.3% of the total population live in urban areas. It
plays an important role in the recent reforms. The development of municipalities and of their
capacities, the new threshold of 5 000 habitants will avoid to small municipalities unable to
perform their functions.
According to the Article 14 of the Municipal Law (2005) the municipalities provide services of urban
infrastructure such as development of the region, water and sewage system and transportation; geographical and
urban data systems; environment and environmental health, cleaning and solid waste; security forces, fire
brigades, emergency aid, relief services and ambulance; city traffic; funeral and cemetery services; forestry,
parks and green areas; housing, cultural and artworks, tourism and presentation, youth and sporting activities;
social and aid services; marriage ceremonies, professional trainings; and services aimed at development of
economy and commerce. The Greater City Municipalities and the municipalities having population more than
50.000 shall open houses for women and children welfare.

20

DURAK D. Of 6360 Metropolıtan Law Announcement in Rural Perceptıon And Expectatıons. The Russian
Academic Journal |2015, vol. 31, no. 1, 2015, p. 174.
21
Committee of the Regions. Division of Powers between the European Union, the Member States and Regional
and Local Authorities, (ed.) European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA)-European Center for the
RegionsEuropean Union, December 2012, p. 1149.
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Acccording to Article 6 of the Special Provincial Administration Act (2005) the special provincial
administration provides services relating to health, agriculture, industry and trade; environmental arrangement
plan of the province, public works and housing, protection of soil, prevention of erosion, social services and
assistance, granting micro loans to the poor, nurseries and orphanages; procurement of plots of lands for primary
and secondary education schools, and the meeting of their needs for the construction, maintenance and repairs of
their schools.

Figure 1 Challenges regarding the public administration system in Turkey

Central
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Provincial
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Organizations
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Districts
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European Administrative
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European Public
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Source: Complied by the author
Although the Constitution states clearly that their decision-making organs are elected,
they are considered basically as service providers rather than government authorities22. The
law on unions of local authorities (n°5355, 26 May 2005) facilitate functional rationalisation
in service delivery.
Turkey is a unitary state. The Turkish administrative system is based upon certain
fundamental political and legal principles stated in the Constitution of 1982.23 According to
22

MARCOU G. Local Administration reform in Turkey. A legal appraisal based on European principles and
standards. July 2006, p. 16.
23

The Constitution has been subject to many amendments in the last 30 years. Its latest amendments were
adopted after the constitutional referendum of 2010.
Constitution of the Republic of Turkey. Access from:
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the Article 3 of the Constitution the Turkish State is an indivisible whole, with its country and
nation.
The organisation and functions of the administration of the Turkish State is based on
principles of centralisation and decentralisation (Article 123 of the Constitution). The central
government is obliged to fulfill a public service to be planned and executed by state public
entity.
Despite the ongoing decentralisation process Turkey covers the spectrum somewhere
between deconcentration and devolution. The superiority of the central administration over
local government through administrative tutelage secured by the Article 127 of the
Constitution, which states: ―The central administration has the power of administrative
tutelage over the local administrations in the framework of principles and procedures set
forth by law with the objective of ensuring the functioning of local services in conformity with
the principle of the integrity of the administration, securing uniform public service,
safeguarding the public interest and meeting local needs properly.‖24
The Constitution emphasises the ―unity‖ of public administration, which includes
―local administration‖. According to article 123 ―The administration forms a whole with
regard to its structure and functions, and shall be regulated by law.‖
The organisation and functions of the administration are based on the principles of
centralisation and local administration. Public administration in Turkey is divided between the
central and local administrations.

https://global.tbmm.gov.tr/docs/constitution_en.pdf
24

The Turkish administrative system is based on certain fundamental political and legal principles stated in the
Constitution of 1982. The main legal basis for local authorities are:
-
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Constitution of the Republic of Turkey; last amendment in 2010;
Law on Public financial management and control, n°5018 of 10 th November 2003, as amended by the
law n°5436 of 22nd December 2005;
Law on Metropolitan municipalities, n°5216 of 10 th July 2004, as amended by the law n°5390 of 2 nd
July 2005;
Law on Special provincial administrations, n°5302 of 22 nd February 2005, as amended by the law
n°5391 of 2nd July 2005;
Law on Unions of local authorities, n°5355 of 26 th May 2005;
Law on Municipalities, n°5393 of 3rd July 2005;
Law on Tax Revenue Shares for Special Provincial Administrations and Municipalities, Law n° 5779,
dated 02.07.2008;
Law on the establishment and duties of development agencies, n°5449 of 8 th February 2006
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6.1 Central Administration
Article 126 of the Constitution states that the central administrative structure in Turkey
is divided into provinces on the basis of geographical situation and economic conditions. Due
to the public service requirements provinces are further divided into lower levels of
administrative districts.
6.2 Local Administrations
Article 123 of the Constitution states that in order to maintain integrity in public
administration in terms of organizations and responsibilities, national, provincial, urban, and
rural administrations should function in unity and coherence.
Local Administration, which functions under the administrative tutelage of the central
administration, is divided into three main administrative tiers. These are the special provincial
administrations, municipalities, and village administrations.
In terms of local administrative structure the populations of provinces, municipalities,
and villages are to be administered by units of local government established by law as legal
public entities and governed in accordance with the principle of self-government. Besides it in
larger urban areas metropolitan municipalities have been established. Usually, metropolitan
municipalities are not considered as an additional level of local government, but they are
becoming step by step such a new level, and again with the new law on metropolitan cities of
10 July 2004.
Turkey has no regional government. The EU regional policy, with all the requirements
attached to it for allocating structural funds, has a strong impact on national systems of
government. The recent creation of statistical units (NUT 1, NUTS 2) fulfils the requirements
of the EU.25 The EU funds regional development in the candidate countries must have
adequate administrative capacity to ensure the institutional and financial management of the
projects. The law n°5449 of 8 February 2006 provides for a legal framework for establishing
development agencies.

25

The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics in Turkey: 12 NUTS 1 level; 26 NUTS 2 level; 81 NUTS
3 level.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
1. In Turkey over the last decade there has been a greater support for delegation of the
powers of the institutions of the central government to the provincial level, however the
structure and the tradition of a highly centralized public administration persisted.
Despite the ratification of the European Charter on Local Self-Governement by
Turkey in 1992, the provisions are often inconsistent with the Charter. There is a discrepancy
between the competencies and the resources of the local governments. Besides that the
country maintains a large number of reservations to the Charter.
2. Devolution of powers to sub-national level an important factor for the strengthening
of the capacity of local authorities to carry out the tasks entrusted to them. Regarding the local
government in Turkey, the fiscal decentralisation remains limited despite the amendment of
the Law on Metropolitan Municipalities in 2012, which extended the scope of municipalities‘
powers.

26

Municipalities need the necessary financial resources to carry out the

responsibilities transferred to them.
3. The European integration is becoming differentiated by multilevel decision-making
and implementation of public policies. Assessing its future effects, the divergence among the
subnational levels in Turkey could easily present an obstacle to the continuation of the
Europeanization.
4. Turkey‘s ability to take on the obligations of membership that is, the acquis are
expressed in the Treaties, the secondary legislation and the policies of the Union. The
succesful implementation of the acquis depends on the country‘s administrative capacity.
Turkey is moderately prepared with the reform of its public administration.
Consistency with EU public policies requires further progress in service delivery to citizens
and businesses. There is a commitment to a user-oriented administration. However, political
and administrative engagement for a more comprehensive public administration reform
remains a challenge.
In the field of administrative capacity, training and technical assistance Turkey has
continued to strengthen all institutions involved in the implementation of the EU‘s multiannual planning and financial assistance prgrammes for Turkey (IPA). In line with Turkey‘s
26

European Commission. Commission staff working document. Turkey 2015 report. Brussels, 10.11.2015
SWD(2015) 216 final p. 10.
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new more decentralised and differentiated approach to regional development, priority areas
related to economic, social and territorial developments.
5. The dimension of multilevel governance is a heart of the process to establish and
manage institutionalised forms of cross-border and interregional cooperation. However,
multilevel governance fosters interconnection and interaction between different stakeholders
through the institutional farmework of ECGs (and EGTCs) The creation of broad partnerships
between the political, economic, cultural and civil actors, with regional and local authorities
and all public or private entities (universities, chambers of commerce, foundations, etc.) with
closer cooperation with citizens must include all aspects of everyday life (energy, health care,
tourism, sport, education, training, infrastructure etc.). All these interactions promote
strengthening the horizontal partnerships on the ground, thereby they increase the added value
of multilevel governance.
6. In some cases, especially in candidate countries with low levels of regionalisation,
the EU regional policy is triggering important reforms, and indirectly promoting
decentralisation.

27

The purpose of territorial reforms is often to simplify administrative

organisations, to bring about a clear understanding of the division of competences exercised
by each tier and to achieve significant economies of scale.
The EU‘s commitment and assistance need to be matched with the dedication of nonEU governments to implement the necessary legal and political reforms. The central
government of Turkey, has the legal obligation to harmonize domestic law with

existing international law and the EU law. The legal, financial and administrative
environment needs to be more conducive to the development of public administration.
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